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PREFACE
The objective of the book is to draw the readers' atten-
tion to the basic laws of mechanics, that is, to the laws of
motion and to the laws of conservation of energy, momen-
tum and angular momentum, as well as to show how these
laws are to be applied in solving various specific problems.
At the same time the author has excluded all things of
minor importance in order to concentrate on the questions
which"are the hardest to comprehend.
The book consists of two parts: (1) classical mechanics
and (2) .relativist‘ic mechanics. In the first part the laws of
mechanics are treated in the Newtonian approximation, i.e.
when motion velocities are much less than the velocity of
light, while in the second part of the book velocities com-
parable to that of light are considered.
Each chapter opens with a theoretical essay followed by
a number of the most instructive and interesting examples
and problems, with` solutions provided. There are about
80 problems altogether; being closely associated with the
introduct.ory text, they develop and supplement it and
therefore their examination is of equal importance.
A few corrections and refinements have been made in the
present edition to stress the physical essence of the prob-
lems studied. This holds true primarily for Newton’s second
law and the conservation laws. Some new examples and
problems have been provided.
The book is intended for first-year students. of physics
but can'also be useful to senior students and lecturers.
1. E. Irodov
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NOTATION
Vectors are designated by roman bold—face type (e.g. r, F);
the same italicized letters (r, F) designate the norm of a
vector.
Mean values are indicated by crotchets ( ), e.g. (v),
(N}-
The symbols A, d. 6 (when put in front of a quantity)
signify:
A, a finite increment of a quantity, i.e. a difference between
its final and initial values, e.g. Ar.-:1*2- rl, AU: U2 — U,;
d, a differential (an infinitesimal increment), e.g. dr, dU;
6, an elementary value of a quantity, e.g. 6A is an elemen-
tary work.

Unit vectors:
i, j, k are unit vecjors of the Cartesian coordinates 1. y, z;
ep, e._, e, are unit vectors of the cylindrical coordinates
f’~ fP· Z3
n, t are unit vectors of a normal and a tangent to a path.
Reference frames are denoted by the italic letters K, K'
and C.
The C frame is a reference frame fixed to the centre of
inertia and translating relative to inertial frames. All quan-
tities in the C frame are marked with a tilde, e.g. p, E.
A, work,
c, velocity of light. in vacuo.
E, total mechanical energy, the total energy,
E, electric field st1·engt.h.
e, elementary electric charge.
F. force.
G. field strength.
g. free fall acceleration.
If. moment of inert.ia.
L. angular momentum with respect. to a point,
Lz, angular momentum with respect t.o an axis,
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10 Nototton
Z, arc coordinate, the arm of a vector,
M, moment of a force with respect to a point,
Mz, moment of a force with respect to an axis,
m, mass, relativistic mass, mo rest mass,
N, power,
p, momentum,
q, electric charge,
r, radius vector,
s, path, interval,
t, time,
T, kinetic energy,
U, potential energy,
v, velocity of a point or a particle,
w, acceleration of a point or a particle,
B, angular acceleration,
B, velocity expressed in units of the _velocity of light,
Y, gravitational constant, the Lorentz factor,
e, energy of a photon,
x, elastic (quasi-elastic) force constant,
p, reduced mass,
p, curvature radius. radius vector of the shortest distance
to an axis, density,
cp, azimuth angle, potential,
co, angular velocity,
Q, solid angle.
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Mechanics is a branch of physics treating the simplest
form of motion of matter, mechanical motion, that is, the
motion _of bodies in space and time. The occurrence of mechan-
ical phdnomena in space and time can be seen in any mechan-
ical law involving, explicitly or implicitly, space-time
relations, i.e. distances and time intervals.
The position of a body in space. can be determined only
with respect to other bodies. The same is true for the motion
of a body, i.e. for the change in its position over time. The
body (or the system of mutually immobile bodies) serving
to define the position of a particular body is identified as
the reference body.
For practical purposes, a certain coordinate system, e.g.
the Cartesian system, is fixed to the reference body when-
ever motion is described. The coordinates of a body permit.
its position in space to be established. Next, motion occurs
not only in space but also in time, and therefore the descrip-
tion of the motion presupposes time measurements as well.
This is done by means of a clock of one or another type.
A reference body to which coordinates are fixed and mu-
tually synchronized clocks form the so—called reference frame.
The notion of a reference frame is fundamental in physics.
A space-time description of motion based on distances and
time intervals is possible only when a definite reference
frame is chosen.
Space and time by themselves`are also physical objects,
just as any others, even though immeasurably more impor-
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i2 Introduction
tant. The properties of space and time can be investigated
by observing bodies moving in them. By studying the char-
acter of the motion of bodies we determine the properties
of space and time.
Experience shows that as long as the velocities of bodies
are small in comparison with the velocity of light, linear
scales and time intervals remain invariable on transition
from one reference frame to another, i.e. they do not depend
on the choice of a reference frame. This fact finds expres-
sion in the Newtonian concepts of absolute space and time.
Mechanics treating the mot.ion of bodies in such cases is
referred to as classical.
When we pass to velocities comparable to that of light, it
becomes obvious that the character of the motion of bodies
changes radically. Linear scales and time intervals become
dependent on the choice of areference frame and are differ-
ent in different reference frames. Mechanics based on these
concepts is referred to as relativistic. Naturally, relativistic
mechanics is more general and becomes classical in the case
of small velocities.
The actual motion characteristics of bodies are so complex
that to investigate t.hem we have to neglect all insignificant
factors, otherwise tl1e problem would get so complicated as
to render it practically insoluble. For this purpose notions
(or abstractions) are employed whose application depends
on the specific nature of the problem in question and on the
accuracy of t.he result that we expect to get. A particularly
important role is played by the notions of a mass point and
of a perfectly rigid body.
A mass point, or, briefly. a particle, is a body whose dimen-
sions can be neglected under the conditions of a given prob-
lem. It is clear that the same body can be treated as a mass
point in some cases and as an extended object in others.
A perfectly rigid body, or, briefly, a solid, is a system of
mass points separated by distances which do not vary dur-
ing its motion. A real body can be treated as a perfectly
rigid one provided itsrdeformations are negligible under
the conditions of the problem considered.
Mechanics tackles two fundamental problems;
1. The investigation of various motions and the general-
ization of the results obtained in the form of laws of mo.
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Introduction 13
tion, i.e. laws that can be employed in predicting the
character of motion in each specific case.
2. The search for general properties that are typical of
any system regardless of the specific interactions between
the bodies of the system.
The solution of the first problem ended up with the so-
called dynamic laws established by Newton and Einstein,
while the solution of the second problem resulted in the
discovery of the laws of conservation for such fundamental
quantities as ene1·8Y» momentum and angular momentum.
The dynamic laws and the laws of conservation of energy,
momentum and angular momentum represent the basic laws
of mechanics. The investigation of these laws constitutes
the subject matter of this book.
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CHAPTER 1`
ESSENTIALS OF KINEMATICS
Kinematics is the subdivision of mechanics treating ways
of describing motion regardless of the causes inducing it.
Three problems will be considered in this chapter: kinematics
of a point, kinematics of a solid, and the transformation of
velocity and acceleration on transition from one reference
frame to another.
§ 1.1. Kinematics of a Point
There are three ways to describe the motion of a point:
the iirst employs vectors, the second coordinates, and the
thgrd is referred to as natural. Let us examine them in
or er.
The vector method. With this method the location of a
given point A is defined by a radius vector r drawn from
a certain stationary point 0 of a chosen reference frame to
that point A. The motion of the point A makes its radius
vector vary in the general case both in magnitude and in
direction, i.e. the radius vector r depends on time t. The locus
of the end points of the radius vector 1- is referred to as the
path of the point A.
Let us introduce the notion of the velocity of a point.
Suppose the point A travels from point 1 to point 2 in the
time interval At (Fig. 1). It is seen from the tigure that
the displacement vector Ar of the point A represents the
increment of the radius vector r in the time At: Ar = ra ..
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Essential: of Kifl8I7IGHC8
——- rl. The ratio Ar/At] is called the mean velocity vector (v}
during the time interval At. The direction of~ the vector
(v) coincides with that of Ar. Now let us define the veloc·‘
ity vector v of the point at a given moment. of time as the
limit of the ratio Ar/At as At —»0, i.e.
:1* AC:-_..£':._ L1
v ALIR) At dt ( )
This means that the velocity vector v of the point at a given
moment of time is equal to the derivative of the radius
vector r with respect to time, and its direction, like that of
if
7 2 <v’>
0
Fig. 1
the vector dr, along the tangent to the path at a given point
coincides with the direction of motion of the point A. The
modulus of the vector v is equal to*
v= |v|=|dr/dt.|.
The motion of a point is also characterized by accelerationm
The acceleration vector w defines the rate at which the ve-
locity vector of a point varies with time:
w = dv/dt, (1.2)
i.e. it is equal to the derivative of the velocity vector with
respect to time. The direction of the vector w coincides with
the direction of the vector dv which is the increment of the
vector v during the time interval dt. The modulus of the
" Note that in the general case | dr | =# dr, where r is the modulus
of the radius vector r, and v se dr/dz. For example, when r changes
only in direction, that is the point moves in a circle. then r = const,-
dr= O. but ldr I =,&0.
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dr= O. but ldr I =,&0.
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vector vv is defined in much the same way as that of the
vector v.
Example. The radius vector of a point depends on time t as
r = at -|- bt*I2,
where a and b are constant vectos. Let us find the velocity v of the
point and its acceleration w:
v = dr/dt = a + bt, w = dv/dt = b =·- const.
The modulus of the velocity vector
v== }/G,-I-2lb!-{—b’¢’.
Thus, knowing the function r (t), one can find the velocity
v of a point and its acceleration w at any moment of time.
Here the reverse problem arises: can we find v (t) and
r (t) if the time dependence of the acceleration w (t) is
known?
It.turns out that the dependence w(t) is not sufficient to
get a single-valued solution of this problem; one needs also
to know the so-called initial conditions, namely, the veloc-
ity vo of the point and its radius vector ro at a certain
initial moment t = 0. To make sure, let us examine the
simple case when the acceleration of the point remains con-
stant in the course of time.
First, let us determine the velocity v (t) of the point. In
accordance with Eq. (1.2) the elementary velocity incre-
ment during the time interval dt is equal to dv = wdt.
Integrating this relation with respect to time between
t = 0 and t, we obtain the velocity vector increment dur-
ing this interval:
¢
Av •-"·= S W ='t.
0
However, the quantity Av is not the required velocity v.
To find v, we must know the velocity vo at the initial mo-
ment of time. Then v = v, + Av, or
v wt.
The radius vector r (t) of the point is found•in a similar
manner. According to Eq. (1.i)the elementary increment of
the radius vector during the time interval dt is dr = vdt.
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Integrating this relation with respect to that function v (t),
we obtain the increment of the radius vector durmg the
interval from t = O to tz
¢
Ar = S v (t) dt=··— v,,t+wt2/2.
0
To find the radius vector r (t), the location ro of the point
at the initial moment of time must be known. Then r =
== ro —|— Ar, or
r=r0+v0t-|—wt2/2.
Let us consider, for example, the motion of a stonethrown
with the initial velocity vo at an angle to the horizontal.
Assuming the stone to move with the constant accelerat1on
w = g, its location relative
to the point ro = Ofrom which tzz
the stone was thrown is de- ,% 9 /
fined by the radius, vector M ——
r=v0t+gtZ/2, (
i.e. in this case r represents
the sum _ of two vectors as 0 I, v ,
shown in'Fig. 2.
Thus, the [complete solu— Fi8· 2
tion of the problem of a moving
point, that is, the determination of its vcleoity v and its
location. r as functions of time, requires knowing not only
the dependence w (t),.but also the initial conditions, i.e. the
velocity vo and the location ro of the point at the initial
moment of time.
The method of coordinates. In this method a certain coor-
dinate system (Cartesian, oblique—angled or curvilinear)
is fixed to a chosen reference body. The choice of a coordinate
system is stipulated by various considerations: the char-
acter or] the symmetry of the problem, the formulation of
the problem, the quest for a simpler solution. We shall
confine ourselves here" to Cartesian coordinates {E, y, z.
* The motion of a point in polar coordinates is considered
in Appendix 1.
2-0539
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18 Classical Mechanics
Let us write the projections of the radius vector r (t)
on the axes JJ, y, z to characterize the position of the point
in question relative to the origin 0 at the moment tz
rv =¤=(¢): y =y(¢).: Z =¤(¢L
Knowing the dependence of these coordinates on time, that
is, the law of motion of.the point, we can find the position
of the point at any moment of time, as well as its velocity
and acceleration. Indeed, from Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) we can
easily obtain the formulae defining the projections of the
velocity vector and the acceleration vector on the 2: axis:
v, = dsc/dt, (1.3)
where da: is the projection of the displacement vector dr on
the x axis;
where dvx is the projection of the velocity increment vector
dv on the x- axis. Similar relations are obtained for y and z
projections of the respective vectors. It is seen from these
formulae that the velocity and acceleration vector projec-
tions_are equal respectively to the Hrst and second time de-
rivatives of the coordinates.
Thus, the functions x (t), y (t), z (¢), in essence, complete-
ly define the motion of a point. Knowing them, one can
find not only the position of a point_, but also the projections
of its velocity and acceleration, and, consequently, the
magnitude and direction of vectors v and w at any moment
of time. For example, the modulus of the velocity vector
v=Vv§+v§+v§;
the direction of the vector v is defined by the directional co-
sines as follows:
cos cz =-·· v,/v; cos B = :2,,/v; cos 7 == v,/v,
where a, b, 7 are the angles formed by the vector v with the
axes :c, y, z respectively. Similar formulae dehne the mag-
nitude and direction of the acceleration vector.
Besides, some more questions can be solved: one can de-
termine the path of a point, the dependence of the distance
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covered on time, the dependence of the velocity on the
position of a point etc.
The reverse problem, that is, the determination of the
velocity and the law of motion of a point from a given accel-
eration, is solved, as in the vector method, by integration
(in this case, integration of acceleration projections with
respect to time); this problem also has a single-valued solu-
tion provided that in addition to the acceleration the initial
conditions are also available, i.e. velocity projections and
the coordinates of a point at the initial moment.
The “natu1·al" method. This method is employed when
the path of a point is known in advance. The location of
a point A is defined by the arc coordi-
nate l, that is, the distance from the
chosen origin O measured along the A r
path (Fig. 3). In so doing, the pos- {
itive§ diregtion of the coordinate p
l is adopted at will (e.g. as shown
by an arrow in the figure). Fi 3
The motion of a point is deter- g'
mined provided we know its path,
the origin O, the positive direction of the arc coordinate land
the law of motion of the point, i.e. the function l(t).
Velocity of a point. Let us introduce the unit vector -·¢
fixed to the moving point A and oriented along a tangent to
the path in the direction of growing values of the arc coordi-
nate l (Fig. 3). It is obvious that 1 is a variable vector since
it depends on l. The velocity vector v of the point A is
oriented along a tangent to the path and therefore can be
represented as follows:
\ v=v,·¢, l (1.5)
where v., = dl/dt is the projection of the vector v on the
direction of the vector 1*, with v, being an algebraic quan-
tity. Besides, it is obvious that
lv-! = lvl ·—=v·
Acceleration of ca point, Let us differentiate Eq. (1.5)
with respect to time:
w=.%.=-4;%-z+v,i?i;-. (1.6)
QQ
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20 Classical Mechanics
Then transform the last term of this expression:
Let us determine the increment of the vector 1: in the inter-
val dl (Fig. 4). It can be strictly shown that when point 2
approaches point 1, the segment of the path between them
tends to turn into an arc of awe with centre at some
Tl
- n T3
; Z
P *7
dr
` n
0
Fig. 4
point O. The point O is referred to as the centre of curvature
of the path at the given point, and the radius p of the cor-
responding circle as the radius of curvature of the path at
the same point.
It is seen from Fig. 4 that the angle 60:. = [dl |/p =
= |d·r |/1, whence
|dr/dl | = 1/p;
at the same time, if dl —> 0, then dt _1_ 1. Introducing a unit
vector n of the normal to the path at point 1 directed toward
the centre of curvature, we write the last equality in a vec-
tor form:
dr/dl = n/p. (1.8)
Now let us substitute Eq. (1.8) into Eq. (1.7) and then
the expression obtained into Eq. (1.6). Finally we get
I w=§.,';¤+-Q- ¤.l (1.9)
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Here the first term is called the tangential acceleration wt
and the second one, the normal (centripetal) acceleration w,,:
wt-=(dvt/dt)1r; w,,=-(v2/p) n. (1.10)
Thus, the total acceleration w of a point can be represent-
ed as the sum of the tangen-
tial wt and normal wt, accele- A uk U
rations. a
The magnitude of the total {
acceleration of a point is _ {
·?·r `\ Wn ‘uf
\
:1/(av/d¢)=+.(v¤/py. Y \__E
Example. PointA travels along U
an_ arc of a circle of radius p F. 5
(Fig. 5). Its veloc1ty depends on lg'
the arc coggdinate I as v = a ]/l
where a is" constant. Let us calculate the angle on between the vec-
tors of the total acceleration and of the velocity of the point as a func-
tion of the coordinate l.
It is seen from Fig. 5 that the angle on can be found by means of
the formula tanot = wt,/wt. Let us fund wn and wt:
v’ _ a*l _ dvt ___ dvt dl __ a —_ az
w“=T_T’ w':-`¢F_`T`ET“§V:j° I/l""$`°
Whence tan on = 2lt'p.
§ 1.2. Kinematiw of a Solid
Being important by itself, the theory of motion of a solid
is also essential in another respect. It is well known that
a reference frame used for describing various kinds of- mo-
tion in space and time can be fixed to a solid. Therefore,
the study of motion of solids is actually equivalent to the
study of motion of corresponding reference frames. The
results to be obtained in this section will be repeatedly used
hereafter.
Five kinds of motion of a solid are identified:. (1) trans-
lation, (2) rotation about a stationary axis, (3) plane motion,
(4) motion about a stationary point, and (5) free motion.
The first two kinds of motion, that is, translation and rota-
tion about a stationary axis, are the basic kinds of motion
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of a solid. All the other kinds of motion of a solid prove to be
reducible to one of the basic motions or to their combina-
tion. This will be shown by the example of plane motion.
In this section we shall deal with the first three kinds of
motion and with the problem of summing angular veloci-
ties.
Translation. In this kind of motion of a solid any straight
line fixed to it remains parallel to its initial orientation
, al`l\the‘ time. Examples: a car
0 travelling along a straight sec-
tion of a road, a Ferris wheel
df dg, cage, etc.
`llf-·:—`___ When moving translationa-
`\~\ ` ry,. all points of a solid tra-
· A d" verse equal distances in the
same time interval. Therefore
velocities, as well as accelera-
P tions, are of the same value
at all points of the body at the
V given moment of time. This
0 fact allows the study of trans-
lation of a solid to be reduced
Fig, 6 to the study of motion of an
individual point belonging to
that solid, i.e. to the problem of kinematics of a point.
Thus, the translation of a solid can be comprehensively
described provided the dependence of the radius vector on
time r (t) for any point of that body.is available as well as
the position of that body at the initial moment.
Rotation about a stationary axis. Suppose a solid, while
rotating about an axis OO' which is stationary in a given
reference frame, accomplishes an infinitesimal rotation
during the time interval dt. We shall describe [the corre-
sponding rotation angle by the vector dip whose modulus is
equal to the rotation angle and whose direction coincides
with the axis OO', with the rotation direction obeying the
right-hand screw rule with respect to the direction of the
vector dqi (Fig. 6).
Now let us find the elementary displacement of any point
A of the solid resulting from such a rotation. The location
of the point A is specified by the radius vector r drawn from
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a certain point O on the rotation axis. Then the linear dis-
placementof the end point of the radius vector r is associ-
ated with the rotation angle dcp by the relation (Fi-g. 6)
ldr | =rsin6dcp,
or in a vector form
dr = [dep, rl. (1.11)
Note that this equality holds only for an infinitesimal
rotation dep. In other words, only infinitesimal rotations
can be treated as vectors."'
Moreover, the vector introduced (dep) can be shown to
satisfy the basic property of vectors, that is, vector addition.
Indeed, imagine"`a solid performing two elementary rota-
tions, dq>1 and depz, about different axes crossing at a sta-
tionary point O. Then the resultant displacement dr of
an arbitrary point A of the body, whose radius vector with
respect to the point O is equal to 1-, can be represented as
follows:
dr = drl —I-dr, = [d<p1, rl -I- ldcpz, rl = [dq>, 1*]
where
dw = d<v1'+ 6%. (1-12)
i.e. the two given rotations, dcpl and dq>2. are equivalent to
one rotation through the angle dep = dxpl + dep.; about the
axis coinciding with the vector dep and passing through
the point 0.
Note that in treating such quantities as radius vector r,
velocity v, acceleration w we did not hesitate over the choice
of their direction: it naturally followed from the properties
of the quantities themselves. Such vectors are referred to
as polar. As distinct from them, such vectors as drp whose
* In the case of a finite rotation through the angle]Acp the linear
displacement of the point A can be found from Fig. 6:
{ Ar | = r sin 9-2 sin (Acp/2).
Whence it is immediately seen that the displacement Ar cannot
be represented as a vector cross product of Aq> and r. It is only pos-
sible in the case of an infinitesimal rotation dq> when the radius vec-
tor r can be regarded invariable.
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24 Classical Mechanics
direction is specified by the rotation direction are called
axial.
Now let us introduce the vectors of angular velocity and
angular acceleration. The angular velocity vector to is
defined as
co = dqa/dt, (1.13)
where dt is the time interval during which a body performs
the rotation dqa. The vector an is axial and its direction coin-
cides with that of the vector dqa. ,
The time variation of the vector co is defined by the angu-
lar acceleration vector B:
BEE/dt. (-1.14)
The direction of the vector B coincides with the direction of
dw, the increment of the vector co. Both vectors, B and 01,
are axial.
The representation of angular velocityfand angular accel-
eration in a vector form proves to be very beneficial, espe-
cially in the study of more complicated kinds
E of motion`of a solid. In many cases this makes
a problem more explicit, drastically simplifies
the analysis of motion and the corresponding
< D calculations.
Q0 Let us write the expressions for angular ve-
locity and angular acceleration via projec-
Fig_ 7 tions on the rotation axis z whose positive
direction is associated with the positive di-
1‘€§?ti0¤ of thi? coordinate qa, the rotation angle, in accordance
With thi? Fight-hand screw rule (Fig. 7). Then the projections
W z and B; of the vectors w and B on the z axis are defined by
tl'10 f0llOWll'lg fgrmulagg
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Thus, knowing the function qa (t), the law of rotation of
a body, we can iind the angular velocity and angular accel-
eration at each moment of time by means of Eqs. (1.15) and
(1.16) On the other hand, knowing the time dependence of
angular acceleration and the initial conditions, i.e. the
angular velocity mo and the angle (po at the initial moment of
time, we can iind. to (t) and q> (t).
Example. A solid rotates about a stationary axis in accordance
with the law cp = at- bt’/2 where a and b are positive constants.
Let us determine the motion characteristics of t is body.
In accordance with Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16)
oa, = a — bt; B, = -b = const.
Whence it is seen that the body performs a uniformly decelerated
rotation (B, < 0), comes to a standstill at the moment tg = a/b
and then reverses its rotation direction (due to co, changing 1tS sign
to the opposite).
Note that the solution of all problems on rotation of a solid
about a stationary axis is similar in form to that of prob-
lems on rectilinear motion of a
point. It is sufficient to replace the Ul
linear quantities sc, v, and w, by the w
corresponding angular quantities cp,
co, and fi, in order to obtain all wd!.
characteristics and relationships for ==a;——` U
the case of a rotating body. . P `Q 4,-
Relationship between linear and
angular quantities. Let us hnd the
velocity v of an arbitrary point A of ’°
a solid rotating about a stationary
axis OO' at an angular velocity 61. H
Let the location of the point A rel-
ative to some point O of the rota- 0
tion axis be defined by the radius
vector r (Fig. 8). Dividing both Fig, 3
sides of Eq. (1.11) by the correspond-
ing time interval dt and taking into account that
dr/dt = v and dep/dt = oy, we obtain
l v=[o1r], I (1.17)
i.e. the velocity v of any point A of a solid rotating about
some axis at an angular velocity co is equal to the cross
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product ofjco and the`radius vector r of the point A relative to
an arbitrary point O of the rotation axis (Fig. 8).
The modulus of the vector (1.17) is v = cor sin 6, or
v = cop,
where p is the radius of the circle which the point A circum-
scribes. Having differentiated Eq. (1.17) with respect to
x x'
sr s·'
_.//‘ _ A
n
LMA! ,.
"a
0 I
Fig. 9 Fig. 10
time, we {ind the acceleration w of the point A:
w == [dm/dt, r] -|- [oi, dr/dt]
or
l w=lBrl+I<•> l<·>r1l· I (M8)
In this case (when the rotation axis is stationary) § ll ro,
and therefore the vector [Br] represents thetangential accel-
eration w,. The vector lm [carl] is the normal acceleration
w,,. The moduli of these vectors are
IW-I zppi wn=(02p•
whence the modulus of the total acceleration w is equal to
w=l/wi-|—w},=p I/B2-}-co‘.
Plane motion oi a solid. In this kind of motion each point
of a solid moves in a plane which is parallel to a certain
stationary (in a given reference frame) plane. In this. case
the plane figure (D formed as`a`result of cutting the solid by
that stationary plane P (Fig. 9) remains in that plane all
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the time during the motion. Example: a cylinder rolling
along a plane without slipping (in a similar case a cone per-
forms a much more complicated motion).
It is easy to infer that the position of a solid in plane mo-
tion is unambiguously determined by the position of the
plane figure (D within the stationary plane P. The study of
the plane motion of a solid thus reduces to the study of
motion of a plane figure within its plane.
Let the plane hgure (D move within its plane P, which
is stationary in the K reference frame (Fig. 10). The posi-
tion of the figure (D in the plane can be dehned by specify-
ing the radius vector to of an arbitrary point O' of the hgure
and the angle q> between the radius vector r' rigidly fixed
to the figure and a certain selected direction in the K refer-
ence frame. The plane motion of the solid is then described
by the two equations‘
<*’ Po = ro (0; q> = <p (0-
It is clear that if the radius vector r' of the point A
(Fig. 10) turns through the angle dq> during the time inter-
val dt, then any segment fixed to the figure will turn through
the same angle. In other words, the rotation of the figure
through the angle dip does not depend on the choice of the
point O' This means that the angular velocity on of the
figure does not depend on the choice of the point O', and
we have the right to call to the angular velocity of the solid
per se.
Now let us find the velocity v of an arbitrary point A
of a solid in plane motion. Let us introduce the auxiliary
reference frame K' which is rigidly fixed to the point O'
of the solid and translates relative to the K frame (Fig. 10).
Then the elementary displacement dr of the point A in the K
frame can be written in the following form:
dr=dr,,-I-dr',
where dro is the displacement of the K' frame, or the point
O', and dr' is the displacement of the point A relative to
the K' frame. The translation dr' is caused by the rotation
of the solid about the axis which is at rest in the K' frame
and passes through the point O'; according to Eq. (1.11)
dr' = [dep, r'}. Substituting this relation into the previous
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one and dividing both sides of the expression obtained by
dt, we get
v=v0—I—l¢·>r’1. (M9)
i.e. the velocity of any point A of a solid in plane motion"
comprises the velocity vo of an arbitrary point O' of that
solid and the velocity v' = [cor'] caused by rotation of the
solid about the axis passing through the point O'. Once
again we would like to stress that v' is the velocity of the
point A relative to the translating reference frame K' which
is rigidly fixed to the point O'.
y " w In other words, plane motion
Q` Va biaesolid can be represented as
a combination of two basic kinds
,7; of motion: translation (together
with an arbitrary point O' of the
*6 solid) and rotation (around an
[WSJ] M axis passing through the point
.._.. 0 )·
0 ·' Now we shall demonstrate
F;g_ ii that plane motion can be re-
duced to a purely rotational mo-
tion. Indeed, in plane motion
the velocity} vo of the arbitrary point O of the solid
is normal to the vector co which means that we can always
{ind a certain point M which is rigidly fixed to the solid"'
and whose velocity v = 0 at a given moment. The location
of the point M, i.e. its radius vector rj; relative to the
point O' (Fig. 11), can be found from the condition 0 =
= vo + lmrjdl. The vector rju is] perpendicular to to and
vo, its direction corresponding to the vector cross product
vo = —[o>rju] and its magnitude rj; = vo/co.
The point M dehnes the position of another important
axis (coinciding with the direction of the vector om). At
a given moment of time the motion of a solid represents
a pure rotation about this axis. Such an axis is referred to as
an instantaneous rotation axis.
;dNote that Eq. (1.19) also holds for any complex motion of
a so i .
** The point M may turn out to be outside the solid.
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Generally speaking, the position of the instantaneous axis
varies with time. For example, in the case of a cylinder roll-
ing over a plane surface the instantaneous axis coincides at
any moment with the line of contact between the cylinder
and the plane.
Angular velocity summation. Let us analyse the motion
of a solid rotating simultaneously about two intersecting
axes. We shall set into rotation a cer-
tain solid at the angular velocity of 6 ,/ n
about the axis OA (Fig. 12), and then /’/ W i
we shall set this axis into rotation ’/ l A
with the angular velocity 010 about °"
the axis OB which is stationary in the
K reference frame. Let us find the re-
sultant motion in the K 'frame. 0
We shall introduce anauxiliary ref-
erence ffame K' Hxed rigidly to the Fig.]i2
axes OA and OB. It is clear that this
frame rotates with*‘ the angular velocity oi., while the
solid rotates relative to this frame with the angular
velocity om'.
During the time .interva1 dt the solid will turn through
an angle dq>’ about the axis- OA in the K' frame and simul-
taneously through dq>,, about the axis OB together with the
K' frame. The cumulative rotation follows_from Eq. (1.12):
dip = d*Po + dep'. Dividing both sides of this equality by
dt, we obtain
¢o=o10+¢o' (1.20)
Thus, the resultant motion of the solid in the K frame is
a pure rotation with the angular velocity co about an axis
coinciding at each moment with the vector cn and passing
through the point 0 (Fig. 12). This axis is displaced relative
to the K frame: it rotates together with the OA axis about
the axis OB at the angular velocity mo.
It is not difcult to infer that even when the angular
velocities co' and 01,, do not change their magnitudes, the
body in the K frame will possess the angular acceleration
B directed, according to Eq. (1.14), beyond the plane
(Fig. 12). The angular acceleration of a solid is analysed in'
detail in Problem 1.10.
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And here is one more remark. Since the angular velocity
vector no satisfies the basic property of vectors, vector sum-
mation, to can be expanded into a sum of vector components
projected on definite directions, i.e. co = ml —|— 01, —|- ...,
where all vectors belong to the same reference frame. This
convenient and beneficial routine is frequently employed
to analyse complex motions of a solid.
§ 1.3. Transformation of Velocity and Acceleration
on Transition to Another Reference Frame
Prior to entering upon the studyrgthis problem we should
recall that within the bounds o c assical mechanics the
length of scales and time are considered absolute. A scale
is the same in different reference frames, i.e. it does not
change during motion. This is also true of time running
uniformly throughout all frames. `
Formulation of the problem. There are two arbitrary
reference frames K and K' moving relative to each other
in a definite manner. The velocity v and the acceleration w
of a point A in the K frame are
K K·, known. What are_the correspond-
{ ing values v' and w' of this
I A point in the K' frame?
I We shall examine the three
r ' ,.» most significant cases of relative
motion of two reference frames
, -—--. ... in succession.
,5 0 1.The K' frame translates
0 relative to the K frame.
Suppose the origin of the
pig_ 43 K' frame is determined by the
radius vector ro in the K frame,
and its velocity and accele-
ration by the vectors vo and wo. If the location of the point
A in the K frame is determined by the radius vector r and
in the K' frame by the radius vector r', then apparently
r = ro + r' (Fig. 13). Next, let during the time interval dt
the point A accomplish the elementary displacement dr
in the K frame. This displacement is made up of the displace-
ment dr, (together with the K' frame) and the displace-
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ment dr' relative to the K' frame: dr = dr., -1- dr' Dividing
this expression by dt, we obtain the following formula for
the velocity transformation:
( v=v°-|-v' l (1.21)
Differentiating Eq. (1.21) with respect to time, we immedia-
tely get the acceleration transformation formula:
Whence it is seen, specifically, that if wo = 0 and w = w',
i.e. when the K' frame moves without acceleration, the
acceleration of the point A relative to the K frame will be
the same in both frames.
2. The K' frame rotates at the constant angu-
lar velodity on about an axis} which is station-
ary in the K frame.
Let us assume the origins of the reference frames K and K'
to be located at an prbitrary point O on the rotation axis
w w
fdr ; dv,
// \\ /,’/ \\\
v'u¢ ‘ wm. ~
A [dw] [dau]
r¤r' v'
0 ra) (6}
Fig. 14
(Fig. 14a). Then the radius vector of the point A will be
the same in both reference frames: r E-.- .r'
If the point A is at rest in the K' frame, this means that
its displacement dr in the K frame during the time interval
dt is caused only by the rotation of the radius vector r
through the angle dqa (together with the K' frame) and in
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accordance with Eq. (1.11) is [equal to Lthe ivector cross
product [dep, rl.
If the point A moves at the velocity v' relative to the K'
frame, it will cover an additional distance v'dt during the
time interval dt (Fig. 14a), so that
dr = v'dt + [dep, r]. (1.23)
Dividing this expression by dt, we obtain the velocity
transformation formula as follows: *
I v‘=v'-l—[e0r], l (1.24)
where v and v' are the velocity values which characterize
the motion of the point A in the K and ' frames respec-
tively. J
Now let us pass over to acceleration. In accordance with
Eq. (1.24) the increment dv of the vector v during the time
interval dt in the K frame must comprise the sum of the
increments of the vectors v' and [ear], i.e.
dv = dv' -]- leo, dr]. (1.25)
Let us [ind dv' If the point A moves in the K' frame with
a constant velocity (v' = const), the increment of this vec-
tor in the K frame is caused only by this vector turning
through the angle dep (together with the K' frame) and is
equal, as in the case of r, to the vector cross product [dep, v'].
To make sure of this, let us position the beginning of the
vector v' on the rotation axis (Fig. 14b). But if the point A
moves with the acceleration w' in the K' frame, the vector
v' will get an additional increment w'dt during the time
interval dt, and consequently
dv' = w'dt + [dq>, v']. (1.26)
Now let us substitute Eqs. (1.26) and (1.23) into Eq. (1.25)
and then divide the expression obtained by dt. Thus we
shall get the acceleration transformation formula:
w = w' —|- 2 [mv'] + [eo [earl], (1.27)
where w and w' are the acceleration values of the point A
observed in the K and K' frames. The second term on the
right-hand side of this formula `is referred to as_ the Coriolis
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acceleration wco,. and the third term is the axipetal accel-
eration wap directed toward the axis*
wc..=2l¢•>v'1. w.p=l<·»l<»r11· (1-28)
Thus, the acceleration w of the point relative to the K
frame is equal to the sum of three accelerations: the accel-
eration w' relative_to the K' frame, the Coriolis acceleration
woo, and the axipetal acceleration wap.
The axipetal acceleration can be represented in the form
wap == —-mzp where p is the radius vector which is normal
to the rotation axis and describes the position of the point A
relative to this axis. Then Eq. (1.27) can be written as fol-
lows:
\ w =.— w' +2 [o>v'}—co2p. I (1.29)
3. The K' frame rotates with the constant an-
gular velocity co about the axis translating
with the velocity vo and acceleration wo rela-
tive to the K frame.
This case combines the two previous ones. Let us intro-
duce an auxiliary S frame which is rigidly fixed to the rota-
tion ·axis of the K' frame and translates in the K frame.
Suppose v and vs are the velocity values of the point A in
the K and S frames; then in accordance with Eq. (1.21)
v = vo —I- vs. Replacing v S in accordance with Eq. (1.24)
by vs = v' —I— [cor], where r is the radius vector of the
point A relative to the arbitrary point on the rotation axis
of the K ’ frame, we obtain the following velocity transfor-
mation formula:
lv=v’+v0-|—[¢or].l (1.30)
_ * This axipetal acceleration should not be confused with conven-
tional (centripetal) acceleration.
a-asso
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In a similar fashion, using Eqs. (1.22) and (1.29), we obtain
the acceleration transformation formula":
Iw=w'+w0+2[¢ov']—w2p.| (1.31)
Recall that in the last two formulae v, v' and w, w' are the
velocities and accelerations of_the point A in the K and K'
frames respectively, v, and wo are the velocity and accele-
ration of the rotation axis of the K ’ frame in the K frame, r
is the radius vector of the point A relative to an arbitrary
point on the rotation axis of the K' frame, and p is the
radius vector perpendicular to the rota 'on axis and describ-
ing the location of the point A_ relative o this axis.
In conclusion, let us examine the f lowing example.
Example. A disczrotates with afconstant angular_velocity on about
an axis fixed to the table. Point A moves along the disc with
the constant velocity v relative to the table. Find the velocity v'
and acceleration w' of the point A relative to the disc at the moment
when the radius vector describing its position relative- to the rota-
tion axis is equal to p. .
In accordance with Eq. (1.24) the velocity v' of the point A is
equal to
v' = V — [top].
The acceleration w' can be found from Eq. (1.29), taking into account
that in this case w = 0 since v = const. Then w' = -2 [mv'] —|-
—|- co“p. Substituting the expression for v' into this formula we obtain
w' = 2 [vw] — cozp.
Problems to Chapter 1
|1.1. The radius vector _describing the position of the particle A
relative to the stationary point 0 changes with time according to the
following law:
r= asin <et+ bcosoit,
where a and b are_constant vectors,_with a _1_b; co is a positive constant.
Find the acceleration w of the particle and the equation of its path
y (.1:), assuming the x and y axes to coincide with the directions of
the vectors a and b respectively and to have the origin at the point O.
" Note that in the most general case when oi qs const, the ri ht-
hand side of Eq. (1.31) wil feature one more term, namely [@1*],
where fl is the angular acceleration of the K' frame, r is the ra ius
vector describintg the position of the point located on the rotation
axis and taken or the origin in the K frame.
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Solution. Differentiating r with respect to time twice, we obtain
w = —co“ (a sin wt + b cos mt) = —o>’r,
i.e. the vector w is always oriented toward the point 0 while its mag-
nitude is proportional to the distance between the particle and the
point O.
N ow let us determine the trajectory equation. Projecting r on the
a: and y axes, we obtain
a: = a sin mt, y =___b cos ont.
Eliminating (dt from these two equations, we get
:c’/a“ —|— y’/bz = 1.
This is the equation of an elligse, and a and b are its semi—axes (see
Fig. 15; the arrow shows the irection of motion of the particle A).
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|1.2.|Displacement and| distance. At the moment t = 0 a,·par·
ticle is set in motion at the velocity vo whereupon its velocity begins
changing with time in accordance with the law
v = v, (1 - z/z),
where 1: is a positive constant. Find:
(1) the displacement vector Ar of the particle, and
(2) the distance s covered by it in the first t seconds of motion.
Solution. 1. In accordance with (1.1) dr = v dt = v, (1 ·-—
— t/r) dt. Integrating this equation wit respect to time between 0
and t, we obtain
Ar = vat (1 —— t/21:).
2. The distance s covered by the particle in the time t is deter-
mined by t
- 8= 5 v dl, _
0
30
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where v is the modulus of the vector v. In this case
v”—v°|i t/T|`_`{ v,(t/1:-1), if t>1:.
From this it follows that if t > 1:;,the integral for calculating the
distance should be subdivided into two parts: between 0 and 1 and
between 1 and t. Integrating in the two cases (t < ·r and t > 1),
we obtain
8__{ vat (1-t/21), if t<·1:,
— vow: [1-|—(i—-t/1)*]/2, if t>·t.
Fi_g. 16 illustrates the Elots v (t) and s (t) The dotted lines show
the time deplendences of t e (projections vx a Ax of the vectors v
and Ar on t e a: axis oriente along the vector .
|i.3. A street car moves rectilinearly from sta ion A rto the next
stop B with an acceleration varying according to the law w = a —- bx
where a and b are positive constants and az is its distance from sta-
tion Find the distance between these stations and the maximum
velocity of the street car.
Solution. First we shall find how the velocity depends on :1:. During
the time interval dt the velocity increment dv = w dt. Making use
of the equation dt = dx/v, we reduce the last expression to the form
which is convenient to integrate:
vdv; (a — b.1:)d:c.
Integrating this equation (the left-hand side between 0 and v and
the right-hand side between 0 and z), we get
v2/2 = ax — bx’/2 or v = ]/(2a — bx) x.
From this equation itt can be immediately seen that the distance
between the stations, that is, the value ::0 corresggnding to v = 0
is egual to z = 2a/b. The maximum velocity can found from the
con ition dv/(dx = 0, or, simply, from the condition for the maximum
value of the radicand. The va ue xm corresponding to vm; is equal
t0a:m=a/b and v =a/VE ..
•i.4. A particle hnigres in the x, {plane from the point z = y = 0-
with the velocity v = ai -·I— bx), w ere a and b are constants and i
and j. are the unit vectors of the x and y axes. Find the equation of
its path y (a:).
Solution. Let us write the increments of the x and y coordinates
of the particle in the time interval dt: dy = vv dt, dx = v, dt, where
vyzbx, vx = a. Taking their ratio, we get
dy = (b/a) :¢ dx.
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Integrating this expression, we obtain the following equation:
3
y= 5 (bla) 1: dx: (b/2a) :t“,
0
i.e. the path of the point is a parabola.
Q I .5. The motion law for the point A of the rim of a wheel rolling
uniformly along a horizontal path (the sc axis) has the form
x = a_(o>t — sin cot); y = a (1 - cos cot),
where a and co are positive constants. Find the velocity v of the point
A , the distance s which it traverses between two successive contacts
with the roadbed, as well as the magnitude and the direction of the
acceleration w of the point A. _
Solution. The velocity v of the point A and the distance s it covers
are determined by the formulae
v:= ]/vg-}-v;= am V2 (1-cos cot) = 2aco sin (cot/2),
l in
s= S v(t) dt=4a [1-—cos (cot,/2)],
0
where tl is the time interval between two successive contacts. From
y(t) we find that y(t) = 0 at wt, = 2n. Therefore, s = 8a.
The acceleration oft the point A
w: yr] "-(-w;=ao=.
Let us show that the vector w, constant in its magnitude, is always
directed toward the centre of the wheel, the point C. In fact, in the
K' frame fixed to the point C and translating uniformly relative
to the roadbed the point A moves uniformly along a circle about the
point C. Consequently, its acceleration in the K' frame is directed
toward the centre of the wheel. And since the K' frame moves uniform-
ly, the vector w is the same relative to the roadbed.
QI .6. A point moves along a circle of radius r with deceleration;
at any moment the magnitudes of its tangential and normal accelera-
tions are eqlual. The point was set in motion with the velocity vo.
Find the ve ocity v and the magnitude of the total acceleration w
of the point as a function of the distance s covered by it.
Solution. By the hypothesis, dv/dt = —v”/r. Replacing dt by ds/v,
we reduce the initial equation to the form
dv/ v = —ds/r.
The integration of this expression with regard to the initial velocity
yields the following resu t:
D=U00"°/r.
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In this case | ul, | .=; w,,, and therefore the total acceleration
w= }/2 wn= }/2 v*/r, or
w= l/5 v},/re”/".
¢1.7. A point moves along a plane path so that its tangential
acceleration w, = a and the normal acceleration wn = bt•, where
a and b are positive constants and t is time. The point started moving
at the moment t = 0. Find the curvature radius p of its path and its
total acceleration w as a function of the distance s covered by the point.
Solution. The elementary velocity increment of the Eoint dv =
= w., dt. Integrating this equation, we get v= at. T e distance
covered s = a¢“/2.
In accordance with Eq. (1.10) the curvature radius of the path
can be represented as p =.v’/w,, = a”/bt”, r
p = a°/2bs.
The total acceleration
w= V wi-}- w;,=a V 1-}-(4bs“/a°)’.
Qi .8. A particle moves uniformly with the velocity v along a para-
bolic path y = axz, where a is a positive constant. Find the accel-
eration w of the particle at the point x = 0.
Solution. Let us diderentiate twice the path equation with respect
to time:
dy _ dx _ dzy _ dx 2 d’x
T”2‘"°72T‘ "£z`?%`_2°l(E`) +‘”`F]‘
Since the particle moves uniformly, its acceleration at all points
of the path is purely normal and at the point z: = 0 it coincides with
the derivative dz /dt2 at that point. Keeping in mind that at the
point sc = 0 1 dx/{fit | ; v, we get
w= (dzy/dl2)x=0 = 2av’.
Note that in this solution method we have avoided calculating the
curvature radius of the path at the point :1: = 0, which is usually
needed to determine the normal acceleration (wu = v”/p).
li .9. Rotation of a solid. A solid starts rotating about a station-
ary axis with the angular acceleration B = B0 cos qa, where B0 is
a -constant vector and cglis the angle of rotation of the solid from the
initialfposition. Find t e angular velocity wz of the solid as a func-
tion o qa.
Solution. Let us choose the positive direction of the z axis along
the vector B0. In accordance with Eq. (1.16) dm, = B, dt. Using
Eq. (1.15) to repldce dt by dcp/wz, we reduce the previous equation
to the following form:
coz dm: = B0 cos qa dep.
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The integration of this expression with regard to the_initial condition
(cs, = 0 at q> = 0) yields mg/2 = [10 sin cp. From this it follows that
<·>. = ~: 1/2% ¤i¤ <r··
The plot con (q>) is shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen_ that as the angle cp
grows, the vector co first increases, coinciding with the d1rect1on of
the vector B0 sm > 0), reaches the maximum at qa = sr/2, then starts
decreasing an dually turns into zero at cp =_ rr; After that the body
starts rotatiniin the opposite direction 1n _a similar _fashion (wi < Q).
As a result, t elbody will oscillate about thefposxtion cp = sr 2 with
an amplitude equal lo at/2. _
•1.10. A round cone having the height hifand the base radius r
rolls without. slipping'along*the table surface as shown in F1g. 18.
0'
Z "
wi. Wo
wl I _______..·:£-F"
A 0 V
0 " . \
V "’ '
i —- ._... --»# A
Fig. 17 Fig. 18
The cone apex is hingnd at the point 0 which is exactly level with
the point C, the cone ase centre. The point C moves at the constant
velocity v. Find:
(1) the angular velocity 01 and
2) the angular acceleration fl of the cone relative to the table.
Solution. 1. In accordance with Eq. (1.20) to = 01,, + ce', where
mo and o1' are the angular velocities of rotation about the axes OO'
and OC respectively. The magnitudes of the vectors mo and m' can be
easily found from Fig. 18:`
c00=v/h, c0'=v/r.
Their ratio mo/m' = r/h. It follows that the} vector cu coincides at
any moment with the cone generatrix which passes through the con-
tact point A.
The magnitude of the vector on ls equal to
<»>= 1/wt+<¤"=(v/r) 1/i+(r/h)‘·
2. In accordance with Eq. (1.14) the an%1lar acceleration B of the
cone is regresented by the derivative of t e vector co with respect
to time. ince coo = const, then
B = dm/dt = dm'/dt.
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The cone apex is hingnd at the point 0 which is exactly level with
the point C, the cone ase centre. The point C moves at the constant
velocity v. Find:
(1) the angular velocity 01 and
2) the angular acceleration fl of the cone relative to the table.
Solution. 1. In accordance with Eq. (1.20) to = 01,, + ce', where
mo and o1' are the angular velocities of rotation about the axes OO'
and OC respectively. The magnitudes of the vectors mo and m' can be
easily found from Fig. 18:`
c00=v/h, c0'=v/r.
Their ratio mo/m' = r/h. It follows that the} vector cu coincides at
any moment with the cone generatrix which passes through the con-
tact point A.
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<»>= 1/wt+<¤"=(v/r) 1/i+(r/h)‘·
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B = dm/dt = dm'/dt.
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The vector oa' rotating about the OO' axis with the angular velocity
oa, retains its magnitude. Its increment in the time interval dt is
equal to I dm' |=ce' -01, dt , or in vector form to do1'=[o1,,o>’] dt. Thus,
ll = [moo'].
The magnitude of this vector B is equal to B= v’/rh.
Q 1.11 . Velocity and acceleration transformation. A horizontal
bar rotates with the constant angular velocity ro about a vertical
axis which is tixed to a table and passes through one of the ends of
that bar. A small coupling moves a ong the bar. Its velocitg relative
to the bar obeys the aw v' = ar where a is a constant an r is the
radius vector determining the distance between the coupling and the
rotation axis. Find:
(1) the velocity v and the acceleration w of the coupling relative
to the table and depending o.n r;
(2) the angle betweenthe vectors v and w in the process of motion.
Solution. 1. In accordance with Eq»\(L24)
v = ar + [cor].
The magnitude of this vector v = r }/a* + 01*.
The acceleration w is found from Eq. (1.29) where in this case
w' = dv'/dt = a*r. Then
w = (a' — co') r + 2a [mr].
The magnitude of this vector w = (a' -|— om') r.
2. To calculate the angle on between the vectors v and w, we shall
make use of their scalar product, from which it follows that cos on =
= vw/vw. After the requisite transformations we obtain
cos a = 1/ l/1 ··|- (co/a)’.
It is seen from this formula that in this case the angle cz remains
constant during the motion.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BASIC EQUATION OF DYNAMICS
§ 2.1. Inertia! Reference Frames
The law of inertia.'Kinematics, being concerned with de-
scribing motion irrespective of its causes, makes no essential
difference between various reference frames and regards
them as equivalent. It is quite different with dynamics,
which deals with laws of motion. Here we detect the intrin-
sic diherence between various reference frames and identify
the advantages of one class of frames over others.
Basically, we can use any one of the infinite number
of reference frames. But the laws of mechanics have, gener-
ally spczgkingf a diierent form in different reference frames;
it may en happen that in an arbitrary reference frame the
laws governing sim le phenomena prove to be very complicat-
ed. Thus,-» we face Fha problem of choosing a reference frame
in which the laws df mechanics take the simplest form. Such
a reference frame is obviously most suitable for describing
mechanical phenomena.
Withthis aim in view let us consider acceleration of a
mass point relative to an arbitrary reference frame. What
causes the acceleration? Experience shows that it can be
due to some definite bodies acting on this point, as well as
to the properties of the reference frame itsels (in fact, in the
general case the acceleration is different relative to differ-
ent reference frames).
We can, however, assume that there is a reference frame
in which acceleration of a mass point arises solely due to its
interaction with other bodies. Then afree mass point exper-
iencing no action from any other' bodies moves rectili-
nearly and uniformly, relative to.such a frame, or, in other
words, due to inertia. Such a reference frame is called inertial.
The statement of the existence of inertial reference
frames formulates the content of the first law of classical me-
chanics, the law of inertia of Galileo and Newton.
The existence of inertial frames is corroborated by exper-
iments. By early tests it was established that the Earth
represents such a frame. Subsequently, the more accurate
O
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experiments (Foucault’s experiment and the like) argued
that this reference frame is not totally inertial*, viz., some
kinds of acceleration were detected whose occurrence can-
not be explained by any definite bodies acting in this frame.
At the same time the observation of acceleration of planets
proved the inertial character of the heliocentric reference
frame faxed to the centre of the sun and “stationary" stars.
At the present time the inertial character of the heliocentric
reference frame is confirmed by the whole totality of exper-
imental facts.
Any other reference frame moving rectilinearly and uni-
formly relative to the heliocentric? is also inertial.
In fact, if the acceleration of a body ° equal to zero in
the heliocentric reference frame, it will be equal to zero
in any other of these reference. frames.
Thus, there is a vast number of inertial reference frames
moving relative to one another rectilinearly and uniformly.
Reference frames executing accelerated motion relative to
inertial ones are called non-inertial.
On symmetry properties of time and space. An important
feature of inertial frames consists in the fact that time and
space possess definite symmetry properties with respect to
them; Specifically, experience shows that in such frames
time is uniform while space is both uniform and isotropic.
The uniformity of time signifies that physical phenomena
proceed identically at different moments when observed
under the same conditions. In other words, different moments
of time are equivalent in terms of their physical properties.
The uniformity and isotropy of space mean that the prop-
erties of space are identical at all points (uniformity)
and in all directions at each`point (isotropy).
Note that space is non-uniform and anisotropic with re-
spect to non-inertial reference frames. This means that if
a certain body does not interact with any other bodies, its
different orientations are still not equivalent in mechanical
terms. In the general case this is also true for time which is
non-uniform, i.e. different moments of time are not equiva-
" It should be pointed out that in many cases the reference frame
fixed to the Earth can be regarded practically inertial.
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lent. It is clear that such properties of space and time would
complicate the description of mechanical phenomena very
much. For example, a body experiencing no action from
·other bodies could not be at rest: even though its velocity
is equal to zero at an initial moment of time, the next mo-
ment the body would start moving in a dehnite direction.
Galilean relativity. In inertial reference frames the fol-
lowing principle of relativity is valid: all inertial frames
are equivalent in their mechanical properties. This means
that no mechanical tests performed "inside" a given inertial
frame can detect whether that frame moves or not. Through-
out all inertial reference '
frames the properties of K 4K
space and time, as well as g 9 { A
all laws of mechanics, are 1 /
identical. { F
This statement formu— r.
lates _the content of the
Galilean principle o}relativ—
ity, one of the most impor- y'
tant principles of classical 0 , " " EV
mechanics. This principle 2 2}/
is a generalization of prac- _
tice and is confirmed by F'g‘ 19
all multiform applications
of classical mechanics to motion of bodies whose veloc-
ity is considerably less than that of light.
Everything that was said above clearly demonstrates the
exceptional nature of inertial reference frames, which as a
rule` makes them indispensable in studies of mechanical
phenomena.
The Galilean transformation. Let us find the coordinate
transformation formulae describing a transition from one
inertial frame to another. Suppose the inertial frame K'
moves relative to the inertial frame K with the velocity V.
Let us take the x', y', z' coordinate axes of the K' frame
parallel to the respective .1:, y, z axes of the K frame, so
that the axes x and x' coincide and are directed along the
vector V (Fig. 19). The moment when the origins O' and 0
coincide is to be taken for the initial reading of time. Let
us write the relation between the radius vectors r' and r
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of the same point A in the K' and K frames:
r' = r — Vt (2.1)
and, besides,
tr = l. (2.2)
The length of rods and time rate are assumed to be indepen-
dent of motion here and, consequently, are identical in the
two reference frames. The assumption that space and time
are absolute underlies the concepts of classical mechanics,
which are based on extensive experimental data pertaining
to the study of motion whose velocity is substantially less
than that of light.
The relations (2.1) and (2.2) are referred to as the Galilean
transformations. These transformations can be written in
a coordinate form as follows:
Differentiating Eq. (2.1) with respect to time, we get the
classical law of velocity transformation for a point on tran-
sition from one inertial reference frame to another:
|v’=v-V. ' (2,4)
Differentiating this expression with respect to time and
taking into acocunt that V == const, we obtain w' = w,
i.e. the point accelerates equally in all inertial reference
frames.
§ 2.2. The Fundamental Laws of Newtonian
Dynamics
Investigating various kinds of motion in practice, we
discover that in inertial reference frames any acceleration
of a body is caused by some other bodies acting on it. The
degree of influence (action) of each of the surrounding bodies
on the state of motion of the body A in question is a prob-
lem whose solution in a concrete case can be obtained through
experiment.
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The influence of another body (or bodies) causing the accel-
eration of the body A is referred to as a force. Therefore,
a body accelerates due to a force acting on it.
One of the most significant features of a force is its mate-
rial origin. When speaking of a force, we always implicitly
assume that in the absence of extraneous bodies the force
acting on the body in question is equal to zero. If it be-
comes evident that aforce is present, we try to identify its
origin as one or another concrete body or bodies.
All the forces which are treated in mechanics are usually
subdivided into the forces emerging due to the direct con-
tact between bodies (forces of pressure, friction) and the
forces arising due to the fields generated by interacting bodies
(gravitational and electromagnetic forces). We should point
out, however, that such a classihcation of forces is condition-
al: the interacting forces in a direct contact are essentially
produced some kind of field generated by molecules and
atoms of bodies. Consequently, in the final analysis all for-
ces of interaction between bodies are caused by fields. The
analysis of., the nature of interaction forces lies utside the
scope of mechanics .~and is considered in other Xwisions of
physics.
Mass. Experience shows that every body "resists" any
effort to change its velocity, both in magnitude and direc-
tion. This property expressing the degree of unsusceptibili-
ty of a body to any change in its velocity is called inertness.
Different bodies reveal this property in different degrees.
A measure of inertness is provided by the quantity called
mass. A body possessing a greater mass is more inert, and
vice versa.
Let us introduce the notion of mass m by dejining the
ratio of masses of two diierent bodies via the inverse ratio
of accelerations imparted to them by equal forces:
ml/m, = w,/wl. (2.5)
Note that this definition does not require any preliminary
measurements of the forces. It is sufficient to meet the crite-
rion of equality of forces. For example, if two diierent bodies
lying on a smooth horizontal surface are pulled in succes-
sion by the same spring oriented horizontally and stretched
to the same length, the influence of the spring on the bodies
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is equal in both cases, i.e. the force is identical in both
cases.
Consequently, a comparison of the masses of two bodies
experiencing the action of the same force reduces to the
comparison of accelerations of these bodies. Having adopted
a certain body for a mass standard, we may compare the
mass of any body against the standard.
Experience shows that in terms of Newtonian mechanics
a mass determined that way possesses the following two
important properties:
(1) mass is an additive quantity, i.e. the mass of a compo-
site body is equal to the sum of the masses of its constituents;
(2) the mass of a body proper is a constant quantity, re-
maining invariable in the process of motion.
Force. Let us get back to the experiment in which
we compared the accelerations of two different bodies sub-
jected to the action of an equally stretched spring. The fact
that the spring was stretched equally in both cases permit-
ted us to claim an identical force exerted by the
spring.
On the other hand, a force makes a body accelerate. The
accelerations of different bodies under the action of the same
equally stretched spring are different. Our task is to define
a force in such a way as to make it the same despite the differ-
ence in accelerations of different bodies in the case consid-
ered.
To do this, we have to clear up the following thing first:
what quantity is the same in this experiment? The answer
is obvious: it is the product mw. It is then natural to adopt
this quantity for a definition of force. Besides, taking into
account that acceleration is a vectorial quantity, we shall
also assume a force to be a vector coinciding in its direction
with the acceleration vector w.
Thus, in Newtonian mechanics a force acting on a body of
mass m is defined as a product mw. Apart from the maximum
simplicity and convenience, this definition of a force is
of course justified only by the subsequent analysis of all
consequences following from it.
Newton’s second law. Examining in practice the interac-
tion of various mass points with surrounding bodies, we
observe that mw depends on the quantities characterizing
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both the state of the mass point itself and the state of sur-
rounding bodies.
This significant physical fact underlies one of the most
fundamental generalizations of Newtonian mechanics, New-
ton’s second law:
the product of the mass of a mass point by its acceleration
is a function of the position of this point relative to surround-
ing bodies, and sometimes a function of its velocity as well.
This function is denoted by F and is called a force.
This is exactly what constitutes the actual content of
Newton’s second law, which is usually formulated in a brief
form as follows:
the product of the mass of a mass point by its acceleration
is equal to the force acting on it, i.e.
{mw-;1=.| (2.6)
This efhation is referred to as the motion equation of a
mass point.)
It should be immediately emphasized th_at Newton’s
second law and Eq. :(2.6) acquire specihc meaning only after
the function F is established, that is, its dependence on the
quantities involved, or the law of force, is known. Determin-
ing the law of force in each specihc case is one of the basic
problems of physical mechanics.
The definition of a force as mw (Eq. (2.6)) has the remar-
kable merit of presenting the laws of force in a very simple
form. The study of motions at relativistic veloc-
ities, however, showed that the laws of force should be
modified to make the forces dependent on the velocity of a
mass point in an intricate way. The theory would thus turn
out to be cumbersome and confusing.
However, there is an easy way to dispose of the problem;
the definition of a force should be slightly modified as fol-
lows: a force is a derivative of the momentum p of a mass point
with respect to time, that is, dp/dt; Eq. (2.6) should then be
rewritten as dp/dt = F.
In Newtonian mechanics this definition of a force is iden-
tical to mw since p = mv, m = const and dpldt ·= mw,
while in relativistic mechanics, as we shall see, momentum
depends on the velocity of a mass point in a more complicat-
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ed way. But something different is important here. When
force is delined as dp/dt, the laws of forces prove to remain
the same in the relativistic case as well. Thus, the simple
expression of a given force via the physical surrounding
should not be changed on transition to relativistic mechan-
ics. This fact will be employed later.
On summation of forces. Under the given specihc condi-
tions any mass point experiences, strictly speaking, only
one force F whose magnitude and direction are specified
by the position of that point relative to ·all surrounding
bodies, and sometimes by its velocity as well. And still
very often it is convenient to depict this force F as acumu-
lative action of individual bodies, or a sum of the forces F1,
F,, . . Experience shows that if the bodies acting as
sources of force exert no influence on each other and so do
not change their state in the presence of other bodies, then
F = F1 "l" Fa ‘l‘
where F, is the force which the ith body exerts on the given
mass point in the absence of other bodies.
If that is the case, the forces F1, F2,. . . are said to obey
the principle of superp0sition.This statement should be regard-
ed as a generalization of experimental data.
Newton’s third law. In all experiments involving only
two bodies A and B, body A imparting acceleration to B, it
turns out that B imparts acceleration to A. Hence, we come
to the conclusion that the action of bodies on one another
is of an interactive nature.
Newton postulated the following general property of all
interaction forces, N ewt0n’s third law:
two mass points act on each other with forces which are always
equal in magnitude and oppositely directed along a straight
line connecting these points, i.e.
|F12= *·Fs1· ` (2-7)
This implies that interaction forces always appear in pairs.
The two forces are applied to different mass points; besides,
they are the forces of the same nature.
The law (2.7) holds true for systems comprising any num-
ber of mass points. We proceed from the assumption that
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in this case as well the interaction reduces to the forces
of paired interaction between mass points.
In Newton’s third law both forces are assumed to be equal
in magnitude at any moment of time regardless of the motion
of the points. This statement corresponds to the Newtonian
idea about the instantaneous propagation of interactions,
an assumption which is identified in classical mechanics as
the principle of long-range action. In accordance with this
principle the interaction between bodies propagates in space
at an infinite velocity. In other words, having changed
the position (state) of one body, we can immediately detect
at least a slight variation in the other bodies interacting
with it, however far they may be located.
Now we know that this is actually not the case: there does
exist a finite maximum velocity of interaction propagation,
being equal to the velocity of light in vacuo. Accordingly,
Newton’s"'third law (as well as the second one) is valid only
within certain bounds. However, in classical mechanics,
treating bedies moving with velocities substantially lower
than the velocity of light, both laws hold true with a very
high accuracy. This is evidenced, for exam·ple, by orbits of
planets and artificial satellites computed with an “astro-
n0mical" accuracy by the use of Newton’s laws.
Newton’s laws are the fundamental laws of classical me-
chanics. They make it possible, at least in principle, to
solve any mechanical problem. Besides, all the other laws
inf classical mechanics can be derived from Newton°S
aws.
In accordance with the Galilean principle of relativity
the laws of mechanics are identical throughout all inertial
reference frames. This means, specifically, that Eq. (2.6)
will have the same form in any inertial reference frame. In
fact, the mass m of a mass point per se does not depend on
velocity, i.e. is the same in all reference frames. Moreover,
in all inertial reference frames the acceleration w of a point
is also identical. The force F is also independent of the
choice of a reference frame since it is determined only by
the position and velocity of a mass point relative to sur-
rounding bodies, and in accordance with non—relativistic
kinematics these quantities are equal in different inertial
reference frames.
e-asso
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Thus, the three` quantities m, w and F appearing in
Eq. (2.6) do not change on_transition from one inertial refer-
ence frame to another, and therefore Eq. (2.6) does not
change either. In other words, the equation mw = F is
invariant with respect to the Galilean transformation.
§ 2.3. Laws of Forces
In accordance with Eq. (2.6) the motion laws of a particle
can be determined in strictly mathematical terms provided
we know the laws of forces acting on this particle, that is,
the dependence of the force on the quantities determining it.
In the hnal analysis, each law of this kind is obtained from
the processing of experimental data, and, basically, always
rests on Eq. (2.6) as a definition of force.
Gravitational and electrical forces are the most fundamen-
tal forces underlying all mechanical phenomena. Let us
describe briefly these forces in the simplest form when inter-
acting masses (charges) are at rest or move with ·a low
(non-relativistic); velocity.
The gravitational force acting between two mass points.
In accordance with the law of universal gravitation this force
is proportional to the product of ·the masses of points ml and
m,, inversely proportional to the square of the distance r
between them and directed along the straight line connect-
ing these points:
F=v-¥”&;"*L. <2-8)
where Y is the gravitation constant.
The masses involved in this law are called gravitational
in distinction to inertmasses entering Newton’s second law.
It was established from experience, however, that a gravi-
tational mass and an inert mass of any body are strictly
proportional to each other. Consequently, we can regard
them equal (i.e. to take the same standard for measuring
the two masses) and speak just of mass, whether it appears
as a measure of inertness of a body or as a measure of gravi-
tational attraction.
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The Coulomb force acting between two point charges
ar and qi.
F = k %, (2.9)
where r is the distance between the charges and k is a pro-
portionality constant dependent on the choice of a system
of units. As distinct from the gravitational force Coulomb’s
force can be both attractive and repulsive.
It should be pointed out that Coulomb’s law (2.9) does not
hold precisely when the charges move. The electrical inter-
action of moving charges turns out to be dependent on
their motion in a complicated way. One part of that inter-
action which is caused by motion is referred to as magnetic
force (hence, another name of this interaction: the electro-
magnetic one).At low (non-relativistic) velocities the magnet-
ic force constitutes a negligible part of an electric interac-
tion, whfeh is described by the law (2.9) with a high degree
of accuracy.
In spite; of the fact that gravitational and electrical inter-
actions underlie all innumerable mechanical phenomena,
the analysis of these phenomena, especially macroscopic
ones, would prove to be very complicated if we proceeded
in all cases from these fundamental interactions. Therefore,
it is convenient to introduce some other, approximate, laws
of forces which can in principle be obtained from the funda-
mental forces. This way we can simplify the problem in mathe-
matical terms and to turn it into a practically soluble one.
With this in mind, the following forces can be, for example,
introduced.
The uniform force of gravity
F = mg, (2.10)
where m is the mass of a body and g is gravity acceleration}
The elastic force is proportional to a displacement of a
mass point from the equilibrium position and directed to-
* Note that in contrast to the force of gravity the weight P is
the force which a body exerts on a support or a suspension which is
motionless relative to this body. For example, if a body with its sup-
port (suspension) is at rest with respect to the Earth, the weight P
coincides with the gravity force. Otherwise, P = m (g — w), where w
is the acceleration of the body (with the support) relative to the Earth.
kl
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ward the equilibrium position:
F = —xr, (2.11)
where r is the radius vector describing the displacement of
a particle from the equilibrium position; and oc is a positive
constant characterizing the "elastic" properties of a particu-
lar force. An example of such a force is that of elastic defor-
mation arising from an extension (constriction) ofaspring
or a bar. In accordance with H ooke’s law this force is defined
as F = xAl, where Al is the magnitude of elastic deforma-
tion.
The sliding' friction force, emerging when a given body
slides over the surface of another body
F = kan, (2.12)
where k is the sliding friction coefficient depending on the
nature and condition of the contacting surfaces (specifically,
their roughness), and Rn is the force of the normal pressure
squeezing the rubbing surfaces together. The force F is
directed oppositely to the motion of a given body relative
to another body.
The resistance force acting on a body during its transla-
tion through fluid. This force depends on the velocity v of
a body relative to a medium and is directed oppositely
to the v vector:
F = —kv, (2.13)
where lc is a positive coefficient intrinsic to a given body
and a given medium. Generally speaking, this coefficient
depends on the velocity v, but in many cases at low veloci-
ties it can be regarded practically constant.
§ 2.4. The Fundamental Equation of Dynamics
The fundamental equation of dynamics of a mass point
is nothing but a mathematical expression of Newton’s
second law:`
\m%.;L:F.l (2.14)
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Basically, Eq. (2.14) is a differential equation of motion
of a point in vector form, Its solution constitutes the basic
problem of dynamics of a mass point. Two antithetic formu-
lations of the problem are possible here:
(1) to find the force F acting on a point if the mass m of
the point and the time dependence of its radius vector
r (t) are known, and
(2) to find the motionlaw of a point, i.e. the time depend-
ence of its radius vector r (t), if the mass rn. of the point
and the force F (or the forces Fi) are known together with
the initial conditions, the velocity vo and the position ro
of the point at the initial moment of time.
In the first case the problem reduces to differentiating
r (t) with respect to time in the second to integrating
Eq. (2.14). The mathematical aspects of this problem were
discussed at length when we treated kinematics of a point.
Depenlgling on the nature and formulation of a specific
problenr Eq. (2.14) is solved either in vector form or in
coordinates or in projections on the tangent and on the
normal to the trajectory at a given point. Let us see how
Eq. (2.14) is written in the last two cases.
In projections on the Cartesian coordinate axes. Projecting
both sides of Eq. (2.14) on the .2:, y, z axes, we get three dif-
ferential equations
` m%=r,, m-‘§,'%=-.F,,, m%‘;:—.F,, ‘ (2.15)
where Fx, Fg, F , are the projections of the vector F on the
.2:, y, z axes. It should be borne in mind that these projec-
tions are algebraic quantities: depending on the orientation
of the vector F they may be both positive and negative. The
sign of the projection of the resultant force F also defines
the sign of the projection of the acceleration vector.
Let us show a concrete example of the standard method
of solving problems through the use of Eq. (2.15).
Example. A small bar of mass m. slides down an inclined plane
forming an angle or with the horizontal. The friction coefficient is
equal to k. Find the acceleration of the bar relative to the plane. (This
reference frame is assumed to be inertial.)
First of all we should depict all the forces acting on the bar: the
force of gravity mg, the normal force of reaction R of the plane and
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tlhe giction force F,·,. (Fig. 20) directed oppositely to the motion of
t e ar.
After that let us fix the coordinate system z, y, z to the "inclined-
plane" reference frame. Generally speaking, a coordinate system can
e oriented at will, but in many cases (an in this one, in particular)
the direction of the axes is specified by the character of motion. In this
case, for example, the direction in which the bar moves is known
in advance, and therefore the coordinate axes should be so laid out
that one of them coincides with the motion ‘direction. Then the prob-
lem reduces to the solution of only one of the equations (2.15). Thus,
let us choose the 1: axis as shown
R yl in Fig. 20, and indicate its po-
sitive irection by an arrow.
F // And only now we can set about
f" ,\ working out Eq. (2.15): the left-
\ hand side contains the product of
/ \\ the mass m of the bar by the pro-
\ jection of its acceleration wx, and
/4y I the right-·hand side the projections
// of all forces on the x axis:
m d mwx=mgx+Rx+F;rx-
J In this case gx = gsin or., R =
:0 and F],. x=-— Fh., and thereafore
Fig- 20 mw,,= mg sin o.—F,,..
Since the bar moves only along the
_ ac axis, the sum of projections of
all forces on any direction perpendicular to the x axis is equal to zero
in accordance with Newton’s second law. Taking the y axis as such
a direction (Fig. 20), we obtain
R=mg coso. and F;,.=kR=kmg cos a.
And finally,
mwx = mg sin on —- kmg cos cz.
If the right-hand side of this equation is positive, then also wx > 0,
and consequently the vector w is directed down along the inclined
plane, and vice versa.
In projections on the tangent and the normal to the trajec-
tory at a given point. Projecting both sides of Eq. (2.14)
on the travelling unit vectors 1* and n (Fig. 21) and making
use of the tangential and normal accelerations appearing
in Eq. (1.10), we can write
d s
Im-%L=FT, m%;Fn,I
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where F., and Fn are the projections of the vector F on the
unit vectors 1 and n. In Fig. 21 both projections are posi-
tive. The vectors F, and F., are referred to as the tangential
and normal components of the force F.
Recall that the unit vector 1 is oriented in the direction
of growing arc coordinate lwhile the unit vector no is directed
to the centre of curvature of the trajectory at a given point.
Eqs. (2.16) are convenient to use provided the trajectory
of a mass point is known.
Example. A small body A slides 0H the top of a smooth sphere
of radius r. Find the velocity of the body at the moment it loses con-
tact with the surface of the sphere if its initial velocity is negligible. ”
Fi: /
{ ••"",’\\ R
A \\ I A
\ I
Z \ | I! {
(I \\ :0 x 8
F` w'//F {7
M _,,/ V ;
\V/,/ 0 mg
Fig. 21 Fig. 22
Let us depict the forces acting on the body A (which are the force
of gravity mg and the normal force of reaction R) and write Eqs. (2.16)
via projections on the unit vectors 1 and n (Fig. 22):
m dv/dt = mg sin 9,
mv*/r = mg cos 6 — R;
since the subindex 1 is inessential here, it has been omitted.
The first equation should be transformed to make it more conven-
ient to integrate. Taking into consideration that dt = dl/v = r d6/ v
where dl is an elementary path the body A covers during the time
interval dt, we shall write the first equation in the following form:
vdv = gr sin 9 d6.
Integrating the left—hand side of this expression between the limits 0
and v and the right-hand side between 0 and 6, we find
v* = 2gr (1 — cos 9).
Next, at the moment the body loses contact with the surface R = 0,
and therefore the second initial equation takes the form
vi = gr cos 0,
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where v and 6 correspond to the moment when the body loses contact
with the surface. Eliminating cos 6 from the last two equalities, we
obtain v =
§ 2.5. Non-inertial Reference Frames.
Inertial Forces
The fundamental equation of dynamics in a non·inertiaI
frame. As mentioned above, the fundamental equation of
dynamics holds true only in inertial reference frames. Still
there are many cases when a specific problem needs to be
solved in a n0n·inertial reference frame (e.g. motion of a
simple pendulum in a carriage moving with an accelera-
tion, motion of a satellite relative to the Earth surface etc,).
Hence, the following question arises: how to modify the
fundamental equation of dynamics to make it valid in non-
inertial reference frames?
With this in mind let us consider two reference frames:
the inertial frame K and non-inertial frame K'. Suppose
that we know the mass m of a particle, the force F exerted
on this particle by surrounding bodies and the character
of motion of the K ’ frame relative to the K frame.
Let us examine a sufficiently general case when the K'
frame rotates with a constant angular velocity to about an
axis which translates relative to the K frame with the accel-
eration wo. We shall employ the acceleration transforma-
tion formula (1.31), from which it follows that the accelera-
tion of the particle in the K' frame is
w’=w—w0+<¤”p+2Iv'¢¤1. (2-17)
where v' is the velocity of the particle relative to the H"
frame and p is the radius vector perpendicular to the rota-
tion axis and describing the position ofithis particle with
respect to this axis.
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.17) by the mass m of
the particle and taking into account that in an inertial
reference frame mw = F, we obtain
'mw' = F- mw., + meozp + 2m [v'¢o].' (2.18)
This is the fundamental equation of dynamics in a non-inertial
reference frame rotating with a constant angular velocity 4,;
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about an axis translating with the acceleration wo. It indi-
cates that even if F = 0, the particle will move in this
frame with an acceleration (which in ‘the general case
differs from zero), as if under the influence of certain forces
corresponding to the last three terms of Eq. (2.18). These
forces are referred to as inertial.
Eq. (2.18) shows that the introduction of inertial forces
makes it possible to keep the format of the fundamental
equation of dynamics in non-inertial reference frames as
well: the left-hand side is the product of the mass of the
particle by its acceleration (but this time relative to the
non-inertial reference frame), and the right-hand side con-
tains the forces. However, apart from the force F caused by
the influence of surrounding bodies (interaction forces), it
is necessary to take into account inertial forces (the remain-
ing terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.18)).
Inertiakforces. Let us write Eq. (2.18) in the following
form: `
mW"=F+F1¤+Fc1+Fc¤r» (219)
where
|1=,,, = -mw,,| (2.20)
is the inertial force caused by the translation of the non'
inertial reference frame;
IF,) = mcozpl (2.21)
is the centrifugal force of inertia;
IFCO, =2m [v'w] l (2.22)
is the Coriolis force. The last two forces emerge due to rota-
tion of the reference frame.
Thus, we see that the inertial forces depend on the charac-
teristics of the non-inertial reference frame (wo, os) as well
as on the distance p and the velocity v' of a particle in that
reference frame.
For example, if a non-inertial reference frame translates
relative to an inertial one, a free particle in that frame
experiences only the force (2.20) whose direction is opposite
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to the acceleration mo of the given reference frame. Recall
how a sudden braking of the carriage we travel in makes us
swing forward, that is, in the direction opposite to wo.
Here is another example: a reference frame rotates about
a stationary axis with the angular velocity co, and the body
A is at rest in that frame (e.g. you are on a rotating plat-
form in an amusement park). Apart from the forces of inter-
action with surrounding bodies, the body A experiences
the centrifugal force of inertia (2.21) directed along the
radius vector p from the rotation axis. As long as the body A
is at rest relative to the rotating platform (v' = 0), this
force makes up for the interaction force. But as soon as the
body begins to move, i.e. the velocity v' appears, there
originates the Coriolis force (2.22) whose direction is deter-
mined by the vector cross product [v'¢o]. Note that the
Coriolis force crops up to supplement the centrifugal force of
inertia appearing irrespective of whether the body is at rest
or moves with respect to the rotating reference frame.
It was pointed out that the reference frame fixed to the
Earth’s surface can be regarded in m-any cases as practically
inertial. However, there are some phenomena whose inter-
pretation in this reference frame is impossible unless its
non-inertial nature is taken into account.
For instance, free—fall acceleration is the greatest
at the Earth’s poles. Approaching the equator, one observes
a decrease in this acceleration caused not only by the devia-
tions of the Earth from a spherical shape, but also by the
growing action of t_he centrifugal force of inertia. There are
also such phenomena as a deviation of free-falling bodies to
the East, a wash-out of right banks of rivers in the Northern
Hemisphere and left banks in the Southern Hemisphere,
a rotation of the Foucault pendulum oscillation plane, etc.
Phenomena of this kind are associated with the motion of
bodies relative to the Earth’s surface and can be explained
by the Coriolis force.
Example. A train of mass m moves along a meridian at the lati-
tude cp with the velocity v' Fi_nd the lateral force which the train
exerts on the rails.
In the reference frame fixed to the Earth (rotating at the angular
velocity co) the train’s acceleration component normal to the merid-
ian plane is equal to zero. Therefore, the sum of the projections
of forces acting on the train in this direction is also equal to zero. And
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The Basic Equation of Dynamics 59
this means that the Coriolis force FCO,. (Fig. 23) must be counterbal-
anced by the lateral force R exerted by the right rail on the train,
i.e. FCO,. = —R. In accordance with Newton’s third law the train
acts on that rail in the horizontal direction with the force R' = —R.
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Consequently, R' = FCO,. = 2 m [v'm]. The magnitude of the vector
R' is equal to R' = 2mv’ oa sin-··<p.
The following simple example illustrates how the inertial
forces "appear" on transition from an inertial reference
frame to a non—ine1‘tial one.
Example. A horizontal disc D freely rotates over the surface of
a table about a vertical axis with a constant angular velocity co.
A sphere possessing mass m is suspended over the disc as shown in
Fig. 24a. Let us consider the behaviour of that splhere in the K frame
fixed to the table and assumed inertial, and in t e K' frame fixed to
the rotating disc.
In the inertial K frame the sphere is subipcted to two forces, the
gravity force and the stretching force of t e thread. These forces
equalize each other so that the sphere is at rest in the K frame.
In the non·inertial K' frame the sphere moves uniformly along
a circle with the normal acceleration m”p, where p is the distance
between the sphere and the rotation axis. One can easily see that this
acceleration is due to inertial forces. Indeed, in the K' frame, apart
from the two counterbalancing forces mentioned above, there are
also the centripetal force of inertia and the Coriolis force (Fig. 24b).
Taking the projections of these forces on the normal n to the path at
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the point where the sphere is located, we write:
mw{,=FC0,—Fc;=2mv’o>—m¢o’p=mm’p,
where itsis taken into consideration that in this case v' = wp. Hence.
Properties of inertial forces. To summarize, we shall
list the most significant properties of these forces in order to
discriminate them from interaction forces:
l. Inertial forces are caused not by the interaction of
bodies, but by the properties of non-inertial reference frames
themselves. Therefore inertial forces do not obey Newton’s
third law.
2. To avoid misunderstandings is should be firmly borne
in mind that these forces exist only in non-inertial reference
frames. In inertial reference frames there are no inertial
forces at all, and the notion of force is employed in these
frames only in the Newtonian sense, that is, as a measure of
interaction of bodies.
3. J ust as gravitational forces, all inertial forces are
proportional to the mass of a body. Consequently, in a uni-
form field of inertial forces, as in the held of gravitational
forces, all bodies move with the same acceleration regardless
of their masses. This highly important fact has far-reaching
consequences.
The principle of equivalence. Since inertial forces, just
as gravitational ones, are proportional to the masses of
bodies, the following important conclusion can be made.
Suppose we are in a certain closed laboratory and are deprived
of observing the external world. Moreover, let us assume
that we are not aware of the whereabouts of our laboratory:
outer space or, e.g. the Earth. Observing the bodies falling
with an equal acceleration regardless of their masses, we
cannot determine the cause of this acceleration from only
this fact. The acceleration can be brought about by a gravi-
tational field, by an accelerated translation of the laboratory
itself, or by both causes. I n such a laboratory no experiment
whatsoever on free fall of bodies can distinguish the uniform
field of gravitation from tl1e uniform field of inertial forces.
Einstein argued that no physical experiments of any kind
can be of use to distinguish the uniform field of gravitation
from the uniform field of inertial forces. This suggestion,
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The Basic Equation of Lynamtcs Bl
raised to a postulate, provides a basis for the so-called
principle of equivalence of gravitational and inertial forces:
all physical phenomena proceed in the uniform field of gravi-
tation in exactly the same way as in the corresponding uniform
field of inertial forces.
This far—reaching analogy between gravitational and iner-
tial forces was used by Einstein as a starting point in his
development of the general theory of relativity, or the rela-
tivistic theory of gravitation.
In conclusion it should be pointed out that any mechanical
problem can be solved in both inertial and non-inertial refer-
ence frames. Usually the choice of one or another reference
frame is determined by the formulation of the problem or by
the desire to solve it in as straightforward a manner as
possible. In so doing, we quite often find that non·inertial
reference frames are most convenient to apply (see Prob-
1omS 2.9:2.11).
Problems to Chapter 2
|2.1. A bar of mass ml is placed on a plank of mass m,, which
rests on a smooth horizontal p ane (Fi . 25). The coefficient of fric-
tion between the surfaces of the bar and the plank is equal to k. The
ml Ffr
" F
gr m2
.....—.-..--—·--p»z‘ A
Fig. 25
plank is subjected to the horizontal force F depending on time t as
F = at (a is a constant). Find:
(1) the moment of time to at which the plank starts sliding from
under the bar;
(2) the accelerations of the bar wl and of the plank wzfin the proc-
ess of their motion.
Solution. 1. Let us write the fundamental equation of dynamics
for the plank and the bar, having taken the positive direction of the x
axis as shown in the fnguref
m1w1=Fj,., m,w,=F——-Fi,. (1)
As the force F grows, so does the friction force Fi,. (at the initial
moment it represents the friction of rest). However, the friction force
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Fl,. has the ultimate value Fjrlmax ·-= kmlg. Unless this value is
reached, both bodies move as a single whole with eeiual accelerations.
But as soon as the force Fl, reaches the limit, the p ank starts sliding
from under the bar, i.e.
wz > wl.
Substituting here the values of wl and wl taken from Eq. (1) and
taking into account that Fl,. = kmlg, we obtain
(at ·· kmit')/me 2 ks'.
where the sign corresponds to the moment t= tl,. Hence,
to T- (ml + ma) kg/G.
2. If cg cl, then
wi = we = M/(mi + ma)?
and if ta; tl, then
wl = kg == const, wl = (at — kmlg)/ml.
The Elots wl (t) and wl (z) are shown in Fig. 26.
Q .2. In the arrangement of Fig. 27 the inclined plane forms the
angle a = 30° with the horizontal. The ratio of the masses shown is
q = ml/ml = 2/3. The coefficient of friction between the plane and
ld
M
Iz
/
R // T
. / Tl
w · ur // •
ll} = 1 / m
I Z l 2 ,71
I
Ot /77
v z, » - — ’” ,, *¢·
:9
Fig. 26 Fig. 27
the body ml is k = 0.10. The masses of the (pulley block and the
threads are negligible. Find the magnitudejand irection of the accel-
eration of the body ml if the system is set into motion from an initial
state of rest. _ _
Solution. First we should tackle the problem associated wlth the
direction of the friction force acting on the body_ ml. Otherwise, we
cannot write the fundamental equation of dynamics for the body ml
in terms of projections, and the problem proves to be uncertain.
We shall argue as follows: suppose that in the absence of_fr1ct1on
forces the body ml starts sliding, say, upward along the inclined
plane. “Switching on" the friction forces. we obviously cannot reverse
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the motion direction, but only decrease the acceleration. Thus, the
direction of the friction force acting on the body ml is determined if
we {ind the acceleration direction 0 this body in the absence of fric-
tion (k = 0). Accordingly, we shall begin with that.
Let us write the fundamental equation of dynamics for both bo-
dies in terms of projections, having taken the positive directions of
the xl and xl axes as shown in Fig. 27:
mlwx = mlg — T, mlwx = T —- mlg sin on,
where T is the tensile force of the thread. Summing up termwise the
left- and right—hand sides of these equations, we obtain
__ 1] —sin ot
wi *1+1 g
After the substitution 1] = 2/3 and ot = 30° this expression yields
wx > 0, i.e. the body ml moves up the inclined plane. Consequently,
the friction force acting on this body is directed oppositely. Taking
this into account, we again write the equations of motion:
mlwjl gl mlg —- T', mlwl; = T' — mlgsin cz — kmlg cos tx.
Hence,
, : q-sincz—kcosor. N 0 05
wx 1]+1 g . g.
|2.3. A non-stretchablo thread with masses m and ml attached
to its ends (ml > ml) is thrown over a pulley bllock (Fig. 28). We
begin to lift the pulley block with the acceleration wl, relative to the
Earth. Assuming the thread to slide over the pulley block without
friction, {ind the acceleration wl of the mass ml relative to the Earth.
Solution. Let us designate the positive direction of the as axis
as shown in Fig. 28 and write the fundamental equation of dynamics
for the two masses in terms of projections on this axis:
mrwrx = T — mrs, (1)
mawsx = T"‘m•8· (2)
These two equations contain three unknown quantities: wu, wu,
and T. The third equation is provided by the kinematic relationship
between the accelerations:
wl=w0-§—w’, w,=w0—-w',
where w' is the acceleration of the mass ml with respect to the (pulley
block. Summing up termwise the left·hand and the right-han sides
of these equations, we get
W1 ‘+ wa =·` 2w°,
or in terms of projections on the a: axis
wu: + ws: = 2w0• (3)
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__ 1] —sin ot
wi *1+1 g
After the substitution 1] = 2/3 and ot = 30° this expression yields
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, : q-sincz—kcosor. N 0 05
wx 1]+1 g . g.
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The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) yields
w1x=l2'”:w0+('”s“m1)8l(('”1+ma)·
Whence it is seen that for a given wl, the sign of wl, depends on the
ratio of the masses ml and ml. _ _
|2.4. A small disc moves along an inclined plane whose fr1ct1on
coefficient k = tan ol, where as is the angle which the plane forms
wa
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Fig. 28 Fig. 29
with the horizontal. Find how the velocity v of the disc depends on
the angle q> between the vector v and the x axis (Fig. 29) if at the
initial moment v = v, and q> = at/2.
Solution. The acceleration of the disc along} the plane is determined
by the projection of the force of gravity on t is plane F, = mg sin a.
and the friction force Fr,. = kmg cos a. In our case lc = tan cl and
therefore

Let us fund the projections of the acceleration on the direction of the
tangent to the trajectory and on the x axis:
mw, = F, cos q>—Fy,.= mg sin cz (cos cp-1),
mw,=F,——-Fy,- cos q>=mg sin G. (i—cos qa).
It is seen from this that wl = —w,, which means that the velocity v
and its projection v, diHer only by a constant value C which does
not change with time, i.e.
v = —vx —]- C,
where vx = v cos q>. The constant C is found from the initial con-
d1t1on v= vo, whence C = v,. Finally we obtain
v = vl,/(1 —|- cos cp).
In the course of time q>—» 0 and v-» vc/2.
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The Basic Equation of Dynamics Q
Q 2.5. A thin uniform elastic cord of mass m and length lo (in
a non·stretched state) has a coefhcient of elasticity x. After havi
the ends of the cord spliced, it was placed on a smooth horizona
plane, shaped as a circle and set into rotation with the angular veloc-
ity rn about the vertical] axis (passin through the centre of the circle.
Find the tension of the cor in tiiis state.
Solution. Let us single out a small element of the cord of mass
6m as shown in Fig. 30a. This element moves along the circle due
Kn) J
T m T 3
i
I
1
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Fig. 30 Fig. 31
af
to a force which is a geometric sum of twoivectors each of which has
the magnitude of the tension sought T (Fig. 30b). Consequently,
in accordance with Ne°wton's second law
6m·w’r = T·6a. (1)
Since 6m = (m/2:n:) Gor and r = l/2rr (where I is the length of the cord
in the state of rotation), Eq. (1) takes the form
mm“·l/fur? = T. (2)
On the other hand, in accordance with Hooke’s law
T = x (I — Z0). (3)
Eliminating I from Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain
T..._..°f'.l£.....
_4n’x/mw*—· 1 '
Note that in the case of anon—stretchable cord (x = ee) T = mu>’l,/4::*.
Q 2.6. Integration of motion equations. A particle of mass m moves
due to the action of the force F. The initial conditions, that is, its
radius vector r (0) and velocity v (0) at the moment t = 0, are known.
Find the position of the particle as a function of time if
(1) F=F0 sin wt, r (0)=0, ·v (0):0;
(2) F= -·-kv, r (0) =0, v (0)=v0;
(3) F= ——xr, r(0)=r0, v(0)=v0, with v0||r°.
Here F, is a constant vector, and ro, k, x are positive constants.
5-0580
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B6 Classical Wcclumlcs
Solution. 1. In accordance with the fundamental equation of
dynamics the acceleration is
dv/dt = (F0/m) sin cet.
‘Wc obtain the elementary increment of the velocity vector dv during
the time dt and then the increment of this vector during the time from
0 to tz
r
v (t)—v (0)=(F0/m) S sin cot dt.
0
Taking into account that v (0) -= 0, we obtain after integration
v (t): (F0/mm) (1 ——— cos cot).
Now let us find the elementary displacement dr, or the increment
of the radius vector r of the partic e during the interval dt: dr =
= v (t) dt. The increment of the radius vector during the time from 0
to t is equal to
t
r (t)—r (0)=(F0/mm) S (1-—cos mt) dt.
0
Integrating this expression and taking into account that r (0) = 0,
we get
r (t) = (F0/m0J*) (ost- sin cot).
Fig. 31 illustrates the plots vx (t) and x (t), the time dependences
of projections ofthe vectors v and r on the .1: axis chosen in the par-
tic e motion direction, i.e. in the direction of the F., vector.
2. In this case the acceleration is
dv/dt L-= — (k/m) v.
To integrate this equation we must pass to the scalar form, that is,
to the modulus of the vector v:
dv/v = — (lc/m) dt.
Integration of this equation with allowance made for the initial
conditions yields: ln (v/v ) = — (k/m) ¢. After taking antilogarithms
we return to the vector form:
v = v0e"‘*‘*”‘.
Integratinlg the last equation once more (and again taking into account
the initia conditions), we obtain
¢
r== S v dt=(mv0/k) (1—e‘k*!’”).
0
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Fig. 32 shows the plots of the velocity v and the path covered •
as functions of time t (in our cass s = r).
3. In this case the particle moves along the straight line coinciding
with the radius vector r. Choosing the z axis in this direction, we can
immediately write the fundamental equation of dynamics in terms
of the projection on this axis:
3 -4-eu :-.0, (1)
where Q is the second derivative of the coordinate with respect to
time, i.e. the projection of the acceleration vector, ce! = x/rn. Eq. (i)
is referred to as the equation of harmonic vibrations.
rg, 5 y
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It can be shown mathematically that the general solution of this
equation takes the form
a: (t) = A cos cet + B sin cet, (2)
where A and B are arbitrary constants. The restrictions imposed
on these constants are usually determined from the initial conditions.
For instance, in our case at the moment t = 0
==.(0)=¢¤ ¤¤d Vx (0)=vox» (3)
where x and vo, are the projections of the 1-,, and va vectors on the z
axis. After substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) we get: A = xo, B =
= vulco. All the rest is obvious.
O 2.7. A particle of mass m moves in a certain plane due to the
force F whose magnitude is constant and whose direction rotates with
the constant any velocity ce in that plane. At the moment t = 0
the velocity of e particle is equal to zero. Find the magnitude of the
velocity of the particle as a function of time and the distance that the
particle covers between two consecutive stops.
Solution. Let us tix the x, y coordinate system to the gfven plane
(Fig. 33), taking the x axis in the direction along whic the force
vector was oriented at the moment t= 0. Then the fundamental
equation of dynamics expressed via the projections on the x and y
[O
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axes takes the form
m dv,/dt = F cos cot, m dvy/dt = F sin cot.
Integrating these equations with respect to time with allowance
made for the initial condition v (0) = 0, we obtain
vx=.·(F/mea) sin wt, vv = (F/mm) (1 —— cos wt).
The magnitude of the velocity vector is equal to
v = V vg-|—v;= (2F/mw) sin (cot/2).
It is seen from this that the velocity v turns into zero after the time
interval At, which can be found from the relation co At/2 = sr. Conse-
quently, the sought distance is
at
s= S v dt=8F/m0>’.
0
O 2 .8. An automobile moves with the constant tangential acceler-
ation wx along the horizontal plane circumscribing a circle of radius R.
The coefficient of friction between the wheels of the automobile and
the surface is equal to k. What distance s» will be covered by the auto-
mobile without slipping in the case of zero initial velocity?
Solution. As the ve ocity increases, so do both the normal and
the total acceleration of the automobile. There is no sl?ping as long
as the total acceleration required is provided by the riction force.
The maximum possible value of that force Fm; = kmg, where m
is the mass of the automobile. Therefore, in accordance with the
fundamental equation of dynamics, mw = F. the maximum value
of the total acceleration is
w = kg. (i)
On the other hand, max
where v is the velocity of the automobile at the moment its accelera-
tion reaches the maximum value. This velocity and the sought dis-
tance s are interrelated by the following formula:
v2:2p·[$•
Eliminating v and wm, from Eqs. (1), (2) and (3), we obtain
8 = (R/2) I/(ks/w¤)“ -— 1-
It is not difficult to see that the solution is meaningful only if the
radicand is positive, i.e. if wt < kg.
I 2.9. Non-inertial reference frames. A satellite moves in the
Earth’s equatorial plane along a circular orbit of radius r in the west-
east direction. Disregarding the acceleration due to the Earth‘s motion
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The Basic Equation of Dynamic: 69
around the Sun, find the acceleration w' of the satellite in the ref-
erence frame fixed to the Earth.
Solution. Suppose K is an inertial reference frame in which the
Earth’s rotation axis is motionless, and K' is a non-inertial reference
frame fixed to the Earth and rotating with the angular velocity co
with respect to the · K frame.
To derive the acceleration w' of the satellite in the K' frame we
must first of all depict all the forces acting on the satellite in that
reference frame: the gravity F, the
Coriolis force FCO,. and the centri- (
fugal force Fc (Fig. 34, the view \ wr
from the Eartfh’s North Pole). v\ Ur
(2 1l§;>w let _us makeo of Eq.
. , assuming w = in accor-
dance with the cohditions of the 0 _- F " E';
problem). Since in the K' frame m /-},0,.
the sate lite travels along a circle, r l'
Eq. (2.18) can be immediately writ- I
ten via projections on the tra-
jectory’s gormal n: /
mw' = F -—· 2mv'(o — m(0’T, (1) Fig_ 34
where F =‘ ·ymM/1-*, ·and m and
M are the masses of, the satellite
and the Earth respectively. Now we have only to find the velocity v'
of the satellite in the K' frame. To do this, we shall make use of the
kinematic relation (1.24) in scalar form
v' == v — cor, (2)
where v is the velocity of the satellite in the K frame (Fig. 34), and
of the equation of motion of the satellite in the K frame
mv?/r = ·ymM/r?, (3)
from which v is found. Solving simultaneously Eqs. (1), (2) and (3),
we obtain
w' = (1-mr ]/r/yM)2 YM/rz.
Specihcally, w' -·= 0 when r = ·yM/012 = 4.2-108 km. Such
a satellite is called stationary: it is motionless relative to the Earth’s
sur ace.
Q 2.10. A small sleeve of mass m slides freely alonga smooth hori-
zontal shaft which rotates with the constant angu ar velocity co
about a fixed vertical axis passing through one of the shaft’s ends.
Find the horizontal component o the force which the shaft exerts
on the sleeve when it is at the distance r from the axis. At the initial
moment the sleeve was next to the axis and possessed a negligible
velocity.
Solution. Let us examine the motion of the sleeve in a rotating
reference frame faxed to the shaft. In this reference frame the sleeve
moves rectilinearly. This means that the sought force is balanced
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out by the Coriolis force (Fig. 35):
R= —Fc0,-=2m [mv']. (1)
Thus, the problem reduces to determining the velocity v' of the sleeve
relative to the shaft. In accordance with Eq. (2.19)
dv'/dt = Fc;/m = (D'?.
faking into account that dt = drlv/, the last equation can be trans-
orme to
v' dv' = oJ’r dr.
Integrating this equation with allowance made for the initial condi-
tions (v' = 0, r = 0), we find v' = cor, or in a vector form
v' = (or. (2)
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we get
R = 2mco [oar].
O 2.11. The stability of motion. A wire ring of radius r rotates
with the constant angular velocity co about the vertical axis OO'
Ol
1 ) , R
(I, r // ' T
L-) m R ‘ 0
__________,,/ · A Ev
Q01- fof ` 0 mg
Fig. 35 Fig. 36
passing throulgh its diameter. A small sleeve A can slide along the
ringlwnthout rictiiog. Find the angle 6 (Fig. 36) corresponding to the
sta e position o t e s eeve.
Solution. Let us examine the behaviour of the sleeve in a reference
frame fixed to the rotating ring. Its motion along the ring is char-
acterized by the resultant force projection F, on the unit vector ·r
at the point A. It is seen from Fig. 36 that
F, = F,) cos 6- mg sin 6.
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The right-hand side of this equation contains the projections of the
centrifugal force and gravity. Taking` into account‘ that Fc, =
= mco’r sin 6, we rewrite the foregoing expression as follows:
F, ~ sin 6 (cos 6-g/c0“r). (1)
From the equilibrium condition (F, = 0) we can find the two values
of the angle 6,, ensuring that eqgiilibriumz sin 6,, = 0 and cos 6 =
= g/co’r. he first condition can e satisfied for any value of co, while
the second one only if g/c0’r < 1. Thus, in the case of low co values
there is only one equilibrium position, at thilbottom point (6,, = 0);
but in the case of large oa values (co > Vg/r) another equilibrium
position, defined by the second condition, is possible.
A certain equilibrium position is stable provided the force F,
appearing on withdrawal of the sleeve from that position (in any
direction) is directed back, to the equilibrium position, that is, the
sign of F, must be opposite to|[that of the deflection A6 from the
equilibrium angle 6,,.
At low deflections d6 from the 6,, angle the appearing force 6F,
may be found as a differential of expression (1):
6F, ~ [cos 6,, (cos 6,,- g/o>°r)—sin* 6,,] d6.
At the bottlm equilibrium position (6,, = 0)
GF., ~ (1- g/01*:-) d6. (2)
This equilibrium positidn is stable provide_L the expression put in
parentheses is negative, i.e. when co < }/g/r.
At the other equilibrium position (cos 6,, = g/01*r)
GF, ~ —sin’ 6,, d6.
It is seen that this equilibrium position (if it exists) is always stable,
Thus, as lang as there is only the bottom equilibrium position
(with oa < )/g/r), it is always stable. Howeveil on the appearance
of the other equilibrium position (when co > I/g/r) the bottom posi-
tion becomes unstable (see Eq. (2)), and the sleeve immediately passes
from the lower to the upper position, which is always stable.
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CHAPTER 3
ENERGY CONSERVATION LAW
§ 3.1. On Conservation Laws
Any body (or an assembly of bodies) represents, in fact,
a system of mass points, or particles. If a system changes in
the course of time, it is said that its state varies. The state
of a systemf is defined by specifying the concurrent coordi-
nates and velocities of all constituent particles.
Experience shows that if the laws of forces acting on a
system’s particles and the state of the system at a certain
initial moment are known, the motion equations can help
predict the subsequent behaviour of the system, i.e. find its
state at any moment of time. That is how, for example, the
problem of planetary motion in the solar system has been
solved.
However, anganalysis of a system’s behaviour by the use of
the motion equations requires so much effort (e.g. due to
the complexity of the system itself), that a comprehensive
solution seems to be practically impossible. Moreover, such
an approach is absolutely out of the question if the laws of
acting forces are not known. Besides, there are some prob-
lems in which the accurate consideration of motion of indi-
vidual particles is meaningless (e.g. gas).
Under these circumstances the following question natural-
ly comes up: are there any general principles following from
Nev}ton’s laws that would help avoid `these difficulties by
opening up some new approaches to the solution of the
problem.
It appears that such principles exist. They are called
conservation laws.
As it was mentioned, the state of a system varies in the
course of time as that system moves. However, there are
some quantities, state functions, which possess the very
important and remarkable property of retaining their values
constant with time. Among these constant quantities,
energy, momentum and angular momentum play the most
significant role. These three quantities have the important
general property of additivity: their value for a system com-
posed of parts whose interaction is negligible is equal to
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the sum of the corresponding values for the individual con-
stituent parts (incidentally, in the case of momentum and
angular momentum additivity holds true even in the pres-
ence of interaction). __It is additivity that makes these three
quantities extremely important.
Later on it became known that the laws of conservation
of energy, momentum and angular momentum intrinsically
originate from the fundamental properties of time and space,
uniformity and isotropy. By way of explanation, the
energy conservation law is associated with uniformity of
time, while the laws of conservation of momentum and
angular momentum with uniformity and isotropy of space
respectively. This implies that the conservation laws listed
above can be derived from Newton’s second law supplement-
ed with' the corresponding properties of time and space sym-
metry. We shall not, however, discuss this problem in
more detail.
The laws of conservation of energy, momentum and angu-
lar momentum fall into the category of the most fundamental
principles of physics, whose significance cannot be overes-
timated. These laws have become even more significant since
it was discovered that they go beyond the scope of mechanics
and represent universal laws of nature. In any case, no
phenomena have been observed so far which do not obey
these laws. They "work” reliably in all quarters: in the field
of elementary particles, in outer space, in atomic physics
and in solid state physics. They are among the few most
general laws underlying contemporary physics.
Having made possible a new approach to treating various
mechanical phenomena, the conservation laws turned into
a powerful and efficient instrument of research used by
physicists. The importance of the conservation principles
as a research instrument is due to several reasons.
1. The conservation laws do not depend on either the paths
of particles or the nature of acting forces. Consequently, they
allow us to draw some general and essential conclusions
about the properties of various mechanical processes without
resorting to their detailed analysis by means of motion
equations. For example, as soon as it turns out that a cer-
tain process is in conflict with the conservation laws, one
can be sure that such a process is impossible and it is no
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use trying to accomplish it.
2. Since .the conservation laws do not depend on acting
forces, they may be employed even when the forces are not
known. In these cases the conservation laws are the only
and indispensable instrument of research. This is the pres-
ent trend in the physics of elementary particles.
3. Even when the forces are known precisely, the con-
servation laws can help substantially to solve many problems
of motion of particles. Although all these problems can be
solved with the use of motion equations (and the conserva-
tion laws provide no additional information in this case), the
utilization of the conservation laws very often allows the
solution to be obtained in the most straightforward and
elegant fashion, obviating cumbersome and tedious calcula-
tions. Therefore, whenever new problems are ventured, the
following order of priorities should be established: first,
one after another conservation laws are applied and only
having made sure that they are inadequate, the solution is
sought through the use of motion equations.
We shall begin examining the conservation laws with the
energy conservation law, having introduced the notion of
energy via the notion of work.
§ 3.2. Work and Power
Work. Let a particle travel along a path 1-2 (Fig. 37)
under the action of the force F. In the general case the
force F may vary during the
F y /*, 2 motion, both in magnitude and
·‘•` / ‘ direction. Let us consider the
U" OL `~, elementary displacement dr, dur-
\\ ing which the force F can be
\ assumed constant.
I F The action of the force F
over the displacement dr is
Fig. 37 characterized by a quantity
equal to the scalar product Fdr
and called the elementary work of the force F over the dis-
placement dr. It can also be presented in another form:
Fdr = F cos ads = F,cLs,
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where on is the angle between the vectors F and dr, ds =
= | dr | is the elementary path, and F, is the projection of
the vector F on the vector dr (Fig. 37).
Thus, the elementary work of the force F over the dis-
placement dr is
GA = Fdr = F,ds. (3.1)
The quantity GA is algebraic: depending on the angle between
the vectors F and dr, or on the sign of the projection F, of
the vector F on the vector dr, it can be either positive
or negative, or, in particular, equal to zero (when F _|_ dr,
i.e. F, = 0).
Summing up (integrating) the expression (3.1) over all
elementary sections of the path from point 1 to point 2, we
find the work of the force'F over the given path:
2 2
4_, A= S Fdr= S F, ds. (3.2)
1 1
The expression (3.2) can be graphically illustrated. Let
us plot F, as a function of the particle position along the
path. Suppose, for example, that this plot has the shape
shown in Fig. 38. From this figure the elementary work GA
is seen to be numerically equal to the area of the shaded
strip, and the work A over the path from point 1 to point 2
is equal to the area of the figure enclosed by the curved line,
ordinates 1 and 2, and the s axis. Here the area of the Hgure
lying over the s axis is taken with the plus sign (it corre-
sponds to positive work) while the area of the figure lying
under the s axis is taken with the minus sign (it corresponds
to negative work).
Let us consider a few examples involving calculations
of work.
The work of the elastic force F ·-= —xr, where r is the radius
vector of the particle A relative to the point O (Fig. 39).
Let us displace the particle A experiencing the action of
that force along an arbitrary path from point 1 to point 2.
We shall first find the elementary work performed by the
force F over the elementary displacement dr:
GA = Fdr = —- xrdr.
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The scalar product rdr = r (dr):. where(dr), is the projec-
tion of dr on the vector r. This projection is equal to dr, the
increment of the magnitude of the vector r. Therefore r dr =
= rdr and
6A = — xrdr = — d (xr“/2).
Now, to calculate the work performed by the given force over
the whole path, we should integrate the last expression be-
tween point 1 and point 2:
2
A = — I d (xrz/2) == xrf/2-xr:/2. (3.3)
1
The work of a gravitational (or Coul0mb’s) force. Let
a stationary point mass (charge) be positioned at the .point 0
E I
I
E I A gr
I •
Z I
I _ ZE s E M,/-'_ 2
,»~'r
0 .. 2
Fig. 38 Fig. 39
of the vector r (Fig. 39). We shall find the work of the gra-
vitational (Coulomb’s) force performed during the dis-
placement of the particle A along an arbitrary path from
point 1 to point 2. The force acting on the particle A may be
represented as follows:
F = (Q/Ts) 1*,
_ —·ym m , the gravitational interaction,
whew OL _ Ikqlqwltlle Coulomb interaction.
Let us first calculate the elementary work performed by
this force over the displacement dr:
6A = Fdr = (oc/r’)rdr.
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As in the previous case, the scalar product rdr = rdr,
so that
6A = adr/r“ = —- d (oz/r).
The total work performed by this force over the whole path
from point 1 to point 2 is
2
A = — S d (a/r) =a/r,-·¢z/rz. (3.4)
1
The work of the uniform force of gravity F = mg. Let
us write this force as F = - mgk, where k is the unit vector of
the vertical z axis whose positive direction is chosen upward
(Fig. 40). The elementary work of gravity over the dis-
placement dr is
6A = Fd? = — mgkdr.
The scalarproduct k dr = (dr)k, where (dr)., is the projection
of dr on the unit vector k and is equal to dz, the z coordinate
increment. Therefore, k dr = dz
and Z 2
6A = — mgdz = — d (mgz).
The total work of this force per- dir" d,.
formed over the whole path from
point 1 to point 2 is
2 Ir
A=—)d<mz=>=ma(¤.—¤z)- 0 ,’ ,,,,,
(3.5) ‘ ‘
The forces considered are Fig- 40
interesting in that the work
performed by them between points 1 |and 2 does not`depend
on the shape of the path and is determined only by their
positions (see Eqs. (3.3)—(3.5)). However, this very significant
peculiarity of the forces considered is by no means a prop-
erty of all forces. For example, the friction force does not
possess this property: the work performed by this force
depends not only on the positions of the initial and hnal
points but also on the shape of the path connecting them.
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Classical Mechanics
So far we have discussed the work performed by a single
force. But if during its motion a particle experiences several
forces whose resultant is F = F1 —|— F, —|— . . ., it can be
easily shown that the work performed by the resultant force F
over a certain displacement is equal to the algebraic sum
of the works performed by all the forces over the same `dis-
placement. In fact,
A= S (F,-|—F,+ . . .)dr=5 F, dr-}-S Fzdr-{-... =
=A,—|-A2-|—... (3.6)
Power. To characterize intensity of the work performed,
the quantity called power is introduced. Power is defined as
the work performed by a·· force per unit time. If the~force F
performs the work F dr during the time interval dt, the power
developed by that force at a given moment of time is equal
to N = F dr/dt; taking into acconmt that dr/dt = v, we obtain
N = FV.
Thus, the power developed by the force F is equal to the
scalar product of the force vector by the vector of velocity
with which the point moves under the action of the given
force. Just like work, power is an algebraic quantity.
Knowing the power of the force F, we can also find the
work which that force performs during the time interval t.
Indeed, expressing the integrand in formula (3.2) as Fdr =
= FV dt = Ndt, we get
e
A= N df.
5
As an example, see Problem 3.1.
Finally, one very essential circumstance should be pointed
out. When dealing with work (or power), in each specific case
one should indicate precisely what force (or forces) performs
that work. Otherwise, misinterpretations are, as a rule,
inevitable. n
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§ 3.3. Potential Field of Forces
A held of force is a region of space at whose each point
a particle experiences a force varying regularly from point
to point, e.g. the Earth’s gravitational field, or the field of
the resistance forces in a fluid stream. If the force at each
point of a field of forces does not vary in the course of time,
such a held is referred to as stationary. Obviously, a station-
ary field of forces may turn into a non-stationary field on
transition from one reference frame to another. In a station-
ary held of forces the force is determined only by the posi-
tion of a particle.
Generally speaking, the work performed by the forces of
the field during the displacement of a particle from point
1 to point 2 depends on the path. However, there are some
stationary fields of forces in which that work does notllepend
on the path between points 1 and 2. This class of fields pos-
sesses a number of the most important properties in physics.
Now we shall proceed to these properties.
The definition: a stationary held of forces in which the work
performed by these forces between any two points does not
depend on the shape of the path but only on the positions of
these points, is referred to as potential, while the forces
themselves are called conservative.
If this condition is not satisfied, the field of forces is not
potential and the forces of the field are called non-conserva-
tive. Among them are, for example, friction forces (the work
performed by these forces depends on the path in the general
case).
An example of two stationary fields of forces, one of which
is potential and the other is not, is examined in Problem 3.2.
Let us demonstrate that in a potential field the work per-
formed by the field forces over any closed path is equal to zero.
In fact, any closed path (Fig. 41) may be arbitrarily subdi-
vided into two parts: 1a2 and 2b1. Since the held is poten-
tial, then by the hypothesis Ag) = Af;). On the other hand,
it is obvious that Af;) = —- Ag';). Therefore,
AS"; + At'? -- AS"; — AS'? - 0.
which was to be proved.
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Conversely, if the workfperformed by the held forces over
any closed path is equal to zero, the work of the same forces
performed between arbitrary points 1 and 2 does not depend
on the path, i.e. the held is potential. To prove this, let·us
take two arbitrary paths: 1a2 and 1b2 (Fig. 41). We/cans-
connect them to make closed path 1a2b1. The work performed
over this closed path is equal to zero by the hypothesis,
i.e. A(*;>—}—A§{) = 0. Hence, AQ;) = ——Af{). But Af;) =-
= —A{*g> and therefore
Al? =Alb:i·
Thus, when the work of the held forces performed over
any closed path is equal to zero, we obtain the necessary
G and sufhcient condition for the
work to be independent of the shape
2 of the path, a fact that can be
regarded as a distinctive attribute
I of any potential held of forces.
b The held of central forces. Any
held of forces is brought about by
Fig, 41 the action of dehnite bodies. In
that held the particle A experi-
ences a force arising due to the interaction of this par-
ticle with the given bodies. Forces depending only on
the distance between interacting particles and directed
along the straight line connecting them are referred- to as
central. An example of this") kind of forces is provided by
gravitational, Coulomb’s and elastic forces.
The central force which the particle B exerts on the par-
ticle A can be presented in general form as follows:
F = f (r) e,, (3.8)
where f(r) is a function depending for the given type of
interaction only on r, the distance between the particles;
and e, is a unit vector dehning the direction of the radius
vector of the particle A with respect to the particle B
(Fig. 42).
Let us demonstrate that any stationary yield of central
forces is potential.
To do this, we shall hrst hnvl.the work performed by the
central forces in the case when the held of forces is brought
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about by one motionless particle B. The elementary work
performed by the force (3.8) over the displacement dr is
equal to 6A = F dr = f (r) e,. dr. Since e, dr is equal to dr,
the projection of the vector dr on the vector e,. or on the
corresponding radius vector r (Fig. 42), then 6A = f (r) dr.
The work performed by this force over an arbitrary path
from point 1 to point 2 is
2
An= S I (r) dr-
1
This expression obviously depends only on the appearance
of the function f (r), i.e. on the type of interaction, and on
the values of rl and rz, the
initial and] fmalt distances be- ¢'z•
tween the `articles A and B. It A
does notidgpend on _the shape dr
of the path} in any way. This
means that the given field of
forces is potential. ,·
Let us generalize the re-
sult obtained to a stationary
field of forces induced_by aset
of motionless particles exert- B
ing on the particle A the forces Fig, 42
F1, F2, . .., each of which
is central. In this case the work performed by the resultant
force during the displacement of the particle A from one
point to another is equal to the algebraic sum ·of the works
performed by individual forces. But since the work per-
formed by each of these forces does not depend on the shape
of the path, the work performed by the resultant force does
not depend on it either.
Thus, any stationary held of central forces is indeed poten-
tial.
Potential energy of a particle in a field. Due to the fact
that the work performed by potential held forces depends
only on the initial and hnal positions of a particle we can
introduce the extremely important concept of potential
energy.
s-asso
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Suppose we displace a particle from various points P;
of a potential field of forces to a fixed point O. Since the
work performed by the field forces does not depend on the
shape of the path, it is only the position of the point P
that determines this work, provided the point O is fixed.
This means that a given work is a certain function of the
radius vector r of the point P.
Designating this function as U (r), we write
0
ApO= S Fdr=U (I'). (3.9)
p
The function U (r) is referred to as the potential energy of
the particle in a given field.
Now let us find the work performed by the field forces
during the displacement of the particle from point 1 to
point 2 (Fig. 43). The work being independent of the shape
of the path, we can choose one passing through the point O.
Then the work performed over the path 102 can be repre-
sented in the form
A1z=A1o +Aoz=A10-A20
or, taking into account Eq. (3.9),
2
A12; S Fdr=·'U1*'U2•
1
The expression on the right-hand side of this equation is
the diminuti0n* of the potential energy, i.e. the difference
* The variation of some quantitly X can be characterized either
by its increment, or its diminution. he increment of the X quantity
is the difference between its iinal (X,) and initial (X,) values:
the increment AX ··= X, — X,.
The diminution of the quantity X is taken to be the diierence between
its initial (X,) and final (X,) values:
the diminution X, — X, = —A X,
i.e. the diminution of the quantity X is equal to its increment in
magnitude but is opposite in sign.
The diminution and increment are algebraic quantities: if X, >
> X,, then the increment is positive while the diminution is negative,
and vice versa.
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between the values of the potential energy at the initial
and final points of the path.
Thus, the work of the field forces performed over the path 1-2
is equal to the decrease in the potential energy of the particle
in a given field. ‘
Obviously, any potential energy value can be chosen in
advance and assigned to a particle positioned at the point O
of the held. Therefore, measuring the work makes it possible
to determine only the difference of the potential energies at
two points but not the absolute val- I
ue of the potential energy. How-
ever, as soon as the potential energy 2
at some point is specihed, its values
are uniquely determined at all other
points of the held by means of Eq.
(3.10). 0
Eq. (3.10) makes it possible to hnd
the expression U (r) for any potential Fig, 43
held of forces. It is spfhcient to cal-
culate the work performed by the held forces over any path
between two points and to represent it as the diminution of
a certain function which is the potential energy U (1-).
This is exactly how the work was calculated in the cases
of the fields of elastic and gravitational (Coulomb’s) forces,
as well as in the uniform held of gravity (see Eqs. (3.3)-
(3.5)). It is immediately seen from these formulae that the
potential energy of a particle in such fields of forces takes
the following form:
(1) in the held of elastic forces
U (r) = xrz/2; (3.11)
(2) in the held of a point mass (charge)
U (r) =-·· ot/r, (3.12)
_ ——ym1m,, gravitational interaction,
Wh°r° G " { kqlqz, Coulomb’s interaction;
(3) in the uniform held of gravity
U (z) = mgz. (3.13)
It should be pointed out once again that the potential
energy U is a function determined with an accuracy of a
BI
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certain arbitrary addendum. This vagueness, however, is
quite immaterial as all equations deal only with the differ-
ence of the values of U at two positions of a particle. Thore-
fore, the arbitrary addendum, being equal at all points of
the held, gets eliminated. Accordingly, it is usually omitted
as it is done in the three previous expressions.
There is another important point. Potential energy should
not be assigned to a particle but to a system consisting of
this particle interacting with the bodies generating a
held of force. For a given type of interaction the potential
energy of interaction of a particle with given bodies
depends only on the position of the particle relative to
these bodies.
Potential energy and force of a field. The interaction of
a particle with surrounding b*odies can be described in two
ways: by means of forces or through the use of the notion of
potential energy. In classical mechanics both ways are ex-
tensively used. The hrst approach, however, is more general
because of its applicability to forces in the case of which
the potential energy is impossible to introduce (e.g. fric-
tion forces). As to the second method, it can be utilized
only in the case of conservative forces.
Our objective is to establish the relationship between
potential energy and the force of the held, or putting it
more precisely, to define the held of forces F (r) from a given
potential energy U (r) as a function of a position of a par-
ticle in the held.
We have learned by now that the work performed by field
forces during the displacement of a particle from one point
oft potential held to another may be described as the
diminution of the potential energy of the particle, that is,
A12 = U1 —— U2 = ———AU. The same can be said about the
elementary displacement dr as well: 6A = —dU, or
F dr = —dU. (3.14)
Recalling (see Eq. (3.1)) that F dr = F, ds, where ds =
= I dr | is the elementary path and F, is the projection of
the vector F on the displacement dr, we shall rewrite
Eq. (3.14) as
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where —dU is the diminution of the potential energy in the
dr displacement direction. Hence,
FS = ——0‘U/ds, (3.15)
i.e. the projection of the field force, the vector F, at a given
point in the direction of the displacement dr equals the
derivative of the potential energy U with respect to a given
direction, taken with the opposite sign. The designation of
a partial derivative 6/ds emphasizes the fact of deriving with
respect to a dejinite direction.
The displacement dr can be accomplished along any direc-
tion and, specifically, along the x, y, z coordinate axes. For
example, if the displacement dr is parallel to the sc axis, it
may be described as dr = i dx, where i is the unit vector of
the J: axis and dx is the x coordinate increment. Then the
work perfogmed by the force F over the displacement dr
parallel to the LB axis is
Fd:= Fidsc = Fxdx,
where Fx is the projection of the vector F on the unit vector i
(but not on the dr displacement as in the case of F,).
Substituting the last expression into Eq. (3.14), we get
Fx = -6U/Ox,
where the partial derivative symbol implies that in the
process of differentiation U (x, y, z) should be considered as
a function of only one variable, x, while all other variables
are assumed constant. It is obvious that the equations for
the F U and F Z projections are similar to that for Fx.
So, having reversed the sign of the partial derivatives of
the function U with respect to .2:, y, z, we obtain the projec-
tions Fx, F y and F Z of the vector F on the unit vectors i, j
and k. Hence, one can readily find the vector itself: F =
= Fxi —|- Fyj + Fzk, or
8U . OU . 6U
F: "°(‘;'+`&’»7’+w")·
The quantity in parentheses is referred to as the scalar
gradient of the function U and is denoted by grad U orV U.
We shall use the second, more convenient, designation where
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V("nabla") signifies the symbolic vector or operator
Q 6 Q 0 6
ThereforeV U may be formally regarded as the product of
a symbolic vector V by a scalar U.
Consequently, the relationship between the force of a
field and the potential energy, expressed as a function of
coordinates, can be written in the following compact form:
F-—-= —VU, (3.16)
i.e. the field force F is equal to the potential energy gradient,
taken with the minus sign, for a particle at a given point of
the field. Put simply, the field force F is equal to the anti-
gradient of potential energy. The last equation permits the
field of forces F (r) to be derived from the function U (r).
Example. The potential energy of a particle in a certain held
has the ollowing orm:
(a) U (.1:, y) = —oc.1:y, where ci is a constant;
(b) U (r) = ar, where a is a constant vector and r is the radius
vector of a point of the field.
Let us find the field of force corresponding to each of these cases:
6U OU . __ . _
so F——(qg-i+-gg-;)-¤<y·+»s>.
(b) first, let us transform the function U to the following form:
U = ax: —|— ayy + azz; than
F=—(€,·§£¤+—%£j—1+-€§—k)=-<·=a+¤,,1+¤,.k>=—¤.
The meaning of a gradient becomes more obvious and
descriptive as soon as we introduce the concept of an equipo-
tential surface at all of whose points the potential energy U
has the same magnitude. It is clear tl1at each value of U
has a corresponding equipotential surface.
It follows from Eq. (3.15) that the projection of the vec-
tor F on any direction tangential to the equipotential surface
at a given point is equal to zero. This means that the vector
F is normal to the equipotential surface at a given point.
Next, let us consider the displacement Os in the direction
of decreasing U values; then 6U < 0 and in accordance with
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Eq. (3.15) F, > 0, i.e. the vector F is oriented in the direc-
tion of decreasing U values. As F is directed oppositely to
the vector V U, we may conclude that the gradient of U is
a vector oriented along a normal to an equipotential surface
in the direction of increasing values of potential energy U.
Fig. 44 illustrating a two-dimensional case clarifies what
was said above. It shows a system of equipotentials (Ul <-
< U2 < U,, < U,), a gradient of the potential energy V U
and the corresponding vector of the force F at the point A-
of the field. It pays to consider how U
these two vectors are directed, for ex- G Ez al ‘
ample, at the point B of the Ygiven (
nam. , W
In conclusion it should be pointed A
out that a gradient can be calculated
not only from the function U but from
any other scalar function of coordi- F ° B:
nates. Theconcept of a gradient perme-
ates various divisions of physics. Fig- 44
Concept of a field. Experience shows
that in the case of gravitational and
electrostatic interactions the force F that surrounding bodies
(the system B) exert on a particle A is proportional to the
mass (or the charge) of that particle. In other words, the
force F may be represented as the product of two quan-
tities:
F = mG, (3.17)
where m is the mass (or the charge) of the particle A , and G
is a certain vector depending both on the position of the
particle A and on the properties of surrounding bodies, that
is, the system B.
This opens up the possibility for another physical inter-
pretation of interaction which is based on the concept of a
field. In this case the system B is assumed to induce a spatial
field characterized by the vector G (r). Expressed otherwise:
the system. B, the origin of a field, is assumed to provide
such conditions (the vector G) at all points of space that
a particle positioned at any point experiences the force
(3.17). Moreover, the field (the vector G) is supposed to exist
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irrespective of whether the particle A is] actually in the
held or not".
The vector G is referred to as the field strength.
One of the most important properties of a held is that
the held induced by several sources is equal to the sum of
the holds induced by all of them. Putting it more precisely,
the strength G of the resultant held at an arbitrary point
e = 2 o., (als)
where G, is the held strength of the ith source at the same
point. This formula expresses the so-called principle of
superposition of helds.
Now let us direct our attention to the potential energy of
a particle. In accordance with Eq. (3.17) we can rewrite
Eq. (3.14) as mG dr = —dU. Dividing both sides by rn
and denoting U/m = cp, we get
G dr = -—d<p (3.19)
or
2
S G dr=q>1—q>,. (3.20)
1
The function cp (r) is called the field potential at the point
whose radius vector is equal to 1-.
Eq. (3.20) allows the potential of any gravitational or
electrostatic held to be found. To do this, it is sufficient to
calculate the integral S G dr over an arbitrary path between
points 1 and 2 and then to present the expression obtained
as a diminution of a certain function, the potential qa (r).
For instance, the potentials of the gravitational held of a
point mass m and of the Coulomb held of a point charge q
are determined, in accordance with Eq. (3.12), as follows:
<vgr= -wm/F. <v¤¤u¤=l¢q/r- (3-21)
* While we conhne ourselves to statics, the concept of a held
may be treated as a mere formality simplifying the description of
phenomena. However, when we pass to variable fields, the concept
of z held acquires a profound physical meaning: a field is a physical
rea ty.
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Note that the potential cp, as well as the potential energy,
can be determined only with an accuracy of some adden-
dum,_whose magnitude is of no importance. Accordingly,
it is usually omitted.
Thus, a held can be described either in vector form G (r)
or in scalar form cp (r). Both methods are adequate. How-
ever, for all practical purposes the second method of de-
scribinga held (by means of the potential q>) turns out to be
far more convenient in most cases. Here is why this is so.
1. If cp (r) _is known, the potential energy U and the work
A performed by the field forces can be immediately obtained:
U =mq>. Arz=m(<m—<vz)· (3-22)
‘2. Instead of the three components of the vectorial func-
tion G (r) it is simpler to specify the scalar function ep (r).
3. When; held is produced by many sources, the potential
cp is more easily calculated than the vector G: potentials are
scalars, so that they can be summed up disregarding the
force directions. In fact, in accordance with Eqs. (3.18)
and`(3.19) Gdr= 2 (G, dr) = —— E dqal =-—d E cp, = —dcp
i.e.
<1>(r) = 2 wr (r). (3-23)
where qa, is the potential produced by the ith particle at a
given point of the held.
4. And hnally, when the function- qa (r) is known, one can
readily obtain the held G (r) as the antigradient of the
potential ep:)
G = —— V fp. (3.24)
This formula follows directly from Eq. (3.16).
In conclusion let us examine an example involving the
determination of the held potential of centrifugal forces
of inertia.
Example. Let us hnd the held strength G and the potential cp f
of centri gal forces of inertia in a re erence frame rotating with
a constant angular velocity about a stationary axis.
The held strength G= Fc;/m = t0*p, where p is'the radius vector
of a point of the held relative to the rotation axis.
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Now, utilizing Eq. (3.20), we integrate G over a path from point 1
to point 2:
2 2 2
SGdr=1e*S pdr==o1*5p dp=¢o* (p}—p{)/2.
1 1 1
It is evident that this integral does not de end on the shape of the
path between points 1 and 2 and is defined) by the positions of the
giwaen points. This means that the considered held of forces is poten-
na .
Comparing the result obtained with Eq. (3.20), we get
q>¢y= -—u>*p*/2. (3.25)
Fig. 45 shows cp vs the distance p to the rotation axis. For the sake
of comparison also shown is the po-
tential cp, (p) of the gravitational V
field produced by a point mass
. 0 ..
placed at the point p = 0. ..····""" .P
//
/
§ 3.4. Mechanical Energy / Qcf
of a Particle in a Field Ap
1 yr
Kinetic energy. Suppose a par-
ticle of mass m. moves under the p;g_ 45
action of a certain force F,
which in the general case may
be a resultant of several forces. Let us determine the
elementary work performed by this force over an elementary
displacement dr. Taking into account that F = m dv/dt
and dr ··-= v dt, we may write
6A = Fdr==mvdv.
The scalar product v dv = v (dv)v» where (dv.), is the projec-
tion of the vector dv on the direction of the vector v. This
projection is equal to dv, the increment of the velocity
vector magnitude. Consequently, v dv = v dv and the ele-
mentary work
6A = mv dv = d (mv“/2).
It is seen from this that the work of the resultant force F
contributes to an increase in a certain quantity (enclosed
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in pareutlneses) referred to as kinetic energy:
I T=mv2/2. I (3.26)
Thus, the increment of the kinetic energy of a particle during
its elementary displacement is equal to
dT = 6A, (3.27)
and during the finite displacement from point 1 to point 2
I Tz""T1=A12• I (3-28)
i.e. the increment of the kinetic energy gained by a particle
over a certain displacement is equal to the algebraic sum of
the works performed by all forces acting on the particle over
the samp' displacement. If A12 > O, then T2 > T1, i.e. the
kinetic energy of a particle grows; but if A12< 0, the
kinetic energy decreases.
Eq. (3.27) may be written in another form, having divided
its both sides by the corresponding time interval dt:
I dT/dt:-Fv=N. I (3.29)
This means that the derivative of the kinetic energy of a
particle with respect to time- is equal to the power N devel-
oped by the resultant force F acting on the particle.
Eqs. (3.28) and (3.29) hold true both in inertial and in
non-inertial reference frames. In the latter frames, apart
from the forces exerted on the considered particle by other
bodies (interaction forces), we must also take into account
inertial forces. That is why in these equations work (power)
should be conceived as an algebraic sum of the works (powers)
performed both by interaction fo1·ces and by inertial forces.
Total mechanical energy of a particle. In accordance
with Eq..(3.27) the increment of the kinetic energy of a par-
ticle is equal to the elementary work performed by the resul-
tant. F of all forces acting on the part.icle. What kind of
forces are they? If the particle is located in a potential field,
this field exerts a conservative force Fc on it. Besides, the
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particle may experience other forces of different origin.
We shall call them outside forces Fw,.
Thus, the resultant F of all forces acting on the particle
may be presented in the form F = Fc + Fw,. The work
performed by all these forces results in an increment of the
kinetic energy of the particle:
In accordance with Eq. (3.14) the work performed by the
iield forces is equal to the decrease in the potential energy
of the particle, i.e. 6A,, = -——dU. Substituting this expres-
sion into the previous one and transposing the term dU
to the left-hand side, we obtain
dT—|—dU=d(T-|—U)=•SA0u,.
It is seen from this that the work performed by the outside
forces results in an increment of the quantity T —l— U. This
quantity, the sum of the kinetic and potential energies, is
referred to as the total mechanical energy of a particle in
a field:
E = T -|-U. (3.30)
Note that the total mechanical energy E, just as the poten—
tial energy, is dehned with an accuracy up to an arbitrary
constant.
So, the increment of the total mechanical energy acquired
by a particle over an elementary displacement is equal to
dE = 6A,,,,, (3.31)
and over the finite displacement from point 1 to point 2
Ez" E1 ‘·= Aouh (3.32)
i.e. the increment of the total mechanical energy acquired by
a particle over a certain path is equal to the algebraic sum of
works performed by all outside forces acting on the particle
over the same path. When Aw, > O, the total mechanical
energy of a particle increases, and when Aw, < O, it de—
creases.
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Example. From a cliff rising] to the height h over a lake surface
a stone o mass m IS thrown wit the velocity v0. Find the work er-
formed by air resistance forces if the stone falls on the lake surihce
with the velocity v.
When the motion of the body is considered in the Earth’s gravita-
tional iield, the air resistance forces should be treated as outside
ones, and in accordance with Eq. (3.32) the sought work Am =-—
= E, — E1 = mvz/2 — (mvg/2 —|— mgh), or
Ares = m (va-—v§)/2 —mgh.
The obtained value may turn out to be not only negative but positive
as well (this depends, for example, on the character of wind during
the fall of the body).
Eq. (3.31) may be presented in another form if its both
sides are divided by the corresponding time interval dt.
Then
I dE/dt=F,,,,,v. I (3.33)
of
This implies that the derivative of the total mechanical
energy of as particle.with respect to time is equal to the
power developed by the resultant of all outside forces acting
on the particle.
We have thus established that the total mechanical energy
of a particle can change only due to outside forces. Hence,
the law of conservation of the total mechanical energy of a
particle in an external field follows directly:
when outside forces are absent or such that the algebraic sum
of powers developed by them during the time interval considered
is equal to zero, the total mechanical energy of a particle
remains constant during that interval. In other words,
E-=T+ U=const,
or
mvz/2 —|- U (r) = const. (3.34)
Even when written in such a simple form this conservation
law permits some significant solutions to be obtained quite
easily without resorting to equations of motion associated
with cumbersome and tedious calculations. That is why
the conservation laws prove to be a very efficient instrument
of research.
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The following example illustrates the capabilities and
advantages provided by the application of the conservation
law (3.34).
Example. Suppose a particle moves in the unidimensional poten-
tial field U (a:) s own in Fig. 46. In the absence of outside forces the
total mechanical energy of a particle in this field, i.e. E, does not
vary during the motion, and we can easily solve, for example, the
following {problems.
1. To nd v (z), the velocity of the particle as a function of its
coordinate, without solving the fundamental equation of dynamics.
In accordance with Eq. (3.34), this
+ can be done iprovided the specific
appearance 0 the potential jcurve
Ez " `“"”‘”“"“°" U (.1:) and the total energy value
E (the right—hand Lside of that
equation) are precisely known.
E, .—— —-—-— 2. To establish the variation
range of the x coordinate of the par-
ticle within which it can be locat-
ed when the total energy value E
9 I I I I x is fixed. It is clear that the parti-
” ' ’ J cle cannot get in the region where
l _ 4 U > E since the potential energy
aF*8· 6 U of the particle cannot exceed its
total energy$From this it imme-
diately fo lo s that when E = E1
(Fig. 46), the particle can move either in the region confined by the ::1
an as, coordinates (oscillation) or to the right of the as, coordinate.
The article cannot however pass from the first region to the second
one {dr vice versa) due to the potential barrier divi ing these regions.
Note that the particle moving in a confined region of a field is re erred
to as being locked in a potential well (in our case, between ::1 and .1:,).
The particle behaves differently when E = E, (Fig. 46): the who e
region lying to theright of .1:,, becomes accessible to it. If at an initial
moment the particle was located at the point ::0, it travels to the
right. The reader is advised to find how the kinetic energy of the
particle varies depending on its coordinate :4:.
§ 3.5. The Energy Conservation Law
for a System
Until now we confined ourselves to treating the behaviour
of a single particle in terms of its energy. Now we shall pass
over to a system of particles. That may be any object, gas,
any device, the solar system, etc. _
In the general case particles of a system interact both with
one another and with other bodies which do not belong to
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that system. The system of particles experiencing negligible
(or no) action from external bodies is called closed (01· isolat-
ed). The concept of a closed system is the natural general-
ization of the concept of an isolated mass point and plays
a significant part in physics.
Potential energy of a system. Let us consider a closed
system whose particles interact only through central forces,
i.e. the forces depending (for a given type of interaction)
only on a distance between the particles and directed along
the straight line that connects them.
We shall show that in any reference frame the work per-
formed by all these forces during the transition of the system
of particles from one position to another may be represented
as a decrease of a certain function depending (for a given
type of interaction) only on the configuration of the system,
that is, on the relative positions of its particles. We shall
call this function an internal potential energy of the system
(in distinctidn to a potential energy characterizing the
interaction of a given system with other bodies).
First we shall examine a system consisting of two particles.
Let us calculate the elementary work performed by the force
of interaction betweeg, the particles. Suppose that in an
arbitrary reference frame the positions of the particles at
a certain moment of time are defined by the radius vectors
r, and rz. If during the time dt the particles shift through
drl and dr, respectively, the work performed by the interac-
tion forces F12 and F-21 is equal to
6441. 2 = F12 dri + F21 dl°2·
Taking into account that in accordancewith Newton’s third
llaw Fm = -——F 12, the previous expression may be rewritten
in the following form:
GAL 2 =·“' (dri '*'
Let us introduce the vector rm = rl -— r, describing the
position of the first particle with respect to the second par-
ticle. Then drm = dr, —- drz, substituted into the expres-
sion for the work, it yields
GA1. 2 = F12 d!'12·
F12 is a central force, and therefore the work performed
by this force is equal to the decrease in the potential energy
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of interaction of a given pair of particles, i.e.
6*41, 2 = * dU1z•
Since the function U1, depends only on the distance Tu
between the particles, the work 6A 1,, obviously is not affected
by the choice of a reference frame.
Now let us direct our attention to a system comprising
three particles (in this case the results obtained can readily
be generalized for a system consisting of an arbitrary number
of particles). The elementary work performed by all inter-
action forces during elementary displacements of all partic-
les may be presented as the sum of the elementary works
performed by all three pairs of interactions, i.e. 6A =
= BAM —}— GAL, —{— 6Am. It was shown, however, that
for each pair of interactions 6A,_,, = —dU,,,, and there-
fore
GA: "d(U1z+U1s+Uz3)= -dU»
where the function U is the internal potential energy of the
given system of particles:
U=Uiz+U‘3+U?.
Since each term of this sum depends on the distance between
the corresponding particles, the internal potential energy U
of the given system obviously depends on the relative posi-
tions of particles (at the same moment of time), or in other
words, on the configuration of the system.
Naturally, similar arguments hold true for a system
comprising any number of particles. Consequently, it can be
claimed that every configuration of an arbitrary system of
particles is characterized by its internal potential energy U,
and the worlc performed by all internal central forces, while
that conjiguration varies, is equal to the decrease of the internal
potential energy of the system, i.e.
6A = -—dU; (3.35)
during the finite displacement of all particles of the system
A = U1 — U2, (3.36)
where U1 and U 2 are the values of the potential energy of
the system in the initial and final states.
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Energy Conservation Law 97
The internal potential ene1·gy U of the system is a non-
additive quantity, that is, in the general case it is not equal
to the sum of the internal potential energies of the con?
stituent parts. The potential energy of interaction U ia
between the individual parts of the system should be also
taken into account:
U=EU,,-|—U,,,, (3.37)
where U,, is the internal potential energy of the nth part
of the system.
It should be also borne in mind that the internal potential
energy of a system, just as the potential energy of interac-
tion for each pair of particles, is defined with an accuracy
up to an arbitrary constant which is quite insignificant,
though.
In conclusion, we shall quote some useful formulae for
calculationlof the internal potential energy of a system.
First of allf we shall demonstrate that that energy may be
represented as
` 1
U= -2-EUUI (3.38)
where U i is the potential energy of interaction of the ith
particle with all remaining particles of the system. Here
the summation is performed over all particles of the system.
First., let us make sure that this formula is valid for a
system of three particles. It was shown earlier that the
internal potential energy of the given system is U = Um +
4- Um -{- U 23. This sum can be transformed as follows. Let
us depict each term UH, in a symmetrical form: UU, -·=
= (UU, —{— Uh;)/2, for it is obvious that UU, = Uk,. Then
1
U=§(U1z+Uz1+U1s+Ua1+Uzs+Ua2)·
Grouping together the terms with identical first subindex,
we get
1
U=g[(Unz+U1a)+(Uz1+U2s)+(Ua1+Usz)l·
Each sum in parentheses represents the potential energy U ;
of interaction of the ith particle with the remaining two.
7-osaa
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Consequently, the last expression can be rewritten as
a
U=%‘(U1+U2+Us)=‘;"§liUz» "
identically with Eq. (3.38).
The result obtained can be evidently applied to an arbi-
trary system since these arguments by no means depend on
the number of particles constituting the system.
Making use of the concept of potential, Eq. (3.38) can be
transformed in the case of a system with the gravitational
or Coulomb interaction between particles. Replacing the
potential energy of the ith particle in Eq. (3.38) by U; =
= micpi, where mi is the mass (charge) of the ith particle
and cp; is the potential produced by all remaining particles
of the system at the site of the ith particle, we obtain
U =-%- E micp,. (3.39)
When the masses (charges) are continuously distributed
throughout the system, summation is reduced to integration:
U=-Q-S<pdm=%5cppdV, (3.40)
where p is the volume density of the mass (charge), and dV is
the volume element. Here integration is performed over the
whole volume occupied by the masses (charges).
The application of the last formula may be illustrated by
Problem 3.11 in which the internal potential energy of grav-
itational interaction of masses distributed over the surface
and volume of a sphere is calculated.
Kinetic energy of a system. Let us examine an arbitrary
system of particles in a certain reference frame. Suppose the
ith particle of the system has the kinetic energy Ti at a
given moment. In accordance with Eq. (3.26) the increment
of t_he kinetic energy of each particle is equal. to the work
performed by all forces acting on this particle: dT; = GA;.
Let us find the elementary work performed by all forces
acting on all particles of the system:
aA=2aA,=§]dr,=dEr,=dr,
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Energy Conservation Law 99
where T := E Ti is the total kinetic energy of the system.
Note that the kinetic energy of a system is an additive
quantity: it is equal to the sum of the kinetic energies of
individual parts of a system irrespective of whether they
interact with one another or not.
So, the increment of the kinetic energy of a system is equal
to the work performed by all the forces acting on all the par—
ticles of that system. During an elementary displacement of
all particles
dT : 6A, (3.41)
and in the case of a finite displacement
I T2—T1=A. I (3.42)
Eq. (3.44) may be represented in another form, having
divided its both sides by the corresponding time interval dt.
Making allowance for 6A; == F iv, dt, we obtain
dT/dt=Z Flvi, I (3.43)
i.e. the time derivative of the kinetic energy of a system is equal
to the cumulative power of all the forces acting on all the par-
ticles of the system.
Eqs. (3.41)-(3.43) hold true both in inertial and in non-
inertial reference frames. It should be recognized that in
non—inertial frames the work performed by interaction forces
is to be supplemented by that of inertial forces.
Classification of forces. The particles of the considered
system are known to be able to interact both with one another
and with bodies outside the given system. Accordingly, the
forces of interaction between the particles of the system are
referred to as internal while the forces caused by the action
of other bodies outside the given system are called external.
In a non-inertial reference frame the latter forces include
also inertial ones.
Furthermore, all forces are subdivided into potential
and non-potential ones. The forces are referred to as potential
if, for a given type of interaction, they depend only on
7C
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the configuration of a mechanical system., The work per-
formed by these forces was shown to be equal to the decrease
of the potential energy of the system.
To non-potential forces we refer the so-called dissipative
forces, the friction and resistance forces. The significant
feature of these forces is that the total work performed by
internal dissipative forces of the considered system is nega-
tive in any reference frame. Let us demonstrate that.
Any dissipative force may be represented in the form
F = —k (v) v, (3.44)
where v is the velocity of a given body relative to another
body (or medium) with which it interacts and k (v) is the
positive coefficient depending in the general case on the
velocity v. The force F is always directed oppositely to the
vector v. Depending on the choice of a reference frame the
work performed by that force can be either positive or nega-
tive. However, the total work performed by all internal
dissipative forces is always a negative quantity.
To prove this, we should point out first of all that the
internal dissipative forces in a given system appear in
pairs. In accordance with Newton’s third law the forces
of each pair are equal in magnitude and opposite in direc-
tion. Let us find the elementary work performed by an arbit-
rary pair of dissipative forces of interaction between bodies
I and 2 in the referenceframe where the velocities of these
bodies at a given moment are equal to vfand vg:
Making allowance for Fm = —F12, v1 -—v2 = v (the veloc-
ity of body, 1 relative to body 2) and F12 = —·k (v) vg, we
may transform the expression for work as follows:
6Ad"= F12 (v1—v2)dt = —- lc (v) vv dt = —— k (v) v2 dt.
It is seen from this that the work performed by an arbitrary
pair of internal dissipative forces of interaction is always
negative, and hence the total work performed by all pairs
of internal dissipative forces is always negative. Consequently
I A‘§;?<0. I (3.45)
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Energy Conservation Law 101
Energy conservation law. It was shown above that the
increment of the kinetic energy of a system is equal to the
work performed by all forces acting on all particles of the
system. Classifying these forces into external and internal
ones, and the internal forces, in their turn, into potential
and dissipative ones, we write the foregoing statement in
the following form:
dT =: 6A8xt + 6Aint Z. 6A8xt + +
Then we take into account that the work performed by
internal potential forces is equal to the decrease of the
internal potential energy of the system, i.e. GAQQQQ = ——dU.
The foregoing expression then takes the form
dT -—|-dU = 6Aex¢_+&A?;$. (3.46)
Let us introduce the concept of the total mechanical energy
of a systerh, or, briefly, mechanical energy, as the sum of the
kinetic and potential energies of the system:
E = T + U. (3.47)
Obviously, the energy E depends on the velocities of the
particles of the, system, the type of interaction between them
and the configuration of the system. Besides, the energy E,
just as the potential energy U, is defined with an accuracy
up to an arbitrary constant, and is a non-additive quantity,
i.e. the energy E of a system is not equal in the general case
to the sum of energies of its individual parts. In accordance
with Eq. (3.37).
E=EE,,—\—U,a, (3.48)
where En is the mechanical energy of the nth part of the
system and Uh, is the potential energy of interactions of
its individual parts. _
Let us return to Eq. (3.46). We shall rewrite it with an
allowance made for Eq. (3.47) in the following form:
JE = 6Am + 6A‘§?§?. (3.49)
The last expression is valid for an infinitesimal variation
of the configuration of the system. In the case of a finite
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change
I Ez*E1=Aee:+Al!:.i» I (3.50)
i.e. the increment of the mechanical energy of a system is equal
to the algebraic sum of the works performed by all external
forces and all internal dissipative forces.
Eq. (3.49) ·may be presented in another form, having
divided both its sides by the corresponding time interval dt.
Then
I dE/dté-.Ne,,+N§i:,§, I (3.51)
i.e. the time derivative of the mechanical energy of a system
is equal to the algebraic sum of powers developed by all external
forces and all internal dissipative forces.
Eqs. (3.49)—(3.51) are valid both in inertial and in non-
inertial reference frames. It should be borne in mind that in
a non-inertial reference frame one has also to take into
account the work (power) of inertial forces acting as external
forces, i.e. AN, has to be treated as an algebraic sum of the
works performed by the external interaction forces Aj;)
and the work performed by the inertial forces A ,,,. To
emphasize this fact, we rewrite Eq. (3.50) in the form
E.-——E.=A.,.+AZ:i+A2’::. <3.52>
Thus, we have arrived at a significant conclusion: the
mechanical energy of a system may vary both due to external
forces and] due to internal dissipative forces (or, more pre-
cisely, due to the algebraic sum of the works performed by all
these forces). From this another important conclusion follows
directly, the law of conservation of mechanical energy:
in an inertial reference frame the mechanical energy of a
closed system of particles, in which there are no dissipative
forces, remains constant in the process of motion, i.e.
I E:-··T—I—U=COI1St. I
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Ehéfgy CORSCTUGUOR Ldw
Such a system is called conservative*. Note that during the
motion of a closed conservative system it is the total me-
chanical energy that remains constant while the kinetic
and potential energies vary in the general case. These
variations, however, always happen so that the increase of
one of them is exactly equal to the ·decrease in the other,
i.e. AT =-· —AU. It is obvious that this is valid only in
inertial reference frames.
Furthermore, it follows from Eq. (3.50) that when a closed
system is non-conservative, i.e.— when there are dissipative
forces in it, the mechanical energy of such a system decreases,
in accordance with Eq. (3.45):
E2 — E, = A2'} < 0. (3.54)
It may be stated that the decrease of the mechanical energy
is caused by the work performed against the dissipative forces
acting in»the system. Yet this explanation is formal since it
does not reveal the physical nature of dissipative forces.
A more profound .examination of the problem has led to
the fundamental conclusion about the existence of the
universal law of energy conservation in nature:
energy is never generated or eliminated, it may only pass
from one form into another or be exchanged between individual
parts of matter. The concept of energy had to be expanded
by introducing some new forms (in addition to mechanical):
energy of an electromagnetic field, chemical and nuclear
energies, etc.
The universal law of energy conservation thus encompas-
ses even those phenomena for which Newton’s laws are not
valid. Therefore, it cannot be derived from these laws, but
should be treated as an independent law, one of the most
extensive generalizations of experimental data.
Returning to Eq. (3.54), we can state the following: every
decrease in mechanical energy of a closed system always
implies the appearance of the equivalent amount of energy
of different kinds which are not associated with visible
motion. In this respect Eqs. (3.49)—(3.51) can be considered
as a more general formulation of the energy conservation
" The solar system can be regarded as a closed conservative system
with an adequate degree of accuracy.
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law in which the cause of the mechanical energy variation
for a non-closed system is indicated.
Specifically, the mechanical energy of a non—closed sys-
tem may remain constant, but this happens only in those
cases when, in accordance with Eq. (3.50), the decrease
in the energy due to the work performed to overcome inter-
nal dissipative forces is equalized by the inflow of energy
at the expense of the work performed by external forces.
Finally, we should point out that most problems usually
require the energy conservation law to be applied together
with the momentum conservation law, or the angular mo-
mentum conservation law; sometimes -all three laws are
used simultaneously. The way this is done will be illustrated
in the next two chapters.
Problems to Chapter 3
O 3.1 . A stone of mass m is thrown from the Earth’s surface at the
angle on to the horizontal with the initial velocity vo. Ignoring the
air drag, End the power developed by the gravity force t seconds after
the beginning of the motion, and also the work performed by that
force during the first t seconds of the motion.
Solution. The velocity of the stone t seconds after the beginning
of the motion is v = vo ·-|- gt. The power developed by the gravity
force mg at that moment is
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law in which the cause of the mechanical energy variation
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Solution. Let us hnd the work performed by the force of each held
over the path from a certain point 1 (::1, yl) to a certain point 2 (.1:,, y2):
xs
(1) 6A=Fdr=ayi dr=ay dx; .4::15 y dx;
xi
(2) 6A = F dr=(a.1:i—|— byj) dr= ax dx-}- by dy;
xs Us
A=a S aqdx-|-b S y dy.
xg lh
In the hrst case the integral depends on the type of the y (x) func-
tion, that is, on the shape of the path. C%nsequently, the hrst held
of force is not potential. In the second c se both integrals do not
Nm 3/ pfxvyl
0 Il
A t
P 0 ’
() 0 I Mgzi,0) I
Fig. 47 Fig. 48
depend on the shape of the path: they are dehned only by the coordi··
nates of the initia and hna points of the path; therefore, the second
held of force is potential.
Q 3.3. In a certain potential held a particle experiences the force
F = a (yi + wi).
where. a is a constant, and i and j are the unit vectors of the :1: and y
axes respectively. Find the potential energy U (sr, y) of the particle
in this eld.
Solution. Let us calculate the work performed by the force F
over the distance from the point 0 (Fig; 48) to an arbitrary point
P (sc, y). Taking advantage of this wor being independent o the
shape of the path, we choose one passing through the points OMP
and consisting of two rectilinear sections. Then
M P
A()P`;S Fd!-[-S Fdl'.
0 M
The hrst integral is equal to zero since at all points of the OM section
y E 0 and F j_ dr. Along the section MP .2: = const, F dr = Fj dy =
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= F, dy = az dy and therefore,
P
AOp=O—|—a:r S dy=a:cy.
M
In accordance with Eq. (3.10) this work must be equal to the decrease
in the potential energy, i.e. AOP = UO — U P. Assuming UO = 0,
we obtain Up = —-AOP, or
U (sc, y) = —azy.
Another way of finding U (z, y) is to resort to the total differential
of that function:
dU = (OU/6::) dx -l- (OU/dy) dy.
Taking into account that OU/0:: = —F,, = —ay and 6U/6y = -Fy =
= ·—-ax, we get
dU = —·a (y da: —|- as dy) = d (—a::y).
Whence U (2:, y) = -—·a:z:y.
Q 3.4 . A ball of mass m is suspended on a weightless elastic thread
whose stiffness factor is equal to oc. Then the ball is lifted so that the
thread is not stretched, and let fall with the zero initial velocity.
Find the maximum stretch xm of the thread in the process of the bal1’s
motion.
Solution. Let us consider several solution methods based on the
energy conservation law.
1. According to Eq. (3.28) the increment of the kinetic energy of
the ball is equal to the algebraic sum of the works performed by all
forces acting on it. In our case those are the gravity force mg and
the elastic force Fel; xx of the thread (Fig. 49a). In the initial
and hnal positions of the ball its kinetic energy is equal to zero for
when the maximum stretch occurs the ball stops moving. Therefore,
in accordance with Eq. (3.28) the sum of the works A g,. + A,) == 0,
or
xm
mgxm —]-S (—·x.2:) d:c=·-mg:z:m—xx$,,/2=O.
0
Whence .rmb= 2mg/oc.
2. The all may be considered in the Earth’s gtravity held. This
approach requires the total mechanical energy of the all in the Earth’s
gravity held to be analysed. In accordance with Eq. (3.32L the incre-
ment of this energy is ecgial to the work performed by t e- external
forces. In this case it is t e elastic force that should be treated as an
external force while the increment of the total mechanical energy of
the-ball is equal to that of only its potential energy in the Earth’s
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gravity held. Therefore,
xm
0-·mgxm= S (—x.1:) d:c= —xx$,,/2.
0
Whence we get the same result for xm.
Note that we could proceed in the opposite way, examining the
ball in the held of the elastic force an treating the gravity force
als an externatl one.hIt pays to make sure that the result obtained in
t at approac is t e same.
3. And hnally, we can consider the ball in the held generated by
the joint action of both the gravity force and the elastic force. Then
external forces are absent, and the total mechanical energy of the
?¢ U 0 *1 9
0 -< . /1 {
m gl ,/ E 1
{ 0 ;’~’ m
._ m
I [é,.f\\`j 0
(a) x I A
Fig. 49 Fig. 50
ball in such a held remains constant in the process of motion, i.e.
AE = AT —]- AU = 0. During the transition of the ball from the
initial to the hnal (lower) position AT = 0, and therefore AU =
—mgx,,,·-|-rczfn/2:0.
Again we get the same result.
Fig. 49b shows the plots UK,. (sc) and Ue, (5:), whose origins are
assumed to be located at the point a: = 0 (which 18 not mandatory,
of course). The same hgure illustrates the plot of the total potential
energy U (a:) = U ,. + Uel. For a given choice of the potential energy
reference value tile total mechanical energy of the ball E == O.
Q 3.5. A body of mass m ascends from the Earth’s surface with
zero initial velocity Alu? tohthehaction of the two fo(r;:es (Fig. 5(Q: the
force F varying wit t c eig t y as F = ·—-2mg · — ay), w ere a
is a ositive constant, and the gravity mg. Find the work performed
by the force F over the hrst ha f of-the ascent and the corresponding
incremelnt lol the potengal omizrgy off the body in the Earth’s gravity
Iield, w ic is assume to »e uni orm.
Solution. First, let us hnd the total height of ascent. At the begin-
ning and the end of the path the velocity of the body is equal to zero,
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and therefore the increment of the kinetic energy of the body is also
equal to zero. On the other hand, in accordance with Eq. (3.28) AT
is equal to the algebraic sum of the works A. erformed by all the
forces, i.e. by the orce F and gravity, over thisjlpath. However, since
(¤J(
Z.
I
I
lh
I
I
xy I2 I
(0) I I6
fl I I
I I rx,
{ F x I
I ',/' I
” V E
, I
.2:, .1:, .z
Fig. 51
AT = 0, then A = 0. Taking into account that the upward direction
18 assumed to coincide with the positive direction of the y axis, we
can write
n n
A=5 (F+m8)d¤‘=5 (Fy—mg)dy=
0 0
rn
=mg 5 (1-2ay) dy=mgh (1—ah)=0.
0
Whence h = 1/G.
The work performed by the force F over the first half of the ascent is
h/2 h/2
AF=S Fy dy:-—2mg S (i-ay) dy=3mg/4a.
0 0
The corresponding increment of the potential energy is
AU = mgh./2 == mg/2a.
O 3.6. A disc slides without friction up a hill of height h whose
prolile depends only on the .1: coordinate (Fig. 5ia). At the bottom
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the disc has the velocity vi whose direction forms the angle ot! with
the ac axis (see Fig. 51b, top view). Find the motion_direction of the
disc after it reaches the top, i.e. find the_ang1e a2.
Solution. First of all we shall note that this problem cannot be
solved by the use of the fundamental equation of dynamics since the
force F acting on the disc in the region .1:1 < x < zz is not specified.
All we know about this force is that it is perpendicular to the y axis.
We shall make use of the energy conservation law: mvf = mug +
—|- 2mgh, whence
v§=v{—-2gh. (1)
This expression can be rewritten as follows:
v§x‘f‘ Ugg Z vfx 'l' vfy - 28}*-
Since the forge of the field is perpendicular to the y axis, it does not
afiect the vy projection of the velocity; hence, vzy = vw. Therefore,
the previous expression may be reduced to vgx = vix — 2gh, or
v, cos ot, = V of cos° al -2gh, (2)
where v, is defined from Eq. (1). As a result
in _..__..___..._._
cos ot,= V (vi cos’ ot1—2gh)/(v{—2gh).
Note that this expression holds the radicand in Eq. (2) is not
negative, i.e. when v1 eos al > V2gh. Otherwise the disc cannot
overcome the hill, that is, it is “reflected" from the potential barrier.
O 3.7. A plane spiral made of stiff smooth wire is rotated with
a constant angular velocity co in a horizontal plane about the fixed
vertical axis O (Fig. 52). A small sleeve
M slides along that spiral without ,
friction. Find its velocity v' relative to U
the spiral as a function of the distance _
p from the rotation axis O if the initial §
velocity of the sleeve is equal to vg. // M
Solution. It is advisable to solve this
problem in a reference frame fixed to the
spiral. We know that the increment of
t e kinetic energy of the sleeve must be F. 52
equal to the algebraic sum of the works lg‘
performed by a 1 the forces acting on it.
It can easily be reasoned that of all forces work is tperformed only
by the centrifugal force of [inertia. The remaining orces, gravity,
the force of reaction of the spiral, the Coriolis force, are perpendic-
ular to the v' velocity of the sleeve and do not perform any work.
In accordance with Eq. (3.28),
m (v'2—-vaz)/2= S mcezp dr,
where m is the mass of the sleeve and dr is its elementar displace-
ment relative to the spiral. Since p dr = p (dr)p = p dp, the integral
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proves to be equal to mwzpz/2. Hence, the sought velocity
v': if vgw,-w2p*.
O 3.8. Find the strength and the potential of the gravitational
field generated by a uniform sphere of mass M and radius R as a func-
tion of the distance r from its centre.
Solution. First of all we shall demonstrate that the potential
produced by a thin uniform spherical layer of substance outside the
ayer is such as if the whole mass of the layer were concentrated at
its centre, while the potential within the ayer is the same at all
its points.
Suppose the thin spherical layer has the mass m and radius a.
Let us start with calcu ating the potential dq> at the point P (r > a)
forming the elementary band dS of the given layer (Fig. 53a). If the
A G; )
0 f'
A 0 U
(
0 I [_ P I
us |
wr)
6
me ’ ’
Fig. 53
mass of this band is equal to dm and all its points are located at the
distance as from the point P, then dq> = —·y dm/sc. Allowing for dm =
= (m/2) sin 9 d9, we obtain
dcp = — (vm/2::) sin 9 d6. (1)
Next, from the cosine theorem (for the triangle OA P) it follows that
:9 = az -}- r“ — 2ar cos B. Taking the diHerential of this expression,
we get
x dx = ar sin 9 dB. (2)
Using Eq. (2) we reduce Eq. (1) to the form dq> = —— (ym/2ar) dx;
then we integrate this equation over the whole layer. Then
f+a
<I>ou¢sza€== "(Ym/za") S dx: ”Ym/T- (3)
T-•-G
Thus, the potential at the gnoint P outside the thin uniform spherical
layer is indeed such as i the whole mass of that layer were concen-
trated at its centre. y _
When the point P is located inside the layer (r < a), the foregoing
calculations remain valid till the integration. In this case the integra-
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tion with respect to :c is to be carried out from a — r to a + r. As
a result,
(Pinside`= —vm/¤» (4)
that is, the potential inside the layer does not depend on the position
of the point P, and consequently it will be the same at al points
inside the layer.
In accordance with Eq. (3.24) the iield strength at the point P
is equal to
G __ __E§___ —·ym/rz outside the layer,
'— or “{ 0 inside the layer.
The plots q> (r) and G (r) for a thin spherical layer are illustrated
in Fig. 53b.
Now let us generalize the results obtained to a uniform sphere of
mass M and ra ius R. If the point P lies outside the sphere (r > R),
then from Eq. (3) it immediately follows that
(Poutside= *YM/V- (5)
But if the point P lies inside the sphere (r < R), the potential q>
at that point pay be represented as a sum:
` ¢=%+%.
where cpl is thejplotential of a sphere having the radius r, and qi, is
the potential of t e layer radii r and R. In accordance with Eq. (5),
M IR ° M
(Pi: ··Y—·$;_··L= ···'Y·§;· T2-
The plotential cp produced by the layer is the same at all points inside
it. T e potentiaal cp, is easiest to ca culate for the point positioned at
the layer’s centre:
12
dM 3 M
<P¤= ···Y S —;——=--5-YR-;(R’—r’).
1‘
where dM = (3M/R°) r“ dr is the mass of a thin layer between the
radii r and r -|— dr. Thus,
<a>zn»zae==<Pi+<P»= —·(vM/2R) (3-*’/R’)· (6)
The field strength at the point P follows from Eqs. (5) and (6):
G ____Q£___{ —-··yM/r* with r>R,
"_ 6r " —··yMr/R3 with r < R.
The plots qa (r) and G (r) for a uniform sphere of radius R are
shown in Fig. 54.
• 3.9. Demonstrate that the kinetic energy T, which a body re~
quires to escape the Earth’s gravitational pull is twice as high as the
energy T, required to launch that body into a circular orbit around
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the Eartlh (close toi its surface). The air drag and the Earth’s rotation
are to e ignore .
Solution. Let us find the velocity v1 of a body travelling along
a circular orbit. In accordance with the fundamental equation of dy-
namics
mv}/R=mg,
where m is the mass of the body, and R is the orbit radius eqlpal approx-
gnately to the Eart ’s radius.
M ence,
I This is the so-called first cosmic
1R velocity.
0 l ` ,· To overcome the Earth’s gravi-
M ; tational pull, the body has to reach
M { the second cosmic velocity v,. Its
J? —-———— W"} magnitude can be found from the
_ L; M energy conservation law: the kinet-
2 A ic energy of the body close to the
Earth’s surface must be equal tp
Fig. 54 the height of the potential barrie
that t e body must overcome.
The height of the barrier is eqlual to the increment of the potential
energy of the body between t e points r = R and r = oo. Thus,
mvg/2 = ymM/R,
where M is the Earth’s mass. Hence,
6, = 1/2-·yM/RH = 1/EET! = 11 km/S.
Consequently, v = ]/iv, and T, = 2T,.
¤ . . . .
I 3.10. Three identical charged particles, each possessing the
mass m and charge -I-q, are placed at the corners of an equilateral
triangle with the side ro. Then the particles are simultaneously set
free and start flying apart symmetrically due to Coulomb’s repulsion
orces. Find:
b (1) thehvelocity of each particle as a function of the distance r
etween t em;
(2) the work A1 performed by Coulomb’s forces acting on each
particle until the particles fly from one anotherto a verg large distance.
Solution. 1. Since the given system is closed, t e increment of
its kinetic energy is equal to the decrease in the potential energy, i.e.
3mv*/2 = 2kq*/ro -— 3kq*/r.
Hence,
v= }/2kq* (f—r0)/mrro.
It is seen that as r -» oo the velocity of each particle approaches_the
limiting value vmax = ]/2kq*/mro.
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2. The work performed by the interaction forces during the varia-
tion of the system’s configuration is equal to the decrease in the poten-
tial energy of the system:
A=U1-—U,,=3kq“/rc,
where allowance is made for the fact that at the final position U, =
= 0. Hence, the nought work is
A1 = A/3 = kq*/ro. (1)
Note. Here attention should be drawn to a frequent mistake made
when solving this kind of problem. In particular, one may often
hear the fol owing argument: at the initial lposition the potential
energy of each particle is equal to 2kq2/ro whi e at the final position
to zero. Hence, the sought work A1 = 2kq2/ro. This result is twice
as great as the one of Eq. (1). Why is this so?
The mistake is made because t e field in which each particle
travels is non—stationary and, consequently, non·potential (since
the two other particles also displace relative to each other), and there-
fore the work in such a field cannot be represented as a decrease in
the potential energy of the particle.
0 3.11. Nlaking use of the results obtained in solving Problem 3.8,
find the internal potential energy of gravitational interaction of
masses distributed uniformly:
(1) over the surface of a sphere;
(2) throughout the volume of a sphere.
The mass of the sphere is equal to M and its radius to R.
Solution. 1. Since the potential at each point of a spherical surface
is q> = ——·yM/R, we obtain, in accordance with Eq. (3.40):
U = (cp/2) S dm = ——yM`*/2R.
2. In this case the potential inside the sphere depends only on r
(see Problem 3.8):
qa = — (3·yM/2R) (1 ·— r'/3R°).
Substituting this expression into Eq. (3.40) and integrating, we
get
1 R 3 M3
..... - .. - L
U' 2 S ‘*’ dm- 5 n ·
r=·=0
where dm is the mass of an elementary spherical layer confined between
the radii r and r —|— dr; dm = (3M/R3) r“ dr.
8-0530
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CHAPTER 4
THE LAW OF CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM
§ 4.1. Momentum. The Law of Its Conservation
The momentum* of a particle. Practical knowledge and
analysis of mechanical phenomena indicate that apart from
the kinetic energy T = mv”/2 one needs to introduce one
more quantity, momentum (p : mv), in order to describe
the mechanical motion of bodies. These quantities provide
the basic measures of mechanical motion of bodies, the
former being scalar and the latter vectorial. Both of them
play a most signihcant part in the construction of me-
chanics.
Let ns proceed to a more detailed analysis of momentum.
First of all we shall write the fundamental equation of
Newtonian dynamics (2.6) in another form, by the use of
momentum:
dp/dt = F, (4.1)
i.e. the time derivative of the momentum of a mass point is
equal to the force acting on that point. Specifically, if F 5. 0,
then p = const.
Note that in a non—inertial reference frame the force F
comprises not only the forces of interaction between a given
particle and other bodies, but also inertial forces.
Eq. (4.1) allows the increment of the momentum of a
particle to be found for‘any time interval provided the time
dependence of the force F is known. In fact, it follows from
Eq. (4.1) that the elementary momentum increment that
the particle acquires during the time interval dt is. equal
to dp = F dt. Integrating this expression with respect to
time, we find the momentum increment of a particle during
the finite time interval t:
z
p2—p1= 5 Fdt. (4.2)
0
* It is sometimes called the quantity of motion.
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When the force F = const, the vector F can be removed from
the integrand and then pg —— pl == Ft. The quantity on the
right—hand side of this equation is referred to as the power
impulse. Thus, the momentum increment acquired by a
particle during any time interval is equal to the power im-
pulse over the same time interval.
Example. A particle which at the initial moment t = 0 ossesses
the momentum po is subjected to the force F = at (1 — t/rg during
the time interva 1, a being a constant vector. Find the momentum p
of the particle at the moment when the action of the force comes to
an end.
'Y
In accordance with Eq. (4.2) we get p = po —|- 5 Fdt= po -|-
-|- a·c“/6 (Fig. 55). 0
'l`he momentum of a system. Let us consider an arbitrary
system of·¤‘particles and introduce the concept of the momen-
tum of a system as a vector sum of 2
the momenta of its constituent par- _ W /6 _. .
ticles:
p ·= Z ri. (43) pa F
where pi is the momentum of the
ith particle. Note that the mo-
mentum of a system is an additive Fjg_ 55
quantity, that is, the momentum of
a system is equal to the sum of the momenta of its indi-
vidual parts irrespective of whether or not they interact.
Let us {ind the physical quantity which deiines the sys-
tem’s·momentum change. For this purpose we shall differen-
tiate Eq. (4.3) with respect to time:
dp/dt = E dpi/dt.
I`n accordance with Eq. (4.1)
dPz/dt = Fin +Fz»
where FU, are the forces which the other particles of the
system exert on the ith particle, i.e. internal forces; Fi is
the force which other bodies outside the system under con-
8*
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sideration exert on the same particle (external forces). Sub-
stituting the last expression into the previous one, we get
;Fi,,+2F,.
1
The double summation symbol on the right-hand side
denotes the sum of all internal forces. In accordance with
Newton’s third law the interaction forces between the sys-
tem’s particles are pairwise identical in magnitude and
opposite in direction. Consequently, the resultant force of
each interacting pair is equal to zero, and therefore the
vector sum of all internal forces is also equal to zero. As a
result, the last equation takes the following form:
I dp/dt=F, I (4.4)
where F°is the resultant of all external forces, F = 2 F,.
Eq. (4.4) implies that the time derivative of the momentum
of a system is equal to the vector sum of all external forces
acting on the particles of the system.
As in the case of a single particle, it follows from Eq. (4.4)
that the increment of momentum which the system acquires
during the finite time interval t is equal to
l r
Pz_P1=5 Fdte (4-5)
0
i.e. the increment of momentum of the system is equal to
the momentum of the resultant of all external forces over
the corresponding time interval. Here F is the resultant of
all the external forces.
Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) hold true both in inertial and in
non·inertial reference frames. It should be borne in mind,
however, that in non—inertial reference frames one needs
to take into account the` inertial forces, which act as external
forces, i.e. in these equations F should be regarded as the
sum Fm + Fam where Fm is the resultant of all external
interaction forces, and Fin is the resultant of all inertial
forces.
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The law of momentum conservation. We have drawn an
important conclusion: in accordance with Eq. (4.4) the
momentum of a system may vary only due to external forces.
Internal forces cannot change the momentum of a system.
Hence, another important conclusion immediately follows
from this, the law of momentum conservation: in an inertial
reference frame the momentum of a closed system of particles
remains constant, i.e. does not change in the course of time:
p = Z pj (t) = const. (4.6)
Here the momenta of individual particles or parts of a
closed system may change with time,. a fact emphasized in
the last expression. These changes, however, always happen
so that the momentum increment of one part of the system
is equal to the momentum decrease of another part of the
system. `In other words, the individual parts of a closed
system can only ipterchange momenta. Having detected
a momentum increment in a certain system, we can state
that this increment originated at the expense of a momentum
decrease in surrounding bodies.
In this regard Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5) should be treated as
a more general formulation of the momentum conservation
law. This formulation indicates that the momentum change
of a non-closed system is caused by the action of other bodies
(external forces). What was said is of course valid only in
reference to inertial reference frames.
The momentum of a non—closed system can remain constant
provided the resultant of all external forces is equal to zero.
This follows immediately from Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). In these
cases the conservation of momentum is of practical interest,
for it permits the system to be studied in a sufficiently
simple fashion without going into a detailed analysis of
the process.
One more thing. Sometimes in a non—closed system it is
not the momentum p itself that remains constant, but its
px projection on a certain :1: direction. This happens when
the projection of the resultant F of the external forces on
the x direction is equal to zero, i.e. the vector F is per-
pendicular to that direction. In fact, projecting Eq. (4.4),
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we get
dpx/dt = Fx, (4.7)
whence it follows that if F xi 0, then p x = const. For
example, when a system moves in a uniform field of gravity,
the projection of its momentum on any horizontal direction
remains constant Whatever happens inside the system.
Let us consider examples involving constant and varying
moments.
Example 1. A cannon of mass m slides down a smooth inclined
plane forming the angle on with the horizontal. At the moment when
the velocity of the cannon reaches v, it
i fires a shell in a horizontal direction
(R);. A t with the result that the cannon stops
mg and the shell "carries away" the momen-
· tum p. Suppose that the firing duration
P is equal to t. What is the reaction force
Y R o the inclined plane averaged over
V the time t? _
m Here the system "cannon-shell" is
non-closed. During the time interval t
_ this system acquires a momentum in-
F18· 56 crement equal to p — mv. The change
of the system’s momentum is caused
by two external forces: the reaction force R (which is perpendicu-
lar to the inclined plane) and gravity mg. Therefore, we can write:
p— mv= (R}t-|- mgt,
where (R) is the vector R averaged over the time t. It is helpful to
depict this relationship graphica ly (Fig. 56). It can be immediately
seen from the figure that the sought va ue (R) is defined by the for-
mula (R) t = p sin on -1- mgt cos a.
Example 2. A man of mass m is located on a narrow raft of mass mz
afloat on the surface of a lake. The man travels through the distance
Ar' with respect to the raft and then stops. The resistance of the water
is negligible. We shall find the corresponding displacement Ar, of
the raft relative to the shore.
In this case the resultant of all external forces acting on the "man-
raft" system is equal to zero, and, therefore, the momentum of that
system does not change, remaining equal to zero in the process of
motion:
—|` 1 0,
where v and v2 are the velocities of the man and the raft with 1·espect
to the shore. But the velocity of the man relative to the shore may be
represented in the form v1 = v, -·|— v', where v' is the velocity of the
man relative to the raft. Eliminating v1 from these two equations,
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we obtain
V2 :7- "“""'jl"L"' v'•
m1‘i"m2
Multiplying both sides by dt, we find the relationship between the
elementary displacements of the raft dr, and the man dr' relative
to the raft. Obviously, the same relationship also holds in the case
of finite displacements:
A = —--——————m1 A '.
rz m1‘i’m2 t
It is seen from this that the displacement Ar, of the raft does not
depend on the character of the man’s motion, i.e. on the law v' (t).
We emphasize once again that the momentum conserva-
tion law holds only in inertial frames. This statement, how-
ever, does not rule out the momentum of a system remaining
constant in non—inertial reference frames as well. This
happens when in Eq. (4.4), which is also valid in non—inertial
reference "frames, the external force F (including inertial
forces) is equal to zero. Clearly this situation occurs only
under special conditions. Such special cases are fairly rare.
Let us now demonstrate that if the momentum of a system.
remains constant in one inertial reference frame K, it also
does so in any other inertial f1·ame K' Suppose in the K
frame
E mivi = const.
lf the K' frame moves relative to the K frame with the
velocity V, the velocity of the ith particle in the K frame
may be written as vi = v§ + V, where v§ is the velocity
of that particle in the K' frame. Then the expression for
the momentum of the system may be transformed as follows:
E mivi -I- E m,V == const. The second term here does not
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The validity of Newton’s laws underlies the reasoning
that led us to the momentum conservation law. Specifically,
the mass points of a closed system were assumed to interact
in pairs and to obey N ewton’s third law. Now, what happens
in systems whichedo not obey Newton’s laws, ezg. in systems
involving electromagnetic radiation?
Experience shows convincingly enough that the momen-
tum conservation law is valid for such systems as well.
However, in these cases one has to take into account in the
general equilibrium of momenta not only the momenta of
particles, but also the momentum which, as electrodynamics
confirms, the radiation field itself possesses.
Thus, experience shows that the momentum conservation
law, when appropriately correlated, constitutes a fundamental
law of nature which is valid without exceptions. But in this
broad sense, this law is no longer a consequence of Newton’s
laws, and should be regarded as an independent general
principle inferred from experimental data.
_§ 4.2. Centre of Inertia.
The C Frame.
The centre of inertia. Any system of particles possesses
one remarkable point C, the centre of inertia, or the•centre
of mass, displaying a number of interesting. and significant
properties. Its position relative to the origin O of a given
reference frame is descr1bedby,;the ra-
dius vector rc defined by the following
formula:
ri rc = T;- mzru (4-8)
where mi and ri are the mass and the
0 radius vector of the ith particle, and
m is the mass of the whole system
· Fi . 57 .
Fig. 57 ( I? shduld be pointed out thatothe
centre of inertia of a system coincides
with its centre of gravity. However, this statement is
valid only when the gravitational iield can be assumed
uniform within the limits of a given system.
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Let us {ind the velocity of the centre of inertia in a given
reference frame. Differentiating Eq. (4.8) with respect to
time, we get
1 1
Vc=gEmzVz=g2P¢· (4·9)
If the velocity of the centre of inertia is equal to zero, the
system is said to be at rest as a whole. This provides a natu-
ral generalization of the concept of a motionless particle.
Accordingly, the velocity VC acquires the meaning of the
velocity of the system moving as a whole.
With allowance made for Eq. (4.3) we obtain from Eq. (4.9)
p = mVC, (4.10)
i.e. the momentum of a system is equal to the product of the
mass of the system by the velocity of its centre of inertia.
The equation of motion for the centre of inertia. The
concept ofxa centre of inertia allows Eq. (4.4) to be rewritten
in a more convenient form. To do this, we have to sub-
stitute Eq. =(4.10) into Eq. (4.4) and take into account that
the mass of a system per se 11as a constant value. Then we
obtain
where F is the resultant of all external forces acting on the
system. This is the equation of motion for the centre of inertia
of a system, one of the most important equations of mechan-
ics. According to this equation, during the motion of any
system of particles its centre of inertia moves as if all the mass
of the system were concentrated at that point, and all external
forces acting on the system were applied to it. In this case
the acceleration of the centre of inertia is quite independent
of the points to which the external forces are applied.
Next, it follows from Eq. (4.11) that if F E 0, then
dVC/dt E 0, and therefore VC = const. In particular, this
case is realized in a closed system (in an inertial reference
frame). Furthermore, if VC = const, then in accordance
with Eq. (4.10) the momentum of the system p = const.
Thus, if the centre of inertia of a system moves uniformly
and rectilinearly, the momentum of the system remains con-
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stant in the process of motion. Obviously, the reverse state-
ment is also true.
Eq. (4.11) coincides in its form with the fundamental
equation of dynamics of a mass point and is its natural
generalization to a system of particles: the acceleration of
a system as a whole is proportional to the resultant of all
external forces and inversely proportional to the total
mass of the system. Recall that in non-inertial reference
frames the resultant of all external forces includes both
forces of interaction with surrounding bodies and inertial
forces. '
Let us consider three examples associated with motion
of a system’s centre of inertia.
Example i. We shal`l show bow the (problem of a man on a raft
(see Example 2 on p. 118) can be solve by resorting to the notion
of the centre of inertia.
Since the resistance of water is negligibly small, the resultant
of all external forces acting on the system “a man and a raft" is equal
to zero. This means that the position of the centre of inertia of the
given system does not change in tho process of motion of the man
(and the raft), i.e.
mlrl + marz ·i
where rl and r, are the radius vectors describing the positions of the
centres of inertia of the man and the raft relative to a certain point
on the shore. From this equality we find the relationship between
the increments of the vectors rl and 1-,:
ml Ar1.+ mp Ar, = O.
Taking into account that the increments Arl and Ar, represent the
displacements of the man and the raft with respect to the shore and
that Ar, = Ar, —l— Ar', we fund the displacement of the raft:
A :·. - .._.L’/L-. Ar'.
rl m·1‘l‘ma
Example 2. A man jumps down from a tower into water. ln the
general case his motion is quite complicated. However, if the air
drag is negligible, it can be immediately stated that the centre of
inertia of the ljlumper moves along a parabola, just as a mass point
experiencing t e constant force mg, where m is the man’s mass.
Example 3. A closed chain connected by a thread to a rotating
shaft revolves around a vertical axis with the uniform angular veloc-
ity 01 (Fig. 58), the thread forming the angle 6 with the vertical.
How does the centre of inertia of the chain ··*ove?
_ First of all, it is clear that it does not move in the vertical direc-
tion during the uniform rotation of the chain. This means that the
vertical component oi the tensile strength T of the thread counter-
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balances gravity (Fig; 58, right). As for the horizontal component
of the tensile strengt , it is constant in magnitude and permanently
directed toward the rotation axis. It follows from this that the centre
of inertia of the chain, the point C, travels along the horizontal circle
whose radius p is easy to find via
Eq. (4.11), writing it as (
, _ if
mm p -- mg tan 9, .i. y-
where m is the mass of the chain. 4 '
In this case the point C is perma· 0 {
nently located between the rota— c I mw:
tion axis and the thread, as shown / P
in Fig. 58. ¢
’”9
The C frame. In many cases
when we examine only the if ` — - . - _ _
relative motion of particles
within a system, but not the
motion of this system as a Fig. 58
whole, it is most advisable to
resort to the reference frame in which the centre of inertia
is at rest. Then we can significantly simplify both the analy-
sis of phenomena and the calculations.
The reference frame rigidly fixed to the centre of inertia
of a given system of particles and translating with respect
to inertial frames is referred to as the frame of the centre of
inertia, or, briefly, the C frame. The distinctive feature of
the C frame is that the total momentum of the system of
particles is equal to zero; this immediately follows from
Eq. (4.10). In other words, any system of particles as a
whole is at rest in its C frame.
The C frame of a closed system of particles is inertial, while ·
that of a non —closed system is non-inertial in the general case.
Let an find the relationship between the values of the
mechanical energy of a system in the K and C reference
frames. Let us begin with the kinetic energy T of the system.
The velocity of the ith particle in the K frame may be repre-
sented as vi = vi + VC, where vi is the velocity of that
particle in the C frame and VC is the velocity of the C
frame with respect to the K reference frame. Now we can
write M _
T = mivi/2: fi mi (vi -4- VC)2/2 ==
. ,% `
-'= Ei + VC E HMV! -+- E miVé/2.
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Since i_n the C frame E mivi = 0, the previous expression
takes the form
‘ ~ mrtg ~ p2 I
T-T-]--?-T-l--2-H, (4.12)
where T = E mill?/2 is the total kinetic energy of the par-
ticles in the C frame, m is the mass of all the system, and p
is its total momentum in the K frame.
Thus, the kinetic energy of a system of particles comprises
the total kinetic energy T in the C frame and the kinetic energy
associated with the motion of the system of particles as a whole.
This important conclusion will be repeatedly utilized here-
after (specifically, in studies of dynamics of a solid).
It follows from Eq. (4.12) that the kinetic energy of a
system of particles is minimal in the C frame, another dis-
tinctive feature of that frame. Indeed, in the C frame VC =
= O, and Eq. (4.12) yields T = T.
Now let us pass over to the total mechanical energy E.
Since the internal potential energy U of a system depends
only on its configuration, the magnitude U is the same in
all reference. frames. Adding U to the left- and right—hand
sides of Eq. (4.12), we obtain the formula for transformation
of the total mechanical energy on transition from the K
to the C frame:
E=E~—|-@=E/-|-K I (413)
I 2 2m ` I `
The energy E = T —}— U is referred to as the internal me-
chanical energy of the system.
Example. Two small discs, each of mass m, lying on a smooth
horizonta plane, are interconnected by a weightless spring. One
of the discs is set in motion with the velocity vo, as shown in Fig. 59.
What is the internal mechanical energy E of this system in the process
of motion?
Since the surface is smooth, the system in the rocess of motion
behaves as a closed one. Therefore, its total mechanical energy E
and total momentum p remain constant and equal to the initial val-
ues, i.e. E = mvg/2 and p = mvc. Substituting these values into
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Eq. (4.13), we obtain
E == E -·p2/(2•2m) = mvg/4.
It is easy to realize that the internal energy E, is associated with the
rotation a_nd oscillation of the given system, while at the initial
moment E was equal only to the rotational motion. energy.
If the processes associated with a change in the total
mechanical energy take place in a closed system of particles,
from Eq. (4.13) it follows that AE = AE, i.e. the increment
of the total mechanical energy relative
to an arbitrary inertial reference frame Vi
is equal to the increment of tl1e internal
mechanical energy. In this case the kinetic ”’
energy resulting from the motion of the
system of particles as a whole does not
change beoduse in a closed system p=
=const.
Specifically, if a closed system is con- ”’
servative, its total mechanical energy re- Fig- 59
mains constant in all inertial reference
frames. This conclusion completely agrees with the Galile_an
relativity principle.
A system of two particles. Suppose the masses of the par-
ticles are equal to ml and m2 and their velocities in the K
reference frame to v1 and v2, respectively. Let us find the
expressions defining their momenta and the total kinetic
energy in the C frame.
The momentum of the first particle in the C system is
IT1 = m1;1 = m1(v1` vc)»
where VC is the velocity of the centre of inertia (of the C
system) in the K reference frame. `Substituting in this for-
mula expression (4.9) for VC, we obtain
in = P (V1- V2):
where p. is the so-called reduced mass of the system
I pzmlmz/(ml-|—m2). I (4.14)
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Similarly, the momentum of the second particle in the
C frame is
P2 Z: P· (V2* V1)-
Thus, the momenta of the two particles in the C frame
are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction; the modu-
lus of the momentum of each particle is
I ;7J== [.1,0,-,;,1 (4.15)
where vm; = lvl —— v,| is the velocity of one particle
relative to another.
Finally, let us consider kinetic energy. The total kinetic
energy of the two particles in the C frame is
T: T1-l- T2 = plz/2ml -1- 52/2mz.
Since in accordance with Eq. (4.14) 1/ml + 1`/mz =1/p.,
then
'T =5z/2p= avid/2. I (4.16)
If the particles interact, their total mechanical energy
in the C frame is
E Z T + U, (4.17)
where U is the potential energy of interaction of the given
particles.
The formulae obtained play an important part in studies
of particle collisions.
§ 4.3. Collision of Two Particles
In this section we shall examine various cases of colli-
sions of two particles, using only the momentum and energy
conservation laws as an investigatory tool. Here we shall
see that the conservation laws enable us to draw some general
and essential conclusioi-s concerning the properties of a
given process irrespective of a specilic law of particle inter-
action.
At the same time we shall illustrate the advantages of the
C frame, whose utilization considerably simplifies analysis
of a process and many calculations.
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Although we shall discuss collisions of particles, it should
be mentioned at once that all subsequent arguments and
conclusions relate to collisions of any bodies. One only has
to substitute the velocity of the centre of inertia of each
body for the velocity of a particle, and to replace the kinetic
energy of a particle by that part of the kinetic energy of
each body that characterizes its motion as a whole.
In what follows we shall assume that
(1) the initial reference frame K is inertial,
(2) the system of two particles is closed,
(3) the momenta (and the velocities) of the particles be-
fore and after a collision correspond to sufficiently large
distances between them; at the same time the potential
energy of interaction can be neglected.
In addition, the quantities relating to the system after
a collision will be marked with a prime, while those in the
C frame with a tilde.
Now let us pass to the essence of the problem. Particle
collisions are classified into three types: completely in-
elastic, perfectly elastic, and inelastic (the intermediate
case).
Completely inelastic collision results in two particles
"sticking together", after which they move as a single unit.
Suppose two particles with masses ml and ml move with
the velocities vl and v2 before collision (in the K frame).
After the collision a particle with mass ml + ml is formed
because of additivity of mass in Newtonian mechanics. The
velocity v' of the formed particle can be immediately found
from the momentum conservation law:
(mi + mz) V, ·‘= mlvl + m2v2•
The velocity v' is obviously equal to that of the system’s
centre of inertia.
In the C frame this process is the most simple: prior to
the collision both particles move toward each other carry-
ing equal momenta p, while after the collision the formed
particle turns out to be stationary. In this case the total
kinetic energy T of the particles completely turns into the
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with allowance made for Eq. (4.16), we obtain
_ Iwfel _ 1 mlm,
0-··7·—j···,,K7';E·(Vi··Vz)2·
Thus the value of Q for a given pair of particles depends only
on their. relative velocity.
Perfectly elastic collision does not lead to any change
in the internal energy of the particles, so that the kinetic
energy of the system does not change either. We shall con-
sider two particular cases: central (head-on) and non—central
elastic collisions.
1. A head-on collision. Both particles move along the
same straight line before and after collision. Suppose that
prior to collision the particles move with the velocities V1
·J;—--»- -4-if-—-· béllbfé
"'**?""" ········—_;;··—··•··· dfféf
Fr P2
Fig. 60
and V2 in the K reference frame (the particles either move
toward each other or one particle overtakes another). What
are the velocities of these particles after the collision?
Let us first consider this process in the C frame, where
the particles before and after the collision possess momenta
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction (Fig. 60).
Moreover, since the total kinetic energy of the particles is
the same before and after the collision, as well as their
reduced mass, then in accordance with Eq. (4.16) the mo-
mentum of each particle only reverses its direction as a
result of the collision, its magnitude remaining unchanged,
i.e. p§ = —p,, wherei =-· 1, 2. The same can be said about
the velocity of each particle in the C frame:
$2 Z ’*’;'i.
Now let us find the velocity of each particle after the col-
lision in the K reference frame. For this purpose we shall
make use of the velocity transformation formulae for the
transition from the C to the K frame and also the foregoing
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equality. Then
V$=Vc +;l=Vc"·;1·-`:Vc*(V¢·Vc)=2Vc·—Vz•
where VC is the velocity of the centre of inertia (of the C
frame) in the K frame; this velocity is determined by
Eq. (4.9). Hence, the velocity of the with particle inthe K
frame after the collision is
vi:-2VC—vl, (4.18)
where i = 1, 2. In terms of the projections on an arbitrary
sv axis the last equality takes the form
vix = 2VCx — vlx. (4.19)
Specifically, when the particle masses are identical, it is
easy to see that the particles exchange their velocities as
a result fof the collision, i.e. vi = V2 and v; = vl.
2. A non-central collision. We shall limit ourselves to
the case when one 'of the particles is motionless before the
collision. Suppose a particle possessing the mass ml and
momentum pl experiences in the K frame a non—central
elastic collision with a motionless particle of mass ml.
What are the possible momenta of these particles after the
collision?
First, let us examine this process in the C frame, Here,
as in the previous case, the particles possess momenta equal
in magnitude and opposite in direction at any moment of
time before and after the collision. Besides, the momentum
of each particle does not change in magnitude following the
collision, i.e.
P' =P·
However, the particles’ rebound direction is different in this
case. It forms a certain angle 6 with the initial motion
direction (Fig. 61), depending on the particle interaction law
and the mutual positions of the particles in the process of
collision.
Now let us calculate the momentum of each particle
after the collision in the K reference frame. Making use
of the velocity transformation formulae for the transition
0-case
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from the C to the K frame, we obtain:
P; = 7771*; = m'1(vC ‘i‘ :7771Vc + FL
PQ = mw; = mz (Vc + if/Q) = MVC + BQ. (4-20)
where Vc is the velocity of the C frame relative to the K
reference frame.
Summing up separately the left- and right~hand _sides of
these equalities and taking into account that : -5;,
we get
n{+v§=(m.+m2>V¤=1>..
just as it should be in accordance with the momentum con-
servation law.
Now let us draw the so—called vector diagram of momenia.
First we depict the vector pl as the section AB (Fig. 62),
EI
I; F
I
m,•-·-1-1·I» N mg
P2
~!
[
Fig. 61
and then the vectors pi and pa, each of which represents,
according to Eq. (4.20), a sum of two vectors.
Note that this drawing is valid regardless of the angle 6.
The point C, therefore, can be located only on the circle of
radius p having its centre at the point O, which divides the
section AB into two parts in the ratio AO OB = m., m,.
Moreover, in the considered case (when the particle of mass
m, rests prior to the collision) this circle passes through the
point B, the end point of the vector pl, since the section
OB = p. Indeed,
0B=m2VC= m27,{'—‘_-$5;.
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where vl is the velocity of the bombarding particle. But
inasmuch as in our case vl ¤= v,,,;,~
0B=uvla=p
in accordance with Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). Thus, in order
to draw a vector diagram of momenta corresponding to an
0
" it za ‘
m,\4, b·__Mm,vl.
A O Pr B
Fig. 62
elastic coflision of two particles (one of which rests initially)
it is necessary:
(1) first to depictfthe section AB equal to the momentum
pl of the bombardihg particle;
(2) then throughthe point B, the end point of the vector
pl, to trace a circle of radius
"'= =is...
P Iwnl ,,,1+,,,. Pu
whose centre (point O) divides the section AB into two parts
in the ratio AO : OB = ml : ml.
This circle is the locus of all possible locations of the
apex C of the momenta triangle ABC whose sides AC and
CB represent the possible momenta of the particles after
the collision (in the K reference frame).
Depending on the particle mass ratio the point A, the
beginning of the vector pl, can be located inside the given
circle,__on it, or outside it (Fig. 63). In all three cases the
angle 9 can assume all the values from 0 to :n:. The possible
values of the angle 6l of scattering of the bombarding particle
and the angle 9 of rebounding particles are as follows:
(a) ml<mq O<6l<n 9>:rc/2
(b) ml=m»z 0<6l<n/2 9::1/2
(c) ml>mz 0<9l< Olmax 9<n/2
QI
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Here 91,,,,,,, is the limiting angle. It is defined by the formula
Sill 61 mu = mz/ml, (4.21)
which directly follows from Fig. 63c: sin 61,,,,, = OC'/A0 =
= OB/AO = mz/ml.
In addition, here is another interesting fact. In the last
case (ml >m 2) the part1cle ml can be scattered by the same
M) (6} ri-) , ,
e 9 a
A 0 B A a n A W "" a
m’<m’ mi- mz mp >/nz
Fig. 63
angle 91 whether it possesses the momentum AC or AD
(Fig. 63c), i.e. the solution is ambiguous. The same is true
for the particle mz.
And finally, from the same vector diagram of momenta
we can determine the relation between the angles 61 and I5
t B ==
an 1 cos 6—|-ml/m, ° ( 22)
With this we have exhausted any information on the
given process which can be derived through the use of only
the momentum and energy conservation laws.
Thus, we see that the momentum and energy conservation
laws by themselves permit us to draw a number of significant
conclusions about the properties of a given process. Most
essential here is the fact that these properties are universal
in their nature, that is, they do not depend on the type of
interaction between particles.
One fundamental fact, however, should be pointed out.
The vector diagram of momenta based on the momentum
and energy conservation laws provides us with a complete
pattern of all possible cases of rebounding particles; but
this very significant result cannot indicate the concrete case
that is actually realized. To answer that question, we must
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analyse the collision process in more detail by means of the
motion equations. In the process it becomes clear that the
scattering angle 91 of a bombarding particle depends on the
type of the interaction of colliding particles and on the
so-called aiming parameter*, while the ambiguity of a
solution in the case ml > mz is due to the fact that the same
scattering angle 61 can occur with two different values of
the aiming parameter irrespective of the law of particle
interaction.
The circumstance discussed here represents an inherent,
fundamental property of all conservation laws in general.
The conservation laws can never provide an unambiguous
picture of what is actually going to happen. But if, on the
basis of some other considerations, it becomes possible to
infer what exactly is going to happen, the conservation laws
can contribute information on how it must happen.
Inelastip collision. After this kind of collision the inter-
nal energy of rebounding particles (or one of them) changes,
and therefore the total kinetic energy of the system changes
as well. _It‘· is customary to denote the corresponding incre-
ment of the kineticenergy of the system by Q. Depending
on the sign of Q an inelastic collision is referred to as exoergic
(Q > O) or endoergic (Q< 0). In the former case the kinetic
energy of the system increases while in the latter it decreases.
In an elastic collision Q = O, of course.
Our task is to determine possible momenta of particles
after a collision.
This problem is easiest when solved in terms of the C
frame. By the hypothesis, the increment of the total kinetic
energy of the system in the given process is equal to
T'—T=Q. (4.23)
Since in this case T' =,¤& T, this means, in accordance with
Eq. (4.16), that the momenta of particles change their
magnitude after the collision. The momentum of each par-}
ticle p' after the collision can be easily found if we replace
"' The aiming parameter is the distance between the straight line
along which the momentum of a bombarding particle is directed, and
the particle exposed to a “collision".
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T' in Eq. (4.23) by its expression T" = p’”/2p:
p' =l/2p (T-I-Q)- (4.24)
Now let us consider the same problem in the K reference
frame, where a particle of mass ml with the momentum p,
collides with a stationary particle of mass rn,. To determine
the possible cases of particle rebounding after the collision,
it is helpful to resort to the vector diagram of momenta. It
is drawn similarly to the case of an elastic collision. The
6 momentum of a bombarding
particle pl = AB (Fig. 64)
\ is divided by the point O into
P; P} two parts proportional to the
xl masses of the particles
A 0 A 5 (AO : OB = m, : mz). Then
from the point O~a circle is
Fig. 64 drawn with radius p' specified
by Eq. (4.24). This circle is the
locus of all po_ssible positions of the vertex C of the triangle
ABC whose sides AC and CB are equal to the momenta of
the corresponding particles after the collision.
Note that in contrast to the case of an elastic collision
the point B, the end point of the vector P1, does not lie on
the circle any more; in fact, when Q>0, this point is locat-
ed inside the circle, and when O<” 0 outside it. Fig. 64
illustrates the latter case, an endoergic collision.
Threshold. There are many inelastic collisions in which
the internal energy of particles is capable of changing by
a quite definite value, depending on the properties of the
particles themselves (e.g. inelastic collisions of atoms and
molecules). Nevertheless, exoergic collisions (Q > 0) can
occur for an arbitrarily low kinetic energy of a bombarding
particle. In similar cases. endoergic processes (Q < 0)
possess a threshold. A threshold is the minimal kinetic energy
of a bombarding particle just. sufficient to make a given
process possible in terms of energy.
So, suppose we need to carry out an endoergic collision
in which the internal energy of t.be particles is capable of
acquiring an increment not less than a certain value IO I,
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Under what condition does such a process become
possible?
Again, the problem is easiest when solved in the RQ frame,
where it is obvious that the total kinetic energy T of the
particles before the collision must in any case be not less
than IQ |, i.e. T _; [Q I. Whence it follows that there
exists the minimal value T,,,l,, = | Q |, such that the kinetic
energy of the system entirely turns into an increment of the
internal energy of the particles, and so the particles come
to a standstill in the C frame.
Let us consider the same problem in t.he K reference frame,
where a particle of mass ml collides with a stationary par-
ticle of mass mz. Since at Tmln the particles come to a stand-
still after the collision in the C frame, this signifies that
in the K frame, provided the kinetic energy of the bombard-
ing particle is equal to the requisite threshold value Tlthr,
both particles move after the collision as a single unit whose
total momentum is equal to the momentum pl of the bom-.
barding particle arfd the kinetic energy pf/2 (ml —}— ml).
Therefore
Ti as-= I Q I + pi/2-(mi+m~.¤)·
'1`aking into account that Tll,,, ·= pf/2ml and eliminating pf
from these two equations, we obtain
Ti¢h»=%@ I Q I- (4-25)
This is the threshold kinetic energy of the bombarding par-
ticle sufficient to make the given endoergic process possible
in terms of energy.
It should be pointed out that Eq. (4.25) plays an impor-
tant part in atomic and nuclear physics. It is used to deter-
mine both the thresholds of various endoergic processes and
their corresponding energies |Q |.
In conclusion we shall consider an example which, in
essence, provides a model of an endoergic collision (see
also Problems 4.5 and 4.8).
Example. A small disc of mass m and a smooth hillock of mass M
and height h are located on a smooth horizontal plane (Fig. 65). What
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minimal velocity should be imparted to the discfto make it capable
of overcoming the hillock? .
It is clear that the velocity of the disc must be at least sufficient
for it to climb the hillock and then to move together with it as a single
unit. In the process, part of the system’s kinetic energy turns into

Fig. 65
an increment of potential energy AU = mgh. We shall regard this
process as endoergic in which I Q I = AU. Then in accordance with
Eq. (4.25).
mvgm,/2= mgh (m—|—M)/M,
whence
vm.: I/2 (l-|- mlM) gh.
§ 4.4. Motion of a Body with Variable Mass
There are many cases when the mass of a body varies in
the process of motion due to the continuous separation or
addition of matter (a missile, a jet, a flatcar being loaded
in motion, etc,).
Our task is to derive the equation of motion of such a
body.
Let us consider the solution of this problem for a mass
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written that
mdv == Fdtj; 6m·u,
where the plus sign denotes the addition of mass and the
minus sign denotes the separation. These cases cnn be com-
bined, designating ;};6rn as the mass increment dm of the body
A (in fact, in the case of mass addition dm == —|—6m, and in
the case of mass separation dm = --6m). Then the fore-
going equation takes the form
mdv = Fdt—|-· dm·u.
Dividing this expression by dt, we obtain
dv dm
m — =F ·-— U,
I dt + dt I (4 26)
where u is the velocity of the added (separated) matter ith
respect t_0’ the considered body.
This is the fundamental equation of dynamics of a ass
point with pariable mass. It is referred to as the Meshchersky
equation. Obtained; in one inertial reference frame, this
equation is also valid, due to the relativity principle, in
any other inertial frame. It should be pointed out that in
a n0n—inertial reference frame the force F is interpreted as
the resultant of both inertial forces aud the forces of inter-
action of a given body with surrounding bodies.
The last term in Eq. (4.26) is referred to as the reactive
force: R = (dm/dt) u. This force appears as a result of the
action that the added (separated) mass exerts on a given
body. If mass is added, then dm/dt > O and the vector R
coincides in direction with the vector u; if mass is separated,
dm/dt < O and the vector R is directed oppositely to the
vector u.
The Meshchersky equation coincides in form with the
fundamental equation of dynamics for a permanent mass
point: the left-hand side contains the product of the mass
of a body by acceleration, and the right—hand side contains
the forces acting on it, including the reactive force. In
the case of variable mass, however, we cannot include the
mass m under the differential sign and present the left-
hand side of the equation as the time derivative of the
momentum, since rn dv/dt ge d (mv)/dt.
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Let us discuss two special cases.
1. When u = 0, i.e. mass is added or separated with zero
velocity relative to the body, R = 0 and Eq. (4.26) takes
the form
T dv
m (t)?-F = F, (4.27)
where m (t) is the mass of the body at a given moment of
time. This equation describes, for example, the motion of
a flatcar with sand pouring out freely from it (see Prob-
lem 4.10, Item 1).
2. If u = ——v, i.e. the added mass is stationary in the
chosen reference frame, or the separated mass becomes sta-
tionary in that frame, Eq. (4.26) takes another form,
m (dv/dt) -l— (dm/dt) v = F,
or
d (mv)/dt = F. (4.28)
In other words, in this case (and only in this one) the action
of the force F determines the change of momentum of a body
with variable mass. This is realized, for example, during
the motion of a flatcar being loaded with sand from a sta·»
tionary hopper (see Problem 4.10, Item 2).
Let us consider an example in which the Meshchersky
equation- is utilized.
Example. A rocket moves in the inertial reference frame K in the
absence of an external field of force, the gaseous jet escaping with
the constant velocity u relative to the rocket. Find how the rocket
velocity depends on its mass m if at the moment of launching the mass
is equal to mc.
In this case F = 0 and Eq. (4.26) yields
av = u dm/m.
Integrating this expression with allowance made for the initial con-
ditions, we get
v = — u ln (mo/m), (1)
where the minus sign shows that the vector v (the- rocket velocity)
• is directed oppositely to the vector u. It is seen that in this case (u =
= const) the rocket velocity does not depend on the fuel combustion
time: v is determined only by the ratio of the initial rocket mass mo
to the remaining mass m.
Note that if the whole fuel mass were momentarily ejected with
the velocity u relative to the rocket, the rocket velocity would be
_diHerent. In fact, if the rocket initially is at rest in the chosen inertial
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reference frame and after the fuel ejection gathers the velocity v,
the momentum conservation law for the system "rocket-and-fuel"
yields
0= mv+(m¤—-m)(¤+v).
where u + v is the velocity of the fuel relative to the given reference
frame. Hence
v =· — u (1 -- m/mo). (2)
In this case the rocket velocity v turns out to be less than in the pre-
vious ease (for equal values of the mc/nz ratio). This is easy to demon-
strate, having compared the dependence of v on rn,/m in both cases.
In the first case (when matter separates continuously) the rocket
velocity v grows infinitely with increasing mq/m as Eq. (1) shows,
while in the second case (when matter separates momentarily) the
velocity v tends to the limiting value — u (see Eq. (2)).
Problems to Chapter 4
Q 4.1.. A particle moves with the momentum p (t) due to the force
F (t). Let {and b be constant vectors, with a L b. Assuming that
(1) p (t) = a + t (1 — oct) b, where ot is a positive constant, find
the vector F at the moments of time when F _L p;
(2) F (t) = a -|— 2t b°and p (0) = Po. where po is a vector directed
oppositely to the vector a, find the vector p at the moment to when
it is turned through 90° with respect to the vector po.
Solution. 1. The force F = dp dt = (1 — 2at) b, i.e. the vector F
is always perlpendicular to the vector a. Consequently, the vector F
is plerpendicu ar to the vector p at those moments when the coefficient
of in the expression for p (t) turns into zero. Hence, t1=0 and tz =·-·
= 1/oi; the respective va ues of the vector F are equal to
F1 1 by :: __ b•
2. The increment of the vector p during the time interval dt is
dp = F dt. Integrating this equation with allowance made for the
initial conditions, we obtain
z
|p——p,,=-5 Fdtzat-|-·bt*,
0
where by the hypothesis p is directed oppositely to the vector a.
The vector p turns out to he perpendicular to the vector po at the
moment to when at, = po. At this moment p = (po/a)' b.
Q 4.2. A rope thrown over a pulley (Fig. 66) has a ladder with
a man A on one of its ends and il counterbalancing mass M on its
other end. The man, whose mass is m, climbs upward by Ar' relative
to the ladder and then stops. Ignoring the masses of the pulley and
the rope, as well as the friction in the pulley axis, find the displace-
ment of the centre of inertia of this system.
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Solution. All the bodies of the system are initially at rest, and
therefore the increments of momenta of the bodies in their motion
are equal to the momenta themselves. The rope tension is the same
both on the left- and on the right-hand side, and consequentlg the
momenta of the counterbalancing mass (pl) and the ladder wit the
man (pl) are equal at any moment of time, i.e. pl = pl, or
Mvl = mv —|- (M -— m) vl,
where vl, v, and v, are the velocities of the mass, the man, and the
ladder, respectively. Taking into account that vl = —vl and v =
= v, + v', where v' is the man's velocity relative
» to the ladder, we obtain
*1.-:‘(m/2M) V'- (1)
On the other hand, the momentum of the whole
system
P = pl + Pe = 2P1» OF ZM Vc = 2Mvn
M, where VC is the velocity of the centre of inertia
a of the system. With allowance made for Eq. (1)
we get
VC = Vl= (m/2M) V, .
M And finally, the sought displacement is
M-m ArC=S VC dt=(m/2M) S v' dt =(m/ZM) Ar'.
Fig- 66 Another method of solution is based on a prop-
erty of the centre of inertia. In the reference
frame fixed to the pul ey axis the location of the centre of inertia of
the given system is described by the radius vector
Fc = [Mn + (M — m) re —!- mrs]/2M.
where rl, rl, and rl are the radius vectors of the centres of inertia
of the mass M, the ladder, and the man relative to some point O
of the given reference frame. Hence, the displacement of the centre
of inertia Arc is equal to
Arc = [M Arl -l- (M — rn) Ar, —|— m Ara]/2M,
where Arl, Arl, and Arl, are the displacements of the mass M, the
ladder, and the man relative to the given reference frame. Since
Arl = —-Arl and Ars = Arl -|- Ar', we obtain
Arc = (m/2M) Ar'.
¢4 .3. A system comprises two small spheres with masses ml and ml
interconnected by a weightless spring. The spheres are set in motion
at the velocities v and v2, as shown in Fig. 67, whereupon the system
starts moving in the uniform gravitational field of the Earth. Ignoring
the air drag and assuming t at the spring is non-deformed at the
initial moment of time, find: `
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(1) the velocity VC (t) of the centre of inertia of this system as
a function of time;
(2) the internal mechanical energy of the system in the process of
motion. · _
Solution. 1. In accordance with Eq. (4.11) the velocity vector
increment of the centre of inertia is d VC = g dt. Integrating this
equation, we get VC (t) -— VC (0) =I-ft, where VC (0) is the initial
velocity of the centre of inertia. ence
Vc (¢) = (mw; + mah)/(Mi + ms) + 8*-
2. The internal mechanical energy of a system is its energy F in
the C frame. In this case the C frame moves with the acceleration g,
so that each sphere experiences two external forces in that frame:
gravity mtg and the inertial force -—m,g. The total work performed
IG
m, ’"2 *6 if
-Q-r-———-O’Ub'U‘•—-——-¤
., / m m m J?
Fig. 67 . Fig. 68
by the external Barces- is thus equal to zero (in the C frame), and there-
fore the eneriy E does not change. To iind the energy, it is sufficient
to consider t e initial moment of time, when the springnvis not yet
deformed and the energy E is equal to the kinetic energy T0 in the C
frame. Making use of Eq. (4.16), we get
Q 4.4. A ball possessing the kinetic energy T collides head-on with
an initially stationary elastic dumbbell (Fig. 68)] and rebounds in the
opposite direction with the kinetic energly T'. T e masses of all three
ba ls are the same. Find the energy of t e dumbbell oscillations after
the collision.
Solution. Supppese p and p' are the momenta of the striking ball
before and after t collision, pé and T6 are the momentum and the
kinetic energy of the dumbbell as a whole after the collision, and E
is the oscil ation energy. In accordance with the momentum and
energy conservation laws
p=—p'-§—p&, T=T'-{·-Tb-|-E.
Taking into account that T = p“/2m, we obtain from these two equa-
tions:
E-..=(T—3T'—2 p/FF)/2.
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M2 Classical Hechanlcs
|4.5. In the K frame particle 1 of mass rn, strikes a stationary
particle 2 of mass ni,. The charge of each particle is equal to +q.
Find the minimal distance separating the particles during a head-on
collision if the kinetic energy of particle 1 is equal to T1 when it is
far removed from particle 2. _
Solution. Let us consider this process_both in the K frame and in the C
frame.
1. In the K frame the particles move at the moment of the closest
approach as a single unit with the velocity v, which can be determined
from the momentum conservation law:
P1 = (mi "l' ms) V»
where p is the momentum of the striking particle, pl =}/ 2m T1.
h On the other hand, it follows from the energy conservation law
t at
T1=(mi+’”s) U2/2+AU.
where the increment of the system’s potential energy AU = kqf/r,,,,,,.
Eliminating v from these two equations, we get
rmin = (k<1"/Ti) (1+ mi/vu)-
2. The solution is simplest in the C frame: here the total kinetic
energy of the tparticles turns entirely inte an increment of the poten-
tial energy o the system at the moment of the closest approach:
[T-'= AU,
where in accordance with Eq. (4.16) T = pv}/2 = Tlm,/(ml -|- m,),
AU = kq°/r,,,,,,.From this it is easy to find rm",.
Q 4.6. A particle of mass ml and momentum pl collides elastically
with a stationary particle of mass m,. Find the momentum p{ of the
first particle after its collision and scattering through the angle 9
relative _to the initial motion direction.
Solution. From the momentum conservation law we find (Fig. 69)
pi’=Pf+Pi’—2PiPi ws 9. (1)
where p; is the momentum of the second particle after the collision.
On the other hand, from the energy conservation law it follows
that T1 = T; -l— Tg, where T; and T' are the kinetic energies of the
first and second particles after the cozllision. Using the relation T =
= p’/2m, we can reduce Eq. (1) to the following form:
P? = (Pi "‘ Pi') ms! mi • (2)
Eliminating pf from Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain
,__ cos6-_+; li_cos’ 6-|-(mg/mg-1)
"*"" 1-4-m.,/m, ·
When ml < mz, only the plus sign (in front of the radical sign) has
physical meaning. This fo lows from the fact that under this condi-
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tion the radical is greater than cos 6 and that pl is the vector’s modu-
lus, which cannot be negative.
But when ml > ml, both signs have physical meaning; the solution
is ambiguous in this case: the momentum of the garticle scattered
through the angle 6 may have one of two values (_ spending on the
relative positioning of the particles at the moment of collision). The
latter case is illustrated by the vector diagram shown in Fig. 63c.
Pr, ,
F2 g'
6 4
A 0 6
Pr ll
Fig. 69 Fig. 70
04.7. What fraction 1] of its kinetic energy does a particle of mass
ml lose when it scatters, after an elastic collision, through the
threshold fngle on a stationary particle of mass ml (ml > ml)?
Solution. Suppose Tl, tpl, Tl, and pl are the values of thekinetic
energy and momentuny o the striking particle before and after the
scattering, respectively; then
fn=(T1-Ti)/7'1=i—-Ti/T1=i—(Pi/PN. (1)
i.e. the problem reduces to the determination of pl/pl.
Let us make use of the vector diagram of momenta corresponding
to the threshold angle 9,;,,. (Fig. 70). From the right triangle A-CO
it follows that
pi’ = (m—·F)’ —'F’ = Pf—2Pt;»
whence
(Pi/P1)° = i -2;/P1 = i···2ms/(mr ·|·· ms) · (2)
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we obtain
*1 = Zms/(ml + ms)-
0 4.8. An atom of mass m collidesinelastically with a stationary
molecule of mass ml. After {he collision the particles rebound at
the angle 6 between them with kinetic energies Tl and T; respecti-
vely. In the process the molecule is excited, that is, its internal energy
increases by th_e definite value Q. Find Q and the threshold kinetic
energy of the atom enabling the molecule to pass into the given excited
state.
Solution. From the energy and momentum conservation laws
in this process we can write
Ti = Ti + TQ-I- Q.
pi = pi’+p;’+2pip§ ws 9 .
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where the primes mark the after-collision values. The second relation
follows immediately from the momenta triangle according to the
cosine theorem. Making use of the formula p“ = mT, we eliminate Tl
from these equations and get
Q=(m./m1—i> Ti+2 I/(ml/mi) Til'; <>¤¤ 9
and
Ti o.r=al Q I ‘(mi+ ml)/ml-
Q4 .9 .A particle with the momentum po (in the K frame) disintegrates
into 'two particles with masses ml and ml,. The disintegration
eneriy Q turns into kinetic energy. Draw the vector diagram of momenta
for t is process to find all possi le momenta pl and pz of the generated
particles.
Solution. This process appears to he the simtplest in the C frame:
here the disintegrating partic e is at rest while t e generated particles
0
pl
v B
A 0 /70
Fig. 71
moyle in opposite directions with momenta equal in magnitude pl =
= pl = p. Since the disintegration energy Q turns entirely into U10
total kinetic energy T of the generated particles,
5 =V 2sIT = VZIZA
where p. is the reduced mass of the generated particles. _
Now let us find the momenta of these particles in the K frame.
Makingx use of the velocity transformation ormula for the transition
from t e C to the K frame, we can write:
P1 = mivi = mi (VC + all = mivc +.51 »
P•= '”aVs= me (Vc +Vz) = msvc + Pa
with pl + pl, = pu in. accordance with the momentum conservation
law.
Using these formulae, we can draw the vector diagram of momenta
(Fig. 71). First, we draw the segnent AB equal to the momentum pl,.
Then we draw a circle of radiusp from the point _O to divide the seg·
ment AB into two parts in the ratio ml : ml. This c1rcle_1s the locus
of all possible positions of the vertex Cof the momenta triangle ABC.
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Q 4.10. A ilatcar starts rolling at the moment t = 0 due to the
permanent force F. Ignoring friction in the axes, find the- time de-
pendence of the velocity of the flatcar if
(1) it is loaded with sand which pours out through a hole in the
bottom at the constant rate it kg/s, and the initial mass of the ilatcar
with sand at the moment t = 0 is equal to mo;
(2) the sand is loaded on it from a stationary hopper at the ger-
manent rate p. kg/s, starting from the moment t = 0, when it ad
the mass mc.
Solution. 1. In this case the reactive force is equal to zero and the
Meshchersky equation (4.26) takes the form (mc — pt) dv/dt = F,
whence
dv == F dt/(mo — pt).
Integrating this expression with allowance made for the initial condi-
tions, we get
v = (F/p.) ln [mo/(mo -— pt)].
2. In this case the horizontal component of the reactive force
(wh-ich is thefonly one ofinterest here) is R = ii (—v), where v is
the velocity of the flatcar. That is why the Meshchersky equation
should be taken in the form (4.28), or
d (mv) = F dt.
Integrating this equation with allowance made for the initial condi-
tions, we obtain
mv = Ft,
where m = mo -|- pt. Hence,
v = Ft/(mo —|— pt).
Needless to say, the expressions obtained in both cases are valid
only in the process of un oading (or loading) a ilatcar.
O 4.11. A spaceship of mass mc moves with the constant velrcitv
vo in the absence of afiield of force. To change the direction of motion,
a reactive engine is started whose jet moves with the constant veloc-
ity u with respect to the spaceship and is directed perpendicular
to the spaceship’s direction of motion. The engine stops when the
sEaceship’s mass is equal to m. Find how much the course of the space-
s ip changes during the ogeration of the engine.
Solution. Let us find t e increment of the spaceship’s velocity
vector during the time interval dt. Multiplying both sides of the
Meshchersky equation (4.26) by dt and taking into account that
F = 0, we get
dv = u dm} m.
10-0539
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Here dm < 0. Since the vector u is always pe§pendicular to the vec-
tor v (the spaceship’s velocity), the modulus o the vector v does not
change and retains its original magnitude: | v | = ‘| v, | = vo.
It fo lows from this that the rotation angle da of the vector v that
occurs during the time interval dt is equal to
do:. = | dv |/vo = (u/vo) | dm/m |.
Intcgrating this equation, we obtain
¤= = (M/vt) In (mo/m)·
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CHAPTER 5
THE LAW OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAB MOMENTUM
§ 5.1. Angular Momentum of a Particle.
Moment of Force
The analysis of the behaviour of systems indicates that
apart from energy and momentum there is still another
mechanical quantity also associated with a conservation law,
the so-called angular momentum*. What is this quantity
and what are its properties?
First, let us consider one particle. Suppose r is the radius
vector describing its position relative to some point 0 of
a chosen reference frame and p is its momentum in that
frame. The angular momentum of the particle A relative
to the point O (Fig. 72) is the vector L equal to the vector
product qt the vectors r and p:
)L=[»p].| (5.1)
It follows from this definition that L is an axial vector;
Its direction is chosen so that the rotation about the point O
toward the vector p and the vector L correspopd to a right-
handed screw. The modulus of the vector L IS equal to
L = rp sin cz = lp, (5.2)
where ot is the angle between r and p, and l = r sin oz. is the
arm of the vector p relative to the point O (Fig. 72).
'I‘he equation of moments. Let us determine what mechan-
ical quantity is responsible for the variation of the vector
L in a given reference frame. For this purpose we differen-
tiate Eq. (5.1) with respect to time:
dL/dt = [dr/dt, pl el- lr, dp/dt].
Since the point O is stationary, the vector dr/dt is equal to
the velocity v of the particle, i.e. coincides in its direction
with the vector p; therefore
[dr/dt, p] = 0.
• The following names are also used: moment of momentum, mo-
ment of quantity of motion, rotational moment, or simply moment.
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Next, in accordance with Newton’s second law dp/dt = F,
where F is the resultant of all the forces applied to the
particle. Consequently,
dL/dt = lrFl.
The quantity on the right—hand side of this equation is
referred to as the moment of force, or torque, of F relative
L.
1 M
Ul r (jp ci l F1
\ L r
>/ l.\\/_>/
Fig. 72 Fig. 73
to the point O (Fig. 73). Denoting it by the letter M, we
write
The vector M, like the vector L, is axial. Similarly to (5.2)
the modulus of this vector is equal to
M = lF, (5.4)
where l is the arm of the vector F relative to the point O
(Fig. 73). '
Thus, the time derivative of the angular momentum L
of the particle relative to some point O of the chosen reference
frame is equal to the moment M of the resultant force F
relative to the same point O:
l dL/dt;-M. 1 (5.5)
This equation is referred to as the equation of moments.
Note that in the case of a noninertial reference frame the
moment of the force M includes both the moment of the
interaction forces and the moment of inertial forces (relative
to the same point O).
Among other things, from the equation of moments (5.5)
it follows that if M az 0, then L = const. In other words,
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if the moment of all the forces acting on a particle relative
to a certain point O of a chosen reference frame IS equal to
zero during the time interval of interest to us, the angular
momentum of the particle relative to this point remains
constant during that time.
Example i. A planet A moves in the gravitational field of the
Sun S (Fig. 74). Find the oint in the heliocentric reference frame
relative to which the angular momentum of that planet does not
change in the course of time.
First of all, let us define what forces act on the planet A. In the
given case it is only the gravitational force F of the Sun. Since during
the motion of the planet the direction of this force passes through
A ' A
All R
F e
1
z
I
® S /
Fig. 74 Fig. 75
the centre of the Sun, that point is the one relative to which the mo-
ment of the force is equal to zeroa nd the angular momentum of the
planet remains constant. The momentum p of the planet changes
in the process.
Example 2. A disc A moving on a smooth horizontal plane rebounds
elastically fromasmooth vertical wall (Fig. 75, top view). Find the
point relative to which the angular momentum of the disc remains
constant in this process.
The disc experiences gravity, the force of reaction of the horizontal
surface, and the force R of reaction of the wall at the moment of the
impact against it. The first two forces counterbalance each other,
leaving only the force R. Its moment relative to any point of the
line a ong which the vector R acts is equal to zero, and therefore
the angu ar momentum of the disc relative to any of these points
does not change in the given process.
Example 3. On a horizontal smooth plane there are a motionless
vertical cylinder and a disc A connected to the cylinder by a thread AB
(Fig. 76, top view). The disc is set in motion with the initial velocity v
as shown in the figure. Is there any point here relative to which the
angular momentum of the disc is invariable in the process of motion?
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The only uncompilensated force acting on the disc A in this case
is the tension F of t e thread. It is easy to see that there is no oint
here relative to which the moment of the force F is invariable in
the process of motion. Therefore, there is no point relative to which
the angular momentum of the
disc would vary.
V+ This example illustrates that
· Z§£‘§§““iZ.“.§3.i&`Ji‘J3fLl°£°..`}’3Z‘i'3
F IA is congnt cannot be found pat all.
B The equation of momenta
Fig. 76 (5.5) makes it possible tosolve
the following two problems:
(1) find the force moment M relative to a certain point 0
at any moment of time t if the time dependence of the
angular momentum L (t) of a particle relative to the same
point is known;
(2) determine the increment of the angular momentum of
a particle relative to a point O at any moment of time if
the time dependence of the force moment M (t) acting on
this particle (relative to the same point) is known.
The solution of the first problem reduces to the calcula-
tion of the time derivative of the angular momentum, that
is, dL/dt, which is equal, in accordance with Eq. (5.5),
to the sought force moment M.
The second problem is solved by integrating Eq. (5.5).
Multiplying both sides of this equation by dt, we obtain
the expression dL = M dt determining the increment of the
vector L. Integrating this expression with respect to time,
we get the increment of the vector L over the finite time
interval t:
¢
L2-——L1= S Md:. (5.6)
0
The quantity on the right—hand side of this equation is
referred to as the momentum of the force moment, or the
torque momentum. Thus, the increment of the angular mo-
mentum of a particle during any time interval is equal to
the momentum of the force moment du1·ing the same time.
Let us consider two examples.
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The Law of Conservation of Angular Momentum 15i
Example i. The angular momentum of a particle relative to a cer-
tain (point varies in t e course of time t as L (t) = a -|- bt’, where
a an b are certain constant vectors, with a _{_ b. Find the force mo-
ment M acting on the particle when the angle between the vectors M
and L is equal to 45°.
In accordance with Eq. (5.5) M = dL/dt = 2bt, i.e. the vector M
coincides in its direction with the vector b. Let us depict the vectors M
/1
______ a
n nt, //°'
G I
1. { / P
u ’"9
n
1
btz 0 ,,/_» ,/. / ///.,/
fig. 77 Fig. 78
and L at someemqment t¢(Fig. 77). It is seen from the figure that ge
angle ct = 45** at the moment to, when a = bt§. Hence, to = l/a/b
and M .—= 2 1/UZ ii.
Example 2. A stone A of mass m is thrown at an angle to the
horizonta with the initial velocity vo. Ignoring the air drag, iind
the time dependence L (t) of the angular momentum of the stone rela-
tive to the lpoint 0 from which t e stone was thrown (Fig}; 78).
During t e time interval dt the angular momentum of t e stone
relative to the point O increases by dL = M dt = [r, mg] dt. Since
r = v,t-|— gt’/2 (see p. 17), dL = [vo, mg]: dt. Integrating this
expression with a lowance made for the initial condition (L X?) = 0
at t= 0), we get L‘(t) = [vo, mg] t’/2. It is seen from this t at the
direction of the vector L remains constant in the process of motion
(the vector L is directed beyond the plane of Fig. 78).
The angular momentum and the force moment relative
to an axis. Let us choose an arbitrary motionless axis z
in a given reference frame. Suppose the angular momentum
of the particle A relative to a certain point O of the z axis
is equal to L and the force moment acting on the particle
is equal to M.
The angular momentum relative to the z axis is the pro-
jection of the vector L, defined with respect to an arbitrary
point O of the given axis, on that axis (Fig. 79). The con-
cept of a force moment relative to an axis is introduced in
a similar fashion. They are denoted by L, and M Z re-
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spectively. We shall see later that L, and M, do not depend
on the choice of the point O on the z axis. _
Let us examine the properties of these quantities. Pro-
jecting Eq. (5.5) on the z axis, we obtain
dL,/dt = M,, (5.7)
i.e. the time derivative of the angular momentum of the
particle relative to the z axis is equal to the force moment
2
. ' p
A
’/‘ f'
0
Fig. 79
relative to the same axis. In particular, if M, E 0, then
L, = const. In other words, when the force moment relative
to a fixed axis z is equal to zero, the angular momentum
of the particle relative to that axis remains constant. The
vector L can, however, vary in the process.
Example. A small body of mass m suspended on a thread moves
uniformly along a horizontal circle (Fig. 80) due to gravity mg and
the tension T of the thread. The angular momentum of the body
relative to the point O, the vector L, is located in the same plane
as the z axis and the thread. During the motion of the body the vector
L rotates continuously under the action of the moment M of gravity,
i.e. it varies. As for the projection Lz, it remains constant since the
vector M is perpendicular to the z axis and M, = 0.
Now let us fund analytical expressions for L, and M,.
It is easy to see that this problem reduces to the determina-
tion of the projections of the vector products [rpl and [rF]
on the z axis.
We shall make use of the cylindrical coordinate system
p, tp, z, iixing the unit vectors op, ew, e,, oriented in the
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direction of increasing coordinates, to the particle A (Fig. 81).
In this coordinate system the radius vector r and momentum
p of the particle are written in the form
l'=P°o+Z°• P=Pp°o+P¢°w+Pz°z•
where pp, pw, pz are the projections of the vector p on the
corresponding unit vectors. It is known from vector algebra

L2 L 2
@2
I \)
0
r °" ""'"/A ’r
xi 2
-·—·—-*§ r
mg 0
Fig. 80 Fig. 81
that the vector product [rp] can be represented via the
following determinant:
ep eq, ez l
L: [rp] = p O z
PD Po pzl
From this it iymmediately seen that the angular momentum
of the partic e relative to the z axis is
L. = epa (58)
where p is the distance of the particle from the z axis. Let
us reduce this expression to a form more suitable for prac-
tical applications. Taking into account. that pq, = mvq, ==
= mpeo Z, we get
Lz =¢ mp2(»)z,
where mz is the projection of the angular velocity co with
which the radius vector of the particle rotates.
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The force moment relative to the z axis is written similarly
to Eq. (5.8):
M, = pF,,,, (5.10)
where F., is the projection of the force vector F on the unit
vector eq,.
Note that the projections L, and M, are indeed indepen-
dent of the choice of the point O on the z axis, relative to
which the vectors L and M are defined. Besides, it is seen
that L, and M , are algebraic quantities, their signs corre-
sponding to those of the projections pq, and F,.
§ 5.2. The Law of Conservation
of Angular Momentum
Let us choose an arbitrary system of particles and intro-
duce the notion of the angular momentum of that system
as the vector sum of angular momenta of its individual
particles:
L=2n, wu)
where all vectors are determined relative to the same point O
of a given reference frame. Note that the angular momentum
of the system is an additive quantity: the angular momentum
of a system is equal to the sum of the angular momenta of
its individual parts, irrespective of whether they interact
or not.
Let us clarify what quantity defines the change of the
angular momentum of the system. For this purpose we
differentiate Eq. (5.fi) with respect to jimez dL/dt =
= E dL;/dt. In the pr n it was shown that the
derivative dL,/dt is equal to the moment of all forces acting
on the ith particle. We represent this moment as the sum of
the moments of internal and external forces, i.e. MQ -!— M,.
Then
dL/dt= _$_] M; + 2 M,.
Here the first sum is the total moment of all internal forces
relative to the point O and the second sum is the total moment
of all external forces relative to the same point.
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Let us demonstrate that the total moment of all internal
forces relative to any point is equal to zero. Indeed, the
internal forces are the forces of interaction between the
particles of the given system. In accordance with Newton’s
third law these forces are pairwise equal in magnitude, are
opposite in direct.ion and lie on the same straight line, that
is, have the same arm. Consequently, the force moments of
each pair of interaction are equal in magnitude and opposite
in direction, i.e. they counterbalance each other, and hence
the total moment of all internal forces always equals zero.
As a result, the last equation takes the form I
IdL/dt=M,| (5.12)
where M is the total moment of all external forces, M =
= E Mi. i
Eq. (5.12) thus asserts that the time derivative of the angular
momentum of a system is equal to the total moment of all exter-
nal forces. It is undeifstood that both quantities, L and M,
are determined relative to the same point 0 of a given refer-
ence frame.
As in the case of a single particle, from Eq. (5.12)* it
follows that the increment of the angular momentum of a
system during the finite time interval t is
¢
m-u=5Mm, mw)
0
i.e. the increment of the angular momentum of a system is
equal to the momentum of the total moment of all external
forces during the corresponding time interval. Of course,
the two quantities, L and M, are also determined here rela-
tive to the same point O of a chosen reference frame.
Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) are valid both in inertial and non-
inertial reference frames. However, in a non-inertial refer-
ence frame one has to take into account the inertial forces
acting as external. forces, i.e. in these equations M should
be regarded as the sum Mia —{— Min, where Mia is the total
moment of all external forces of interaction and Min is the
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total moment of inertial forces (relative to the same point O
of the reference frame).
Thus, we have reached the following significant con-
clusion: in accordance with Eq. (5.12) the angular momentum
of a system can change only due to the total moment of all
external forces. From this immediately follows another im-
portant conclusion, the law of conservation of angular
momentum:
in an inertial reference frame the angular momentum of
a closed system of particles remains constant, i.e. does not
change with time. This statement is valid for an angular
momentum determined relative to any point of the inertial
reference frame.
Thus, in an inertial reference frame the angular momen-
tum of a closed system of particles is
IL: E L; (t) =const. l (5.14)
At the same time the angular momenta of individual parts
or particles of a closed system can vary with time, a fact
emphasized in the last expression. These variations, how-
ever, occur in such a way that the increment of the angular
momentum in one part of the system is equal to the angular
momentum decrease in another part (of course, relative to
the same point of the reference frame).
In this respect Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) c be regarded as
a more general formulation of the angular m entum con-
servation law, a formulation specifying the ca e of varia-
tion of the angular momentum of a system, which is the
influence of other bodies (via the moment of external forces
of interaction). All this, of course, is valid only in inertial
reference frames.
Once again we shall point out the following: the law of
conservation of angular momentum is valid only in inertial
reference frames. This, however, does not rule out cases
when the angular momentum of a system remains constant
in non-inertial reference frames as well. For this, it is
sufficient that, in accordance with Eq. (5.12), which holds
true a_lso in non-inertial reference frames, the total moment
of all external forces (including inertial forces) be equal to
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zero. Such circumstances are realized very seldom, and the
corresponding cases are exceptional.
The law of conservation of angular momentum is just
as important as the energy and momentum conservation
laws. In many cases this law by itself enables us to draw
important inferences about the essential aspects of particular
processes without going into their detailed analysis. We shall
illustrate this by the following example.
Examlple. Two identical spheres are mounted on a smooth horizon-
tal bar a ong which they can slide (Fig. 82). Initially the spheres are
brought together and connected by a thread. Then the whole assembly
A Thread l
, { 7 7
""
Fig. 82
is set into rotation about a vertical axis. After a period of free rota-
tion, the thread is burned up. Naturally, the spheres fly apart toward
the ends of the bar. At the same time, the angular velocity of the
assembly drops drastically.
The observed phenomenon is a direct consequence of the law of
conservation of angular momentum, for this assembly behaves as
a closed system (the external forces counterbalance one another and
the friction forces in the axis are small). To assess quantitatively tho
angular velocity change, let us assume the mass of the whole assembly
to be concentrated in the spheres and their size to be negligible.
Then, from the equality of the angular momenta of the spheres relative
to the oint C in the initial and nal states of the system 2m [r,v,] =
= 2m Fr,v,] it follows that
rfo>1==·-rgm,.
It is seen that as the distance r from the spheres to the rotation axis
grows, the angular momentum of the assembly decreases (as 1/rz).
And vice versa, if the distance between the spheres decreases (due
to some internal forces), the angular velocity of t e assembly increases.
This general phenomenon is widely used by, for example, figure
skaters and gymnasts.
Note that the final result is quite independent of the nature of
internal forces (here the friction forces between the spheres and the
ar .
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Of special interest are cases in which the angular momen-
tum L remains constant in non·closed systems in which the
momentum p is known to change with time. If the total
moment of external forces relative to a point O of the chosen
reference frame M E 0 during the time interval considered,
then in accordance wi_th Eq. (5.12) the angular momentum
of the system relative to‘the point O remains constant during
this time interval. Generally speaking, such a point may
not exist in non-closed systems, so that the fact of its exis-
tence should be established in every concrete case.
Example 1. The Earth-Moon system moving in the gravitational
field of t e Sun is non-closed. Its momentum continuously varies
due to gravitational forces. However, there is one point here relative
to whic the moment of the gravitational forces acting on this system
is always equal to zero. This point is the centre of the Sun. Therefore,
it can be immediately claimed
0 that the angular momentum of the
Earth-Moon system relative to the
Sun’s centre remains constant.
Example 2. A rod OB lying on
a smoot horizontal plane can
rotafe freely about iinlstatgingryfvgr-
A tica axis assingt roug t ero ’s
B ""“® end 0 (Fi; 83). A disc A moving
along the plane hits the rod’s end B
and gets stuck there, whereupon
the whole system starts rotating
Fig. 83 as a single unit about the point 0.
It is clear that the disc and the
rod compose a non·closed system:
apart from the forces counterbalancing each other in the vertical
direction, a horizontal force exerted bg the_ax1s is generated during
the impact, while during the rotation t e axis exerts a force impelluzg
the centre of inertia of the system to move along the circle. But bo
of these forces pass through the point O, and therefore the moment
of these externa forces is ways equal to zero (relative to the point O).
Hence, the following conclusion can be_drawn: the angular momentum
of this system remains constant relative to the point 0.
Infrequently in non—closed systems it is not the angular
momentum L itself that remains constant, but its proiec-
tion on a stationary axis z. This happens when the projec-
tion of the total oment M of all external forces on that
axis z is equal to o. In fact, projecting Eq. (5.12) on
the z axis, we obtain I
dL,/dt = M,. (5.15)
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Here L, and M, are the angular momentum and the total
moment of external forces relative to the z axis:
Lz=2Lizs Mz=2Miz•
where Li, and M ,, are the angular momentum and the mo-
ment of external forces relative to the z axis for the ith
particle of the system.
It follows from Eq. (5.15) that if M, E O relative to some
stationary axis z in a given reference frame, the angular
momentum of the system relative to that axis does not
change:
L, = E L,, (t) = const. (5.17)
At the same time the vector L, defined relative to an arbit-
rary point O on that axis, may vary. For example, when
a system moves in a uniform gravitational iield, the total
moment of all gravigational forces relative to any stationary
point O is perpen icular to the vertical, and therefore
M , E O and L, = const relative to any vertical axis. This
cannot be said about the vector L itself.
The reasoning leading to the law of conservation of angu-
lar momentum is b—ased entirely on the validity of Newton’s
laws. But what about systems that do not obey those laws,
e.g. the systems with electromagnetic radiation, atoms,
nuclei, etc.?
Because of the immense role that the law of conservation
of angular momentum plays in mechanics, the concept
of angular momentum is extended in physics to non—mechan-
ical; systems (which do not obey Newton’s law) and the law
of conservation of angular momentum is postulated for all
physical processes.
The law of conservation of angular momentum thus extended
is no longer a consequence of Newton’s laws; it represents
an independent general principle generalized from experimental
facts. Together with the energy and momentum conserva-
tion laws the law of conservation of angular momentum is
one of the most important, fundamental laws of nature.
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160 Classical Mechanics.
§ 5.3. Internal Angular Momentum
It was established in the foregoing section that the angular
momentum L of a system changes only due to the total
moment M of all external forces; it is the vector M that
defines the behaviour of the vector L. Now we shall examine
the most essential properties of these quantities together
with the significant conclusions fol-
lowing from those properties.
The total moment of external
,2 forces. Just as the moment of an in-
dividual force, the total moment of
0 forces depends, generally speaking,
,.4 on the choice of a point relative to
’?* ' which the moment is determined.
0, Let M be the total moment of
Fig 8,* forces relative to the point O and M'
° relative to the point O' whose ra-
dius vector is equal to ro (Fig. 84).
Let us find the relationship between M and M'
The radius vectors ri and ri of the point at which the force
F, is applied are related as r, =-— ri —{— ro (Fig. 84). Conse-
quently, M may be written in the following form:
M = Etr.Fi1= E [riF¢l + EUOF.1
or
M = M' + [r,,F], (5.18)
where F = E F, is the resultant of all external forces.
Eq. (5.18) shows that when F = 0, the total moment of
external forces does not depend on the choice of the point
relative to which it is determined. In particular, such is
the case when a couple acts on a system.
In this respect the C frame possesses one interesting and
important characteristic (rec? l that this reference frame
is rigidly fixed to the centre of in tia of a system of particles
and translates with respect to i tial frames). Since in
the general case the C frame is non-in rtial, the resultant of
all external forces must include not only the external forces
of interaction Ffa but also the inertial forces Fin. On the
other hand, the system of particles as a whole is at rest in
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the C frame, and therefore in accordance with Eq. (4.14)
F = Fin -}— Fin = U. Taking into account Eq. (5.18), we
reach the following significant conclusion: in the C frame
the total moment of all external forces, including inertial
forces, does not depend on the choice of the point O.
And here is another important conclusion: in the C frame
the total moment of inertial forces relative to the centre of
inertia is always equal to zero:
|M§;·=o. I (5.19)
Indeed, the inertial force acting on each particle of the
system Fi = ———m,w,,, where wo is the acceleration of the
C frame. Consequently, the total moment of all these forces
relative to the centre of inertia C is
Mi§=Elr¤. —mm1=—· —[(E-mir;). wol-
In accordance with Eq. (4.8) mir, = mrc, and as in
our case rc-.-= O, then M? = 0.
Internal angular momentum. Generally speaking, angu-
lar momentum, just as the force moment, depends on the
choice of the point 0 relative to which it is determined.
When that point is transferred by the distance ro (Fig. 84),
the new radius vectors ri of the particles are related to the
old ones ri by means of the formula ri = ri —{— ro. Con-
sequently, the angular momentum of the system relative
to the point O can be written as follows:
L: E{m>i1= 2[r:m1+ E [Falla],
or
L = L' -|— [mv]. (520)
where L' is the angular momentum of the system relative
to the point O' and p = Ep, is the total momentum of
the system.
From Eq. (5.20) it follows that if the total momentum of
the system p = O, then its angular momentum does not
depend on the choice of the point O. This distinguishes the
C frame, in which the system of particles as a whole is at
rest. Hence, we reach the third important conclusion: in the
C frame the angular momentum of a system of particles is
11-ossa
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independent of the choice of the point relative to which it is
determined. We shall refer to this quantity as the internal
angular momentum of a system and denote it by L.
Relation between L and L. Suppose L is the angular mo-
mentum of a system of particles relative to the point 0
of the K reference frame. Since the internal angular momen-
tum L in the C frame does not depend on the choice of the
point O', this point may be taken coincident with the point
O of the K frame at a given moment of time. Then at that
moment the radius vectors of all the particles in both refer-
ence frames are equal (ri = ri) and the velocities are related
by the formula
vi =w —l- VC. (5-21)
where VC is the velocity of the C frame relative to the K
frame. Consequently, we may write
L = E mi l¤‘zV1l = E mz l¤':;'J¢l + E mz[1'zVcl· (5-22)
The first sum on the right-hand side of this equality is the
internal angular momentum L. The second sum may be
written in accordance with Eq. (4.8) as m lrCVCl, or lrcpl,
where m is the mass of the whole system, rc is the radius
vector of its centre of inertia in the K frame and p is the
total momentum of the system. Finally, we obtain
lL=i+[|°cPl»\ (5-23)
i.e. the angular momentum L of a system of particles comprises
its internal angular momentum Land the momentum lrcpl,
associated with the motion of the system of particles as a single
unit.
Let us consider, for example, a uniform here rolling
down an inclined plane. Its angular momentu relative to
some point of that plane is composed of the angular momen-
tum associated with the motion of the centre of inertia of
the sphere and the internal angular momentum associated
with the rotation of the sphere about its axis.
Specifically, it follows from Eq. (5.23) that if the centre
of inertia of a system is at rest (the momentum of the system
p = 0), then its angular momentum L represents the inter-
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nal angular momentum. We are already familiar with that
case. In another extreme case, when L :0, the angular
momentum of a system relative to some point is determined
only via the momentum associated with the motion of the
system as a single unit, i.e. by the second term of Eq. (5.23).
This is how, for example, the angular momentum of any
solid behaves during its translation.
Equation of moments in the C frame. We pointed out
in the previous section that Eq. (5.12) holds true in any
referenceframe. Consequently, it is valid in thevC frame as
well, and we can immediately write: dl./dt = M, where M
is the total moment of external forces in the C frame.
Since the C frame is non-inertial in the general case, M,
includes not only the moments of external forces of interac-
tion, but also the moment of inertial forces. On the other
hand, at the beginning of this section (see p. 161) the force
moment M in the C frame was shown to be independent of
the choice of the point relative to which it is determined.
Usually, the point C, the centre of inertia of the system, is
taken as such a point. 'l` he choice of this point is advantageous
because the total moment of inertial forces relative to it
is equal to zero, so that one must take into account only
the total moment MC of external forces of interaction.
Thus.
I dL/dt=Mc, l (5.24)
i.e. the time derivative of the internal angular momentum
of a system is equal to the total moment of all external forces
of interaction relative to the centre of inertia of that system.
In particular, when M C —=..= 0, then L = const, i.e. the
internal angular momentum of a system does not vary.
When written in projections on the z axis passing through
the centre of inertia of ta system, Eq. (5.24) takes the form
dL,/dt = M C, (5.25)
where M C, is the total moment of external forces of inter-
action relative to the z axis fixed in the C frame and passing
through the centre of inertia. llere again. if M CZEU,
then Z, ==-· const.
iv
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§ 5.4. Dynamics of a Solid
In the general case the motion of a solid is defined by two
vector equations. One of them is the equation of motion of
the centre of inertia (4.11), and the othertheequation relat-
ing momenta and moments in the C frame, Eq. (5.24):
m dVC/dt =-F; EL/dt = MC. (5.26)
If the laws of acting external forces, the points of their
application and the initial conditions are known, these
equations provide the velocity and the position of each
point of a solid at any moment of time, i.e. make it pos-
sible to solve the problem of motion of a solid completely.
However, despite the apparent simple form of Eqs. (5.26),
their solution in the general case is far from easy. First of
all this is because the relationship between the internal
angular momentum Ijand the velocities of individual points
of a solid in the C frame turns out to be complicated, except
for a few special cases. We shall not consider this problem
in the general case (it is solved in the general theory) and
shall limit ourselves hereafter to only several special cases.
But first we shall quote some considerations which follow
directly from the very appearance of Eqs. (5.26). Clearly,
translation of forces along the direction of their action does
not affect either the resultant F or the total moment MC.
Eqs. (5.26) do not vary either, and therefore the motion of
a solid remains the same. Consequently, the points of
application of external forces can be transferred along the
direction of their action, a technique used very extensively.
Equivalent force. In those cases when the total moment of
all external forces turns out to be perpendicula to the resul·
tant force*$.ize. M _[_ F, all external forces ma be reduced
to one force F acting along a certain straight ine. In fact,
if the total moment relative to some point O _|_ F, then
we can always find a vector ro _\_M (Fig. 85 , such that
with the given M and F
M = [r,,Fl.
Here the choice of ro is not unambiguous: adding any vector
r parallel to F, we do not violate the last equality. This
means that this equality defines not a point of "app1ication"
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of the force F, but a line along which it acts. Knowing the
moduli M and F of the corresponding vectors, we can find
the arm l of the force F (Fig. 85): I = M/F.
Thus, if M _]_ F, then the system of forces acting on various
points of a solid may be replaced by one equivalent force
which is equal to the resultant force F and produces a moment
equal to the total moment M
of all external forces. M
A uniform field of force, e.g.
the gravitational field, can
serve as an example. In such a F
field each particle experiences
the force Fi = mig. In this- 0 \\\
case the total moment of grav- ]\
itational forces relative to
any point 0 is equal to ,’
M; [Ye-Tmigl : miri) gl'
In accordance with §Eq. (4.8)
the sum in parentheses is equal
to mrc, where m is the mass of a body and rc is the radius
vector of its centre of inertia relative to the point O. There-
fore,
M = [mrc, gl = [rc, mg].
This implies that the equivalent force mg of the gravitational
forces passes through the centre of inertia of the body. It is
customary to say that the equivalent force of gravity is
"applied” to the centre of inertia of a body, or to its centre
of gravity. Clearly, the moment of this force relative to the
centre of inertia of a body is equal to zero.
Now we shall move on to an' examination of the four
specihc cases of motion of a solid: (1) rotation about a sta-
tionary axis, (2) plane (two-dimensional) motion, (3) rota-
tion about free axes, (4) the special case of motion when a
body has only one motionless point (gyroscopes).
1. Rotation about a stationary axis. First let us find the
expression for the angular momentum of a solid body relative
to the rotation axis OO' (Fig. 86). Making use of Eq. (5.9),
we write
Lz = E Lzz= (E map?) my
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where m, and pi are the mass of the ith particle of a solid
and its distance from the rotation axis, and to Z is its angular
velocity. Denoting the quantity in parentheses by I, we get
lL; = Mal (527)
where I is the so-called moment of inertia of a solid relative
to the OO' axis:
I = E mini- (5-28)
It is easy to see that tlre moment of inertia of a solid depends
on the distribution of masses relative to the axis in question,
and is an additive quantity.
0: z The Vmoment of inertia of a
body is calculated by means of
the following formula:‘
I= lr2dm= Ypr2d`V,
0; where dm ·and dV are the mass
/,,,,,5 and the volume of an element of
— ··"" the body located at the'distance
r from the z axis chosen, and p
is the density of the body at a
0 given point.
6 The 'moments of inertia of
he- 8 . . .
some uniform solids relative
to the zc axis passing through their centres of inertia are
listed in the following table (here m is the mass of the body):
Solid body I zc. axis \\M0mentIot inertia
c
A thin rod oi Is perpendicular to *1 2
length I the rod TE ml
A uniform cylinder Coincides with the axis 1 ,
of radius R of the cylinder Q '”R
A thin disc of Coincides with the 1 2
radius R diameter of the disc Z mil
A sphere of radius H PRSSOS l»h¥`0“8l¤ UW 2 ,
centre of the sphere §' '”R
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In terms of mathematics the calculation of the moment of
inertia of a solid body of an arbitrary shape relative to one
or another axis presents, generally speaking, a painstaking
task. In certain cases, however, the moment of inertia can
be calculated much more easily if one resorts to the Steiner
theorem: the moment of inertia I relative to an arbitrary z
axis is equal to the moment of inertia IC re1ati°ve to the zc
axis which is parallel to the z axis and passes through the
centre of inertia C of the body, plus the product of the mass
m. of the body by the square of the distance a between the
axes:
II = IC + m.a2.| (5.29)
The theorem is proved in Appendix 3.
Thus, when the moment of inertia I C is known, the
moment ofinertia I is calculated with no effort. For example,
the moment of inertia of a thin rod (of mass m and length l)
relative to an axis perpendicular to the rod and passing
through its end is equal to
1=q¥é.m.z¤+m, (-H2:-QTmz¤.
The fundamental equation of rotation dynamics of a solid
body (stationary axis of rotation). This equation can be
easily obtained as a consequence of Eq. (5.15) by differen-
tiating Eq. (5.27) with respect to time. Then
[ Ip, : M,] (5.30)
where M Z is the total moment of all external forces relative
to the rotation axis. Specifically, from this equation the
moment of inertia I is seen to determine the inertial prop-
erties of a solid body during its rotat.ion: the same moment
of forces M Z induces a smaller angular accelerat.ion B,
in bodies possessing greater moments of inertia.
Recall that force moments relative to an axis are algebraic
quantities: their signs depend on both the choice of the
positive direction of the z axis (coinciding with the rotation
axis) and the "rotation" direction of t.he corresponding force
moment. For example, choosing the positive direction of the
z.axis as shown in Fig. 87, we thereby specify the positive
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direction of reading the angle cp (both of these directions
are associated with the right=hand screw rule). Next, if a
certain moment Mi, “rotates" a body in the positive direc-
tion of the angle cp, that moment is regarded as positive,
and vice versa. In its turn, the sign of the total moment M Z
determines the sign of Bai the projection of the angular
acceleration vector on the 2 axis.
By integrating Eq. (5.30) with allowance made for the
initial conditions, the values mi, and qui, at the initial mo-
ment of time, we can obtain a compre-
2 hensive solution of the problem of a sol-
id body rotating about a stationary
axis, i.e. obtain the time dependence of
( ) 50 the angular velocity m, (t) and the rota-
tion angle cp (t).
Fig 87 Note that Eq. (5.30) is valid in any
` reference frame iixed rigidly to the rota-
tion axis. However, if the reference frame
is non—inertial, it should{be borne in mind that the force
moment M, consists not only of moments of forces of inter-
action with other bodies, but also moments of inertial
_forces.
Kinetic energy of a rotating solid body (stationary axis
of rotation). Since the velocity of the ith particle of a ro
tating solid body is vi = pim, we may write
T: E mzUl(2= mepll (02/2
or briefly,
|T=Im2/2,I (5.31)
where I is the moment of inertia of the body relative to the
rotation axis and m is its angular velocity.
Example. Disc 1 (Fig. 88) rotates about a smooth vertical axis
with the angular velocitymi. Disc 2 rotating with the angular veloc-
ity m,_ falls on disc 1. Due to friction between them the discs soon
start rotating as a single unit. Find the increment of the rotational
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whence
wZ=(I1m1Z+I2wiz)/(I1+I8)• (1)
Note that cou, cou and wz are algebraic quantities. If mz > 0, the
corresponding vector to coincides with the positive direction of the z
axis, and vice versa.
The increment of the kinetic energy of Z
rotation for this system is
AT=(I1·-|—I,)cog/2-(I1oJi_$/2—}—I,¢o§z/2).
Replacing co, by its expression (1), we get Z
AT: _ III, (0) _m P (2) lllllllllIIIIII||I||||!t 7
12 IZ ' I
The minus sign shows that the kinetic ener- Fig. 88
gy of the system decreases.
Note that the results (1) and (2) are quite similar in form and
meaning to the case of absolutely inelastic collision (see p. 127).

The work performed by external forces during the rota‘
tion of a solid body about a stationary axis. In accordance
with the law of variation of mechanical energy of a system
the elementary work of all external forces acting on a solid
body is equal only to the increment of kinetic energy of the
body, as its internal potential energy remains constant, i.e.
6A = dT. Making use of Eq. (5.31), we may write BA
= d (Io>2/2). Since the z axis coincides with the rotation
axis, coz = wi and
GA = I oa, dw Z.
But in accordance with Eq. (5.30), [dw, = M, dt. Sub-
stituting this expression into the last equation for 6A
and taking into account that to, dt = dep, we obtain
GA : Mz dcp. (5.32)
The work 6A is an algebraic quantity: if M, and dep have
identical signs, then GA > 0; if the signs are opposite, then
6A < 0.
The work performed by external forces during the rotation
of a solid through an angle cp is equal to
il? /
AES Mz d¢•
0
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When M, = const, the last expression takes a simple form:
A : M ,q>.
Thus, the work performed by external forces during the
rotation of a solid around a stationary axis is determined by
the action of the moment M, of these forces relative to that
axis. If the forces are such- that their moment M, E 0,
then they perform no work.
2. Plane motion of a solid body (see p. 26). During plane
motion'the centre of inertia C of a solid body moves in a
certain plane stationary in a given reference frame K while
the angular velocity vector 01 of the body remains perma-
nently perpendicular to that plane. This' signifies that the
body in the C frame performs a purely rotational _motion
about the stationary (in that frame) axis passing through
t.he centre of inertia of the body. At the same time, the
rotation of a solid is defined by Eq. (5.30), which was shown
to be valid in any reference frame. _
Thus, we have the following two equations describing
plane motion of a solid body:
mw = F; ICB, = M cz. (5-34)
where m is the mass of the body, F is the resultant of all
external forces, I C and M C, are the moment of inertia and
the total moment of all external forces, both moments being
determined relative to the axis passing through the centre
of inertia of the body.
It should be borne in mind that the moment M C, includes
only external forces of interaction in spite of the fact that
in the general case the C frame is non-inertial. This is because
the total moment of inertial forces is equal to zero both
relative to the centre of inertia and relative to any axis
passing through that point. Therefore it can be disregarded
altogether (see p. 163).
Note also that the angular acceleration B1, as well as co,
and cp, are equal in both reference frames since the C frame
translates relative to the inertial reference frame K.
Integrating Eqs. (5.34) with allowance made for the ini-
tial conditions, we can find the relationships rc (t) and
cp (t) defining the position of a solid body at any moment t.
When finding the motion of a n0n—frce solid body one has
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to use still another, additional condition specifying the
restrictions that existing bonds impose on the motion. This
condition provides a kinematic relationship between the
linear and angular accelerations.
Example. A uniform cylinder of mass m and rad-ius r rolls without
slipping down an inclined plane forming the angle or. with the hori-
zontal (Fig. 89). Find the motion
equation of the cylinder. g
The standard approach to the
solution of plroblems of this type 9,
consists in7' t e following. First of
all, one should`identify the forces I},.
acting on a given body and the g
points of their afpplication (in this ‘ wc
case the acting orces include mg, -;
gravity, R, the normal component 4» g
of the force, of reaction of the in- ’a. g
clined plant and F,,., the static fric my _ ""
tion force). .Then it is necessary to
choose the positive dgections of _
the :1: axis and of the ro tion angle Fig- 89
qa (these directions should be consis-
tent so that the accelerations wc,. and BZ have the identical signs),
e.g. as shown in Fig. 89, right. And only after that can the equations
of motion (5.34) be written in terms of projections on the chosen posi-
tive directions of .1: and cp:
ICBz“—=rFfr•
In addition, the absence of slipping provides the kinematic relation-
ship between the accelerations:
wCx="Bz·
The simultaneous solution of all three equations allows the accelera-
t1ons wc and b,'as well'as'the F,,. force,‘ to he found.
Kinetic energy in the plane motion of a solid body. Sup-
pose a body performs a plane motion in a certain inertial
reference frame K. To find its kinetic energy T in this frame,
we shall resort to Eq. (4.12). The quantity 77 entering into
this equation represents in this case the kinetic energy of
rotation of the body in the C frame about an axis passing
through the body’s centre of inertia. In with
Eq. (5.31) T = ICw“/2, therefore we may immediately
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write
2
Ig~=.{s§··2L+.L".§<;_U (5.35)
where I C is the moment of inertia of the body relative to
the rotation axis passing through its centre of inertia, to
is the angular velocity of the body, m is its mass, and VC
is the velocity of the body’s centre of inertia in the K refer-
ence frame.
Thus, the kinetic energy of a solid body in a plane motion
comprises the rotation energy in the C frame and the energy
w associated with the motion of
M the centre of inertia. '
wat 3. Free axes. Principal axes
of inertia. When a solid body
dL is set in rotation and then
F left free, the direction of the
L rotation axis changes in space,
generally speaking. To make
6 the body’s arbitrary rotation
JL axis keep its direction con-
g stant, some forces need to be
r- U applied to that axis.
(pm Let us consider this problem
F in detail using the following
example. Suppose the middle
Fig, 90 point C of a uniform rod is
rigidly fixed to a rotation axis
so that the angle between
the axis and the rod is equal to 6 (Fig. 90). Let us {ind. the
moment M of the external forces which should be applied
to the rotation axis to keep its direction constant during
the rod ’s rotation with the angular velocity co. In accordance
with Eq. (5.12) this moment M = dL/dt. Thus, to determine
M, one should first find the angular m0ment.um L of the
rod and then its time derivative.
The angular momentum L can be determined most easily
relative to the point. C. Let us isolate mentally the rod’s
element of mass 6m located at the distance r from the point
C. Its angular momentum relative to that point 8L=lr, Gmv],
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where v is the velocity of the element. It can be easily seen
from Fig. 90 that thc vector 6L is perpendicular to the rod
and its direction is independent of the choice of the element
Gm. Consequently, the total angular momentum L of the
rod coincides with the vector 6L in direction.
Note that in this case the vector L does not coincide in
its direction with the vector ml
During the rotation of the rod the vector L also rotates
with the angular velocity co. In the time interval dt the
vector L acquires the increment dL, whose magnitude is
seen from Fig. 90 to be equal to
|dL | =Lsin(:t/2-0)mdt,
or, in a vector form, dL == [mL] dt. Dividing both sides of
the last expression by dt, we obtain
J M = [mL].
Thus, to maintain the rotation axis in a fixed direction, it
should be subjected to the moment M of some external forces
F (shown in Fig. 90). However, it is easy to see_that when
6 = rt/2, the vector L coincides in its direction with the
vector oi, and in this case M E 0, i.e. the direction of the
rotation axis remains invariable in the absence of external
influence. _
A rotation axis whose direction in space remains invariable
in the absence of any external forces is referred to as a free
axis of a body.
It is proved in the general theory that for any solid body
there are three mutually perpendicular axes which pass
through the centre of inertia of a body and can serve as free
axes. They are called the principal axes of inertia of a body.
The determination of the principal axes of inertia of a
body of an arbitrary form is a complex mathematical prob-
lem. It is much simpler, however, for bod
some kind of symmetry,since the position of the centre of
inertia and the direction of the principal axes of inertia
possess in this case the same kind of symmetry.
For example, a uniform rectangular parallelepiped has
principal axes passing through the centres of opposite faces.
When a body possesses a symmetry axis (e.g. a uniform
cylinder), one of its principal axes of inertia may be repre-
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sented by that symmetry axis while any two mutually
perpendicular axes lying in the plane perpendicular to the
symmetry axis and passing through the body’s centre of
inertia can be chosen as the other axes. Thus, in a body pos-
sessing axial symmetry only one of the principal axes of
inertia is fixed. In a body possessing central symmetry (e.g.
in a uniform sphere) any three mutually perpendicular axes
passing through the body’s centre can be chosen as the prin-
cipal axes of inertia, that. is, not a single principal axis of
inertia is fixed with respect to the body.
The important characteristic property of the principal
axes of inertia of a body is the fact that during the rotation
of the body about any of them the angular momentum L of
the body coincides in its direction with the angular velocity
ro of the body and is determined by the formula
L = I co, (5.36)
where I is the moment of inertia of the body relative to the
given principal axis of inertia. Here L does not depend on
the choice of the point relative to which it is determined
(assuming the rotation axis to be stationary).
The validity of Eq. (5.36) may be easily demonstrated for
the case of a uniform body possessing axial symmetry.
Indeed, in accordance with Eq. (5.27) the angular momen-
tum of a solid body relative to the rotation axis L, = Ice,
(recall that L Z is the projection of the vector L determined
relative to any point on that axis). But when a body is
symmetric relative to the rotation axis, it immediately
follows from the condition of symmetry that the vector L
coincides in its direction with the vector cu, and therefore,
L = I om.
Once again, it should be pointed out that in the general
case (when the rotation axis does not coincide with any of
the principal axes of inertia though it passes through the
centre of i·nertia of a body) the direction of the vector L
does not coincide with that of the vector en, and the relation-
ship between these vectors is very complex. This fact ac-
counts for the complicated behaviour of rotating solids.
4. Gyroscopes. A gyroscope is a massive symmetric body
rotating about its symmetry axis witha high angular veloc-
ity. Let us examine the behaviour of a gyroscope using a
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top as an example. It is known from experience that if the
axis of a spinning top is tilted from the vertical, the top does
not fall, but performs so-called precession, with its axis
circumscribing a cone about the vertical with a certain
angular velocity o1' It turns out that with an increase in
the angular velocity om of spinning of the top, the angular
velocity m' of precession decreases.
Such behaviour of a gyroscope can be readily explained
using the equation of momenta (5.12), assuming no > oi'.
This condition, by the way, elu-
cidates what is meant by the rap- ,
id spinning of a gyroscope. In 0
fact, the angular momentum L
of a precessing gyroscope rela-
tive to the supporting point O ww
(Fig. 91) may be represented as °~Z‘-;\_
the sum of the angular momen- \\;~\
tum Lmaaisociated with the gy- dL
roscopej spinning about its axis L
and some additionabangular mo-
mentum L, caused by the gy- 4
roscope precession about the ver- ·,
tical axis, i.e. p
L=L,,,-i-L'.
. . . my
Since the gyroscope'ax1s com- . V
cides with one of the principal 0 /
axes of inertia, then in accor- ' '
dance with Eq. (5.36) Ln, = Im, Fig. 91
where I is the moment of iner-
tia of a gyroscope with respect
to that axis. Moreover, it is clear that as the precession gets
slower, the corresponding angular momentum Lkdiminishes.
If m > oi', then in all practical cases Lo, > L', andtherefore
the resultant angular momentum L essentially oincides
with Lu, both in magnitude and direction. We dan thus
assume that
L = [(0.
Knowing the behaviour of the vector L, we can find the mo-
tion characteristics of a gyroscope axis.
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But the behaviour of the vector L is described by the
equation of moments (5.12). In accordance with that equa-
tion the angular momentum L relative to the point O
(Fig. 91) acquires during the time interval dt the increment
dL = M dt, (5.37)
coinciding in direction with the vector M, the moment of
external forces relative to the same point 0 (in this case
that is the moment of the gravitational force mg). From
Fig. 91 it is seen that dL J_ L. As a result, the vector L
(and, consequently, the gyroscope axis) spins together with
the vector M about the vertical, circumscribing a circular
cone with the half-aperture angle 6. The gyroscope precesses
about the vertical axis with some angular velocity m'
Let us find how the vectors M, L and m' are interrelated.
From the figure the modulus increment of the vector L during
the time interval dt is seen to be equal to | dL | =
= L sin 9 m’dt, or in vector form dL = [co’L] dt. Substi-
tuting this expression into Eq. (5.37), we obtain
l01'Ll = M. (5.38)
It is seen from this equation that the moment of force M
deiines the angular precession velocity co' (but not accelera-
tion!). Therefore, an instantaneous elimination of the mo-
ment M entails an instantaneous disappearance of precession.
In this respect, one may say that precession possesses no
inertia.
Note that the force moment M acting on a gyroscope may
be very different in nature. Continuous precession, i.e. the
constant angular velocity co', is maintained provided the
vector M remains constant in magnitude and spins together
with the gyroscope axis.
Example. Find the angular velocity of precession of a tilted gyru-
scope of mass m spinning with a hi h angular velocity um about its
symmetry axis with respect to whicgi the moment of inertia of the
gyroscope is equal to I. The gyroscope’s centre of inertia is located at
a distance l from the supporting point.
In accordance with Eq. (5.38) co’Im sin 9 = mgl sin 9, where 6
ig the angle between the vertical and the gyroscope axis (Fig. 91).
ence,
(o' = mg!/Im.
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It is interestin to note that the quantity co' is independent of the
inclination angle 9 of the gyroscope axis: In addition, the result
obtained shows that oi' is inversely pro ortional to co, i.e. the higher
the angular velocity of a gyroscope, t£e lower the angular velocity
of its procession. ..
Gyroscopic couple. Now let us examine a phenomenon
appearing with the forced rotation of a gyroscope axis.
Suppose, for example, a gyroscope axis is mounted in a U-
shaped support, which we rotate about the OO' axis as
M
w' // {
. // 2
M
2 M1 dL
F l N lf ""' dl"
E I LQE mv L
§c?;_T§©_=__Igc L at ?lIII_' Qllll
"l • F
an .I
0
Fig. 92 Fig. 93
shown in Fig. 92. If the angular momentum L of the gyro-
scope is directed to the right, then during the time interval
dt in the process of that rotation the vector L gets an incre-
ment dL, a vector directed beyond the plane of the figure.
In accordance with Eq. (5.37) this implies that the gyroscope.
experiences the force moment M coinciding with the dL
vector in direction. The momentM is due to the appearance
of the couple F that the support exerts on the gyroscope axis.
In accordance with Newton’s third law, on the other hand,
the support itself experiences the forces F' developed by the
gyroscope axis (Fig. 92). These forces are referred to as
gyroscopic; they form the gyroscopic couple M' = -M. Note
that in this case the gyroscope is not capable of resisting
the variation of its rotation axis direction.
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The appearance of gyroscopic forces is referred to as
gyrostatic action, or gyroeffect. A gyroeflect associated with
the appearance of gyroscopic stresses in bearings is observed,
for example, in turbine rotors of ships at the time of turning,
rolling or pitching, in propeller-driven planes during turn-
ing, etc.
Let us examine gyrostatic action in a gyroscope whose
axis together with a bearing frame (Fig. 93) can rotate freely
about the horizontal axis OO' of a U—shaped mount. When
the mount is set into a forced rotation about the_ vertical
axis as shown in the figure by the o1' vector, the angular
momentum L of the gyroscope receives during the time
interval dt an increment dL1, a vector directed beyond the
{fans of the figure. That increment is induced by the moment
1 of a couple exerted on the gyroscope axis by the frame.
The corresponding gyroscopic forces exerted by the gyroscope
axis on the. frame make the frame turn about the horizontal
axis OO'. In the process the vector L acquires an additional
increment dL, which is in its turn caused by the momentM2
,of the couple which the frame exerts on the gyroscope axis.
Consequently, the gyroscope axis turns so that the vector L
tends to coincide in its direction, with the vector om'.
Thus, during the time interval dt the angular momentum L
of the gyroscope acquires an increment dL = dL, -I— dL, =
= (M] -|- M 2) dt. As this takes place, the frame experiences
the gyroscopic couple
M' = —-(Mi+ Mz)-
The component of that couple M ;= —M1 makes the frame
turn about the horizontal axis OO', while the other compo-
nent MQ = -—M2 opposes the turning of the whole system
about the vertical axis (in contrast to the previous case).
The gyroefiect underlies various applications of gyro-
scopes: the gyrocompass, gyroscopic stabilizers, the gyro-
sextant, etc.
Problems to Chapter 5
Q 5.1. Find the maximum and minimum distances of the planet
A from the Sun S if at a certain moment of time it was at the distance
1-,, and travelled with the velocity vo, with the angle between the
radius vector to and the vector vo being equal to qa (Fig. 94).
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Solution. Let us make use of the laws of conservation of angular
momentum and energy. The centre of the Sun is the point relative
to which the angular momentum of the planet remains constant.
Therefore,
rcmvc sin Q 1 rmv,
where m is the mass of the fplanet. The angular momentum of‘the
planet at a given moment o time enters into the left-hand side of
x
A w
*6
fb P
5 I
.. '# "
1_;;;11_-I--.32;;;-Di Z
Fig. 94 Fig. 95
that equaliiy, while the right-hand side contains its angular momen-
tum at the maximum (minimum) distance r when r _{_ v.
From the energy conservation law it follows that
mv}/2>-—?mM/r0=mv’/2-YmM/r,
where M is the mass of the Sun and y is the gravitational constant.
Eliminating v from these two equations, we get
r=T;9-E (1 j ]/1—ct(2—<z) since),
where ot = r,v§/·yM. The plus sign in front of the radical sign corres-
ponds to rma, and the minus sign to rmln.
O 5.2. Particle 1 located far from particle 2 and possessing the
kinetic energy To and mass ml strikes lparticle 2 of mass ml through
the aiming parameter l, the arm of t e momentum vector relative
to particle 2 (Fig. 95). Each particle carries a charge +q. Find the
smallest distance between the particles when
ml mz;
(2) ml is comparable to ml.
Solution. 1. The condition ml << ml means that in the process
of interaction particle 2 is practically motionless. The vector of the
force acting on particle 1 (passes continuously through the point at
which particle 2 is locate . Consequently, the angular momentum
of particle I relative to motionless particle 2 is conserved. Hence,
lPo="mtnP»
where the left·hand side represents the angular momentum of par-
ticle 1 located far from particle 2 and the right-hand side is the angu-
lar momentum of particle 1 at the moment of the closest approach,
12*
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when r _[_ p (Fig. 95.) Next, from the energy conservation law it fol-
lows that
T¤=T+kq‘/rmzn.
where T is the kinetic energy of particle 1 at the moment of the closest
approach. Having solved t ese two equations (and taking into account
t e` relationship between po and T o). we obtain
k I .;........._.;..
rmzn= -2% (1 + Vi + (2iTo//¢q’)’)· (i)
2. In this case one cannot assume that particle 2 is at rest in the
process of interaction. It is advisable to seek the solution here in the
C frame, in which the "collision" occurs the way it is shown in Fig. 96.
This system of two particles is assumed closed, and therefore its inter-
nal angular momentum is con-
served: ~ ~
~ lm =rm:npi. (2)
I1
where account is__ taken of the
1 fact that rl, _L pl at themo-
@0 ,. ment of the closest approach
"‘ '2 fu, (see Fig. 95). Moreover, in ac-
------~- ---- cordance with the energy con-
2 servation law
F2 ’fo=’T'l'kq2/"min» (3)
where To and T are the total
_ kinetic energies of the particles
F12- 96 in the C frame, respectively, at
the moment when they are far
from each other and at the moment of their closest approach. From_
Eqs. (2) and (3) we get expression (1),.only with T0 substituted for
T0. What is more, in this case (particle 2 is originally at rest)
T = _’L‘.!..... T ,
0 m·1'l`m2 °
in accordance with Eq. (4.16). Note that if mi <{ m,, then To z To
and the expression for rmin is completely identical to Eq. (1).
0 5.3. A small sphere is suspended at the point 0 by means of
a light non-stretcbab e thread of length l. Then the sphere is swung
through an angle 6 from the vertical and imparted an initial velocity
vo perpendicular to the vertical plane in which the thread is located.
At what velocity vo is the maximum swinging angle equal to n/Z?
Solution. The swinging sphere experiences two forces: the gravi-
tational force and the tension of the thread. It is not difficult to see
that the moment of these forces Mz E 0 relative to the vertical axis z
passing through the point O. Consequently, the angular momentum
Lz of the sphere relative to the given axis is constant, or
lsin 0·mv,, =_ l·mv, (1)
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where m is the mass of the sphere, and v is its velocity in the position
when the thread forms the angle n/2 with the vertical.
_ The sphere moves in the Earth's gravitational field under the
influence of an external force, the tension of the thread. That force
is always perpendicular to the velocitg vector of the sphere and there-
fore does not perform any work. It ollows that in accordance with
Eq. (3.32) the mechanica energy of the sphere in the Earth's gravi-
tational iield remains constant:
mv3/2: .:v*/2+mgl cos 9, (2) I x xx
where the right-hand side of the A ’'iiii . \`
equality corresponds to the hori· _
zontal position of the thread. l
The simultaneous solution of ·’. .0
Eqs. (1) and (2) yields m @ l¤\ m
vo = V 2gl/cos 6. _p__ ;,\\’b
(5.4. Two identical small cou- [_>·‘ »
plings are ositioned on a rigid '~` H, .... J"?
wire ring dp radius 1-,, which can II
freely rotate about the vertical axis 7 3 V
AB (Fig. 97). They are,joined to- /J
gether y a thread and set in the . ,/p, B ~
position m-m. Then the whole as-
sembly is set into rotation with the Fig. 97
angular velocity cou, whereupon the
thread is burnt at the point A.
Assuming the mass of the assembly to be concentrated mainly in the
couplings, find its angular velocity at the moment when the couplings
have slid down (without friction) to the extreme lower position m'-m'.
Solution. Suppose that in the lower position the couplings are
located at the distance r from the rotation axis and the angular velo-
city of the assembly is co. Then, from the laws of conservation of
energy and angular momentum relative to the rotation axis, it fol-
lows that
:-*0* — :-3013 = 2gh; r’co = r3co, ,
where h is the difference in the height of the couplings in the upper
and lower positions. Besides, from Fig. 97 it is seen that
r‘3=r’—|-ha.
These three equations, when solved simultaneously, yield
<¤ = (1 + 1/i+(4s/r¤°>3>’)<%/2-
O 5.5. A smooth rod rotatesfreely in a horizontal plane with the
angular velocity coo about a stationary vertical axis 0 (Fig. 98) rela-
tive to which the rod’s moment of inertia is equal to I. A small coupling
of mass m is located on the rod close to the rotation axis and is tied
to it by a thread. When the thread is burned, the coupling starts
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sliding along the rod. Find the velocity v' of the coupling relative
to the rod as a function of its distance r from the rotation axns.
Solution. In the process of motion of the given system the kinetic
energy and the angular momentum relative to the rotation axis do
not vary. Hence, it follows that
Ico§=Ic0“—{—mv*; Iwo.-=(I—|—mr’)oJ,
where v2 = v’2 -|— o>”r2 (Fig. 98). From these equations we obtain
v' =w0r/}/1+ mr*/I-
0 5.6. A bullet A [lying horizontally hits and remains in a vertical
uniform rod of mass m and length lo hinged by its upper end at the
, 0
-- .... U L
wr { C
1
0 (0 Ivr A _._
l' m P
Fig. 98 Fig. 99
point 0 (Fig. 99). The bullet has the momentum p and hits the rod
at a point lying at the distance l from the point 0. Disregarding the
mass of the bullet, tind
(1) the momentum increment of the bullet-rod system during the
time of motion of the bullet in the rod;
(2) the angular velocity acquired by the rod with regard gr the
internal angular momentum of the bullet, which is equal to L and
coincides in direction with the vector p (the bullet spins about its
motion direction).
Solution. 1. The bullet—rod system is non-closed: apart from the
counterbalancing forces a horizontal comlponent of the reaction force
appears in the process of motion of the ullet at the point 0 of the
rod. That component brings about the momentum increment of the
system:
Ap = mvo — P.
where vc is the velocity of the centre of inertia of the rod after the
bullet has hit.
e/Since) all external forces in this process pass through the point O,
the anguilar momentum of the system remains constant relative to
ang axis passing) through that point as long as the bullet moves in the
ro . Choosing t "e axis that is at right angles to the figure plane, we
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write
lp = I to,
where I is the moment of inertia of the rod relative to the axis thus
chosen, and co is the angular velocity of the rod immediately after
the bullet has stopped in it.
With allowance made for vc = mr, where r is the distance from
thehpoint 0 to the centre of inertia of the rod, these two equations
y1e
Ap = (3l/2lo -- 1) p.
It is seen that the sign of the increment Ap depends on the ratio l/lo.
Specifically, when ll, = 2/3, Ap = 0, i.e. the momentum of the
_ Z L
UP]
.xL
Fig. 100 Fig. 101
system does not vary as long as the bullet keeps moving in the rod.
This signifies that in this case the horizontal component o the reaction
force at the point O is absent. _
2. In this case the angular momentum of the system with respect
to the (point 0 also remains constant as long as the bullet moves in
the ro , and consequently in accordance with Eq. (5.23)
Here the angular momentum of the bullet relative to _the point O
is written on the left-hand side and on the right·hand side we wrote
the angular momentum of the rod (together with_the bullet stuck
in it) immediately after the bullet stopped (see Fig. 100 where all
three vectors are located in the horizontal plane). _
Let us calculate the vector L when the rod (with the bullet) acquires
the angular velocity co. We shall consider a small element of the rod
of mass dm located at the distance r from the point O. Its angular
momentum relative to the point 0 is equal to
dL= [1*, dmv] =dm·r’¢0= (mo)/Z0) r* dr,
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where v is the velocity of the given element. Integrating this expres-
sion over all elements, we 0 tain
Thus, ~
L -|- [lp] = mljco/3 .
Using this formula, we obtain in accordance with Fig. 100
co =3 l/LL}-l*p*/mtg.
From the same figure one can find also the direction of the vector co
(the angle oz).
Q 5.7 . A uniform solid cylinder of mass mo and radius R can rotate
without friction about a stationary] horizontal axis 0 (Fig. 101).
A thin non-stretchable cord of lengt I and mass m is woun in one
layer over the cylinder. Find the angular acceleration of the cylinder
as, a function of the length z of the overhanging piece of cord. S ipping
is assumed absent and the centre of gravity of the wound portion of
cord is supposed to be located at t e cy1inder’s axis.
Solution. Let us make use of the equation of moments (5.15) rela-
tive to the 0 axis. For this purpose we find the angular momentum
of the system L, relative to the `given axis and the corresponding force
moment Mz. The angular momentum is
Lz: [coz-{-Rmv=(m0/2-|-rn) R*o>z,
where allowance is made for the moment of inertia of the cylinder
I = m,,R’/2 and v = co,R (no cord slipping). The moment of the
external gravitational forces relative to the _O axis is
Mz = Rmgx/l.
Diherentiating Lz with respect to time and substituting dL,/dt
and M, into the equation of moments, we obtain
B, = Zmgx/lR (mu -l- 2m).
O 5.8. A uniform disc of radius To lies on a smooth horizontal plane}
A similar disc spinning with the` angular velocity co., is carefully
lowered onto the first disc. How soon do both discs spin with the
sam;?angular velocity if the friction coefficient between them is equal
to
Solutton. First, let us find thefsteadgr-state rotation angular veloc-
ity (0. From the law of conservation 0 angular momentum it follows
that I co, = 2Im, where I is the moment of inertia of each disc relative
to the common rotation axis. Hence,
(0 = co,/2.
Now let us examine the behaviour of one of the discs, for example,
the lower one. Its angular velocity varies due to the moment M
of the friction forces. To calculate M, we single out on the upper
surface plane of the disc an elementary] ring with radii r and r -|- dr.
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The moment of the friction forces acting on the given ring is equal to
dM = rk (mg/nr;) 2rtr dr: (2kmg/r§) r* dr,
where m is the mass of each disc. Integrating this expression with
respect to r between 0 and ro, we get
M = (2/3) kmgro.
In accordance with Eq. (5.30), the angular velocity of the lower disc
increases by dce over the time interval
dt = (I/M) dw = (3:-,,/4 kg) dw.
Integrating this equation with respect to ce between 0 and ae,/2,
we find the sought time
t = 3T°(|)0/8kg•
O 5.9. A uniform cylinderis placed onahorizontalboard (Fig. 102).
The coefficient of friction between them is equal to k. The board is
AJ
C ‘” I " %
F);. \
r
# 0
Fig. 102 Fig. 103
imparted a constant acceleration w in a horizontal direction at right
angles to the cylinder’s axis. Find
(1) the acceleration of the cylinder axis in the absence of slipping;
(2) the limiting value wum for which there is no slipping.
Solution. 1. Ch_oosing the positive directions for a: and cp as shown
in Fig. 102, we write the equation of motion of the cylinder axis and
the equation of moments in the C frame relative to that axis:
mwc.-=F_{,.; IB=TFj,.,
where m and I are the mass and the moment of inertia of the cylinder
relative to its axis. In addition, the condition for the absence of
slipping of the cylinder yields the kinematic relation of the accelera-
tions:
w — wc = Br.
From these three equations we obtain wc = w/3.
2. Let us find from the previous equations the maglnitude of the
friction force F , ensuring that the cylinder rolls wit out slipping:
Fi,. = mw/3. The maximum possible value of that force is equal
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to kmg. Hence,
wum=3ks·
Q 5.10. A uniform sphere of radius r starts rolling down without
slipping from the top of another sphere of radius R (Fig. 103). Find
the angular velocity of the sphere after it leaves the surface of the
other sphere.
Solution. First of all note that the angular velocity of the sphere
after it leaves does not change. Therefore the problem reduces to the
determination of its magnitude at the moment of breakinioff.
Let us write the eqiuation of motion for the centre of the sp ere at
the moment of brea ing-off:
mv’/(R -l— r) = mg cos 6,
where v is the velocity of the centre of the sphere at that moment,
and 9 is the corresponding angle (Fig. 103). The velocity v can be
found from the energy conservation law:
gl "' mgh = mv’/2 —l- Ico’/2,
I I Al' my where I is the moment of inertia of the
1 6* sphere relative to the axis passing through
I t e sphere’s centre. In addition,
RL 0 v=mr; h=(R—{—r)(1—cos6).
6 From these four equations we obtain
_____ ___ C o>= 1/10g(R-|—r)/17r*.
(~`__ __u4,» rt, Q 5.11. A thin uniform rod of mass
· -->- m and length lrotates with the constant
I angular velocity co about the vertical axis
_ passing through the rod’s suspension
m point O (Fig. 104).5In so doing, the rod
I 9 describes a conical surface with a half-
aperture angle 8. Find the angle 0 as
F. 104 well as the magnitude and direction of
lg' the reaction force R at the point O.
Solution. Let us consider the frame
rotating about the vertical axis togeth-
er with the rod. In this reference frame the rod exlperiences
not only the gravity mg and the reaction force R but also t e centri-
fugal force of inertia Fd. As the rod rests in the given reference frame,
that is, stays in the equilibrium position, the resultant moment
of all forces relative to any point and the resultant of all forces are
equal to zero. _
It is only gravity and the centrifugal forces of inertia that produce
a moment relative to the point O. From the equality of the moments
of these forces it follows that
(mgl/2) sin 9= Mc;. (1)
Let us calculate Md. The elementary moment of the force of inertia
that acts on the rod element dz located at the distance a: from the
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point Oiis equal to
dMcf = (mm2/l) sin 9 cos 9.2:2 dsc.
Integrating this expression over the whole length of the rod, we get
Mc, = (mmm/3) sin 9 cos 9. (2)
It follows from Eqs. (1) and (2) that
cos 9 = 3g/2co2l. ‘(3)
Now let us determine the magnitude and direction of the vector _R.
In the reference frame where the rod rotates with the angular velocity
co its centre of inertia, the point C, moves along a horizontal circle.
Consequently, from the law of motion of a centre of inertia, that IS,
Eq. (4.11), it immediately follows that
the vertical component of the vector R L
is Rn = mg, while the horizontal compo-
nent R _L is determined from the equation _
mwn = Rl, where wn is the normal ac-
celeration ,,of the centre of inertia C.
Hence
Ri = (mwzl/2) sin 0. (4) _/· V
P
The magnitude of the vector R is 0/ /72}
equal to F V
R= I/(me)“+Rj = ’ 0
=(m¤>2l/2) I/1+76*/(4€0‘Z°)» Fig. 105
and its direction, specified by the angle
9' between the vector R and the ver-
tical, is determined from the formula cos 9’ : mg/R, Ii; io
interesting to note that `9’ =,¢ 0, i.e. the vcctop R dogg not coiiicido
with the rod in direction. One can easily make sure of this by expres-
sing cos 9’ via cos 9:
cos 9’ :4 cos 9/ }·/9 —|— 7 cosg 9.
It is seen from this that cos 9’ > cos 9, i.e. 9' < 9, as it is in fact
shown in Fig. 104.
Note that the equivalent of the forces of inertia Fc, passes not
through the point C but below it. Indeed, Fc, = R l and is determined
by Eq. (4), whereas the resultant moment Mc, is determined by Eq. (2).
It follows_from these formulae that the arm of the vector Fc, relative
to the point O is equal to (2l/3) cos9 (Fig. 104).
_ O 5.12. A_spmmng top of mass nz whose axis forms an angle 9
with the vertical pregesses about the vertical axis passing through
the point of support ._1he angular momentum of the top is equal
to_L,_ and_its centre of inertia is located at the distance l from the
point 0.. liind the magnitude and direction of the vector F whichds
the horizontal component of the reaction force at the point 0.
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Solution. In accordance with Eq. (5.38) the angular velocity of
precession is
co' = mgl/L.
Since the centre of inertia of the top moves along the circle, the vec-
tor F is oriented as illustrated in Fig. 105 (this vector precesses to-
gether with the axis of the top).
From the motion equation for the centre of inertia we obtain
mm"! sin 0=F.
And finally,
F = (m°g*l°/Li') sin 0.
It should be pointed out that if the point of support of the top were
located on an ideally smooth plane the top would precess with the
same angular velocity but about the vertical axis passing through
the centre of the top, the point C in Fig. 105.
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CHAPTER 6
KINEMATICS IN THE SPECIAL THEORY
OF RELATIVITY
§ 6.1. Introduction
The special theory of relativity proposed by Einstein
in 1905 called for a review of all concepts of classical physics
and primgrily the concepts of time and space. Therefore,
this theory, in accordance with its basic contents, can be
referred to as a physical study of time and space. The study
is called physical because the properties of space and time
are analysed in this theory in close connection with the
laws governing physical phenomena. The term "special"
implies that this theory considers phenomena only in iner-
tial reference frames.
We shall begin this section with a brief review of pre-
relativistic physics, dwelling in particular on the problems
that led to the appearance of the theory of relativity.
Basic notions of prerelativistic physics. First, we shall
recall those notions of space and time that are associated
with Newton’s laws, i.e. that underlie classical mechanics.
1. Space, which has three dimensions, obeys Euclidean
geometry.
2. Together with three-dimensional space and indepen-
dent of it, there exists time. Time is independent in the
same sense that. the three dimensions are independent of
each other. But for all that, time relates to space through
the laws of motion. Specifically, time is measured by a clock,
which is basically an instrument utilizing one or another
periodic process providing a time scale. Therefore, it is
jmpossible to determine time irrespective of some periodic
process, i.e. irrespective of motion.
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3. Dimensions of solid bodies (scales) and time intervals
between given events are identical in different reference
frames. This corresponds to the Newtonian concept of abso-
lute space and time, according to which their properties are
assumed to be independent of the reference frame, that is,
space and time are the same for all reference frames.
4. The Galileo-Newton law of inertia is assumed to be
valid, according to which a body experiencing no influence
I from other bodies moves rec-
K {K y tilinearly and uniformly.
I This law maintains the ex-
y "`QT ””'" ""`“¥A istence of inertial reference
{ { frames in which;Newton’s laws
{ { hold true (as well as the Ga-
1 I { I lilean principle of relativity).
0 '0 I ..... 5. From the above notions
I the Galilean transformation
Fi I06 follows, expressing the space-
g' time relation of any event in
different inertial reference
frames. If the reference frame K' moves relative to the K
frame with the velocity V (Fig. 106) and the zero time
reading corresponds to the moment when the origins O' and
O of the two frames coincide, then*
:c' = x — Vt; y' = y; t' = t. (6.1)
From this it follows that the coordinates of any event are
relative, i.e. have different`values in different reference
frames; the moment of time at which an event occurs is
however the same in different frames. This testifies to the
fact that time flows identically in different reference frames.
That seemed to be so obvious that it was not even stated as
a special postulate.
From Eq. (6.1) the classical law of velocity transforma-
tion (composition) follows immediately:
v' = v -— V, (6.2)
where v' and v are the velocities of a point (particle) in
the K' and K frames respectively.
* Hereafter we shall limit ourselves to only two spatial coordi-
nates x and y. The z coordinate behaves as y in all respects.
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6. The Galilean principle of relativity holds: all inertial
reference frames are equivalent in terms of mechanics,
all laws of mechanics are identical in these reference
frames, or, in other words, are invariant relative to the Gali-
lean transformation.
7. The principle of long-range action is valid: interactions
between bodies propagate instantaneously, i.e. with an
infinitely high velocity.
These notions of classical mechanics were in complete
accord with the totality of experimental data available at
that time (it should be noted, though, that those data relat-
ed to the study of bodies moving with velocities much lower
than the velocity of. light). The validity of these notions
was conf1rmed_by the very successful development of mechan-
ics itself. Therefore, the notions of classical mechanics
about the properties of space and time were thought to be
so, fundamental as not to raise any doubtsxabout their truth.
The first to be put to the test was the Galilean principle
of relativity, which is known to be applicable only in me-
chanics, the only division of physics advanced sufficiently
by that time. As other branches of physics, _in particular,
optics and electrodynamics, were developing, the natural
question arose: does the principle of relativity cover _other
phenomena as well? If not, then using these (non-mechani-
cal) phenomena one can in principle distinguish inertial
reference frames and try to find a primary, or absolute,
reference frame.
One of such phenomena that was expected to occur differ-
ently in different reference frames is the propagation of
light. In accordance with the predominant wave theory of
that time waves of light must propagate with a certain veloc-
ity relative to a certain hypothetical medium ("luminifer-
ous ether") whose nature, however, was debated among
scientists. Still, whatever the nature of that medium, it
surely cannot rest in all inertial reference frames at once.
Consequently, one can distinguish one inertial frame, the
absolute frame, which is stationary with respect to the
“luminiferous ether". It was supposed that in that (and
only in that) reference frame light propagates with the equal
velocity c in all directions. If a certain inertial reference
frame moves with the velocity V relative to the ether, the
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velocity of light c' in that reference frame must obey the
conventional law of velocity composition (6.2), i.e. c' =
= c — V. This assumption was tested experimentally by
Michelson (together with Morley).
Michelson’s experiment. The purpose of this experiment
was to detect the "true" motion of the Earth relative to
the ether. Michelson in his experiment took advantage of
the motion of the Earth along its orbit with the velocity
30 km/s. The idea of the experiment was the following.
The light from the source S (Fig. 107) was emitted in
two mutually perpendicular directions, reflected from the
_ mi1·rors A and B [located at
B the same distance l from the
source S and finally returned
to the point S. In this experi-
ment a comparison was made
V _!_ between the time taken by
I light to cover the path SAS
cl C and the time taken to cover
the path SBS.
6, ..£°.K... Let us suppose that at the
··•-77-—· A moment of the experiment the
set-up moves together with
Fig. 107 the Earth so that its velocity
V relative to the ether is direct-
ed along SA. If the velocity
of light obeys the conventional law of velocity composition
(6.2), light moves along the path SA with the velocity
c -— V relative to the set-up (the Earth) and in the reverse
direction with the velocity c + V. Then the time spent by
light to traverse the path SAS is equal to
l I 2l 1
tu:}-v +'E`+"'v""‘T 1—(V-/cl)’ •
Along the path SBS the velocity of light relative to the
set-up is equal to c' = l/cz — V2 (Fig. 107) and the time
taken to cover that path is equal to
g 3 L l/°°—V’ ° I/T—(V/¢)‘ o
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Comparing the expressions for lu and t _L, we see that light
must take different time periods to cover these paths. By
measuring the time difference tu -— t _L the velocity of the
set-up (the Earth) relative to the ether can be determined.
__ Despite the fact that the time difference was expected
to be extremely small, the set—up was capable of observing
that difference using a very sensitive interferometer tech-
mque.
For all that, the result of the experiment proved to be
negative: a time difference was not detected. Surely, by
sheer accident, the Earth could happen to be motionless
relative to the ether at the time when the experiment was
conducted. But then in half a year, for example, the Earth’s
velocity would have reached 60 km/s. The repetition of the
experiment in half a year, however, did not bring the result
expected.
More aqcurate experiments of the same kind performed
later corroborated the original result.
The negative result of Miche1son’s experiment contra-
dicted what`was expected from the Galilean transformation
(velocity composition). It also showed that motionrelative
to the ether cannot be detected and the velocity of light
is independent of the motion of a light source since its
motion with respect to the ether is different at different
seasons of the year.
Some astronomical obs rvgtions (e.g. of double stars)
also point to the fact that the velocity of light does not
depend on the velocity of a source. A number of special
experiments carried out later gave the same evidence.
By the beginning of the twentieth century theoretical
and experimental physics faced a serious challenge. On
the one hand, the theory predicted various effects permit-
ting the principal (absolute) reference frame to be distin-
guished from the great number of inertial frames. On
the other hand, persistent attempts to detect these effects
experimentally inevitably terminated in failure. The ex-
periment perfectly confirmed the validity of the principle of
relativity for all phenomena, including those which were
thought incompatible with that principle.
A few attempts were ventured to explain the negative
outcome of the Michelson experiment and some other simi-
ia-case
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lar experiments in terms of classical mechanics. However.
all of them turned out to be unsatisfactory in the final
analysis. The cardinal solution of this problem was pro-
vided only in Einstein’s theory of relativity.
§ 6.2. Einstein’s Postulates
A profound analysis of all experimental and theoretical
data accumulated by the beginning of the twentieth century
led Einstein to review the initial notions of classical physics
and primarily the concepts of space and time. As a result,
he created the special theory of relativity, which proved to
‘be a logical completion of classical physics.
This theory adopts unaltered such concepts of classical
mechanics as Euclidean space and the Galileo-Newton law
of inertia. As to the statement concerning the constancy of
size of solid bodies and of time intervals in different. ref-
erence frames, Einstein noticed that these representations
emerged from the observations of bodies moving with low
velocities, and therefore their extrapolation to higher velo-
cities is unwarranted and, for this reason, incorrect. Only
experiment can give evidence concerning the true proper-
ties of space and time. The same can be said about the Gali-
lean transformation and the principle of long—range action.
Einstein proposed two postulates, or principles as the
foundation of the special theory of relat ity, which were
backed up by experimental data (and primarily by the
Michelson experiment):
(1) the principle of relativity,
(2.) independence of the velocity of light of the velocity
of a source.
The first postulate is a generalization of the Galilean
principle of relativity to cover all physical processes: all
physical phenomena proceed identically in all inertial refer-
ence frames; all laws of nature and the equations describing
them are invariant, i.e. keep their form on transition from one
inertial reference frame to another. In other words, all iner-
tial reference frames are equivalent (indiscernible) in their
physical properties; basically, no experiment whatever
can distinguish one of the frames as preferable.
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The second postulate states that the velocity of light
in vacuo is independent of the motion of a light source and
is the same in all directions. This means that the velocity of
light in vacuo is the same in all inertial reference frames.
Thus, the velocity of light holds a most unique position.
In contrast to all other velocities, which change on transi-
tion from one reference frame to another, the velocity of
light in vacuo is an invariant quantity. As we shall see
later, the existence of such a velocity essentially modi-
fies the notions of space and time.
It also follows from Einstein’s postulates that light prop-
agates in vacuo at the ultimate velocity: no other signal,
no interaction between any two bodies can propagate with
a velocity exceeding that of light in vacuo. It is precisely
due to its limiting nature that the velocity of light is the
same in all reference frames. Indeed, in accordance with
the princi le of relativity the laws of nature must be iden-
tical in alllinertial reference frames. The fact that the veloc-
ity of any signal capnot exceed the ultimate value is also
a law of nature. Consequently, the ultimate velocity value,
the velocity of light in vacuo, must be the same in all iner-
tial reference frames.
Speciiically, the existence of an ultimate velocity pre-
supposes the limiting of velocities of moving particles by
the value c. If otherwise, particles could transmit signals
(or interactions between bodies) with a velocity exceeding
the ultimate one. Thus, in accordance with Einstein’s
postulates all possible velocities of moving bodies and of
interaction propagation are limited by the value c. Thus,
the principle of long-range action of classical mechanics
does not hold any more.
The whole content of the special theory of relativity
follows from these two postulates. By the present time,
both Einstein’s postulates, as well as all of their consequen-
ces, have been convincingly confirmed by the totality of
experimental data accumulated so far.
Clock synchronization. Prior to drawing any conclusions
from these postulates Einstein carefully analysed the meth-
ods of measuring space and time. First of all, he noticed
that neither a point of space nor a time moment at which
a certain event occurs possesses a pliysicalmeality; it is
1:-z•
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the event itself that does. To describe an event in a given
1·eference frame, one must indicate the point and the mo-
ment of time at which it 0ccu1·s.
The location of the point at which the event occurs can
be determined in terms of Euclidean geometry by means of
rigid scales and expressed in Cartesian coordinates. In
this case classical mechanics resorted to quite workable
methods of comparing quantities being measured against
reference standards.
The corresponding moment of time can be determined by
means of a clock placed at the point of the reference frame
where the given event occurs. This method, however, is
not satisfactory any more when we have to compare events
occurring at different points, or, which is the same, to inter-
compare the moments of time of events happening at points
removed from the clock.
Indeed, to compare the moments of time (time readings)
at different points of a reference frame one has to define
first what is the universal time for all points of the reference
frame. In other words, we have to ensure a synchronous
rate of all clocks of the given reference frame.
It is clear that the synchronization of clocks positioned
at different points of the reference frame can be accomp-
lished only by means of some signals. The fastest signals sui-
table for the purpose are light and radio signals propagating
with the known velocity c. The choice of these signals is also
stipulated by the fact that their velocity is independent of
the direction in space and is the same in all inertial refer-
ence frames.
Next, we can do as follows. An observer located, for ex-
ample, at the origin `O of a given reference frame broadcasts
a time signal at the moment to by his clock. At the moment
when this signal reaches the clock located at the known
distance r fromfthe point O the clock is set so that it reg-
isters t = to + r/c, i.e. the signal delay is taken into ac-
count. The repetition of signals after definite time intervals
permits all observers to synchronize the rate of their clocks
with that of the clock at the point O. This operation having
been performed, one can claim that all the clocks of the
given reference frame register the same time at each
moment.
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It is essential to point out that time defined that way
refers only to the reference frame relative to which the
synchronized clocks are motionless.
Relationships between events. Let us investigate the spa-
tial and temporal relationships between given events in
different inertial reference frames.
Even in classical mechanics the spatial relationships
between different events depend on the reference frame to
which they belong. For example, two consecutive flashes
in a moving train occur at the same point of a reference
frame fixed to the train but at different points of a reference
A 0 6 v

K
qu' Fig. 108
frame fixed to the railroad bed. The statement that alter-
native events occur at the same point or at a certain distance
between them makes sense only if the reference frame to
which that statement refers is indicated.
By contrast, in classical mechanics temporal relation-
ships between events are assumed independent of the refer-
ence frame. This means that if two events occur simulta-
neously in one reference frame they are simultaneous in all
other frames. Generally, the time interval between the
given events is assumed to be the same in all frames.
However, it is easy to see that this is not actually the
case: simultaneity (and therefore the rate of time flow) is
a relative notion that makes sense only when the reference
frame to which that notion relates is indicated. By means
of simple reasoning we shall illustrate how two events si-
multaneous in one reference frame prove to occur at
diierent time moments in another reference frame.
Imagine a rod AB moving with a constant velocity V
relative to the reference frame K. A flashbulb is located
at the middle point O of the rod, and photodetectors at the
ends A and B (Fig. 108). Suppose that al a certain moment
the bulb O flashes. Since tho velocity with which light pro-
pagates in the reference frame fixed to the rod (as in any
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inertial reference frame) is equal to c in both directions,
the light pulses reach the equidistant photodetectors A
and B at the same moment of time (in the reference frame
"rod") and both photodetectors respond simultaneously.
Things are different in the K frame. In that reference
frame the velocity of light pulses propagating in both
directions is also equal to c, whereas the paths traversed
by them are different. In fact, as the light signals propagate
toward the points A and B, the latter shift to the right,
and therefore the photodetector A responds earlier than the
photodetector B.
Thus, events that are simultaneous in one reference frame
are not simultaneous in another one, i.e. in contrast to
classical mechanics simultaneity here is a relative notion.
This, in turn, means that time flows differently in different
reference frames.
If we had at our disposal signals that propagate instan-
taneously, events simultaneous in one reference frame would
also be simultaneous in any other reference frame. This
directly follows from the example just considered. In this
case the rate of time flow would be independent of the refer-
ence frame, and we could talk about the existence of the
absolute time that appears in the Galilean transformation.
Thus, the Galilean transformation is, in fact, based on the
assumption that clock synchronization is accomplished by
means of signals propagating instantaneously. However,
such signals do not exist.
§ 6.3. Dilation of Time and Contraction
of Length
In this section we shall examine three important conse-
quences of Einstein’s postulates: the equality of transverse
dimensions of bodies in different reference frames, the
dilation of the rate of moving clocks, and the contraction
of longitudinal dimensions of moving bodies. In § 6.4 we
shall generalize the results obtained in the form of the perti-
nent. formulae for transformation of coordinates and time.
Prior to solving these problems we recall that a reference
frame is untlerstootl as a reference body to which a coordi-
nate grid is fixed together with a number of ident.ical synchro-
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nized stationary clocks. Next, the` coordinate grids and
clocks are assumed to be calibrated in a like manner in all
inertial reference frames. Clearly, this can _be accomplished
only by means of length and time standards also similarly
realized in all reference frames.
For this purpose we can utilize some natural periodic
process providing a natural scale for both length and time
measurements, e.g. monochromatic waves emitted by in-
dividual atoms resting in a given reference frame. Then in
that reference frame the wavelength can serve as a length
standard and the corresponding period of oscillation as a
time standard. Using these standards we can construct a
standard representing one metre as a definite number of the
given wavelengths and a standard representing one second
as a definite number of periods of the given oscillations
(it should be pointed out that this method has been
realized). ·¤' _
A similar technique can be utilized in every inertial
reference frame, using the same monochromatic wave emit-
ted by the same atoms resting in each of these reference
frames. The method is justified, for in accordance with the
principle of relativity physical properties of stationary atoms
are independent of the inertial reference frame in which
these atoms rest.
Having effected length and t.ime standards in each re-
ference frame, we can move on to solving tl1e fundamental
problem of comparing these standards in different refer-
ence frames, or, in other words, the comparison of dimensions
of bodies and rates of time flow in these frames.
Equality of transverse dimensions of bodies. Let us begin
with the comparison of transverse dimensions of bodies
in different inertial reference frames. Imagine- two inertial
reference frames K and K' whose y and y' axes are parallel
to each other and perpendicular to the direction of motion
of one frame relative to the other (Fig. 109), with the ori-
gin O' of the K' frame moving along the st.raight line pass-
ing through the origin O of the K frame. Let us position
t.he rods OA and O'A', which are the metre standards in
each of these frames, along the y and y' axes. Next, imag-
ine that. at. the moment when the y and y' axes coincide the
upper end of the left rod makes a marking on the y axis of
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the K frame. Does that marking coincide with the point
A, the upper end of the right rod?
The principle of relativity makes it possible to answer
that question: yes, it does. Were it not so, one of the rods
would be, for example, shorter than the other from the
viewpoint of both reference frames, and therefore there
would appear an experimental opportunity to distinguish
· ¤ v .¤’ ¤'
y»€K y K __,__ I \
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Fig. 109 Fig. 110
one inertial reference frame from another by shorter trans-
verse dimensions. This, however, contradicts the principle
of relativity.
From this it follows that the transverse dimensions of
bodies are the same in all inertial reference frames. This
also means that if the origins of the K and K' frames are
chosen as indicated, the y' and y coordinates of any point
or event coincide, i.e.
y' = y- (6-3)
This relation represents one of the sought transformations
of coordinates.
Dilation of time. Our next task is to compare the
rate of time flow in different inertial reference frames.
As we already mentioned, time is measured by a clock,
which may be any device in which one or another periodic
process is used. Accordingly, the theory of relativity custom-
arily deals with the comparison of rates of identical clocks
in different inertial reference frames.
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The task is easiest when solved by means of the following
thought (i.e. basically feasible) experiment. Let us make
use of a so—called light clock, a rod with mirrors at the ends
between which a short light pulse travels back and forth.
The period of such a clock is equal to the time interval
between two consecutive arrivals of a light pulse at a
given end of the rod.
Next, imagine two inertial reference frames K' and K
moving relative to each other with the velocity V Let the
light clock AB be at rest in the K' frame and oriented
perpendicular to the direction of its motion with respect
to the K frame (Fig. 110). Let us see what the rate of the
clock is in each respective reference frame K' and K.
In the K' frame the clock is at rest, and its period is
Atl) E
where l is the distance between the mirrors.
In the K frame, relative to which the clock moves, the
distance between the mirrors is also equal to l, for the
transverse `dimensions of bodies are the same in different
inertial reference frames. However, the path of the light
pulse in that reference frame is different (the zigzag of
Fig. 110): as the light pulse travels from the bottom mirror
toward the upper one, the latter shifts somewhat to the
right, etc. Consequently, to get back to the bottom mirror,
the light pulse has to cover a longer distance in the K
frame while travelling with the same velocity c. Therefore,
the light pulse takes a longer time to cover that distance as
compared to the case when the clock is motionless. Accord-
ingly, the period of the moving clock is longer, i.e. in
terms of the K reference frame the clock’s rate is slower.
Let us`, designate the period of the moving clock in the
K frame by At. It follows from the right triangle AB'A'
(Fig. 110) that 22+ (VAt/2)“ = (cAt/2)2, whence
At==(2l/c)/il/1-(V/c)2.
But since 2l/2 = Ato, then
· -...él..
l '·\t'_ • '
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where B = V/c and V is the velocity of the clock in the
K frame.
This formula shows that At > Ato, i.e. the same clock has
different rates in different inertial frames: the rate is slower
in a reference frame relative to which the clock moves, as
compared to the reference frame in which the clock is at
rest. In other words, a moving clock goes slower than a sta-
tionary one. This phenomenon is referred to as the dila-
tion of time.
The time measured by the clock moving together with
the body in which a certain process takes place is called the
proper time of that body. It
is denoted by Atc. As it fol- Ag
lows from Eq. (6.4) the proper --.-.-..-.l
time int.erval is the shortest. IIIIIIIIIII
The time duration At of the IIIIIIIIIII
same process in another ref- IIIIIIIIIII
erence frame depends on the IIIIIIIIIII
velocity V of that frame with IIIIIIIIQI
respect to the body ih which IIIIII!!lI
the process takes place. This :,0 ..- !=‘---
dependence is quite apprecia- lll IEIIII
ble at velocities V comparable ... ll
to that or light (Fig. 111). ” ’" ‘” “’”·j,”f,$i’,“’“”“"“’
Thus, as distinct from clas-
sical mechanics the rate of Fi Hi
time flow actually depends on g`
the state of motion. There is
no such thing as universal time, and the notion of the "time
interval between two given events" proves to be relative.
The statement that a certain number of seconds has passed
between two given events is meaningful only when the ref-
erence frame, relative to which it is valid, is indicated.
The absolute time of classical mechanics is an approximate
notion in the theory of relativity holding only for low (com-
pared to the velocity of light) relative velocitiesof reference
frames. This follows directly from Eq. (6.4) and is seen
from Fig. 111: At = Ato at V<c.
So, we reach a_ fundamental conclusion: in a reference
frame moving together with a clock, time flows slower
(from the standpoint of the observer with respect to whom
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the given clock moves). The same is true for all processes
proceeding in reference frames moving with respect to an
observer.
Naturally, one may ask whether an observer in the K'
frame, which moves relative to the K frame, realizes that
his clock goes slower compared to the clock of the K frame.
Obviously, he does not. This immediately follows from the
principle of relativity. If the K' observer also noticed the
dilation of time in his reference frame, that would
mean that for both observers K' and K time flows more
slowly in one of the inertial reference frames. From that
fact the observers might have inferred that one of the iner-
tial reference frames differed from another, which is in
contradiction with the principle of relativity.
From this it follows that the dilation of time is re-
ciprocal and symmetric relative to both inertial reference
frames K atid K'. In other words, if in terms of the K frame
the clock of the K' frame goes slower, then in terms of the
K' frame it is the clock of the K frame that goes slower
(and with the same deceleration factor). This circumstance
is evidence that the dilation of time is a purely kinemat-
ic phenomenon. It is an obligatory consequence of the
velocity of light being invariant and cannot be attributed
to some variation of clock properties caused by motion.
Eq. (6.4) has been experimentally confirmed by explain-
ing the seemingly mysterious behaviour of muons travers-
ing the Earth’s atmosphere. Muons are unstable elementary
particles whose average lifetime is 2 -10-* s, this time being
measured when the particles are at rest or moving with
low velocities. Muons are generated in the upper layers of
the atmosphere at a height of 20 to 30 km. Were the life-
time of muons independent of velocity, they would travel,
even moving with the velocity of light, only about cAt ==
= 3·10“ ·2·10"° m = 600 m. Observations indicate, howe-
ver, that a substantial number of muons nevertheless reach
the Earth’s surface.
The explanation is that t.he interval 2 -10*6 s is the prop-
er lifetime Ati, of muons, time measured by a clock moving
together with them. Since the velocity of these particles
approaches that of light a time interval measured by a clock
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on Earth is much longer (see Eq. (6.4)) and turns out to
be sufficient for muons to reach the Earth’s surface.
In conclusion a few words about the so-called "cl0clc para-
desc", or "twin paradox" Suppose there are two identical
clocks A and B, with clock A resting in some inertial refer-
ence frame and clock B first moving away from clock A
and then returning to it. The clocks are assumed to show
the same time at the original moment, when they are locat-
ed side by side.
In terms of clock A clock B moves, and therefore its
rate is slower and during its travel it will lag behind clock
A. But in terms of clock B it is clock A that moves and
therefore on its return it will turn out to be slow. This
evident incongruity constitutes the substance of the "para-
dox”.
Actually, we made a fundamental mistake when we ar-
gued in terms of clock B since the reference frame fixed to
that clock is non-inertial (it first moves away with accelera-
tion and then comes back), and we cannot in this case use
results related only to inertial reference frames. A detailed
calculation lying outside the special theory of relativity
indicates that the clock moving with acceleration (in our
case clock B) goes slower, and therefore it is this clock that
is behind when it returns to its initial point.
Lorentz contraction. Suppose rod AB moves relative to
the K reference frame with the constant velocity V (Fig. 112)
and the length of the rod in the reference frame K' fixed
to the rod is equal to Z0. Our task is to determine the length
l of that rod in the K frame.
K K'
ll B y
M
x
Fig. 112
For this purpose let us conduct the following imaginary
experiment. Let us mark a point M on the :1: axis of the
K frame and place a clock at that point. Using that clock
We can measure the time of flight Ato of the rod past the
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point M. Then we may state the sought length of the rod
in the K frame to be equal to
Z `°`——`: VAt0.
An observer fixed to the rod registers a different time
of flight. In fact, from his point of view the clock which
registered the t.ime of flight Ato moves with the velocity
K
0 I 2 3 4 5m Y
0 I 2 Jm
Fig. 113
V and thertgfpre registers "someone else’s" time. In accordance
with Eq. ( .4) the observer’s "own" time of flight is longer:
I0 2:
From these two equations and Eq. (6.4) we get
l/lo = At,,/At=-— `|/1—fl2
or
1291 I 1:1,,;/1-pz, I (6.5)
where fl = V/c. The length Z0 measured in the reference
frame where the rod is at rest is referred to as the proper
length.
Thus, the longitudinal length of a moving rod turns out
to be shorter than its proper length, i.e. `l< lo. This phenom-
enon is called the Lorentz contraction. Note that this
contraction occurs only in longitudinal dimensions of bod-
ies, that is, dimensions along the motion direction, where-
as the transverse dimensions do not vary, as it was shown
above. As compared to the shape of a body in the reference
frame where it is at rest, its shape in the moving reference
frame may be characterized as oblate in the motion direc-
tion.
The length contraction of a moving rod is illustrated
in Fig. 113. in which it is seen that in the reference frame
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fixed to the rod its length I0 == 5 m, whereas in the K
frame relative to which the rod moves with the velocity V =
:.4/5 c its length l= 3 m.
It follows from Eq. (6.5) that the degree of contraction
depends on the velocity V. This dependence becomes espe-
cially pronounced at velocities V comparable with the
velocity of light (Fig. 114).
So, in different inertial reference frames the length of
the same rod turns out to be different. In other words,
length is a relative notion which is meaningful only with
respect to one or another reference frame. A statement about
Z/Z the length of a body being
,_,," , equal to some number of me-
0.9 E. _ .... tres has no sense unless the
05 I-!.-I- reference frame relative to
pj IIIEIII which the length is measured
..-....¤-. is indicated.
0, IIIIIIIIMI As it follows from Eq. (6.5)
llllllllll and is seen in Fig. 114 lz
IIIIIIIIIN z I0 at low velocities (V <
02 -.-I-.-...` c), so that the length of a
0.1-.----..-.‘ body acquires an almost abso-
IIIIUIIIII intn meaning.
01 02 0.3 04 05 00 0.7 00 00 10 .
PSV/C It should be pointed oout
that the Lorentz contraction,
F4g_ 114 just as the dilation {if time,
must be reciproca . This
means that if we compare two rods moving relative to each
other and having equal proper lengths, in terms of each of
the rods the length of the other one is shorter in the same
proportion. Were it not so, there would have appeared an
experimental possibility to distinguish between the inertial
reference frames fixed to the rods, which, however, contra-
dicts the principle of relativity.
This points to the fact that the Lorentz contraction is
also a purely kinematic phenomenon: no stresses causing
deformations appear in a body.
It should be emphasized that the Lorentz contraction
of bodies in the direction of their motion as well as the
dilation of time are real and objective facts by no means
associated with any illusions of an observer. All the values
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of dimensions of a given body and of time intervals ob-
tained in different reference frames are equivalent, that is,
all of them are '“t1·ue". These statements are difficult to
comprehend only because of our habit, based on routine
experience, to regard length and time intervals as absolute
notions while actually this is not so. The notions of length
and time interval are as relative as those of motion and rest.
§ 6.4. Lorentz Transformation
Now we have to solve the fundamental problem of trans-
formation of coordinates and time. Here we mean the for-
mulae relating the coordinates and time moments. of the
same event in different reference frames.
Could the Galilean transformation possibly serve the
purpose? Recall that this transformation is based on the
assumptiog that the length of bodies is invariable and time
flows at the same rate in different reference frames. In the
previous section, hoyvever, we found out that in fact this
is not so: the rate of time flow and the length of bodies
depend on the reference frame. These are inevitable conse-
quences of Einstein’s postulates. Therefore, we are com-
pelled to reject the Galilean transformation, or, more precise-
ly, to recognize it as a special case of some more general
transformation.
Thus, we have to obtain the transformation formulae
which (i) take into account the dilation of time and
the Lorentz contraction (i.e. are, in the final analysis,
consequences of Einstein’s postulates), and (ii) reduce to
the Galilean transformation formulae in the limiting case
of low velocities. Let us proceed to the solution of this
problem. ‘
We shall consider two inertial reference frames K and
K ’ Suppose the K' frame moves with the velocity V rela-
tive to the K frame. Let us orient the coordinate axes of
the two frames as shown in Fig. 115: the rc and x' axes coin-
cide and are directed in parallel with the vector V, and
the y and y' axes are parallel to each other. Let us position
at various points of the two reference frames identical clooks
and synchronize them, separately the clocks of the K frame
and the clocks of the K' frame. And finally, let us adopt
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the moment when the origins O and O' coincide as the zero
time reading in both frames (t == t' = O).
Suppose now that at the moment t at the point with the
coordinates x, y in the K frame a certain event A takes
place, e.g. a bulb flashes. Our task is to determine the coor-
dinates sc', y' and the time moment t' of that event in the
K' frame.
The problem concerning the y' coordinate was solved at
the beginning of this section, where it was shown (see Eq.
(6.3)) that y' = y_. Therefore, we immediately pass to
searching the x' coordinate of the event. The x' coordinate
describes the proper length of the segment O'P resting in
the K' frame (Fig. 115). The length of the same segment in
the K frame where the measure-
K K'1 ment is taken at the moment
i A t is equal to x — Vt. The rela-
y ---97} —--——- T tionship between these lengths
{ r is specified by Eq. (6.5), from
P.; { which it follows that az —
( E — Vt = x'}/1-[52 Whence
0 o· " Yi I `P x' = (:1:- Vt)/|/ 1 --62.
Fig. 115 (65)
On the other hand, the x co-
ordinate describes the proper
length of the segment OP at rest in the K frame. The length
of the same segment in the K' frame where the measurement
is taken at the moment t' is equal to x' —I— Vt' Taking into
account Eq. (6.5) once again, we obtain x' —I— Vt' =
= cc]/1 — B2, whence
x = (x' —|- Vt')/I/1 ·— 62. (6.6')
The obtained formulae make it possible to determine the
relationship between the time moments t and t' of the event
A in both reference frames. For this purpose it is sufhcient
to eliminate x' or sc from Eqs. (6.6) and (6.6'), whereupon
we get:
t' =(t—-xV/cz)/l/1-62; t= (t' +x'V/cz)/I/1-62. (6.7)
Eqs. (6.3), (6.6), (6.6') and (6.7) are referred to as the
Lorentz transformation. They play a key part in the theory
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of relativity. Using these formulae, the coordinates and time
of any event can be transformed on transition from one iner-
tial reference frame to another.
Thus, the Lorentz transformation on transition from the K
frame to the K' frame takes the form
:c—Vt t-—xV/cz
$':—‘····—:..···:.·:·; '=§ t'=-—————-—.........,
I },1_B, y y I/i__B, I ( )
and for the reverse transition from the K ’ frame to_ the K
frame .·
x’—{-Vt' _ ,_ t'+:r'V/cg
)¢¤=*·;/··i—·=;_—·B··;» 1/=·y» $ (6.9)

where fl = V/c and Vis the velocity of the K ’ frame relative
to the K frame. •
It should be immediately emphasized that the symmetry
(a similar form) of Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) is the consequence
of the complete equivalence of both reference frames (the
different sign of V in these formulae is only due to the oppo-
site motion direction of the K and K' frames relative to
each other).
The Lorentz transformation differs drastically from the
Galilean transformation (6.1), but the latter can be obtained
from Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) if the formal substitution c= oo is
made in them. What does this mean?
At the end of the foregoing section it was mentioned
that the Galilean transformation is based on the assump-
tion of clocks synchronized by means of signals propagating
instantaneously. From this fact it follows that the quantity
c plays in the Lorentz transformation the part of the veloc-
ity of the signals utilized for clock synchronization. When
this velocity is infinitely great, we get the Galilean trans-
formation; when it is equal to the velocity of light, the
Lorentz transformation. Thus, the Lorentz transformation
is based on the assumption of clock synchronization by
means of light signals possessing ultimate velocity.
The remarkable feature of the Lorentz transformation
14-osss
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is the fact that at V < c it reduces* to the Galilean trans-
formation (6.1). Thus, in the limiting case V < c the trans-
formation laws of the theory of relativity and classical
mechanics coincide. This means that the theory of relativ-
ity does not reject the Galilean transformation as incorrect
but includes it into the true transformation laws as a spe-
cial case that is valid at V < c. In what follows we shall
see that this reflects the general relationship between the
theory of relativity a11d classical mechanics: the laws and
relations of the theory of relativity turn into the laws of
classical mechanics in the limiting case of low velocities.
Next, from the Lorentz transformation it is seen that
at V > c the radicands becom_e negative and the formulae
lose physical meaning. This corresponds to the fact that
bodies cannot move with a velocity exceeding that of light
in vacuo. It is even impossible to use a reference frame mov-
ing with the velocity V = c; in this case the radicands
turn into zero and the formulae lose physical meaning. This
means that no reference frame can in principle be fixed,
for example, to a photon moving with the velocity c. Ex-
pressed otherwise, there is no reference frame in which a
photon is at rest.
And finally, it should be noted that the time transforma-
tion formulae contain a spatial coordinate. This significant
circumstance reveals the inseparable relationship between
space and time. In other words, we should not speak sepa-
rately of space and time but of unified space-time in which
all physical phenomena take place.
§ 6.5. Consequences of Lorentz
Transformation
Concept of simultaneity. Suppose two events A, (.2:,, yi,
tl) and A2 (.2:2, y2, t2) occur in the reference frame K. Let
us find the time interval separating these events in the
K' frame moving with the velocity V along the x axis as
" Strictly speaking, it is also required that 2:/c< z, i.e. the
times of propagation of light signals over the distances typical for
the (problems considered (sc/c) should be less than the time intervals
we iscuss here. When this condition is satisfied, the signals may be
regarded as propagating instantaneously. V
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shown in Fig. M5. In accordance with the time transforma-
tion formula (6.8) the sought time interval is equal to
· · __ (¢»—¢i)—(¢‘2——=¢i) V/¢“
tz t, l/1..;.Ei , (6.·l0)
From this it follows that events which are simultaneous in
the K frame (tz = tl) are not simultaneous in the K' frame
(tg —— t; qt: 0). The only exception is the case when the two
events occur in the K frame simultaneously at points with
the same values of the x coordinate (the y coordinate may
have any value).
Simultaneity is thus a relative concept; events which
are simultaneous in one reference frame are not simulta-
neous in the general case in another reference frame. When
discussing simultaneity of events, one has to specify the
reference frame relative to which simultaneity occurs.
Otherwise? the concept of simultaneity loses its meaning.
It follows from relativity of simultaneity that clocks
positioned along the' x' axis in the K' frame and synchro-
nized together in that reference frame show different time
in the K frame. Indeed, for the sake of simplicity let us
consider the moment when the origins O and O' of the two
reference frames coincide and the clocks at those points
show the same time: t = t' = 0. Then in the K frame the
clock at a point with the coordinate sc shows at that moment
the time t = 0, while the clock of the K' frame at the same
point shows a different time, t' Indeed, in accordance with
the time transformation formula (6.8)
t' = —xV/cz V1-—f$2.
It is seen from this that at the moment t = 0 (in the K
frame) the clock of the K' frame shows a different time
depending on the as coordinate (the so-called local time).
This is shown in Fig. 116a. In terms of the K' frame the
situation is reciprocal (Fig. ll6b), as it in fact should be
due to the equivalence of both inertial reference frames.
Next, it is seen from Eq. (6.10) that for events simulta-
neous in the K frame the sign of the difference —— ti is
defined by the sign of the expression —(.2:2 —- :1:1) V Conse-
quently, in different. reference frames (with different values
of the velocity V) the difference lg — t; is different not only
14*
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in magnitude but also in sign. This fact signifies that the
sequence of the events A1 and A2 may be either direct or
reverse.
This, however, does not apply to events obeying the
causality principle. The sequence of such events (cause—>
-> effect) is the same throughout all reference frames. This
can be easily demonstrated through the following reason-
ing. Let us consider, for example, a firing, event A1(x1,
tl), and a hitting of a target with a bullet, event A2 (mz ,
assuming that both events occur on the .2: axis. In the K
frame t2>t1, the velocit.y of the bullet is v, and assuming,
K' V
K 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
rc)
KI
V 0 0 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 ° 0 0
(J)
Fig. 116
for definiteness, 2:2 > .2:1, we may write .2:2 — .731 == v (tz —-
-151). Substituting this equality into Eq. (6.10), we get
tg-tQ=(t2-—t1)(1——vV/cz)/V 1-62.
The quantity in the second parentheses of the numerator is
always positive as V < c (even at v = c when the cause-
and-effect relationship is determined by signals or inter-
actions propagating with the highest possible velocity).
It follows that if tz > tl, then tg > tQ, i.e. the sequence of
the cause-and-effect events is the same in all inertial ref-
erence frames.
Lorentz contraction. Let us orient a rod resting in the
K' frame along the :z:' axis, i.e. along the motion direction
of this reference frame relative to the K frame. Suppose
the length of the rod in the K' frame is equal to lo = JI; —-
-1; (the proper length).
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In the K frame, relative to which the rod moves, its
length is defined as the distance l between the coordinates
x2 and xl of its ends taken at the same moment of time (tg ==
= tl). Making use of the Lorentz transformation (6.8)
for the x' and x coordinates, we get
lo =¢¤Q—¤¤i =(¤¢2—¤¤1)/Vi-5-2-=UVi—B2·
whence
1:z,i/1-52. (6.11)
Thus, the length l of the moving rod proves to be less than
its proper lengt.h lo, and in each reference frame it has its
own value. This result is in a complete»agreement with the
result obtained in Eq. (6.5).
It follows from the definition of the length that the rela-
tivity of the length of the given rod is a consequence of the
relativityrfof simultaneity. The same pertains to the form
of any body: its dimensions in the motion direction are
also different in different inertial reference frames.
Duration of procwses. Suppose that at the point with
the coordinate x' of the reference frame K' a certain process
takes place whose duration in that frame is equal to Aly, =
= —— ti (the proper time of the process). Let us det.er-
mine the duration of the given process At = t2 —— tl in the
K frame relative to which the K' frame moves.
For this purpose we shall resort to the Lorentz transforma-
tion of time. As the process takes place at the point with
the fixed coordinate x' of the K' frame, it is more conve-
nient to use Eq. (6.9):
fz-- it ==(¢§—¢{)/V 1-62
or `
At = At,/|/1—B2. (6.12)
It is seen that t.he duration of tl1e same process is different
in different inertial reference frames. In the K frame its
duration is longer (At > Atn)• and therefore in that ref-
erence frame it proceeds slower than in the K' frame. This
fact is in a complete agreement with the result. concerning
-tl1e rate of the same clock in different. inertial reference
frames, that is, Eq. (6.4).
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Interval. The relativity of spatial and time intervals
by no' means implies that the theory of relativity denies
the existence of any absolute quantities. In fact, the oppo-
site is true. The theory of relativity tackles the problem
of finding such quantities (and laws) which are indepen-
dent of the choice of the inertial reference frame.
The first of these quantities is the universal velocity with
which interactions propagate; it is equal to the velocity
of light in vacuo. Tl1e second invariant value, just as impor-
tant, is the so-called interval $*12 between events 1 and 2,
whose square is defined as
lsfz ==c2tf2— lf, = inv, I (6.13)
where tm is the time interval between the events and ll.,
is the distance between the two points at which the given
events occur (lf, = asf, —}- yfz —}- zfz).
We can easily see that the interval is invariant, calculat-
ing it directly in the reference frames K and K'. Making
use of the Lorentz transform-ation (6.8) and taking into
account that y;2 = yu and z;2 = zu, we can write:
ea-=»;:-cz-——"·=`;_’i;Z""’“ -———"*;;‘{,;~" -»a:.—=»:.·
Thus, it is clear that the interval is really invariant. In
other words, the statement "two events are separated by a
certain interval s" has an absolute meaning for it is valid
in all inertial reference frames. The invariant interval
plays a fundamental role in the theory of relativity and
provides an efficient instrument of analysis and solution
of many problems (see., e.g., P1·oblem 6.4).
Types of intervals. Depending on what component, spa-
tial or temporal, preyails, an interval is referred to as either
space-like (lm > ctw), or
time—like (ctw > lm).
In addition to these two types of intervals there is another
type, light—like (ctw = lm).
lf the interval between two events is space—like, a refer-
ence frame K' can always be found in which these events
occur simultaneously (tgz 0):
62*3- ZL = —l1$·
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If the interval is time-like, one can always find a reference
frame K' in which both events occur at the same point
(liz T: 2 2 ’2
cztiz " lm Z c2tl2°
In the case of space-like intervals l12>_ct12, i.e. the
events cannot influence each other in any reference frame,
even if communication between the events is carried out
at the ultimate velocity c. This is not the case with time-
like and light-like intervals, for which lm { ctw. Conse-
quently, events separated by such intervals may be in a
cause-and—effect relationship with each other.
Transformation of velocity. Suppose in the x, y plane
of the K frame a particle moves with the velocity v, whose
projections are equal to vx and vy. Using the Lorentz trans-
formation (6.8), we find the velocity projections v,} and
v,] of that particle in the K ’ frame moving with the velocity
V as shown in Fig. 115:
U. __@;__ ja 1 _ vx—V
x- ch' — dt dt'/dt _ 1-vxV/c"· ‘
. __ dy' __ dy' 1 __ Uy |/1-B2
U"_"¢F-—'_¢z?-ii-W?lT_`7_:i`»;T/Y:E*_’ (6`M)
where {3 ==.V/c. Hence, the velocity of tl1e particle in the
K' frame is I
¢__; ""i_“7§__ I/(vx—V)”+”$(i··I*2) ·
v — [/vx +vy -—-———————-—1_vxV/cz (0.15)
These formulae yield the so-called relativistic law of trans-
formation of velocity. At low velocities (V < c and v < c)
they reduce, as one can easily see, to the classical formulae
of transformation of velocity:
v§,€i-vx——V; v],=vy,
or in a vector form
V, = V -·-—— V.
Note that the last formula is valid only in the Newtonian
approximation; in the relativistic case it has no meaning,
for' the simple law of velocity composition cannot be ap-
plied here. This can easily be demonstrated by the follow-
ing example. Suppose the velocity vector v of a particle
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in the K frame is perpendicular to the x axis, i.e. has the
projections vg = O and vy = v. Then in accordance with
Eq. (6.14) the velocity projections of the same particle in
the K ’ frame are
vg= —V; v,Q=vyl/1—B2. (6.16)
This means that in the given case (v_L_x axis) the vg pro-
jection diminishes on transition to the K' frame and clearly
v' qév — V (Fig. 117).
Let us now examine the case when two particles move
toward each other with the same velocity v in the K refer-
ence frame. What is the
9 K y*jK' V U, V velocity v' of one particle
L-» -1*.. with respect to the other?
I In the non-relativistic ap-
; I proximation the obvious an-
} V `llfl swer is 2v. In the case of
n V high velocities we have to
{ apply the first formula of
I (6.14), assuming the parti-
a cles to move along the :2:
0 L0g_,__,__________ ____ axis. Let us fix the K' ref-
x JS' erence frame to one of the
_ particles, e.g. to the one
Fig- H7 moving in the positive di-
rection of the sc axis. Then
the problem reduces to finding the velocity of the other par-
ticle in that reference frame. Substituting vg == — v and
V = v into Eq. (6.14), we obtain
vg = — 2v/[1-1-(v/c)2].
The minus sign means that in the given case the seco-nd
particle moves in the negative direction of tl1e x' axis of
the K' reference frame. It should be pointed out that even
when both particles move almost with the highest possible
velocity v 2 c, the velocity v' cannot exceed c (which is
immediately seen from the last formula).
And finally, let us check directly whether the relativistic
formulae of velocity transformation correspond to Einstein’s
second postulate concerning t.he constancy of the velocity
of light c in all inertial reference frames. Suppose vector
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c has the projections cx and cy in the K frame, i.e. cz =
= c; -|— cz. Now let us transform the radicand in Eq.
(6.15) as follows:
eg-2¤,v+v¤+(e¤—c;) (1-{Q.); (c-£=§L)2
After this it is not difficult to get v' = e. Of course, in the
general case vector c' is oriented differently in the K ’ frame.
§ 6.6. Geometric Description
oi Lorentz Transformation
Let us n·ow consider the relativistic concepts of space-
time using the geometric approach developed by Minkowski,
which helps to describe the substance of the Lorentz trans-
formation in a different
light. . ,
Minkowslii diagrams. Sup- fact {It ,/76:
pose there are two inertial ref- / ·’
erence frames K and_ K', the // 4}//
latter moving relative to the / ·‘
former with the velocity V. /
First, let us draw the so—called / ,/E'
. . /
space-time diagram for the 9 / //’
K frame, confining ourselves , _ ,¤’
to the more simple and 4;;/ 5
graphic unidimensional case 0 * J:
(Fig. 118). In this diagram the
ordinate axis usually marks Fig. 118
not the time t itself but the
quantity 1 = ct (where cis the
velocity of light). We may thus calibrate both axes, Ox
and 01, in metres using the. same scale.
E·ach point of the diagram, referred to as a world point,
describes a certain event A (x, 1). Each particle (even a
stationary one) has a corresponding world line in this dia-
gram. For example, the O1 axis is the world line of a parti-
cle resting at the point x = 0. The Ox axis depicts the to_—
tality of events simultaneous with the event O irrespective
of the 2: coordinate.
The world line corresponding to light propagating from
the point O in the positive direction of the sc axis is the
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bisector OC of the right angle (the dotted line in Fig. 148).
Let us plot the r' and :z:' axes of the K ’ frame in this dia-
gram. Assuming x' = O in the Lorentz transformation
(6.8), we obtain the world line of the origin of the K' frame.
Then 1; = Vt = 617, where 6 = V/c. This is the equation
of tl1e straight line forming the angle 6 with the 17 axis,
which can be determined from the formula tan 9 =
The straight line obtained is the world line depicting the
totality of events occurring at the origin of the K' frame,
i.e. it is the 1:' axis.
t' /1-’ /.··Q;· The x' axis of the K'
/ frame is a straight line de-
/ picting all the events which
I! are simultaneous with the
{ event O in the K' frame.
T-1 /,_-·=, ff ,, Assuming t' = 0 in the
; ,// J: Lorentz transformation
/ I,/' ,/’ (6.8), we get ct = ;cV/c,
'I I • •
Il // .z:=l or 1 = [fix. From this it fol·—
1 4,·' //’ lows that the ;z:' axis forms
./’ the same angle B (tan 6 =
*" == 8) with the a: axis.
0 $:7 I Thus, the ·r' and sc' axes
Fig. 1 19 of the K' frame are ar-
ranged symmetrically with
respect to the world line
OC of light, and the coordinate grid (1c', x') of the K' frame
proves to be oblique—angled. The higher the velocity V of
the K' frame, the more "oblate" its coordinate grid is. As
V—> c it degenerates into the world line of light.
The last thing left to be done in the diagram is to scale
the 1, x, t', x' axes of both reference frames. The easiest way
to do this is to utilize the invariance of the interval:
S2=T2—.’lZ2=T'2——i!I'2.
Let us mark on the ·c axis of the K frame the point corre-
sponding to a time unit in the K frame (·c == 1, Fig. 119)
and then draw through that point the hyperbola
T2 — .132 = 1,
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whose points conform to the invariant interval s == 1
(since when :1: = 0, 1: = 1 and s = 1). Its asymptote is the
world line of light. The hyperbola crosses the r' axis at the
point corresponding to a time unit in the K' frame. Indeed,
·c'“ —x'“ =1 and if x' = 0, then r' = 1.
The x and x' axes are calibrated in much the same way:
a hyperbola x2 —— ·c2_ =.1 is drawn through the point :1: =
2 1, 1: = 0 of the K frame; then the point at which the
hyperbola crosses the x' axis, and where 1c' = 0, marks a
unit of length (:z:' = 1) in the
K' frame (since ac'2 —— *r'” = 1 T T,
and if ·r' = 0, then x' = 1). ll %'
The M inkowski diagram thus [
plotted illustrates the transition ’ A / B
from the K to K' frame and con- »’ ,»’
forms to the Lorentz transformer- y; an
tion (6.,8). In accordance with bf? ,»’ I
the principle of relativity the ; /,/T
reverse transition from the K' I,/’
to K frame is illustrated by a · "’
diagram of a quite symmetric 0 I
form: the coordinate grid of the Fig. 120
K' frame is rectangular and the
K frame is oblique-angled. We suggest that the readers
themselves should demonstrate this.
Now we shall show how the Minkowski diagram assists
in interpreting simply and graphically such relativistic
effects as, for example, the relativity of simultaneity, the
dilation of time, and the Lorentz contraction.
Relativity of siinultaneity follows immediately from
Fig. 120. In fact, events A and B simultaneous in the K
frame turn out to occur at different moments in the K'
frame. The event A occurs later than event by the CNR
Ar'
Dilation of time. Let us consider two clocks K and K' \
which show the same time ·c = t' = O at the moment when
they are at the same point in space (x == x' = O). The
clock K is assumed to be at rest in the K frame and the
clock K' in the K' frame.
Suppose that according to the clock K a time unit elapses
(1 == 1); this corresponds to the event A in the diagram
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(Fig. 121). Let us draw a hyperbola 1:2 — :1:2 == 1 through
the point A and also a straight line AB' describing all the
events which are simultaneous with the event A in the K
frame. The intersection of the ·r' axis, i.e. the world line
of the clock K', with the hyperbola gives the point A' (1s' =
= 1) and with the straight line OB' the point B' (·r' < 1).
This means that in the K' frame a time unit has not yet
i 1 J
£’ ' r" ’
/ 4%/ I,/' / /,• \
/ l/0* / l/ol WW
/ ,0/ ‘/[ fl, ny/A,
An-,] I /Z-LQ/• /v//,I . / I/x ,8, /Q/g,
Z / ll / ll,
u/.·‘ / /.-*,4.
/ ,»· ,’ / B A{.z=z)
/ la" // lf, //
/ .· / / 1
1·$"/ /9}// //
" 4% /
0 I 0 B A{.z:=1; as
Fig. 121 Fig. 122
elapsed according to the moving clock K' when the clock
K registers the passing of a t.ime unit. This fact signifies
that the clock K' goes slower.
Let us utilize the diagram to make sure tl1at the effect of
the dilation of time is reversible. Draw a straight line BA'
parallel to the x' axis which describes all the events which
are simultaneous with the event A' in the K' frame (T':
= 1). The point B at which this straight line intersects the
world line of the clock K, the 1 axis, shows that 1: < 1,
i.e. it is the clock K whose rate is now slower with respect
to the K' frame. _
Lorentz contraction. Suppose a one—metre rod is at rest
in the K frame (the segment OA in Fig. 122). The straight
lines Or and AD are t.he world lines of its ends. To measure
the length of that rod in the K' frame, we have to determine
the coordinates of its ends simultaneously in that frame.
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But in the K' frame the event O (the determination of the
left end of the rod) is simultaneous with the event B' repre-
sented by the point of intersection of the world line of the
right end of the rod with the simultaneity line Ox'. It
is seen from the diagram that in the K' frame OB' < OA',
i.e. the rod moving relative to the K' frame is shorter than
one metre.
It can be demonstrated just as easily that the Lorentz
contraction is reversible as well. If a one-metre rod is at
rest in the K' frame (segment OA'), then, drawing the world
lines of its ends in that frame (Ot' and A'B), we see that
in the K frame OB < OA pro- I
vided the coordinates of the _ K 4/(
rod’s ends are determined si- g yl y
multaneously, i.e. the K' rod l*-‘**
experiences the Lorentz con- I Z
traction evvith respect to the {
K frame. |
L 6* x'
Problems to Chapter 6 0 g' I
( 6.1. A stationary rod of Fl- 123
length l = 1.00 m is oriented at the l
angle 6 = 45° to the :c axis of the K frame (Fig. 123). Find its length l
and the corresponding angle B' in the K' frame moving relative to
the K frame with the velocity V = c/2 along the x axis.
Solution. The 1·od’s length in the K' frame is
V = l/(A=¤’)”:I-F(Ay’)“ = 1/(A¤>)“ (1 —I$”>+ (Ay)?
Taking into account that\A:c = lcos 6 and Ay = lsin 9, we get
l' ==l \/1—B’ cos’ 6:0.94 m.
The angle 9' in the K' frame is found from its tangent:
, Ay' Ay tan 6 ,
tan 0 ‘;·-···7•;·*—···*··•*·····*•—·•____I————_;·....····*; 6 :-49%
M Az 1/4-si 1/4-t*
It should be pointed out that the results obtained are independent
of the direction of the velocity of the K' frame. S
• 6.2. A rod moves alonga ruler with a certain constahtwelocity.
When the positions of both ends of the rod are determined simulta-
neously in the reference frame fixed to the ruler, the length of the
rod I1 = 4.0 m. However, when the positions of the ends of the rod
are determined simultaneously in the reference frame fixed to the rod,
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thedclifference of readings made by the ruler is equal to lz = 9.0 m.
Fin :
(1) the proper length of the rod;
(2) tho velocity of the rod relative to the 1·uler.
Solution. The proper length of the rod lo is related to ll and I,
via the following formulae: °
l1=lo Vi-6**; lo-·=l2 I/1-5*.
where B is the velocity of the rod expressed in units of the velocity
of light. From these formulae we obtain:
(1) lo = }/E= 6m; (2)B= }/1——-ll/lz = 5/3 z 0.75 or v= 0.75 c.
O 6.3. Rod-and-tube "paradox". A tube AB of length 1.0 m is
at rest in the K frame. Let us take a rod A'B' of length 2.0 m and
accelerate it to such a velocity that its length in the K rame becomes
equal to 1.0 m. Then at a certain moment the rod, flying through the
' V A B [
A
Fig. 124
tube, lits in it completely. However, “in terms 0f" the rod it is the
tube that becomes reduced by half, and consequently the rod (2.0 m)
does not fit in the tube (0.5 m). Is there a contradiction here?
Solution. "In terms of" the tube the ends of the flying rod coincide
with the ends of the tube simultaneously. "In terms oi" the rod the
ends do not coincide simultaneously: first, the ends B and B' coincide
(Fig. 124), and after the time interval At, the ends A and A' The
time interval At may be calculated as follows:
At=(L‘g·—·l)/V=—6•lO-9 s,
where Lo = 2.0 m is the proper length of the rod, l = 0.5 m is the
length of the tube moving re ative to the rod, and V is its velocity.
The latter is found from Eq. (6.11): V = c]/3/2.
_ Q 6.4. Find the distance which an unstable lparticle traverses
in the K frame from the moment of its generation ti 1 decay, provided
its lifetime in that reference franie is At = 3.0-10·° s and its proper
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where on the left-hand side we write the squared interval in the frame
fixed to the particle and on the right—hand side the squared interval
in the K frame. From this we oh-
tain the same value of l. K M;
Q 6.5. Doppler effect. A station- 1
ary detector P of light -signals is. {
located in the K frame (Fig. ·125). sl V p
A source S of light signals approa- °f
ches the detector with the velocity L
V. In the reference frame fixed to 0 0. ""“"*'” ‘ " J: "Ez
the source the signals are emitted
with the frequency vo. With what
frequency v does the detector re- Fig. 125
ceive these signals?
Solution. The time interval between two consecutive signals
(pulses) in the K' frame fixed to the source is equal to T0 = 1/vo. As this
frame moyes with the velocity V, th§f_c<};·r?sponding time intlerval
in t e rame is, in accor ance
,/,,0 with Eq. (6.12), longer:
lll llllill T=T»’r“"-¤*- frm
Z5 The distance between two consecu-
tive·pulses in the K frame is equal
Z0 g t '
I-- 0 X-;-CT-VT-.:(¢-V) T.-;
,5 IIIIIIIMII 1-,,
IIIIIIUIII = it- V) ‘,7g—;=—g; · (ll
LO Th r f re the fr q ncy
e e o , e ue re-
M .!¤·=-.-E. ceived by the detector is equal to
IAII III I _ C __a 1/1—B’__ /`1-}-6
UIIIIIIIII ""`2T" T0(c—V)_-Vol 1-5
··l0 ·LZ8·0.5·ll4·ll2 0 (22 04 05 j3=l/0 or
Receathy Approarb V — V l/‘{‘;_"B‘5
;• O
Fig. 126 PB
When the source approaches
(as in our case), then v > vo, but
when it moves away, v < v0 (in this case the sign of hanges to the
opposite, Fig. 126). The formula obtained for t frequency v ex-
presses the so—called radial Doppler eject.
Note that in classical physics T == To since time is absolute.
Therefore, the classical formula for the Doppler effect does not contain
the factor )/1 —- B2, which is replaced by unity:
v = vo/(1 — B) z vo (1 -}- V/c).
At the same time let us consider a more general case: in the K
frame the velocity V of the source forms the angle on with the line of
observation (Fig. 127). In this case it is sufficient to replace V in
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Eq. (1) by V cos ot. Then
___ 1/1-¤=
V-v°1—Bcosot '
In particular, at cz == n/2 the so-called transverse Doppler eject is
observed:
V=V0 l/1*Bzs
in which the observed frequency always proves to be lower than the
proper one vo. Incidentally, the last expression is just a consequence
V
C Tl
oz ¤ P
S Vcasa
Fig. 127
of the dilation of time in a moving reference frame; it may also
be obtained directly from Eq. (6.12):
1 1 ———
*’=····= ·-—·—-·—-—-=vo I/i—B“·
T T 0/ I/1-52
Q 6.6. Relationships between events. Fig. 128 illustrates a space-
time diagram. Each point of that diagram (a world point) describes
z‘=ct,m
Y
IIIIEIII
IIIIIIII K K.,
C
IIIIII I { w
* it
IIIIIIII ’
1 Ln----- —-••—
INIIIIII r 2 ?·
01234567•I`sM0 A
Fig. 128 Fig. 129
a certain event, that is, a coordinate and a time moment at which
that event happens. Let us examine three events corresponding to the
world points A, B, and C. Prove that the following relationships exist
between these events:
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gggatlgt lfrype or intervanl P°:%'§; t;,T° I dllsgghlce l $$18-Llffefcfz argl;
’ Axg, m tion
AB Time-like 4 —- A -» B
AC Space-like] —— 4 None
BC Light·like! 0 0 C -> B
Hint: use invariance of the interval.
a 6.7 . Two particles move in the K frame at right angles to each
other: the first one with the velocity v1 and the second one with v,.
Find the velocity of one particle with respect to the other.
Solution. Let us choose the coordinate axes of the K frame as
illustrated in Fig. 129. When the K' frame is fixed to particle 1,
the velocity of particle 2 in that reference frame is the value sought.
Introducgng5 V = vi and vx = 0
· E O I , t [
in q ( ) we ge K K { V
v; ==•"}/vg:-{-11;; = Q-—-»· if
= I/vi+v§—(viv;/¤>“· {
Note that in accordance with the {
classical law of vector composition L H
vi= I/vi-l—vi· 0 ”'— H —_——_"—;_·?
- 0 6.8. Velocity direction trans- Fig. 130
formation. A lparticle moves in the K
frame with t e velocity v at the angle 0 to the x axis. Find the corre-
sponding angle 0' in the K' frame, which moves with the velocity V
as illustrated in Fig. 130.
Solution. Suppose the projections of the vector v in the K frame
are equal to ox and vv. Then the following relation is true:
tan 6' = vu/vx.
Taking into account Eqs. (6.14) we obtain in the K' frame
tan O' ==vL/vg =vy }/1-5*/(vx-—V). r
After the substitution v, = v cos 0 and vu ==_usin'0 we find
/
um 6, = sin 6- 1/1-B*
cos 0-V/v '
As the last equation shows, the angle transformation law for velocity
differs from that for segments (see Problem 6.1).
i> 6.9. A rod oriented parallel to thexaxis of the K reference frame
moves in that frame with the velocity v in the positive direction of
the y axis. Find the angle 0' between the rod and the x' axis of the
K' frame travelling wit the velocity V relative to the K frame in
15-0539
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the positive direction of its x axis. The x and x' axes coincide, the y
and y' axes are parallel to each other.
Solution. Sugpose that at a certain moment the ends of the rod
coincide with t o as axis in the K frame. These two events, which
are simultaneous in the K frame, are not so in the K' frame; in accor-
dance with Eq. (6.10) they are separated by the time interval
At' =A:::V/cz}/1-——[7l2,
where Aa: is the proper length of the rod. In that time the right end
of the rod shifts “higher” than the left one by Ay' == vg; At', where
UQ = v j/1 - B2 (see Eq. (6.16)). Thus, in the K' frame the rod is
turned counterclockwise through the angle B', which may be deter-
mined using the formula
tan 6' = Ay'/Ax' = Bv/c ]/1 -62,
where Ax' =-· Ax}/ 1 ·—— 62 is the projection of the rod on the z' axis
of the K' frame, and 6= V/c.
Q 6.10. Relativistie transformation of acceleration. A particle
moves with the velocity v and the acceleration w in the K frame.
Find the acceleration of that particle in the K' frame, which shifts
with the velocity V in the positive direction of the x axis of the K
frame. Examine the cases when the particle moves along the followi-ng
axes of the K frame: (1) x, (2) y.
Solution. 1. Let us write each projection of the acceleration of
the particle in the K' frame as follows:
dv; dv; 1
w. :.2: ——-::1-·— • -—-—-—·- •
’° d¢’ dt dt'/dt
Making use of the first of formulae (6.14) and the last one of (6.8),
we get after differentiation:
. _ (1-B’)”/2 . . __0
wr- (i—·Bvx/¢)“ w°°’ wl'- °
2. Similar calculations yield the following results:
w§=0; w;-= (1—B“) wg.
In these formulae B= V/c.
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CHAPTER 7
RELATIVISTIC DYNAMICS
§ 7.1. Relativistic Momentum
Let us first recall two basic assumptions of Newtonian
mechanics concerning momentum:
(1) the momentum of a particle is dehned as p = mv,
and the mass m of the particle is supposed to be indepen-
dent of its velocity;
(2) the momentum of a closed system of particles does
not vary with time in any inertial reference frame.
Now we shall turn to relativistic dynamics. It is found
here that the conservation law for Newtonian momentum
is not valid in the case of a closed system of relativistic
particles. (We shall illustrate this later by a simple exam-
ple.)Thus`°we face the following choice: either to reject the
Newtonian definition of momentum, or to discard the law
of conservation of that quantity.
Considering the immense significance of the conservation
laws, in the theory of relativity the momentum conserva-
tion law is regarded as fundamental and the momentum
itself is expressed accordingly*.
First of all we shall demonstrate that the requirement
for the momentum conservation law to hold in any inertial
reference frame together with the relativistic transforma-
tion of velocities on transition from one inertial reference
frame to another leads to the conclusion that the particle’s
mass must depend on the velocity of the particle (in contrast
* The following question arises: how can the momentum conser-
vation law be of any value if momentum is defined so as to kee it
constant? To answer the question, let us imagine a particle collicii
with other articles in the process of its motion. Havin considered
the first collision, we de/ine momentum so that·it obeys the conserva-
tion law in that collision. In th ollisions, however, the
situation is different: we know the mo a of the particles involved
in those collisions, and the momentum con vation law (if it really
exists) is valid not according to definition but due to underlying
laws of nature. _
Experience shows that momentum thus defined really obeys the
conservation law. At least, not a single phenomenon has been ob-
served up to now in which that law fails.
1s•
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228 Relatlvlsttc Mechanic:
to Newtonian mechanics). For this purpose let us examine
a completely inelastic collision of two particles, where the
system is assumed closed.
Suppose two identical particles 1 and 2 move toward
each other in an inertial reference frame K with the same
velocity vo at an angle cz to the :2: axis (Fig. 131a). In that
reference frame the total momentum of both particles ap-
parently remains constant: it equals zero both before and after
the collision (and the formed particle turns out to be mo-
tionless, as follows from symmetry considerations).
Now let us see what happens in another inertial reference
frame. First, we choose two reference frames: the K1 frame
(G) ln K frame (5) in K, fhame
y I6: 2 y' V 2
l 11* Ury l Q; lu,
_ / CX_____`* -»’/ -_—__-H.--
.. ..... ’ JI .1:,
wet; 5 1 IU
1 gm 1
Fig.§_i3i
moving to the right with the velocity 01,, and the K2 frame
moving to the left with the velocity v2, (Fig. 131a). Clearly,
particle 1 in the K1 frame and particle 2 in the K2 frame
move only along the y axis with velocities whose equal
moduli we denote by u.
Let Us consider the collision in the K1 frame (Fig. 131b)
in which particle I has the velocity u. We find the y compo-
nent of the velocity of particle 2 in that reference frame,
denoting it by u' As we mentioned, that particle moves
with the velocity u along the y axis in the K2 frame and at
the same time translates together with the K2 frame to the
left with the velocity V relative to the K1 frame. Therefore,
in accordance with Eq. (6.16), the y component of the ve-
locity of particle 2 in the K1 frame is equal to
u' = u 1—(V/c)2. (7.1)
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Now the y components of momenta of both particles may
be written in the Kl frame as mlu. and mlu' In accordance
with Eq. (7.1) u' < u, and therefore it is easy to see that
the momentum conservation law does not hold true in its
conventional (Newtonian) statement. Indeed, in our case
ml = ml (the particles being identical) and therefore the
y component of the total momentum of the particles before
the collision differs from zero while after the collision it is
equal to zero, since the par-
ticle formed moves only m •
along the 0: axis. l
The momentum conserva- {
tion law becomes valid in mf;/) {
the K l frame if we assume {
mlu = mlu' Then from I
Eq. (7.1) we get · l
m2=m17l/1-(V/C)2. mv {
When cz —+ 0 (Fig.l1§1), '
u—> O and ml is the, mass 0 0 ly
of the motionless particle; F. 132
it is denoted by ml, and is lg'
referred to as the rest
mass. In that case the velocity V proves to be equal
to v, the velocity of particle 2 with respect to particle
1. Consequently, the last formula can be rewritten as
m = ml,/l/1—(v/c)_2, (7.2)
where m is the mass of the moving particle (recall that the
two particles are identical). The mass m is referred to as
relativistic. As it is seen from Eq. (7.2), the latter is greater
than the rest mass and depends on the particle’s velocity
(Fig. 132). \tm
Thus, we have reached an impor t conclusion: the
relativistic mass of a particle depends on its velocity. In other
words, the mass of the same particle is different in different
inertial reference frames.
In contrast to the relativistic mass tl1e particle’s rest mass
ml, is an invariant quantity, i.e. is the same in all reference
frames. For this reason we can claim that rest mass is a char-
acteristic property of a particle. But later on we shall
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frequently use the relativistic mass m to simplify some
conclusions, reasonings, and calculations.
Now we shall take the lastostep. Using Eq. (7.2) we write
gba momentum of a relat1v1st1c part1cle 1n the following
erm:
m0V
‘-= mV "-= ·—····—....::....···· , 7.3
I P }/1—(v/c)* { ( )
This is the so-called relativistic momentum of a particle.
Experience confirms that the momentum thus dehned does
obey the conservation law
Nm; » regardless of the inertial
5 , reference frame chosen.
(W { Note that if v<c Eq.
} (7.3) yields the Newtonian
2 I definition of momentum:
( p = mov, where mo is in-
) * dependent of the velocity
mul; ( v. The velocity dependences
u of the relativistic and
9 C U the Newtonian momentum
_ of a particle are compared
FIB- 133 in Fig. 133. The difference
between the momenta is
seen to grow substantially as the velocity of a particle
approaches that of light.
Let us consider two examples illustrating how Eqs. (7.2)
and (7.3) re applied.
Example gr;f1 giantf accelelratorplprgtogs cagibe accele-
rate up to a ve oc Z i ering rom t at o ig t y 0. per cent.
I-Low many timps does the relativistic mass of such protons exceed
t eir restlgmass.
In accordance with Eq. (7.2) m/mo = 1/ }/1 — B’, where B = v/c.
?ince dB sliggtly differs from unity, the radicand should be trans-
orme as o ows:
Th i-B2=(1+B)(i—B)¤2(i··B)·
en
m/mo z 1/}/2 (1 — B) z 70.
Example 2. At what velocity does a particle’s Newtonian momen-
tum diier from its relativistic one by one per cent? by ten (per cent?
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From the condition 1] = (p — pci)/p = 1 - ]/1 — (v/c)“ we get
v/ = 1/ n (2 -— n)-
Whence C
i_{ 0.14 at 1]:0.01,
c - 0.45 at 1]:0.10.
Thus, the classical formula for momentum provides an accuracy better
than one per cent at vlc { 0.14*and better than ten per cent. at vlc {
{0.45.
§ 7.2. Fundamental Equation of Relativistic
Dynamim
According to Einstein’s principle of relativity all laws
of nature must be invariant with respect to inertial refer-
ence frames. In other words, the mathematical formulations
of laws must be identical in all these reference frames.
In partiéular, this is true for the laws of dynamics.
However, detailed analysis shows that the fundamental
equation _of dynamics of Newton mw = F does not satisfy
Einstein’s principle of relativity. The Lorentz transforma-
tion totally changes the form of the equation on transition
to another inertial frame.
To satisfy the requirements of the principle of relativity,
the fundamental equation of dynamics must have another
form and only in the case of v < c turn into the Newtonian
equation. It is shown in the theory of relativity that these
requirements are met by the equation
dp/dt = F, (7.4)
where F is the force acting on the particle. This equation
completely coincides in form with the fundamental equation
of Newtonian dynamics (4.1). But the physical meaning is
different here: the left-hand side of the equation contains
the time derivative of a relativistic momentum defined by
formula (7.3). Substituting Eq. (7.3) into Eq. (7.4), we
obtain
d m0V
I dt (I/1--(v/c)’) l ( )
This is the fundamental equation of relativistic dynamics.
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_ It can be easily seen that the equation written in this
form ensures the invariance of momentum for a free particle
and turns into the fundamental equation of Newtonian
dynamics (mw = F) at low velocities (v < c).
Moreover, the fundamental equation of dynamics, when
written in this form, proves to be invariant relative to the
Lorentz transformation and, consequently, satisfies Ein-
stein’s principle of relativity. We shall not prove this here,
but shall only note that on tran-
sition from one inertial reference
F frame to another the force F is
mw transformed in accordance with
definite rules. In other words, the
force F is not an invariant in the
dm theory of relativity and its "mag-
Y1`E"U nitude and direction vary*.
A surprising conclusion follows
Fig- 134 from the fundamental equation of
relativistic dynamics: the accelera-
tion vector w of a particle does not coincide in the gen-
eral case with the direction of the force vector F. To demon-
strate this, we write Eq. (7.5) in the following form:
d (mv)/dt = F,
where m is th tic mass of the particle. Differen-
tiating with respect to time, we obtain
(dm/dt) v + m (dv/dt) = F. (7.6)
This expression is graphically illustrated in Fig. 134. Thus,
the acceleration vector w is indeed not collinear with the
force vector F in the general case.
The acceleration w coincides in direction with `the vector
F only in two cases:
(1) F_|_v (transverse force); in this case the magnitude of
the vector v does not vary, i.e. v = const, and Eq. (7.5)
* As distinct from Newtonian mechanics where forces are absolute.
in the theory of relativity the force projections perpendicular to the
direction of the relative velocity vector of the reference frames are
different in these frames. The projections have maximum values
in the reference framewhere the particle is at rest at a given moment:
Fg: Fx, F;,= Fg}/i—(v/e)’.
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takes the form
mow! I/1 — (v/c)2 = F,
whence the acceleration
w = (F/mo) 1 — (v/c)2;
(2) F || v (longitudinal force). In this case Eq. (7.5) may
be written in scalar form; performing differentiation with
respect to time on the left—hand side of the equation, we
obtain
mo m0v’/c' dv _
( I/1—(v/c)* +li-(v/¢)’l°/’) E-—F’
whénce the acceleration written in vector form is
w = (F/mo) [1 — (v/c)2]3/2.
It is not difficult to see that if the force F and the velocity
v have the same values in both cases, the transverse force
imparts to the particle a greater acceleration than the longi-
tudinal force.
The fundamental equation of relativistic dynamics makes
it possible to find the law relating to the force F acting
on a particle provided the time dependence of the rela-
tivistic momentum p(t) is known, and on the other hand, to
find the equation of motion of the particle r (t) if the acting
force and the initial conditions, the velocity vo and the
position ro at the initial moment of time, are known.
The application of Eq. (7.5) is illustrated by problems
7.1-7.3.
§ 7.3. Mass-Energy Relation
Kinetic energy of a relativistic particle. We shall de-
fine this quantity in the same fashion as we did in classical
mechanics, i.e. as a quantity whose increment is equal to
the work performed by the force acting on a particle. First
we find the increment of the particle’s kinetic energy dT
due to the force F acting over the elementary path dr =
= vdtl
dT = Fvdt.
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In accordance with the fundamental equation of relativistic
dynamics (7.4) Fdt = d (mv) = dm ·v —|- mdv, where m is
the relativistic mass. Therefore,
dT = v (dm ·v —}— mdv) = vzdm -|— mvdv,
where `tne relation vdv = vdv is taken into account (see
p. 90). This expression can be simplified by allowing for
the dependence of mass on velocity (Eq. (7.2)). Squaring
the equation, we get
mzcz = mzvz -|— m§c2.
Let us find the differential of this expression, bearing in
mind that mo and c are constants:
2mc2dm -·= 2mv2dm + 2m“vdv.
The right-hand side of this equality, when divided by 2m,
coincides with the expression for dT. Hence, it follows that
dT == czdm. (7.7)
Thus, the increment of the kinetic energy of a particle
is proportional to the increment of its relativistic mass.
The kinetic energy of a motionless particle is equal to zero
and its mass is equal to the rest mass mo. Consequently,
integrating Eq. (7.7), we obtain
T = (rn-mo) cz, (7.8)
or
T=mc2 ,
i ° ( 1/4—B’ ) I
where [il = v/c. This is the expression for the relativistic
kinetic energy of a particle. It can be seen how conspicuously
it differs from the classical m,,v2/2. Let us make sure, how-
ever, that at low velocities ([3 (1) expression (7.9) turns
into the classical one. For this purpose we employ the bino-
mial theorem, according to which
1 _ e 2 -1/2 ___ 1 3
Ti--§—(1—F$) ·-i+jB2+8B"+····
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At B < 1 we can confine ourselves to the first two terms of
the series, and then
T = 77106252/2 = movz/2.
Thus, at high velocities the kinetic energy of a particle
is given by the relativistic formula (7.9), which is different
from movz/2. It should be poin- T {
ted out here that expression 2_6m”°
(7.9) cannot be represented
as mvz/2, where m is the rela-
tivistic mass. IIIIIIIIIVI
The relativistic Tre, and
classical Tc; kinetic energies Lg IIIIIIIIIII
plotted as functions of B are
compared in Fig. 135. Their -=..---!..
difference becomes very pro-
nounced at velocities compara- ° --_-,,i‘i=E
‘ ....4u-
blc t° that °f hghtf 0 ar zzz :110.4 as as ar as ar za
Example! . A particlia of mass mo .6 =V/6
moves with the velocity at which _
its relativistic kinetic energy T ex- F‘g· 135
ceeds by n times the kinetic energy_ _
calculated by means of the classical formula._ Find T.
For the sake of simplicity we introduce the designation 1 = T/moe?
Then the given condition T:-. ri~m0v°/2 may be written as
1 = nB°/2,.
where B = v/c. From Eq. (7.9) B can be expressed as
B* = 1 — 1/(1 + 1)*.
Eliminating B2 from these two equations, we get
2·r’—l—(4—n)·r-—2(n—i)=0.
The root of this equation is
1:-·= [n——4-|— ]/n(n—l— 8)]/4.
The minus sign in front of the radicand has no physical meaning
(1 cannot be negative) and thus can be omitted.
Here are the four values of 1: calculated from the last formula for
the following nz
n=T/Tcl: 1.01 1.*1 1.5 2.0
¢=—-T/m0c”: 0.0067 0.065 0.32 0.62
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It is seen that, for example, at T/mod { 0.0067 the application of the
cla cal formula permits the kinetic energy to be etermined with
an ccuracy better than one per cent.
Example 2. What amount of work must be performed to increase
the velocity of a particle of rest mass m, from 0.6 4: to 0.8 e? Compare
the result obtained with that calculated from the classical formula.
In accordance with Eq. (7.9) the work sought is equal to
1 1
A=T —T =mg¢· "*;———,,_,·····..,.{ =0.42m0¢$.
° ‘ (n/4-15; 1/1—¤z)
The classical formula yields the following value:
A=m0(v§—¤i)/2=0.14nz0¢•.
The diherence between the two results is seen to be substantial.
Relation between mass and energy. It follows from Eq.(7.7)
that the increment of kinetic energy of a particle is accompa-
nied by a proportional increment of its relativistic mass.
It is known, however, that various processes taking place
in nature are connected with the transformation of one kind
of energy into another. For example, the kinetic energy of
colliding particles can be transformed into the internal
energy of a new particle formed after the collision. Therefore,
it is natural to expect that the mass of a body grows not
only due to additional kinetic energy but also due to any
increase in the total energy stored in the body, irrespective
of what specific kind of energy is responsible for that in-
crease.
Owing to this Einstein reached the following fundamen-
tal conclusion: the total energy of a body (or a system of
bodies), whatever kinds of energy it comprises (kinetic,
electric, chemical, etc.), is related to the mass of that body
by the equation
`E=mc2.' (7.10)
This formula expresses one of the most fundamental laws
of nature, the relationship (proportionality) of the mass m
and the total energy E of a body. To avoid misunderstand-
ing, we should point out that the total energy E does not
include the potential energy of a body in an external held,
provided such a field acts on the body.
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Relation (7.10) may be written in another form if Eq.
(7.8) is taken into account. Then the total energy of a body
is
where mo is the rest mass of a body and T is its kinetic ener-
gy. From this it follows directly that a motionless body
(T = 0) also possesses the energy
E0=m0c2. (7.11)
This energy is referred to as the rest energy or the proper
energy.
We see that the mass of a body which in non-relativistic
mechanics manifested itself as a measure of inertness (in
Newton’s second law), or as a measure of gravitational
action (in the law of universal gravitation), emerges now
as a measure of the energy content of a body. In accordance
with the theory of relativity even a body at rest has a cer-
,tain amount of stored—up energy, the rest energy.
A change in the total energy of a body (a system) is ac-
companied by an equivalent change in its mass Am =
= AE/cz and vice versa. In conventional macroscopic pro-
cesses the change of mass of bodies turns out to be extreme-
ly small, so that its experimental detection is impossible.
This can be demonstrated by the following examples.
Examples. A. A satellite of{mass m = 100 kg {is launched into
the Earth’s orbit by accelerating) it to the velocity v = 8 km/s. This
means that its energy increases y AE = mv’/2 (allowing for v << e).
The corresponding increase in the satellite’s mass is equal to
Am =.- AE/e* = mv*/2c* = 3.5 · 10-8 kg.
B. Heating one litre of_ water from 0 to 100 °C requires the energy
AE = mop At, where cp ··-=-[4.2 J/(g·K) is the specific heat of water
and At is the temperature difference. The corresponding increase
in the mass of the water is
Am=AE/¢¤=0.47·10·10 kg.
C. A spring of stiffness factor x = 10° N/cm is compressed by
Al = 1 cm. In the process the spring acquires the energy AE =
= x (Al)’/2. The equivalent increment in its mass is equal to
Am=AE/c*=0.5·10·1° kg.
It is easy to see that in all three cases the mass changes
lie far outside the capabilities of experimental technique.
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In astronomical phenomena, however, associated, for
example, with exploration of stars mass can change by an
appreciable amount. One may ascertain this by the example
of solar radiation.
Example. According to as_tronomical observations the amount
of energy carried by so ar radiation each second to an area of 1 m2
of the Earth’s surface oriented at right angles to the solar rays comes
to about 1.4·10" J/(s·m“). This makes it possible to calculate the
total energy radiated by the Sun per second:
AE=1.4-103-4:rR°=4·10¤¤ J/s,
where R is the distance between the Earth and the Sun. Consequently
every second the Sun loses the mass
Am = AE/cz = 4.4•lO° kg/S!
This value is stupendous on the Eartb’s scale, but when compared
to the mass of the Sun this loss is negligible: Am/m = 2-10*2 s‘*.
Things are quite different in nuclear physics. Here it
became possible for the first time to experimentally check
and confirm the law relating mass and energy. This is be-
cause nuclear processes and transformations of elementary
particles are associated with very large changes of energy
comparable with the rest energy of the particles themselves.
We shall return to this problem in § 7.5.
§ 7.4. Relation Between Energy and Momentum
of a Particle
It is clear that both the energy E and the momentum p
of a particle have different values in different reference
frames. There is, however, a quantity, a certain combination
of E and p, that is invariant, i.e. has the same value in
different reference `frames. Such a quantity is E2 — pzcz.
Let us make sure that this is so.
Making use of the formulae E =-mcz and p = mv, we
may write
z_z2.. z4_ zzzj. _ z
E pc -mc mvc i_(v/C), [1 (v/c)]
or after cancelling
l E2—p2c2 = m§c“. I (7.12)
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The cancellation of the velocity v on the right—hand side
means that the value of E2 —— p2c2 is independent of the
velocity of the particle, and consequently, of the reference
frame. In other words, the quantity E2 —— p2c2 is indeed
an invariant with the value m§c‘ in all inertial reference
frames;
E2 T- p2c2 = inv. (7.13)
This conclusion is of great importance since it allows,
as it will be shown later, the analysis and solution of vari-
ous problems to be drastically simplified in many cases.
Here are two more relations which are very often useful.
The first one is
I p=mv==Ev/cz I (7.14)
and the seqpnd one relates the momentum and the kinetic
energy T of a particle; it can be easily obtained by substi-
tuting E = m0c2 + T, into Eq. (7.12):
Ipc=l/ T(T-}—2m,,c2). I (7.15)
At T < m0c2 the last relation turns into the classical one,
p = I/2m,,T, and when T > m0c2, it takes the form p=
= T/c.
Example. Assuming the rest energy of an electron to be equal
to 0.51 MeV, calculate:
(1) the momentum* of an electron possessing a kinetic energy
equal to its rest energy;
(2) the kinetic energy of an electron possessing the momentum
0.51 MeV/c, where c is the velocity of light.
1. If T = m c2, we obtain from Eq. (7.15) = /5-m c=
=—. 0.9 MeV/c. ° P I °
2. This problem may also be solved by resorting to Eq. (7.15).
A simpler way, though, is to utilize Eq. (7.12):
T = E -— moc:2 == }/p’c2+ m§c*— m0¢’ = 0.21` MeV.
" Note that now momenta of relativistic particles are expressed
in the units "energy/c", where c is the velocity of light. E.g., if energy
is expressed in MeV units (1 MeV = 1.6·10·° erg), then momentum
is in MeV/c. The introduction of such a unit for momentum simplifies
many kinds of calculations quite noticeably.
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In passing, let us examine the interesting possibility of
the existence of particles with zero rest mass (mo = 0).
From the equations
E = mocz/V 1 —— (v/c)2 and p = m,v/ V 1- (v/c)2
it follows that a particle whose rest mass mo = 0 may pos-
sess energy and momentum only when it moves with the
velocity of light c. Then the last two formulae turn into the
indeterminate ratio 0/0. This fact does not signify, how-
ever, the indeterminacy of energy and momentum of such
a particle. The point is that both these quantities prove. to
be independent of velocity. Moreover, the relationship
between the momentum p and the energy E is specified
by Eq. (7.14), where v = c, i.e.
p = E/c. (7.16)
Thus, in accordance with the theory of relativity the
existence of particles with zero rest mass is possible, provid-
ed they move with the velocity c. This motion is not a
result of preceding acceleration but this is the only state
in which such particles can ever exist. The stoppage of such
a particle is equivalent to its absorption (disappearance).
At the present time there are two such particles known:
the photon and the neutrino.
The Lorentz transformation of momentum and energy. Let a par-
ticle move with the velocity v = dl/dt in the K reference frame. From
Eq. (6.13) it follows that the elementary interval is
vn: }/c-*-(dt)*-—-__-(41-)* = C tu if 1"-"T•.
Bearing that expression in mind, we present the projections of the
momentum and the energy of the particle in the following form:
__..._;n.'L.._,.‘;.x.=mc-id-`E·· p=mc£!·
p=·=_]/f..'Z"@dt`°d;’ ” °gd.¢’
lf 1.,,0,/c): dt m° ds m°c ds
From the invariance of the interval ds it immediately follows that
on transition to another inertial reference frame p x and py are trans-
formed as dx and dy, i.e. as x and y, whereas the energy E is trans-
formed as c' dt, i.e. as the time t. Thus, the following correlations
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may be pointed out:
Rx ~ ·¢» Py ~ y. E/¢“ ~ ¢·
Replacing the indicated quantities in the Lorentz transformation (6.8),
we iinmediately obtain the transformation of momentum and energy
Ioug tz
. Pa:""EV/62 , . E——pxV
P = P =_P , E = , (7.17)
“’ }/1-—(V/c)’ ’ ” " }/1—(V/c)*
where V is the velocity of the K' frame relative to__the_K frame.
These formulae express the transformation law for the momentum
and energy projections of a particle on transition from the K to K'
frame.
More compact notation. At present all formulae of rela-
tivistic mechanics are customarily written in a more com·
pact form- using the following abbreviations:
(1) the ntities mcz and pc are denoted simply by m and
p and ex§Feassed accordingly in energy units (e.g., in MeV
units)• _
(2) ,all velocities are expressed in units of the velocity
of light and denoted by {5:
B = v/c; (7.18)
(3) the frequently occurring factor 1/ 1 ——-· (5* is denoted
by Y, the so-called Lorentz factor:
y=1/V 1-bz. (7.19)
These designations dramat_ically simplify not_only the appear-
ance of the formulae but all transformations and calcu-
lations as well. The basic formulae of relativistic dynamics
in the new notation are given below:
relativistic momentum (7.3)
M45
p =............... = ymop (7.20)
V 4- ¤· ’
kinetic (7.9) and total (7.10) energies
T: (......L...-1)=m_(v--1). (7-21)
m' v 4-¤· °
is-osae
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relations between energy and momentum (7.12)-(7.15):
E2—pz = mg = HIV, (7.23)
p = Ep, (7.24)
p = VT (T -|— 2m0); (7.25)
the Lorentz transformation of momentum and energy
(7.17):
• Px"'BE 1
p =—————-=v(p ·—BE)»
x V1- B2 3 I
pb .7-. py, ] (7.26)
r E‘"‘BP
E —"= ·—·—·...··:....·£· = E ··· .
§ 7.5. System of Relativistic Particles
About the energy and momentum of a system. Up to now
we restricted ourselves to consideration of the behaviour
of a single particle. In contrast to the dynamics of a single
particle, the development of the dynamics of a.system of
particles proves to be a much more complicated task in
the theory of relativity. Nevertheless, a number of impor-
tant general laws can be established in this case as well.
If we wish to examine the motionof a system as a whole,
then, neglecting the internal processes in the system and
ignoring its spatial dimensions, that system can be regard-
ed as a mass point (·a particle). Accordingly, a system of
relativistic particles can be described by the total energy
E, momentum p, and rest mass M0, and the relations de-
rived earlier can be considered valid for the system of parti-
cles as a whole.
We have to establish now how to interpret the total
energy E, the momentum p, and the rest mass M 0 of a sys-
tem as a whole. In the general case, if the system consists
of interacting relativistic particles, its total energy is
E = m,c2 —|— W, (7.27)
where micz is the total energy of the ith particle (recall
that this quantity does not include the energy of interaction
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with other particles), and W is the total energy of interac-
tion of all particles of the system.
In classical mechanics W is the potential energy of inter-
action of a system’s particles, a quantity depending only
on the configuration of the system (for a given character
of interaction). It turns out that in relativistic dynamics
there is no such concept as the potential energy of interac-
tion of particles. This is due to the fact that the very con-
cept of potential energy is closely connected with the con-
cept of long-range action (instantaneous interaction trans-
mission). Being a function of the system’s configuration,
potential energy is defined at every moment of time by the
relative disposition of the system’s particles. A change in
the configuration of a system must immediately induce a
change in potential energy. Since there is no such thing in
reality (interactions are transmitted with a hnite velocity),
the concept of potential energy of interaction cannot be
introduced for a system of relativistic particles.
An expression for the interaction energy W, and therefore
the total energy E, of a system of interacting relativistic
particles cannot be written in the general case. The same
can be said about the system’s momentum since in relati-
vistic dynamics momentum is" not a quantity independent
of the energy E. Things are as complicated in the case of
the rest mass M0 of the system. In the general case it is
known to be the mass in a reference frame where the given
mechanical system is stationary as a whole (i.e. in the
C frame).
Owing to the complications mentioned above the devel-
opment of the dynamics of a system of relativistic particles
is restricted to a few simple cases, two of which will be
examined here: a system of non-interacting relativistic
particles and the case of two colliding particles, which is
important from a practical point of view.
System of non-interacting particles. In this case the total
energy E and momentum p possess additive properties
which can be given as
E: mz°2» P= Pu (7-28)
where mi and pi are the relativistic mass and the momentum
1c•
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of the ith particle of the system. Since there is no interac-
tion in this case, the velocities of all particles are constant
and consequently the total energy and the momentum
of the whole system do not change with time.
Let us introduce the rest energy E0 for a system of par-
ticles as its total energy in the C frame, where the total
momentum is 5 =* Pi = O and the system as a whole is
at rest. Thus,
E. = E3. <v.29>
where Ei, is the total energy of the ith particle in the C
frame. This means that the rest energy includes not only the
rest energies of all particles but also their kinetic energies
T, in the C frame: E; = m0,c2+ T,.
Obviously, the same is true for the rest mass of the sys-
tem:
M0 = E,/cz. (7.30)
In particular, it follows from this that the rest mass of
the system is not equal to the sum of the rest masses of
its constituent particles:
·M 0 > moz-
The introduction of the rest energy and the rest mass of
a system, ,E,, and M 0, makes it possible to regard a system
of non-interacting relativistic particles as one particle with
the total energy E = Emicz, the momentum p = Eypy,
tl1e rest mass~ M0 = E0/cz, and to claim Eqs. (7.12) and
(7.14) to be valid for tl1e system of particles as well:
E2—p2c2 = Mgci = inv, (7.31)
p = EV/cz, (7.32)
where V is the velocity of the system as a whole, i.e. the
velocity of the C frame. In accordance with Eq. (7.32) this
velocity may be represented in the following form:
V = P:)/(E mi)• (7-33)
where mi is the relativistic mass of the ith particle of the
system. Note that. Eq. (7.33) coincides in form with the
corresponding non-relativistic expression (4.9) for the
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velocity of the system’s centre of inertia.
Collision of two particles. We shall corrsider the colli-
sion process as proceeding in two stages: first, the formation
of a compound particle A* and then its decay into two par-
ticles that, in the general case, may differ from the initial
ones:
A,+A.,—>A*—>A,,-}-14,,+
In the process of the convergence of particles A1 and A2
the interaction between them may not remain weak, and
Eq. (7.28) becomes inapplicable. However, after the result-
ing particles have separated far from each other, Eq. (7.28)
becomes applicable again.
In the given case the sum of the total energies of the two
initial particles (when they are so far from each other that
their interaction is negligible) can be shown to equal the
total energy of the compound particle. The same is true
for the second stage pf the process, that is, the decay. In
other words, it may be shown I
that the total energy conser- K K
vation law proves to hold ' ’
true for this process in the U ,f·
following form:
Ei+E,=E*=E3+Et+ ........ .........‘L.,
(7.34) ‘” x
We shall demonstrate that U V,
this is really so by the fol-
lowing simple example. 2 2
Let us imagine a collision Fig. 136
of two identical particles 1
and 2 that results in the formation of a certain compound
particle. Suppose the particles move toward each other in
the K frame before the collision with the same velocity
v as shown in Fig. 136. Let us consider this process in the
K' frame moving to the left with the velocity V relative
to the K frame. Since in the K frame the velocity of each
particle is perpendicular to the vector V, the two particles
in the K' frame, in accordance with Eq. (6.14), have 1
component equal to V. The compound particle formed,
whose relativistic mass is denoted by M, has the same
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vation law proves to hold ' ’
true for this process in the U ,f·
following form:
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We shall demonstrate that U V,
this is really so by the fol-
lowing simple example. 2 2
Let us imagine a collision Fig. 136
of two identical particles 1
and 2 that results in the formation of a certain compound
particle. Suppose the particles move toward each other in
the K frame before the collision with the same velocity
v as shown in Fig. 136. Let us consider this process in the
K' frame moving to the left with the velocity V relative
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velocity in the K' frame. Applying the momentum conser-
vation law before and after the collision (to the JB component
of the momentum), we obtain 2m (v') V = M ·V, where
v' is the velocity of each initial particle in the K' frame.
Hence,
2m (v') = ,
i.e. the sum of the relativistic masses of the initial particles
is equal to the relativistic mass of the formed particle.The
situation is similar in the K frame. Indeed, if the value of
V is small, the velocity v' is p1·actically equal to v, and the
mass M to the rest mass M 0 of the formed particle, so that
in the K frame _
2m (v) = M 0.
It is seen that the rest mass of the formed article is greater
than the sum of the rest masses of th initial particles.
The kinetic energy of the initial particles experiences a
transformation which causes the rest mass of the formed
particle to exceed the sum of the rest masses of the initial
particles.
Thus, we have shown that due to the system’s momentum
conservation the sum of the relativistic masses of the initial
particles equals the relativistic mass of the formed particle.
The same is obviously true for the total energy. Therefore,
we can assert that the conservation of the total energy in
the form described by Eq. (7 .34) indeed occurs in the con-
sidered stages of that process.
As we already mentioned at the end of § 7.3, the energy
conservation law, when applied to nuclear processes, made
it possible to experimentally verify the validity of one of
the fundamental laws of the theory of relativity, the mass-
energy relationship. Let us consider some examples.
Example I. Energ yield of nuclear reactions. Let us consider
a nuclear reaction of, the type
A1+A2*"Aa‘l‘A4»
where the initial nuclei are on the left-hand side and the reaction
product nuclei on the right—hand side. We apply the law of conserva-
tion of total energy to this reaction:
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Recalling that the total energy of each particle may begiven as E =
= m,,c’ -{- T_, where mo is t e rest mass of a nucleus and T is its ki-
netic energy, we rewrite the preceding equality as
(mi-l—m»)¤’+Ti»=(ms+mi> #+734.
where T1, and T3, are the total kinetic energies of nuclei before and
after the reaction. Hence,
Ts4— T1s=(”'1+ ms) ¢’— ('”s+ m4) ¤°·
The left-hand side of this equality is the increment of the overall
kinetic energy of the nuclei of the given system. It is referred to as
tl}? energy yield of a nuclear reaction and is denoted by the letter Q.
T us,
Q= [(mi-|— mz)—(me-|- mi)! ¢“·
This quantity may have either sign depending on the nature of the
nuclear reaction. Thus, the energy yield of a nuclear reaction is deter-
mined by the difference of the cumulative rest masses of nuclei before
and after the reaction. All the quantities involved in this relation
can be experimentally measured with a sufficiently high accuracy,
verifying Igereby the equality itself.
Let us., onsider the specific nuclear reaction
5 'Li -l- IH -» 2*He.
The rest masses of these nuclei measured in atomic mass units (amu)
are equal to 7.0160, 1.0078, and 4.0024 amu respectively. From this
it is not difficult to calculate that the sum of rest masses of the nuclei
decreases by 0.019 amu as a result of the reaction. Since one amu cor-
responds to an energy of 931.4 MeV, we find Q = 0.019 -931.4 MeV =
(T 17.7 MeV. This value agrees very accurately with experimental
ata.
Example 2. Decay of a particle. Suppose a stationary particle Ai
spontaneously decays producing two particles A 2 and A3: A1 —» A2 -|-
—|— A8. In accordance with the law of conservation of total energy,
As the total energly of each particle is E = m,0e’ + T, the preceding
equality takes t e form
m1c2=(m2'l“ ms) CLI'; Tam
where T,3 is the overall kinetic energy of the resulting particles.
This energy is referred to as the decay energy Q. Thus,
Q=lmi-—~(ms+ms)l ci-
Since Q is essentially a positive quantity, the spontaneous decay
of a particle is possible only if
mi > me -1- ms.
that is, if the rest mass of the initial particle exceeds the sum of the
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rest masses of the formed particles. Otherwise, spontaneous decay
is impossible. Experimental evidence fully confirms this conclusion.
Let us consider, for example, the decay of a pi·meson. It is an
experimental fact that charged pi—mesons disintegrate into a mu-meson
and a neutrino v: sr -» p. -|- ·v. The tabulated data give the rest
masses of these particles (in electron rest mass units) as 273.2, 206.8
and 0 respectively. It follows that the rest mass decreases by 66.4 emu
as a resu t of the decay. Since one emu corresponds to an energy of
0.51 MeV, the energy of this decay Q = 66.4-0.51 MeV = 34 MeV,
which accurately agrees with experimental data.
Since the collision of particles and the subsequent decay
of the compound particle do not involve any change in
the total energy of the system (and consequently, its momen-
tum), another important concl be inferred: for
a system, 'the quantity E’ — p’c’ is invariant not only
with respect to different inertial reference frames but also
with respect to the above—mentioned stages of a collision
process.
Imagine, for example, two relativistic particles to expe-
rience a collision which leads to the generation of a new
particle with rest mass M0. If in the K frame of reference
the total energies of the particles are equal to E, and E2
before the collision (and their momenta to pl and P2 respec-
tively), we may write immediately that on transition from
the K frame (prior to the collision) to the C frame (after
the collision) the following equality holds:
(Ei+E2)’—(v1+Pz)’¢“= M§¢‘. (7-35)
K frame C frame
in which it is taken into account that the formed particle
is at rest in the C frame.
The invariance of the quantity E2 — p’c’ provides us
with a means to investigate the various processes of decay
and collision of relativistic particles. Its application sim-
pliiies drastically both the analysis of the processes them-
selves and the appropriate calculations.
Example. In the K reference frame a particle possessing a rest
mass mo and a kinetic energy T strikes a stationary particle with the
same rest mass. Let us find the rest mass M 0 and the velocity V of the
compound particle formed as a result of the collision.
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Making use of the invariance of the quantity E’ — p’c’, we write
where the left-hand side of the equality relates to the K frame (prior
to the collision) and the right-hand side to the C frame (after the
collision). In this case, E = T + 2m0c*; besides, in accordance with
Eq. (7.15), p'c’.= T (T -I— 2m°c’), and therefore,
(T-|-2m0c*)*- T (T-)- 2m.,,c*) = 11134:*.
Whence,
M0: V 2mu (T-|-2m0c’)/c.
The velocity of the formed particle is the velocity of the C frame.
In accordance with Eq. (7.32),
V: pg?/Ez; i/T (T-}-2m0c2)/(T-|—2m.0c2):c/ |/1+2m,,c°/T.
Problems Chapter 7
Attention! In (problems 7.4 through 7.11 we employ the abbreviated
notation describe at the end of § 7.4. (e.g., p and mo are the abbrevi-
ated forms of the quantities pc and m0c’).
O 7.1. Motion due toa longitudinal force. A particle of rest mass mo
begins moving under the action of a constant force F. Find the time
dependence of the particle's velocity.
Solution. Multiply both sides of· Eq. (7.5) by dt. Then
rz (m,,»; i/1-(v;¢)¤)=Fd¢.
Integrating this expression and taking into account that v = 0 at the
initial moment, we obtain mov/i/1 — (v/c)’ = Ft. Whence
v (0 = (F¢/m0>/ V i + (F¢/m»¤>’·
Let us compare the expression thus obtained with the classical one.
According to Newton’s second law, w = F/mo and the velocity vc, =
= Ft/mo, and that is why the preceding expression for the velocity
v (t) may be presented as
v (t) == vc)/}/1+ (vc;/c)’.
F1·om this it is seen that v < vc), i.e. the actual velocity v of the
particle grows more slowly with time as compared to vc), and the
velocity v—» c as t—» oo (Fig. 137).
It is interesting to note that the momentum of the particle grows
linearly with time: from the equation dp/dt = F it follows that
p == Ft. This is a characteristic property of relativistic motion: while
the velocity of a particle approac es a certain limit (i.e. becomes
practically constant), the momentum of that particle keeps growing.
O 7.2. Motion due to a transverse force. A relativistic particle
of rest mass mo and charge q moves in a stationary uniform magnetic
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field whose induction is equal to B. The particle circumscribes a cir-
cle of radius p in a plane perpendicular to the vector B. Find the
momentum and the angular rotation frequency of the particle.
Solution. In this case the particle moves due to the Lorentz force
F = q [vB], where v is the velocity of the particle. Since F _]_ v,
the magnitude of the velocity of the particle v = const and Eq. (7.5)
takes t e form
mw = q [vB].
where m is the relativistic mass of the particle. Recalling that w
is a normal acceleration whose magnitude is equal to v2/p, we rewrite
the preceding equation as mvz/p = qvB. Hence, the momentum of
the particle is
p = mv = qpB. (f)
Thus, the product pB may serve as a ieasure of the relativistic
momentum of the given particle. W
With allowance made for Eq. (1) the angu ar frequency of the
particle is
to = v/p = p/mp = qB/m.
It follows that the angular frequency co depends on the velocitfy of
the particle: the greater the velocity of the particle, and there ore,
if
*41
c ----- -~--. - ---.....
tf
0
Z
Fig. 137
the relativistic mass rn, the lower the angular frequency oi. However,
at low velocities (v ( c) rn -» mo, and
(0 = qB/mn = C0l'lSt,
i.e. in this velocity range the frequency oi is practically independent
of the velocity.
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Q 7 .3. At the moment t = 0 a relativistic proton with momentum po
flies into a region where there is a transverse uniform electric {ie d
of strength E, with Po J. E. Find the time dependence of the angle 9
at which the proton is deflected from the initia direction of 1tS motion.
Solution. Taking the :1: coordinate along the vector po and the y
coordinate along E, we write Eq. (7.4) in projections on these axes:
dpx/dt = O, dpy/dt = eE,
where e is the proton charge. From these equations it follows that
Px = P0: py Z: eEt•
or ____ _____
movx/}/1——(v/c)2=p0, mov!//|/1—(v/c)*:eEt. (1)
From the ratio of the last two equalities we get
tan O = vu/vx = eEt/po.
It is interesting to point out that in contrast to the non-relativistic
case vx decreases with an increase in time here. To make sure of
this, let nfs square both equalities (1) and then add separately their
left-hand and right-hand sides:
m§ (U?. + v;)
..._._.: E 2_
11(U!c)2
Recalling that v;+ vg = v2, we obtain
v 2 [ m3c“ QI··i
(C) - + pz+<¤E»>*
Substituting this expression into the first equality of (1), we get
vx = ¢/Vi + (mac/P0)“ —I— (¢E¢/P0)?
i.e. vx really decreases in the course of time t.
Q7.4 . Symmetric elastic scattering. A relativistic proton possessing
kinetic energy T collides elastically with a stationary lproton wit
the result that both protons move apart symmetrically re ative to the
initial motion direction. Find the angle between the motion direc-
tions of the protons after the collision.
Solution. In symmetric scattering of the protons their momenta
and energies must be equal in magnitude. This is immediately seen
from the triangle of momenta (Fig. 138), which expresses the momen-
tum conservation law. From that triangle we can write, in accordance
with the cosine theorem,
p2: 2p’2—|-2p'2 cos 9,
whence
cos 9: p”/2p’2—1.
Using Eq. (7.25) and taking into account that T = 2T’, where T'
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is the kinetic energy of each proton after the collision, we find
P2 _ T(T+2mo) __4 T"l‘2m0
p" — T' (T'—}—2m,,) _ T-}-/imo ’
where mo is the rest mass of a proton. Substituting this expression
into the formula for cos 9, we obtain
cos G = T/(T -}- 4m°).
Note that as distinct from the non-relativistic case when 8 = sr/2,
here 6 < rt/2.
O 7.5. A photon of energy e is scattered by a stationary free elect-
ron. Find the energy e' of the scattered ` n if the angle between
the motion directions of the incoming p oton nd the scattered one
is equal to 0.
Solution. Let us apply the momentum and energy conservation
laws to the given process:
Tg=8"8's pc=p""'p'•
where Te and pe are the kinetic energy and the momentum of the
recoiled electron, and p and p' are the momenta of the incoming
6
pl pl I
P Pe
8
P P
Fig. 138 Fig. 139
and scattered photons. According to the cosine theorem it follows
from the triangle of momenta (Fig. 139) that
1¤3=p’+p"—2pp'c0s 0-
Substituting here p = e, p' = e' and pc, = }/T,,(Te + 2me) =
== }/(e — e') (e — e' + 2mc) , where me is the rest mass of the
electron, we obtain after simple transformations
e'- 8
' — 1-|—(2e/m,,)sin° (9/2) °
-3 7.6. Two Erotons move toward each other with equal kinetic
energies T (in t e K reference frame). Find the kinetic energy T'
of one proton with respect to the other.
Solution. Let us take advantage of the invariance of the quantity
E2 —-— pz, writing it in the K frame (which is also the C frame here)
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and in the reference frame fixed to one of the protons
[2 (T-]- mp)]* = (T' -i—2m.1,)’-— T' (T'+2mp),
where mp is the rest mass of a proton. From this it follows that
T' = 2T (T—|-2mp)/mp.
For example, in the case of protons (mp as 1 GeV?, if T = 50 GeV),
then T' = 5-103 GeV. The possibility of such a argc energy "gain"
underlies the method of head-on collision beams.
i 7.7. Energy diagram oi a nuclear reaction. A particle A1 with
kinetic energty T1 strikes a stationary nucleus A, (in the K frame).
As a result o the reaction the nuclei A3 and A, are formed:
A1+ A2—>A8+A‘•
The rest masses of the particles are equal te ml, mz, m3, and ml respec-
tively. Illustrate the energy level diagram of the nuclear reaction
for two cases: (a) ml -4- rn, > rn -|— m , and (b) ml + mz < ma -|— m,.
For the second case find the threshold kinetic energy Tw". of the
incoming particle in the K frame.
Solution From the law of conservation of the total energy it
follows that in the C frame
ff1z·l+'”1+ mi = 7,24+ mi + me
where TQ, and T3, are'the overall kinetic energies of the particles
E {CZ] E {bf
zn$' 2+3*
is m +m
m1*'m2 ? $ 3 4
¤· i cr
m3+m•,. fII,+ITIz
Fig. 140
before and alter the reaction. Deneting the increment of the kinetic
energy T,,—T1, by Q, we may write the preceding expression as
Q = (va + me —— (mi —I- mi-).
where Q is the energy yield ofthe nuclear reaction. The energy diagram
of the reaction is 1 lustrated in Fig. 140 for beth cases. ln case (a) the
eliect is positive, O > 0: the overall kinetic energy increases at the
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Relativistic Mechanics
expense of a decrease in the sum of the rest masses of thejsystem’s
particles; in case (b) the opposite is true.
In the latter case, as it is seen from Fig. 140b, the nuclear reaction
is possible only if T1, ,> I Q |. Here the equality sign corresponds
to the threshold value of the energy T12. In accordance with Eq. (4.16),
at low velocities,
Iwgez mz m1v¥ _ mz
T1zthr···'”"”'“'2 —·w_m2 **2 — ·····—·m1_|_ mz Tum-- I O I0
whence
Tum: I Q I (’”1·I‘ mz)/mz-
Q 7.8. Threshold energy (the minimum energy required to activate
a given process).
1.. A relativistic particle of rest mass mo strikes a stationary par-
ticle of rest mass M 0. As a result of the impact, particles of rest
masses ml, ma, are generated according to the scheme
/\ m0'I`M0_*m1`I_m2+
Find the threshold kinetic energy T th,. of the incoming particle.
2. Find the threshold energy o a photon for electron—positron pair
production in the field of a stationary proton.
Solution. 1. First of all, it is clear that threshold energy is meaning-
ful only when the sum of the rest masses of the initial particles is less
than that of the Particles produced. To find Tthr, let us make use of
the invariance o the quantity E2 —- pz. Let us write this quantity
prior to the collision for T == Ty., in the reference frame where the
particle M0 is at rest, and after the collision in the C frame:
E2 ,,,, pa = §2_
or p
(Tim-l- mo+Mo)2_Ttlzr (Tun-+2m0)= (mi—I— m0+ · · ·)°·
Here we have taken into account that in the C frame the kinetic
energy of the formed particles is equal to zero at the threshold of the
reaction, and therefore their total energy equals the sum of the rest
masses of the individual particles. From the latter equation we get
Tim-: l(m1‘I‘ mz‘I‘ · • ·)a"‘(’”o‘I‘M0l2I/2Mo-
2. Let us write E2 — pg before the interaction in the reference
frame where the proton is at rest and after the interaction in the C
frame. At the threshold value of the energy c of the incoming photon
(8m+ Mole -83.0 = (M0+2m0)’.
where M 0 is the rest mass of a proton, and mo is the rest mass of an
electron (positron). Hence,
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gt is seen that pair production requires the photon energy to exceed
m .
cj 7.9. Decay of a moving particle. A relativistic n° meson of
rest mass mo disintegrates during its motion into two gamma photons
with energies el and c, (in the K reference frame). Find the angle 9
of divergence of the gamma photons.
Solution. Using t e invariance of the expression E2 — p’, we
yrite it in the C frame before the decay and in the K frame after the
ecay:
mt = (61 + €s)° * (P1 + Psy.
where K, and p are the momenta of the gamma photons. We trans-
form t e right-hand side of this equation taking into account that
pl = el and p, = ez; then
m§=2e1s,—2p1p,, or m§=2e1e,(1—cos 9).
Hence ____
sin (9/2) = mo/2}/ele,.
Q 7.10. The total momentum and energy of a system of two non-
interacting Eiirticles are p = pl -l- pz and E = E1 -}— E . Demonstrate
explicitly t at the Lorentz transformation for the total momentum E
and energy E is consistent with the invariance of the quantity E* — p
for the given system. '
Solution. Using the Lorentz transformation for momentum and
energy (7.26), we find the projections of the total momentum and
energy in another (primed) reference frame possessing the velocity B
and the corresponding Lorentz factor y:
p§¤=P{x+1¤§x=v(Pix+P¤x)—vB(Ei+Ei)=Y(1>x—BE);
pi, = pi,,+ p;y= my +p.y = py;
E’=Ei+E;=v<Ei+Ei)——vB<p1x+p.x)=v<E—Bpx)·
Hence
E"—P"=E"—(P5.’+P§,“)=E’—P‘·
O 7.11. In the laboratory reference frame a photon with energy e
strikes a stationary particle A _of rest mass mo. Find:
(1) the velocity of the C frame for these two particles;
(2) the energies of the photon and the particle in the C frame.
Solution. 1. In accordance with Eq. (7.32) the velocity of the C
frame is
B= p/E = e/(e -|- mo).
2. From the Lorentz transformation for energy (7.26) it follows
that the photon energy in the C frame is
: ·-— p :: 8—· 8 ;· —··-——·—-:8 --—-·—- ·
8 v<¤ B) v< B) c}/i__p_ 1+6
Substituting the expression for B from the previous part, we obtain
E/= e }/ m°/(2e—|- mo).
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The energy of the particle A in the C frame is
EA = nzo/}/1—|5’ = (e—·}j rn) V mu/(2.¤;—|— mo).
The correctness of the formulae obtained may be checked by making
use of the invariance of the expression E2 — pz on transition from
the laboratory reference frame to the C frame:
(8+ ~·¤)°—¢~>’ = G-}- EAP-
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APPENDICES
1. Motion of a Point in Polar Coordinates
In polar coordinates p, cp the position of a point A on a plane
is defined if we know its distance p from the origin O (Fig. 14141)
and the angle qa between the radius vector p of the point and
a chosen direction OO', the zero reading of the angular coordi-
nate q>.
Let us introduce unit vectors ep and eq, associated with the mov-
ing point A and oriented in the direction of the increasing
coordinates p and qa as shown in Fig. 1414:. Unlike the unit vectors
rev e rb)
" do
Al gp 9 dvp
A Cgi
P Bp
d
0 A 0. A
Fig. 141
of the Cartesian system of coordinates, ep_ and eq, are movable, that
is, they change their direction as the point A moves. Let us find
their time derivatives, which will be required later. During the
motion of the point A both unit vectors turn in the same direction
through the same angle dcp in the time interval dt (Fig. 141b) and
acquire the increments:
de,,=1·dq>·e,,; de,,=1·dq>·(—e,,).
Dividing both expressions by dt, we obtain
é..=€ve.: &..= Jie,. m
when a dot over a letter signiiies diilerentiation with respect to
time. A
Let us new determine the velocity and acceleration of the point A,
writing its radius vector p in the form
P ’= P°p• (2)
i7·•053l
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The velocity v of a point. Let us differentiate Eq. (2) with respect
to time, allowing for Eq. (1):
v=»3¢—,.+p<i>·»e (3)
i.e. the projections of the vector v on the movable unit vectors eq
and eq, are e to
v = ps ve = pv. (4)
and the magnitude of the velocity vector is v = + p¤q?pz_
The acceleration W of a point. Differeutiating Eq. (3) with respect
to time once again, we get
d •• • d • ••
W='!=P€p+P€p + -" °q>'i'P(P°q>•
dt dt
After simple transformations we find, taking into account Eq. (1):
w=<'é-•><i>=>·=.+<2i>€p+»>$>·>... (5)
i.e. the projections of the vector w on the unit vectors ep and eq, are
equal to
wp=0—p<1>’. (6)
w = 2i¤iv+P•<l; =i i <p·&»)
"’ p dt °
The fundamental equation of dynamics in polar coordinates. The
fundamental equation of dynamics mw = F in projections on the
movable unit vectors ep and eq, is easy to obtain at once, making use
of Eqs. (6):
m (6- pim = F,.
M?-E; (P’<r>)=Fs•
where FD and F are the projections of the vector F on the unit vec-
tors eq and eq, (lliig. 142). In that figure F, < 0 and Fw > 0.
2. On Keplerian Motion
The motion of a particle in a central field of forces that are inverse-
ly proportional to the square of the distance from the field centre
is called Keplerian. The Newtonian attraction forces between mass
Eoints (or bodies possessing spherical symmetry) and Coulomb forces
etween point charges are forces of this kind.
In such a field the potential energy of a particle is U = —otIp,
where ot is a constant and p is the distance from the field centre. Let
us examine the case when ot > 0, i.e. the force acting on a particle
of mass m is directed toward the held centre (attraction). What shape
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does the trajectory of the particle have in polar coordinates p (q>)
if p (0) = po at cp = 0 and its velocity is perpendicular to the radius
vector and is equal to vo (Fig. M3)?
To solve this problem, the laws of conservation of energy and
angular momentum are usually utilized. In polar coordinates these
laws yield
··'g·(6'+P°T’)·%·=E$ mP°1l?=L»
where E and L are the total mechanical energy and the angular mo-
mentum of the particle relative to the {point 0, the held centre. Both
of these quantities are easy to find rom the initial conditions.
These equations are solved as follows. Initially, in the first equa-
tion differentiation with respect to time is replaced by differentiation
F gy, V
—· 8
a .P P va
P
0 O' U fa mt 0
Fig. 142 Fig. 143
with respect to cp; this can be done by using the second equation:
dt = (mp'/L) dcp. Then the variables p, cp are separated, i.e. _ the ob-
tained expression is reduced to the form dip = Mp) dp. And hnally,
that equation is integrated, with account taken o the initial condi-
tions. The result of integration yields the sought solution p (tp).
We shall not describe the rather cumbersome Procedure for solving
these equations here. If necessary, it may be ound in almost any
textboo on theoretical physics or mechanics. We shall restrict our-
selves to -an analysis of the solution obtained, which has the form
0 (q>) = pt/la + (1 — ¤> cvs @1. (1)
where a = cz/mpovf.
It is known from mathematics that Eq. (1) describes a curve of
the second order. Depending on the value of the parameter a this
may be an ellipse (circle), a parabola, or a hyperbola.
1. It is immediately seen that at a = 1 p does not depend on q>,
i.e. the trajectory is a circle. A particle has such a trajectory at a veloc-
ity vo equal to
vi =· V ¤¤/mae (2)
11*
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2. For all values of the parameter a at which p is finite up to qa =
F rr, the trajectory has the form of an ellipse. At cp = rt, as it follows
rom Eq. ),
P (¤ = P0/(2a — i)-
It is seen from this that p (rr) is tim only when 2a > 1, i.e. when
the velocity vo < vn, where
Vrr = V 2¤¤/mpc- (3)
3. If 2a = 1, i.e. vo = vu, the ellipse degenerates into a parabola,
which means that the particle does not come back again.
4. At v > vu the trajectory has the shape of a hyserbola.
All of these cases are illustrated in Fig. 144. It shou be pointed
out that in elliptical orbits the field centre coincides with one of the
P /?IZ0e;·¢50@
0/*06 /
lfa<U \`\ I]
. 5B '___t 0
Q/\}'\9 §$//,, >\\ _
§g// All
{
1
\\
\\\\"__-////
Fig. 144
elligseg f¢;_cal points: 1}amely, with the back focus if vo < vi, and
wit te ront ocus i v >v.
Note that ErH._(1) descl·ibes,Ifor example, the trajectories of the
planets of the so ar system, with cz. = ym.M, where M is the mass of
the Sun. As a plied to the motion of space vehicles, v; and vu are
the orbital andp escape velocities respectively. Obviously, their magni-
tudes depend on the mass of the body that is the source of the field.
3. Demonstration of Steiner's Theorem
Theorem: the moment of inertia I of a solid body relative to an
arbitrary axis z equals the moment of inertia I C of that bodg relative
to the axis zc parallel to the given one and passing through t e body':
centre of inertia, plus the ggoduct of the mass m ofthe dy and the
square of the distance a tween the axes:
[ = IC + Tna2•
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Proof. Let us draw through the ith element of the body a plane
perpendicular to the z axis, and in this plane, three vectors p,,- pj
and a (Fig. 145). The first two vectors describe the position of the ith
element of the body relative to the z and zc axes while the vector a
speciiies the position of the zc axis relative to the s axis. Taking
Z Zo
I
a
gr 4
_ _ ( _
Z
Fig. 145
advantage of the relationship between these vectors (pl = pi -|- a),
we transform the expression for the moment of inertia of the body
relative to the z axis:
I = E mm? = E mz (pi ~l- ¤)2 = Z mzp? + 2¤ E mini + E mw-
The fnrst term on the right-hand side of that equality is the moment
of inertia I C of the body relative to the zc axis, and the last term is
equal to mat What is left is to show that the middle term equals zero.
Suppose rg is the radius vector of the ith element of the body
relative to the centre of inertia; then the vector mir; = 0 relative
to that centre. But pi is the vector projection of the vector 1*; on the
plane perpendicular to the z axis. Hence it is clear that if the composite
vector is equal to zero, the sum of its vector projections on any plane
is also equal to zero, i.e. mipi = 0. The theorem is thus proved.
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L Greek Alphabet
A, cc-Alpha I, n.-——Iota P, p—Plho
B, fl—Beta K, x—·Kap%a E, o— Sigma
I`, Y-Gamma A, A.- Lam da T, 1:-Tau
A, 6- Delta M, p.——Mu I`, u—U£sil0n
E, e—Epsilon N, v—Nu <D, ¢p—P i
Z, §—Zeta 3, §—Xi X, X—Chi
H, 1]-·Eta O, o—Omicr0n W, 1p—Psi
6, 0,0—Theta H, an- Pi Q, m— Omega
5. Some Formulae of Algebra and Trigonometry
The roots of the quadratic equation a.r*·+ ba:-|-c =0
-b-_; i/.b¤-441:
I1': =' •
Some approximate formulae. If on < 1 , then
(1;·0c)"=1-_+;na sin¤.=cz
e°‘=1+a cos¤¤=·1—cz°/2
ln(1+a)=on tan<z=<z
The basic formulae of trigonometry
sin* a+ eos* cr. = 1 sin (cjb) =
= sin 0: cos Bjcos cz sin B
sec’ on-tan° cn = 1
csc* a—cot* cr. = 1 cos (cjb) =
= cos cx cos Bisin on sinh
sin cx.·sec c&=1 tau (¤¤iB)=
cos ct·csc ct=1 wt (¤¤iP)=
[ tan c•·cot cz = 1
. 1 . .
SiDG= SIIIG-{-Sl!1B=
1 + cot* or. _
V = 2 giniqi cog ii
2 2
1 . .
COS€I·= SHICZ-Slllp-‘=
}/1-|—tan°c1. a_+_B _ a__p
= 2 COS T S11] T
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Concluded
aiu 2cc=2 sin cr.·c0s cz
cos 2a = cos* a—sin* cz 60S G-}-¢0S D= _
_ G + B ¤¤—B
- 2 cos -7Z- cos 2
gan 2u =
1 — t.an* a
eosa—c0sB=
__ . <x—}—B . on —-B
- — 2 sm 2 sm 2 `
_ sin @15)
tan cttw B " cos <z·c0s B
_ sin (mib)
cot atcot B" ‘-t sin wsiub
sung-=l/}..`T£2§.g. 2sincr.·sinB=cos(a—B)-—
Z' 2 —<=¤¤ (¤¤—l-D)
eos%=`/-L`-{Eg-(E—2 2c0s<z·c0sB=c0S(¤—B)+
+ cos <¤=-I-B)
2 sin 0c·c0s f$=sin (cn-—B)+
+ Sin (¤¤ + B)
6. Table of Derivatives and Integrals
Function i Derivative Function I Derivative
sr" mc"-! sin as cos x
L __ _L cos .1: —sin as
sc 2:* 1
1 n tan x c0s* 2:
`_jrT " TE 1
V- 4 °°” ··;i¤
I 2 V E- arcsin sc
ex ex 1/ 1 -x=
°nx new arccos a: ...._L...
ax ax lu a lf .1 - xs
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Concludcd
Function I Derivative n] Function l Derivative

In 2:] -i-— arctan x Ti?
.. ' 1
lf u B].°CCOt J! ··-·•·]·;·{--55
u» sinh z cosh sr
n“ “ T wsu z —siuh x
u vu' - v’u 1
T fr- *°”‘" mw
1
°°“” ·;i::i:=r;‘
xn+1
5x" d:c=—;l—;-T, n=;&-1 E-6;-{E-tana:
S-(2-:111:: SJ%—=—cotx
x sm x
Ssin:cda:=—c0sz §e°°d:=e°°
Scosxdx=sin:c S -ii-=arc tanx
· 1+ x'
da: .
S t8I1$d$=——lIlOOSI S————...——.;—.·’-='H1'C81I1$
_ 1/ 1-::*
5cot::d:=lnsin:c S =l/l1(¢+`l/$*-1)
7. Some Facts About Vectors
Scalar product: _
ab = bn = ab cos 0.;
a (b-}—c)=ab-|—ac.
Cross product:
[ab] = — [ba]; | [ab} |=ab sin ot;
ln. b-l-cl =l¤bl+ [acl-
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Concluded
Mixed, or vector·scalar, product of three vectors is a scalar
equal numerically to the volume of the parallelepiped construct-
ed from these vectors:
a [bc] =b [ca] = c [ab];
-a [bc] = —b [ac] = -a [cb].
Double vector product:
[a [bc]] = b (ac)—c (ab).
Products of vectors in coordinate form. If
a = “1€i + azca + Gees-
b = blcl + baez + beam
where el, e,, e, are coordinate unit vectors which are`mutually
perpendicular and form a right triad, then
‘“: ¤b = aibi + azba + aebei
l¤b1=' ara: as I=(¢1ba "asba) ei + (a3b1 ‘ a1bs) 9a+ (a1ba*aab1) es-
bi bz be
'Iihe rulesbgor differentiating vectors depending on a certain
sca ar varia e t:
d da db _
W(°+b)"`EZ`+Ti2"
d da da
‘a‘r(°°°’=27°+°‘2r·
d da db _
‘z?(°"’·2?"+° 717-
d da - db °
Gradient of the scalar function qa:
V·»=-Zi; ·+-%§-i+—Zf ··»
where i, j, k are the coordinate unit vectors of the rc, y, z axes.
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8. Units of Mechanical Quantities ln the SI and CGS Systems
Unit Conversion
___,,___,,_,__,___ factor, 1 SI
Quantlw I l unlt/1 CGS
SI I CGS unlt
Length m cm 10*
Time s s 1
Angle rad rad 1
Area m5 cm5 105
Volume m5 cm5 105
Velocity mls cm/s 105
Acceleration m/s5 cm/s5 105
Frequency Hz Hz 1
Angular requency rad/s rad/s 1
Angular velocity rad/s radys 1
Angular acceleration rad /s5 rad/s5 1
Mass kg g 105
Density kg/m5 g/cm5 10*5
Force N dyn 105
Pressure Pa dyn,/cm5 10
Work, energy J erg 107
Power W erg f s 107
Momentum kg- m/s g · cm/s 105
Power impulse N ·s dyn·s 105
Force moment (torque) N·m dyn-cm 107
Angular momentum kE·m5/s g·cm5/s 107
Moment of inertia g·m5 g·cm5 107
Torque momentum N·m·s dyn·cm-s 107
Energy flux W erg/s 107
Energy flux density W/m5 erg/(s·cm5) 105
9. Decimal Pretixes for the Names of Units
T tera (1075) c centi (10*5)
G giga (105) m milli (10*5)
M mega (105) p. micro (10*5)
k kilo (105) n nano (10*5).
h hecto (105) p pico (10*75)
da deca (107) f femto (10*75)
d deci (10*1) a atto (10*55)
Examples: nm nanometer (10*5 m)
kN kilonewton (105 N)
MeV megaelectronvolt (105 eV)
p.W microwatt (10*5 W)
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10. Some Extrasystem Units
l Length 1 A (angstr0m)=10‘1° m
1 AU (astronomical unit)=1.496·10¤ m
1 light—year=0.946·10*° m
1 pa1·sec=3.086·10*° m
1 in (inch)=0.0254 mj
1 ft (f0ot)=0.3048 m; 1 yd (yard)=0.9144 m
1 mile=1609 II]
Time 1 day=86400 s
1 year=3.1i·10°’_ s
Mass 1 amu=1.66·10‘”" kg; 1 oz (avdp)=0.028 kg
1 ton=10° kg; 1 lb (avdp)=0.454 kg
Force 1 kgf (kilogram-force)=9.81 N
1 t (ton-force)=9.81·10° N
Pressure 1 bar=1O5 Pa (precisely)
1 atm (atmosphere)=1.O1·105 Pa
1 mm Hg (Torr)=133 Pa
1 in Hg=3386 Pa
1 psi (pounds per square inch)=6895 Pa
Energy 4. 1 eV=1.60-10*1** J
1 Wh (Watt·hour)=3.6·10’ J
Power 1 hp (h0rsepower)=736 W
ii. Astronomic Quantities
I Mass, kg ' Mean Igadius, , Itggairiugrbga
Sun 1.97·10°° 6.95 -108 -
Earth 5.96·10”* 6.37.10** 1.50-10*1
Moon 7.34-102* 1.74·10° 3.84408
12. Fundamental Constants
Velocity of light in vacuo ¢={ /5
Y. - __ 6.67-10** m3/(kg·s”)
Grax ntational constant ·y-{ 6•67_m_8 Cm3j(g_S2)
Standard free ..
fall acceleration g={ gi,
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Concluded
Avogadro constant N A={ lggilgl
Elementary charge e= {
0.911·10’°° kg
Electron rest mass me: { 0.911·10·” g
0.511 Mev
Electron charge to mass ratio e/me: { Sggg
Proton rest mass mp= { gg
1.660-10*7 kg
Atomic mass unit 1amu= { 1.660-104* g
931.4 MeV
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